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‘TUMBLEDOWN’ FILM SALE

rrr ,

The BBC plans to sell
the controversial TV
drama ‘Tumbledown’
to the cinema, writes
Richard Brooks. The
film, based on the
personal account of the
Falklands conflict by
the wounded Scots
Guards captain Robert
Lawrence (right),
attracted a 10 million
audience when shown on BBC1 two months
ago. It is likely to be taken up by Cannon,
the film distributors, and could become a
forerunner for a series of other films made by
the BBC for both television and the cinema.
But the cinema release could run into trouble
over negotiations for extra payments to the
50 actors appearing in the drama, whose
agreement was to work for TV, not cinema.
If just one actor refuses, the deal would be
blocked. (Media Matters, page 34.)
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Pilkington through
the glass brightly
SHREWD
institutional
investors note the trading
performance of Pilkington
and the bullish remarks of
chairman Antony Pilkinglast
ton to shareholders
|-v .,
week, writes
uavia
Simpson.
International demand for
Pilkington’s traditional glass
products continues to grow
apace; growth which has
established a more stable and
profitable pricing regime.
The St Helens-based
group will soon decide on a
location for a new £70 million floatglass plant, with the
balance
finely
poised
between a low-cost Merseyside site and a more expensive location in the SouthEast which would allow
Pilkington easier access to its
perceived market-places.
Pilkington holds great
hopes for another techno-

logical breakthrough with a
new heat-saving glass, which
should make an impact on
the double-glazing market.
. Pilkington can
4 .. also
. look
r to
increasing contributions from
its vision care activities,
where it is fast establishing
itself as the world’s premier
opthalmic concern.
At; present, only Pilkington’s Brazilian and Argentinian operations are failing to
meet targets. Elsewhere,
demand and earnings are
growing,
In the year to end-March
last, Pilkington reported
pre-tax profits growth of 18
per cent to £302 million,
BTR’s continued 3.8 per
cent interest adds a speculatjve dimension, but the main
attraction of Pilkington’s
shares, at 213p, and on a
modest 7.6 times historic
p/e, lies in the group’s earnings potential.
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Clearing the red from the books
David Barchard looks at the signs of recovery in the four big banks
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TI—1 EW SATISFACTIONS ity at home offsetting losses in
J-H can be as great as that Latin America, was still
5
experienced by a banker entirely true.
Banking activities in the UK
when moving back into the
black. In their interim results have returned to their tradi
announced this week, the big tional role of being the major
four clearing banks have seen source of income for the banks,
the red ink caused by defaults but the market is becoming
... Third World debts, disap steadily more crowded. Banks
on
pearing from their balance still affect to race with each
sheets, hopefully never to other for market share
although their estimates of it
return.
This has been good news for are often at variance.
However the suspicion must
shareholders. Even at Midland,
which has been the most be that they have come under
gravely affected by problems some pressure from building
with Third World debt, share societies offering financial ser
such as credit cards
holders got their first dividend vices
and cheque book current
increase in three years.
However the banks’ perfor accounts - which until very
mance this summer has not recently were the exclusive
preserve of the banks. If so, the
been entirely heroic.
At NatWest, the largest squeeze on their domestic prof
clearer, domestic profits of its is likely to grow.
Concern with market share
£477m were down a puzzling 11
per cent, while operating costs marked out Barclays’ results
rose by an alarming 25 per from the others. Its personal
lending is growing at the
cent.
Most of the profit figures extraordinary annual rate of 42
contained small but helpful per cent, having speeded up
exceptional items, such as Bar from 37 per cent since early
clays’ sale of its Californian April. This was when it
subsidiary. This would not announced a £921m rights
have been necessary if the pic issue to strengthen its capital
ture, projected by the banks base in readiness for the strug
last year, of surging profitabil- gle to overtake NatWest.

CLEARING BANK RESULTS JUNE 1988
Assets

Barclays
NatWest
Midland
Lloyds

Ebn
98.5
102.4
53.9

47.8

Pre-tax
profit
£m

Domestic
profit
£m

LDC
exposure
£bn

Equity/
assets

618
702
313
452

382t
477
228
393

2.93
2.57
4.5
4.15

5.6
4.9
5.2
5.4

%

.Ljncludlno Central Retail Services and Mercantile Group

Pre-tax performance of Merchant Banks

B2W
County NatWest
Midland Montagu
Lloyds Merchant

June 88
Cm
27
(10)
63
5

June 87
Cm
(11)
(116)
19
(28)

Dec 87
Cm
25
2
2
(32)

Barclays expects that its
lending will slow down in the
second half of the year, but
this week, Mr John Quinton,
Barclays’ chairman, was able
to announced that in some sec
tions of the personal market,
Barclays is now number one.
The other banks accuse Bar
clays of being preoccupied with
market share and warn that no
good can come out of such a
fast increase in lending, a sug
gestion that Barclays firmly
rejects.
"This is not a mad dash for
growth. Our increase in mar
ket share has not been bought
by undercutting others,” said
Mr Quinton. He pointed out
that the average margin on
lending by Barclays over the
base rate has actually gone up
by 0.2 percentage points since
the start of the year.
One of the surprises of the
results was in the four banks’
investment arms. None of
them has looked entirely
happy over the last year, with
several being forced to with
draw from loss-making
operations, even without last
October’s stock market crash
being taken into account. Yet
all four did reasonably well.
Only County NatWest
declared a loss
at £10m,
much less than the market had
feared - while Midland Mon
tagu converted a hair’s breadth
profit of £2m a year ago into a
healthy £63m. This was of
course partly made possible by
closing much of its subsidiary
Greenwell Montagu Securities.
The most impressive perfor
mance was that of Barclays de
Zoete Wedd where an £llm
loss at the year-end turned into
a half-year profit of £27m. Mid
land Montagu and Lloyds Mer
chant Banks have retrieved
their situations by cutting
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their losses and concentrating
on areas of strength.
By not doing the same,
County NatWest has commit
ted itself to a much longer but
- if its strategy succeeds ultimately more profitable
path.
The question that none of
the banks was eager to answer
directly was whether the spec
tre of Third World debt has
now gone away for good. Some
analysts felt that this sum
mer’s figures would have been
more, rather than less, encour
aging
Eager to show that the crisis
was over, none of the banks
made any exceptional provi
sions this year. However, all of
them have large amounts of
debt still outstanding and must
pin part of their hopes foi*
future profitability on such
matters as negotiations with
the new government in Brazil
(looking hopeful) and Argenti
nian payments of interest (not
so hopeful.)
NatWest and Barclays have
less LDC exposure and much
larger balance sheets, and are
better placed to ride out any
further upsets in Latin Amer
ica. Lloyds’ ratio of LDC debt
exposure to equity is dropping
and its strong profitability at
home gives cause for optimism.
Midland’s problems however
look as if they will take longer
to go away, despite courageous
and entrepreneurial leadership
from Sir Kit McMahon, its
chairman. It has already had to
make automatic provision this
summer against overdue inter
est payments from Argentina.
It is counting on strength
ened ratios, particularly a risk/
asset ratio which Sir Kit identi
fies as being around 11 per
cent, to signal to the market
that it too is out of the woods.
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Navy review ‘by stealth’ denied
THE GOVERNMENT has an
swered MPs who say that the
Royal Navy is being run down because of a shortage of funds. A
Ministry of Defence paper pub
lished yesterday says there is “no
need for or question of a defence
review by ‘stealth’ or otherwise”.
The Government has accepted
the view in a recent report from
the all-party Commons defence
committee that two or three ships
must be ordered each year to
maintain a modern force of about
50 destroyers and frigates.
In the last three years the Min
istry of Defence has not managed
this ordering rate, but this was
due to the run-down from 58 to
“about 50” frigates and destroy
ers, says the department.
Now that the fleet has been re
duced to this level orders will be
stepped up to replace the Lean-

By Mark Urban
Defence Correspondent
der class vessels which make up
half of the escort force and are
becoming obsolete, sources said,
The surface fleet was going to be
cut back further in line with the
1981 Defence White Paper, but
the Government agreed to keep it
at 50 frigates and destroyers following the Falklands War. This
was subsequently amended to
“about 50”.
An investigation by The Independent last month showed that
only 31 of these vessels were ready
for action. Others were in repair
or refit>
The document says: “The important measure is how many
ships are at any one time either
available for operational deploy-

PUb"C R"£US9«oI0

merit immediately or within a ___ „
Ml
short period if required: on this
basis 40-43 destroyers and frigates
have been available in recent .
TWO
months.”
The way in which the ministry 0RlHRff. \
calculates its ship figures has been fRlfSflT'6* )
criticised for including ships
which have not been completed
or are on refit and could not be
available in a short period,
The Armilla patrol in the Gulf
has taken ships away from Nato
training. A solution to the war will
allow vessels to return to exercises, and sources insist that it
would not prompt cuts,
■ Babcock Thorn, the commercial managers of Rosyth dockyard, said yesterday that suspected sabotage to the diesel
engines of the submarine Ocelot
is “very serious” and will delay
completion of her refit.
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Lloyds
moves into
the black
with £452m
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By Robert Peston
. Banking Correspondent
SIR JEREMY Morse, chairman
of Lloyds Bank, said yesterday
that he would “love” to rebuild
his bank’s investment banking
and international lending opera
tions.
His comments were significant
coming the day after widespread
speculation in the stock market
that Lloyds would make a re
newed .offer for Standard Char
tered, the international banking
group which it failed by the nar
rowest of margins to acquire in a
hotly contested bid.
Sir Jeremy was speaking after
the publication of the bank’s pre
tax profits for the year to 30 June,
which were £452m, compared
with a £607m loss in 1987. The
previous year’s debit was caused
by £l.lbn provisions against loans
to less developed countries.
All Lloyds’ divisions pushed up

Sir Jeremy Morse and Brian Pitman, chief executive, signalling their confidence yesterday
their profits, with the exception of
international banking which
dropped from £78m to £38m, hit
by a jump from £35m to £48m in
provisions against interest overdue from sovereign borrowers,
notably Brazil.

Lloyds has received £19m from
Brazil, but has not yet credited
this to profits. Brazil owes interest
of £105m to Lloyds, which the
bank is hopeful it will have received in time to take into profits
in the second half of the year.
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Unlike Midland Bank, Lloyds
does not regard Argentina as being overdue in its interest payments.
Lloyds increased its dividend by
20 per cent to 5.5p
Outlook, page 25
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Galtieri puts blame on
British ‘provocation’
BUENOS AIRES (UPI) - Brit
Galtieri’s laywers are asking a
ain provoked Argentina’s military four-judge federal appeals panel
junta into invading the Falklands to throw out a 12-year prison sen
prematurely and landing troops tence against him, which was im
with inadequate preparation, an posed by a court martial that con
attorney for the former president, victed the former army comm
Leopoldo Galtieri, said yesterday. ander of negligence in conducting
Alberto de Vitta said Britain the war.
surprised Argentina when it sent
Mr De Vitta said Britain threw
Royal Marines on an ice-patrol off the junta’s timetable by forc
ship in March 1982 to expel a ing its hand. He said the junta, led
group of civilian Argentine scrap by Galtieri, had planned more
dealers on South Georgia, 800 diplomatic negotiations on the is
miles west of the Falklands. lands and a possible armed incur
“Great Britain chose the path of sion later in 1982, when its troops
violence from the very first mo would have been better prepared,
ment,” Mr de Vitta said. “It was and bad weather might have
in Britain’s interest to provoke a harmed the chances of a British
counter-attack.
chain of events.”
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Midland bounces
back to £313m
9

A STRONGER performance in
the U.K. helped Midland Bank
bounce back from its Third
World debt problems yesterday
and turn in a half-year pre-tax
profit of £313 million.
That compared with a loss of
£665 million in the first half of
1987, when the bank set aside
more than £900 million to cover
“sour loans,” particularly in
Latin America.
This time the profit has been
struck after bad and doubtful
debt provisions amounting to
£127 million—of which £90 mil
lion relates to debtor countries,
especially Argentina.
Shareholders see their
interim dividend rise from 8.6p
to 9.5p, the first increase for
three years.
For the first time they will be
offered the choice of taking all

or part of their dividend in
shares rather than cash.
The figures were broadly in
line with City forecasts, with
one analyst commenting, “They
&&I regard as very satis
factory the strong improve
ment in the underlying
profit trend which has been
achieved right across the
group... * &

are OK, but nothing to set the
world alight.”
Midland shares closed 7p
down at 430p.
However, Midland chairman
Sir Kit McMahon said, “I regard
as very satisfactory the strong
improvement in the underlying

profit trend which has been
achieved right across the group,
but particularly in our home
markets in highly competitive
and volatile conditions.”
The Midland is the second of
the “Big Four” High Street
banks to report half-year results
to the end of June, following
Tuesday’s announcement by the
National Westminster of a £702
million interim profit.
Along with Lloyds, Midland is
the U.K. bank most heavilyexposed in the problem
countries of Latin America.
Fluctuating exchange rates
have pushed up its total Third
World debt from £4.1 billion at
the end of last year to £4.5
billion now, and ail but £700
million of that is accounted for
by Latin America.
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US drug patents row spreads
By Nancy Dunne in Washington

US Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association, the
trade group which recently
filed a complaint against Brazil
for its failure to protec
patents, is preparing a similar
case against Argentina.
Mr Mark Grayson for the
group, said patent infringements in Argentina were costing US companies almost as
much in potential sales as they
cost in Brazil. The group estimates its Brazilian losses at
$l50m a year.
. ,
The group is aggressively

the

pursuing intellectual property
rights violators.aE
year, it filed
Pwithagainst Chile.
.
t0
drawn after Chile began to
reform lts
: j? *t Reaean
LastweekPresiden
gan
ordered trade retaliation
against Brazil for its failure
honour patents. Tlte A^mstration is thought to be consld
ering im?os,\dg,
epar in the
tariffs, as itdidi last yea'in the
dispute with Japan o
C°TheUSrTradeRepresentative

{«« eompUto whicfK
higher import duties. Included
on the list are: chemicals, wood
and paper products, air condi^oneprs%lepvatorS| lifting and
loading machinery, metworking machine tools,
houseware& television camoven hair dryers and
^ ele’ctrical parts, tape
recorderSi and flrearms.
The Trade Representative
^ schedu]ed hearingS 0n September 8 to decide which goods
will be targeted.

(
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Argentina resumes loan talks
By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires
TWO senior Argentine end of 1989, when President
government officials have Haul Alfon9in’s administration
arrived in Washington to leaves office. The two sides
resume discussions on the have already met twice this
country’s foreign debt interest month and, according to Mr
payments, which this year will Machinea are "very close” to
an agreement.
be almost $5bn.
However, 65 per cent of
Mr Mario Brodersohn, the
Treasury Secretary, and Mr Argentina’s $56bn foreign debt
Luis Machinea, the central is in the hands of 320 commer
bank president, hope to reach cial banks. The Argentine dele
agreement with the Interna gation intends talking to them
tional Monetary Fund for a too, with the hope of obtaining
new stand-by loan of $1.6bn, by September $2bn more.
While the IMF will be consid
including $400m outstanding
ering Argentina’s failure to
from a previous loan.
According to the Argentine adhere to its year-old agree
officials they would regard a ment to hold its fiscal deficit to
new loan as sufficient to cover 2 per cent of GDP for the sec
interest payments and fiscal ond half of 1987 and cut infla
deficit requirements up to the tion, commercial banks are
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pondering Argentina’s increas
ing tendency to fall into
arrears on its interest pay
ments. In June, Argentina
within six days of missing the 90-day deadline
imposed by US banks for inter
est payments. After the dead
line, US banks must place debt!
on a non-performing basis.
A similar deadline will
arrive on August 6, when
$400m of interest in arrears
from May ought to be paid.
Argentina's foreign currency
reserves are officially
described as “very low”. The
talks therefore have a degree
of urgency if bankers are to
avoid another nervous day on
August 6.
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Galtieri’s lawyer justifies invasion
BUENOS AIRES: A lawyer for former military
president Leopoldo Galtieri, defending him against
charges of negligence in the 1982 Falklands conflict,
has called the Argentine invasion of the islands
legitimate.
“The (military) junta (headed by Galtieri) acted
correctly throughout the war,” Luis Berkman said as
he began his defence of the general in a civil court.
Galtieri has already been sentenced to 12 years in jail
by a military tribunal.
Galtieri, Admiral Jorge Anaya and Air Force
Brigadier Basilio Lami Dozo are facing retrial in civil
court after a federal prosecutor appealed for harsher

sentences. Mr Berkman, 82, said the invasion ordered
by the junta was in “legitimate right of defence of the
principle of authority...the aggression was solely
British.”
Mr Berkman, addressing a panel of four judges and
a packed gallery, asked for acquittal of his client, who
sat stone-faced by his side. Mr Berkman said the
decision to invade the Falklands was not in question,
but rather the subsequent actions, including a failure
to anticipate possible British reactions.
Galtieri, Anaya and Lami Dozo are accussed of
lack of observance of military duty, ineptitude and
lack of foresight.—Reuter.

c
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Falkland invasion
legitimate act,
judges are told

r

A LAWYER for for
mer military president
Leopoldo Galtieri, de
fending the general
against charges of
negligence in the 1982
Falklands
conflict,
has called the Argen
tine invasion of the
islands legitimate.
“The (military) junta
(headed by Galtieri) acted
correctly throughout the
war,” Luis Berkman said
on Wednesday as he began
his defence of the general
in a civil court.
Galtieri has already
been sentenced to 12 years
in gaol by a military tribu
nal.
Galtieri, Admiral Jorge
Anaya and Air Force
Brigadier Basilio Lami
Dozo are facing retrial in
civil court after a federal
prosecutor appealed for
harsher sentences.
Mr Berkman, 82, said
the invasion ordered by
the junta was in “legiti
mate right of defence of
the principle of authority
... The aggression was so
lely British."
The invasion sparked a
war with Britain, whose
forces defeated Argen
tinian troops occupying
the South Atlantic archi
pelago and regained the

islands Britain has held
since 1833.
Argentina claims the is
lands. known in Spanish
as Las Malvinas, as part of
its national territory.
Mr Berkman, address
ing a panel of four judges
and a packed gallery,
asked for acquittal of his
client, who sat stone-faced
by his side.
The trial opened on
Monday with federal pros
ecutor
Luis
Moreno
Ocampo accusing Galtieri.
Anaya and Lami Dozo of
lack of observance of mili
tary duty, ineptitude and
lack of foresight.
Anaya is serving 14
years in prison and Lami
Dozo eight.
They were found guilty
with Galtieri of negligence
and gross incompetence in
the 10-week war, in which
at least 1,000 people died
on both sides. A military
tribunal sentenced the
three in May 1986.
Mr Berkman said the
decision to invade the
Falklands was not in
question, but rather the
subsequent actions, in
cluding a failure to antici
pate possible British
reactions.
The court will call 136
witnesses, all officers who
served on the Falklands
during the war
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Argentina
‘provoked7
Buenos Aires — Defence counsel for ex-president Leopoldo

Galtieri in the Falklands hearings said yesterday that Britain
provoked Argentina into taking “defensive action” to
' occupy the islands in April 1982 (Michael Llanos writes).
But Senor Alberto de Vitta did not answer the
prosecution’s charges that the way the islands were taken
and defended constituted negligence. The prosecution has
also claimed that the occupation was “defensive”. The
civilian court has accused General Galtieri and five other
commanders during the Falklands war of negligence.
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Galtieri
pleads
Falklands
innocence
From Daniel Drosdoff
of United Press International
BUENOS AIRES - The lawyer
representing the former Argen
tine President, General Leopoldo
Galtieri, says British “aggres
sion” was responsible for Argen
tina’s defeat in the Falklands war
in 1982.
General Galtieri is asking an
appeals panel to overturn a
court-martial conviction for mis
managing the Falkland Islands
war. His attorney, Luis Berkman,
opened his defence case by say
ing, “All aggression was exclu
sively the work of Great Britain.
You cannot punish somebody
who acts in self-defence.”
General Galtieri was sentenced
to 12 years in jail by a military
court in 1986 for negligence and
misconduct after a secret hear
ing. Two other members of the
former ruling junta, ex-navy com
mander Jorge Anaya and ex-air
force commander Basilio Lami
Dozo, are appealing against jail
sentences for blunders during the
war.
The prosecution wants tougher
jail sentences a reversal of courtmartial acquittals for three offi
cers: General Mario Benjamin
Menendez, who was military govemor of the Falkland Islands;
Juan
Jose
Vice-Admiral
Lombardo, and General Omar
Parada.
Mr Berkman did not go into
the details of his “self-defence”
doctrine, argument but in his ear
lier arguments before the mili
tary court he accused Britain of
“aggression” because it seized the
Falkland Islands from Argentina
by force in the last century.
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The Joke About Argentina's Gray Trio
By Jacobo Timerman

“ be-

T% UENOS AIRES — Argentine
\J democracy has just buried the
last corpse of the past: Peronist vioi lence. For the first time in its 40-year

ing motivated by an attitude freduring
most
of
the
dictatorships,
quent
among democracies: prefer.
for the lesser evil. It is the

: ica^ has DeacefiSly and respectfully
ejected its presidential candidate.
Arppntina has comoleted choosinglhe troika from which, next year,

will be the third in the competition,
The candidates foreign policy
offermghisvotesnodoubt, to the Posjtmnsmayplay an important
highest bidder m the Electoral Col- role in the election,
lege if neither of the others achieves
3^^?

saEKftssaj; nxsas

*•—*** “SUSSSX.»R%tkST£.SR
to old Peronism: close ties with the will claim that though the economic

1995: Eduardo Angelozof the Radi
cal Civic Union, the party presently
in power; Carlos Saul Menem of the
Justice Party (Peronist); Alvaro Alsogaray of the Union of the Demo
cratic Center (rightist).
The three candidates are gray and
unexciting. And no one believes any
more that a presidential election can
turn into a magical act that will
resolve the nation’s problems.
The charismatic magicians who
were a recurrent presence in Argen
tine politics, with their promises of
wealth and happiness, have been
replaced by an idea key to democrane life: Polit.cs is not essential
~“d^~.ion
The three candidates owe more
ITie three candidates owe more
u.”Sozaw°as overly *friendly
wi^h^^rM
sfooulders^tiie failure dfdie govern-

Paraguayan dictator, General Alfredo Stroessner, inability to formulate a national plan, confusion
on an electoral platform, participation of Nazi organizations in the
innermost circle, collaboration with
ex-terrorists of the left, a powerful
influence of union mafias.
Though there was order and mutual respect in the Peronist primary
election, the political image of Peronism and, hence, the image of the
party s candidate continues to be
'fo*po!i.
Bm d one maws
as a whole, th^fiveyears'of demcx>
racy have not transpired in vain.
^ society most importantly,
n0 longer expects or requires a magical man on horseback; it will not
S^hetSof eJnoSTc gmn;
>t would rather choose among three

srsffis; -ssSoH'*1”1-

problem is real, the solution must
hinge on support from the United
States, Italy an „
w,
whom President Raul Alfonsin,
. .
who is not seeking re-election, has
kmtted together strong arguments,
Francois Mitterrand s recent tnumph and Michael Dukakis s possible victory will give Mr. Arigeloz a
line of reasoning that the far right
used to employ with great success:
Trust in the economic Great Powers. As for Peromsm, it will find it
hard to accuse these democratic
leaders of imperialistic inclinations,
^ ,s a?oke currently circulat.
ing in Argentina: TTie bes, electoral
result would be the defeat of the
three candidates. But even this joke
improves the possibility of the lesser evil. THat is, Eduardo Angelo,
The writer, former publisher of a
newspaper in Argenlma^s author ofa

s,
j

J
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Invasion 'legitimate’
A lawyer for the former Argen
tine military president, Leopoldo Galtieri, defending him
against charges of negligence in
the Falklands war, has called
Ms invasion of the islands le
gitimate. Galtieri, who has al
ready been sentenced to 12
years’ gaol by a military tribu
nal, faces retrial in civil court.

r*
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Foreign debt fears still loom largg
for slimmed down high street bank

City snubs Midland’s
&lbn recovery
—

■

A TURNROUND of. almost £1
billion in the profits fortunes of
the Midland Bank left investors
unmoved yesterday.
The figures were below most
expectations and the bank did
little to dispel fears over the
future of its still huge borrowings to the Third World.
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which it borrowed money being
wiped out by an increase in
costs, the spending boom has
worked through to its high
street branches. UK banking
profits rose from £183 million
to £228 million,
But profits at the Midland’s
hire purchase offshoot, Forward

and Ireland’s Northern Bank, *hat consumers were moving
turned in a pre-tax profit of towards less expensive forms of
£313 million in the first half of borrowing.
1988 compared with a loss of Mortgage lending was ahead
£665 million last year when the although in common with other
group suffered a £916 million banks, Midland has lost market
write-off on third world debt. share to the building societies
But that was below the ex The Midland says that it has
pectations of a market which adopted a far more conservahad looked for higher operating tive lending policy than the
profits and a lower provision for societies.
...
bad and doubtful debts, mostly Analysts
overseas, than the £127 million they find the ^^and.s
the bankreported. The shares 1 hard to fathom. The naif year
fell 7p to 430p, despite an unex- results benefit from the huge
npcfpd 10 ner cent half time cash injection towards the end
dividend increase
of last yea® when the Hongkong
Ra.in
TTtr nrnvpa fn I & Shanghai Banking Corp
Banking in the UK proved to moved m to take a new 14.9 per
be the powerhouse of the group cent stake> and from the sale 0f
which has embarked on a wide- 1 h
Scottish
and
Irish
ranging marketing campaign to ^bsidiaries.
further its appeal.
|
But equally, the bank left out
•
more
£40 million of profits
Although margins were left from than
interest receivable from
unchanged, with the increase in -' Brazil and Argentina which its
the spread between the average ' new accounting policies allow it
rate at which the bank lent 1
money and the average rate at

i

i,

*■ -

to defer until the full year
figures in early 1989. “There is
a certain discretionary element
in their profit figures^’ was the
view of the stockbrokers
Phillips & Drew.
This abililty to move profits
around will only add to the
volatility of earnings at the
developed countries, is already
subject to major ups and downs.
But despite all the reserva
tions, Midland shares have been
the best performer among the
major high street banks, thanks
to the built-in bid interest of the
Hongkong & Shanghai stake^_
0ne scboo] 0f thought,
epjtomised by Banque Paribas
Capital Markets, suggests that
the Far East bank will stand
behind the Midland in the event
of further upsets in third world
lending
Others say that the Hongkong
& Shanghai could not afford to
upP,^ major disaster nor
£ould ft afford the cash for a
full bid rumoured for 1990.
The doubters suggest that UK
institutions would not want
Hongkong shares nor would the
Bank of England want them on
colony.
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Midland Bank
returns profit
of £313 million
SSSfflSKSffi
of £665 million.
Commenting on the figures chairman Sir
Kit McMahon said:
I regard a.
satisfactory the strong improvement nn the
I achieved1 nght^across^the
A«icufarlv Tn out home markets in highly volatile
and competitive conditions.
However profits have been struck after
provisions 'for bad and doubtful debts o
lW SSEVfft Ptdmon0nSMbuychhofb the
increase in provisions comes from fears

SSW fetJSfSS
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Summer show

r~

THE pensioned-off frigate
HMS Plymouth, which sur
vived heavy bombing in the
Falklands war of 1981, will
be opened to the public at
Plymouth’s Millbay Docks
today for the duration of the
summer.
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Midland weathers
debt problems
A STRONGER performance at home helped Midland Bank
bounce back from its Third World debt problems yesterday
and turn in a half-year pre-tax profit of £313m.
^
“sour loans,” particularly in Latin America.
This time the profit has been struck after bad and doubt
ful debt provisions amounting to £127m - of which £90m
relates to debtor countries, especially Argentina.
Shareholders see their interim dividend rise from 8.6p
to 9.5p the first increase for three years.
wUh^ne^analsyt^commenting'^They arehOK,ltbut°nothing
t0HeoweverrMidl1aldt chairman Sir Kit McMahon said: “I
regard as very satisfactory the strong improvement in the
underiving profit trend which has been achieved right
across the group, but particularly in our home markets, in
?ng Tuesday’” announcement by Britain’s largest bank, the
»»> heav.
ily^exposed in the problem countries of Latin America.
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Frigate’s debut
The pensioned-off frigate,
HMS Plymouth, which sur
vived heavy bombing in the
Falklands war, opens to the
Plymouth’s
public
at
Millbay Docks tomorrow
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Dividend
again at
Midland
Bank

f

MIDLAND Bank bounced
back with a £313m profit
in the first half with chair
manr Sir Kit McMahon
enthusiastically unveiling
the first increase in divi
dend for three years.
Sir Kit is offering an interim
dividend of 9.5p, an increase of 10
per cent over the 8.6p last time.
Pre-tax profits, less burdened
with provisioning for foreign
debt, rose from last year’s £665m
loss to £313m.
Sir Kit emphasised that a more
direct indicator of underlying
growth of 25 per cent is found by
stripping out last year’s £916m
extraordinary item, which com
pares this year’s £313m with a
‘profit’ of £251m last time.
Midland’s profit has been
struck after charging provisions
for bad and doubtful debts of
£127m which compared with
£13lm last time — again once
last year’s £916m extraordinary
i item is discounted.
Of that £127m, £90m covers
those countries with payment
difficulties, of which £49m relates
to increases in rates of provision
ing against loans to the bor
rowers concerned, with most of
the remaining £41m accounted
for by reserved interest.
Sir Kit said that the £49m rela
tes to the underlying situation in
countries where Midland has
loans.

. He said that there has been a
deterioration in the loan po
sition, particularly in Argentina
which failed to meet its 90 day
deadline in paying interest, so
the bank has decided to provide
more against it.
However, balanced against this
deterioration with Argentina, is
the promise of better times for
the Brazilian debt. As Brazil
owes twice as much as its South
American neighbour, the debt
problem is likely this year to can
cel out the Argentinian problem,
and swing overall in the bank’s
favour.
Argentina’s debt to Midland
grew from £600m to £7Q0m while
Brazil’s grew from £1,200m to
£l,300m.
Midland Bank had much bet
ter news on the home front. Its
investment bank, Midland Mon
tagu saw its investment banking
profits rocket from £2m to £63m,
profits which arose across the
spread of its activities, including
foreign exchange dealing, gilts,
and mergers and acquisitions.
Global banking however saw
profits fall from £12m to £3m.
Consumer lending grew by ar
ound 20 per cent, and the bank
has been working hard to streng
then its domestic lending book.
The bank's mortgages amount
to around £4 billion and it rep
resents around a quarter of total
domestic lending. The head of
UK banking, Brian Goldthorp,
said that with minimal loss on
the mortgage book domestic pro
visioning of 1.4 per cent effec
tively related to non-mortgage
lending.
- - -
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and from the new cash subscribed by

Midland boost
For the first time in three years
Midland Bank has announced a

profit by selling its stake in British
Caledonian to British Airways. But
he feels that this was almost offset by
the fact that profits were £33m do\ n
because ol the sale of Clydesdale and
Northern Bank and because the
£313m figure is struck after bad and
doubtful debts of £127m.
These included £90m in respect of
loans to problem countries^. In
accordance with its policy. Midland
provided £4lm aga,nst interest.
payments more than 9U aays
overdue.

. -•-*-- n..ui:~ DJ.i:
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^Natwest, Midlands’s

^ Natwest and its capital
aU ,ook much healthier.
The market was a bit unkind in
t0 acknowledge the extent of
Midlfncfs rec0very. It also ignored a
profit boost of up t0 si25m
^ might bg receieved in the
current six months if Brazil makes
flU its arrears of interest. In net
the effect wm be smaller
because Midland will have to put up
new money against which it will have
^ make a loss provision.
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Midland looks a
realistic buy
If you draw a polite veil over the
comparisons arising from the
dreadful provisions against Third
World loans that drove the Mid
land Bank £665 million into the
red for the first half of 1987, while
National Westminster was able to
report a profit, two intriguing dif
ferences emerge between the num
bers published by the two for the
first six months of this year.
First, Midland managed a £63
million profit from its investment
banking, after £2 million a year,
ago, while NatWest showed a £10
million loss.
Secondly, the Midland has taken
a much sterner view of the failure
of Argentina to pay interest on Its
loans.
So while NatWest left its dodgycountry provisions virtually un
changed, the Midland added £90
million to its total — £60 million of
it against loans to Argentina.
This is because the Midland pro
vided for the missing interest and
having done 30 took an unforgiv
ing look at the value of the under
lying capital in view of the non
payment.
Most of the remaining £30 mil
lion of new provisions is against
Brazil. Although it has started
paying interest again £10 million
was still overdue on June 30.
Overall, the Midland's chair
man, Sir Kit McMahon, reckons
that his bank’s £313 million half
time profit represents an underly
ing improvement of 25 per cent.
He is underlining that with the
first dividend increase for three
years, raising the interim pay-out
by 10 per cent to 9.5p.
The stock market, though had
been taking this for granted and
the shares slipped 7p to 430p.
Supposing Sir Kit applies the
same treatment to his final divi
dend, the shares are heading for a
yield of 6.8 per cent. With the hor
rors out of the way and a board
with no ambitions to chase size at
the expense of profits, that must
be tempting.
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Frigate on view
The pensioned-off frigate,
HMS Plymouth, which
survived heavy bombing
in the Falklands war,
opens to the public at
Plymouth’s Millbay Docks
today for the summer.
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Midland set to head
profits growth league
MIDLAND Bank is set to emerge as
the bank among the Big Four
which has shown the most
improved performance. Its half
year profit of £313m compares with
a staggering £665m loss reported
this time last year.
Stripping out the provisions, the
latest half year figures suggest the
banking profits are up 25 per cent.
That is supported by the figure for
UK banking which turned in
£228m against £183m. This trend
has been helped by a 20 per cent
surge in consumer lending and
determined cost cutting which has
seen the staff drop 2,000 to 36,000 in
18 months.
The half year profit was after bad
debt provisions of £127m, includ
ing £90m for problem countries. Of
this, Argentina accounted for
£36m as its problems are getting
worse. There is another £26m due
from Argentina for unpaid
interest. Midland’s total problem
country provisions now stand at
£1.4bn, or 31 per cent of the amount
Midland tackled the first half
loss last year by following it with a
capital injection from Hongkong
Bank (which owns 14.9 per cent
now) and a rights issue which
between them doubled share
holders funds. As a result, chair
man Sir Kit McMahon was able to
say yesterday that the bank could
take pride in a truly strong
financial position.
, '
The capital base which banks
have to back their business has
become a focus for great emphasis
recently. The new crucial test now
being debated is known as the
Basle risk-weighted asset ratio
(Basle because that is where the
Bank for International Settle
ments resides). The final details
have not been decided, but sir Kit
yesterday said that in the Mid
land’s case a broad brush figure
indicated it would be over 11 per
cent
This is well above the 8 per cent
figure which is the trigger point tor
a bank to take action to step up its
capital base. The odds are that
Midland will come out top among
the British banks on this ratio.
Midland recently lost a valued
client when Ranks Hovis McDougall broke off its banking connec
tion when it found that Midlands
merchant bank subsidiary,
Samuel Montagu, was acting tor

the Australian company making a
£2bn bid for Ranks.
Pressed on this subject yester
day, Sir Kit said: “I think it is
inappropriate to discuss in public
one’s affairs with a customer.”
That said, he went on to admit that
with ever more complex links
between banks the question of
which side a bank had to settle on
in a case like this had become a
complicated subject and that the
Midland attached extreme impor
tance to Chinese walls (the prin
ciple that the merchant bank part
of a bank does not let another part
know what it is doing).
Sir Kit’s message was that this
incident was the exception that
proved the rule and that the
relationship with the customer, be
it giant company like Ranks or
anyone of Midland’s four million
current account customers, is of
crucial importance to it.
Midland is driving hard to
increase its corporate relation
ships and has added 500 clients in
the £5m to £250m range. It has a 19
per cent share of the corporate
banking market and aims to
increase this to 23 per cent in two
years.
The sure and relaxed handling of
the half year results yesterday by
Sir Kit reflects his in-depth
experience in the banking world.
Now 61, he was previously deputy
Governor for six years of the Bank
of England, which he entered in
1964 after first academic then
Government posts.
On the future, his emphasis was
on Europe, building on existing
interests in Germany, France and
Switzerland. A top member of
. Midland’s management team,
Herve de Camoys, has resigned to
head the Societe Generale m
Brussels. This is a prestige
appointment.
Mr de Camoys was previously
chairman of Thomas Cook and Sir
Kit hinted that on the retail side m
Europe Midland may use the
Thomas Cook name as well as
developing a credit card strategy.
Interim dividend goes up 10 per
cent to 9.5p. The guess in the
market is that the final will bring
the total to 22p, which means the
shares will yield 6.9 per cent. Profit
forecasts for the full year range
. around £675m or 72p a share giving
I the shares at 430p (down 7p) a p,
ratio of 6.9 and a bargain level.
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Avion britanico hacia
Malvinas, en Carrasco
Un avi6n de pasajcros de la Real
Fuerza Aerea britdnica se encuentra
desde la noche del martes en el
Aeropuerto de Carrasco, que debid
utilizar como alternativa al de Puerto
Stanley por las malas condiciones
meicorologicas que imperan en el area de
islas Malvinas. El aterrizaje fue
autorizado por las autoridades

uruguayas ante las seguridades dadas por
las britinicas que la maquina, un
Lockheed Tristar, no transportaba
material bilico. Los 9 tripulantes y 83
pasajeros, casi todos ellos civiles,
recibieron visas de transito y fueron
alojados en hoteles de la zona del
aeropuerto.
3
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Un avion de la Fuerza Aerea britanica con destino a las islas Malvinas debio
aterrizar el martes en Carrasco ante el
mal tiempo imperante sobre el archi
pelago y aguardaba anoche el cambio de
condiciones para seguir hacia su destino
en Puerto Stanley, segun confirmo a EL
DIA el embajador britanico en Montevi
deo. Eric Victor Vines.
El aterrizaje en Carrasco como aero
puerto de alternativa fue autorizado por
las autoridades uruguayas y el aterrizaje
se produjo a las 18.40 horas, en lo que
fuentes de Aviacion Civil calificaron co
mo un tramite normal, similar al que
efectuan aerolineas comerciales cuando,
por ejemplo, esta cerrado Ezeiza”.
El avibn, un Lockheed Tristar de tres
turbinas, tiene a bordo a 9 tripulantes y
83 pasajeros, la mayoria civiles. El emba
jador Vines senalo que los militares que
Majan en la maquina “no lo hacen en un
grupo organizado sino en forma indiviual v entre los civiles figuran mujeres,
dos adolescentes varones de 14 y 16 anos.
tecnicos, habitantes de las islas v un srupo de nueve albaniles, procedentes de
Londres y Ascension, su punto de escala.
La determinacion de pedir autorizacion para aterrizar a las autoridades uru
guayas fue tomada por el comandante de
la maquma. teniente de vuelo Ralph To-

%

wey, apro.ximadamente a las 14 horas del
martes (17 horas GMT) tras mas de una
hora de sobrevuelo en el area.
De acuerdo al Servico Meteorologico
Nacional argentino, un frente de baja
presion permanecia estacionado en la zo
na, con vientos arrachados de fuerte intensidad procedentes del Oeste y precipitaciones aisladas, en un cuadro general
de mala visibilidad.
La distancia de vuelo hasta Montevi
deo fue de cuatro horas y 22 minutos pa
ra el Lockheed 1011 y la alternativa al
Aeropuerto de Carrasco era el de Porto
Alegre, lo que implicaba al menos una
hora suplementaria de vuelo. La autorizacion uruguaya fue concedida ante la
seguridad ofrecida por las autoridades
britanicas de que no habia material belico a bordo. La maquina procedia de la
isla de Ascension y el avion carecia de
combustible para recorrer los 13.000 kilometros que la separaban de su punto de
partida.
Los pasajeros fueron alojados con vi
sa de transito en ires hoteles de la zona de
Carrasco y el avion cargado de com
bustible y suplido del “catering” de
PLUNA, a la espera de un cambio en las
condiciones meteorologicas.

La maquina que debio buscar Carras
co como aeropuerto de alternativa forma
parte de un vuelo regular de la Fuerza
Aerea britanica que conecta el archipielago con Londres por lo menos tres veces
por quincena, con un cuarto vuelo con
caracter suplementario. Vines seftalb a
EL DIA que parte de los pasajeros
habian pagado su pasaje.
Ese caracter “civil” fue tambien el
criterio seguido por las autoridades de
Carrasco, que determinaron que se le
cobrara tasa de aeropuerto, lo que no se
hace con vuelos militares.
Estos elementos hacen diferir este caso del ocurrido el 8 de marzo ultimo, segim senalo Vines a EL DIA, cuando un
avion Hercules C-I30 de la Real Fuerza
Aerea debio efectuar un aterrizaje de
emergencia en Carrasco debido a condi
ciones climaticas adversas en el Atlbntico
sur y a fallas en uno de sus motores.
En ese caso, las autoridades uru
guayas desterminaron que la mbquina
podia permanecer en suelo uruguayo
hasta solucionar sus desperfectos, pero
luego debia volver a su punto de origen la
isla de Ascension.
El cuatrimotor estaba tripulado por
cuatro oficiales y tres suboficiales. no
habia pasajeros a bordo y su carga era de
naturaleza militar.
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El vuelo de pasajeros de la Fuerza Aerea britanica seguia anochc en Carrasco.
esperando el mejoramiento del tiempo
sobre Puerto Stanley para emprendcr viaje.
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4 4 Invariable e inflexible
la posicion por Malvinas
Uruguay mantiene “invariable e inflexible” su apoyo a Ar
gentina por la soberania de las islas Malvinas, aseguro aver a EL
DIA el minislro interino de Relaciones Exteriores, Ope Pasquet,
al comentar el aterrizaje de un avi6n militar brit^nico en el Acropuerto Internacional de Carrasco,
El avion, un Lockliead 1011, solicitd ayer autorizacidn para
aterrizar en nuestro pais debido a que adversas condiciones meteorologicas de las islas Malvinas —hacia donde se dirigia— impedian que asi lo hiciera, explied Pasquet.
Seflald que la aeronave transporta 83 civiles —entre ellos varios nirtos— y que el unico objetivo del viaje es el de trasladar esas
personas, asi como equipaje y correspondence, Io cual fue
constatado por personal de la Fuerza Aerea Uruguaya.
Pasquet dijo que la Embajada brit£nica en Montevideo informd a la Cancilleria uruguaya de las dificultades que enfrentaba el avidn, horas antes de que se autorizara su aterrizaje en
Carrasco, lo que ocurrid prdximo a la hora 18.40 del martes.
Dcstacd que cl avidn partir4 en cuanto las condiciones meteoroldgicas lo hagan posible.
Asimismo precisd que la Embajada argentina en nuestro pais
fuc informada al detalle de los hechos y de la decisidn uruguaya,
destacando que no se modifica la posicidn sustentada interna*
cionalmente por nuestro pais de apoyo a la Rcpublica Argentina
en sus pretensiones reivindicatorias sobre el archipelago.
,

Argentina y Gran Bretafia mantuvieron un enfrentamiento
, ■u*5?L, P°sesidn de las islas Malvinas que se inicid el 2 de
a ri e 1982 y sc extendid hasta el mesde juniodeeseafio.
•;^n e'me* d,e niarzo pasado horas antes de asumir el actual
:uiAn mil-, ?^ xC,.ones E^aeriores, Luis Barrios Tassano, un
■ .
n ar,b.min,co. Hercules C-130, aterrizden el Aeropuerto
climdticas113 °C Carrasco f°rzado por las mismas circunstancias
Entonces, las autoridades autorizaron el despegue de la aerohad. laTislasMaMnas3 '* ^ de Ascenci6n' en lugar de haccr'°
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AVION BRITANICO ATERRIZO
AYER EN EMERGENCE
No Pudo Bajar en Malvinas por mal Tiempo,
Anoche Parfio Hacia la Isla Ascension
A las 21.09 de ayer. partio del Aeropuerto Internacional de Carrasco con
destino a la isla Ascension, el avion
britanico que aterrizara en emergencia
por mal tiempo en las Islas Malvinas.
El aparato de la Real Fuerza Aerea, un
Tri Star con 83 pasajeros, 9 tripuiantes, equipaje y correo, es parte del
servicio regular en Londres y las Mal
vinas. con periodicidad de seis viajes
mensuales.
Al no poder bajar en ei archipielago
por razones climaticas. la aeronave utilizo
Carrasco como aeropuerto de alternativa.
y anoche *partio con destino a la isla
Ascension
El avion britanico fue permitido continuar su periplo porque su mision era
pacifica. no transportaba armas m mate
rial de guerra y si pasaieros civiles con sus
familias y mhos. Asi lo expreso ayer en el
Edificio Libertad el Mmistro Interino de
Relaciones Exteriores, Dr Ope Pasquet
Al preguntarsele sobre la resolucion
del problema planteado por el aterrizaje
de un avion britanico en Montevideo que
se dirigia a las Islas Malvinas, el Mimstro
Interino expreso "el elemento decisivo al
respecto es uno solo: el estado del tiempo
en Islas Malvinas que es el destino de este
avion, y donde debera aterrizar
Interrogado en torno a si esta actividad
del Gobierno uruguayo de permitir que la
aeronave prosiguiera viaie hacia las Islas
Malvmas no significaba un cambio en la
politica seguida hasta el momento, el entrevistado lo nego No hay absolutamente ningun cambio. Tal como dijo hace
poco el Canciller Barrios Tassano. nuestro
apoyo a las reivindicaciones argentmas
sobre las Islas Malvinas es invariable e
inflexible"
En este sentido "no hemos opuesto
reparos a que el avion continuara su
camino rumbo a las Islas en virtue de que
la mision que esta aeronave cumple es de
caracter estrictamente civil. Lleva a bordo
pasaieros entre los cuales hay varias farmlias con numerosos nihos sus equipajes y
correspondencia. Pero no lleva armas ni
nmgun equipamiento militar y no hay motivo para que nos opongamos a que connnue su ruta habitual '

'Si '
■

de esta mision. que lo hace ajeno a las
hostilidades que existen como situacion
juridica, pero no felizmente como snuacion de hecho"
El Gobierno argentino fue mformado
...... permanentementedelepisodioatravesae
la Embajada en Montevideo a la queMe
consta que la posicion uruguaya de apovo
3 su pais se mantiene. como dije. invaria\d ble e mflexiblemente y no hay conocimiento de comentarios que esta actitud
pueda haber merecido. Tambien. naturalmente. nosotros no recabamos aorooaciones o desaprobaciones antes de reanzar los actos que. a nuestro juicio. oeoen
realizarse "
Por ultimo, el Subsecretario del Mimsterio de Relaciones Extenores sehalo que
el Uruguay ejercio los derechos de mspeccion cumpliendose con todos los ac
tos y procedimientos previstos por las
normas vigentes"
‘‘NO HUBO OBJECIONES".
DUO EMBAJADOR INGLES
"El gobiei*no uruguayo no puso nin-

“‘"°,s:sz. zxszr S»a«asa5siess
SITUACION DE FUERZA MAYOR
Frente a una pregunta respecto a que
el no haber un cese de hostilidades formalmente aceptado por ambas naciones
en el conflicto por las Islas. por lo que esa
zona es de beligerancia. como puede explicarse que un avion haga escala en un
pais neutral como Uruguay y luego prosiga hacia la zona en conflicto. el Dr Ope
Pasquet respondio en primer lugar porQue la escala es una situacion de fuerza
mayor El avion llego originanamente
hasta las Islas Malvinas y no pudo descenaer alii debido a las condiciones climaticas
Por razones humamtarias que han
mspirado invariablemente nuestra poiitica
corresponds permitirles aterrizar aqui
visto que no habia alternativas. Es decir.
era el Oceano Atlantico. el territorio argentmo o el aterrizaie en nuestro pais. En
cuanto a la continuacion aei viaje hacia
las Islas no nos hemos opuesto. reitero.
visto el caracter absolutamente pacifico

na en el Uruguay, Eric Vine. ' Estamos .
cumpliendo todas las formalioaaes que ocasiona una situacion como esta. 9a|0
•as normas internacipnales. un avion en
emergencia tiene qtje buscar un aero-^
Puerto de alternativa. ya se trate ce un
vuelo de linea o un vuelo especial agrego.
El avion de la Real Fuerza Aerea es ael
tipo Tri Star (version mglesa ael DC-10)
para viaies trasatlanticos. y tiene una capacidad superior a los 200 pasajercs. En
esta ocasion, lleva a borao 83 pasajeros y
9 tripulantes.
"Exceptuando algunas mujeres y ninos la mayoria ae los pasaieros son nombres y militates que retornan a las sias
despues de hacer uso ae sus licences
sehalo el Embaiador
Al puntualizar que en mvierno emceora la situacion meteorologica en ei sur.
Vine dijo que las situaciones de emergencia son imprevisibles y que por este motivo las formaiiaaoes ante las autoricaces
uruguayas solo pueoen realizarse una vez
Que la emergencia se proauce.

I
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Avion ingles: "mision civil"

Siguio rumbo a
Malvinas, previa
escala en Ascension
9

#

■ El- avidn ZA-704 Lockheed de la Royal Air Force
(Fuerza A6rea Britinica -RAF),
que alerrizd en escala tdcnica, a
las 18.40 del martes en el Acropuerto Intemacional de Carrasco por faclorcs climdticos que le
impidieron arribar a las islas
Malvinas, fue autorizado ayer
por la tarde a partir a su destino
original por la Cancillena uruguaya.
Esta es la primcra vcz en cl
actual periodo de gobiemo que
una aeronave inglesa puede
despegar rumbo a las islas desde
nucstro pais, en tanto 6slas son
objelo de un conflicto territorial
entre la Rcpublica Argentina y
el Reino Unido.
El canciller intcrino, doctor
OpePasquet,dijorespectodelas
razones que motivaron esta decisidndel gobiemo, “es resultsdo de una situacidn de fuerza
mayor”, y que “por razones
humanltarlas no correspondiaprohlbirelaterrlzajeaquf,
puesto que no habfa alternativa: era el Oc6ano Atldntlco, el
terrltorlo argentlno o
Carrasco”. No obstante, dcstac6 que “nuestro apoyo a las
relvindicaclones argentinas
sobre las Islas Malvinas es
invariableeInflexible”,ysena16 que desde que tuvo conocimientodelallegadadelavidn, la
Cancilleria mantuvo con la
Embajada argentina contactos
petmanentes, en los que se inform6 detalladamcnte de los aeonteemuentos.
No tenemos conocimiento
sobre los comenlanos que nuestra actitud pueda haber mcrecido al-gobiemo argentino o a la
^re^adiJ° P^uet.
Si bien el gobiemo Uruguayo
otorgd el permiso para continuar
el vuelo hacia las Malvinas, el
embajador mglds Eric Vines
dijo a LA KEPUBUCA que “el
cap n «e la aeronave ha decldido regresar a AsencWn” por

pcrsistir en el All£ntico Sur los
factorcsclimdlicosadvcrsosque
molivaron la escala tdcnica.
Segun fuentes reservadas del
Aeropuerto, el avidn habia solicilado pemiiso para atcrrizar en
Carrasco pucsto que el arribo a
las Malvinas era imposible, por
causa de los fuertcs vicntos cruzados de hasta 70 quildmetros
por hora que sc ccmi'an sobre la
conflictiva zona. El procedimiento utilizado fue calificado
por funcionarios del aeropuerto
como “dc rutina”.
Pasquct indied que para la
inspcccidn del avi<5n “se cumplleron todos los actos y procedlmlentos prevLstos por las
normas vlgentes”. “No hemos
puesto reparos en que el avldn
continue su camino en vlrtud
deque la misldnque cumplees
estrictamente civil: lleva a
bordo pasajeros, equlpaje y
correspondence”, afirmd, y
agreg6 que “no lleva armas ni
ningun tipo de equipamiento
mllltar”. Una alta fucnte del
Edificio Libcrtad rcafirmd cstos
conccptos a LA REPUBLICA:
“Se hlzo k> que correspondia,
yaquese tratabadeclvllesyse
comprobd que la aeronave no
llevaba armamento”.
Viajaban en el ZA-704, 83
pasajeros y nucve tripulantcs,
segun confirmd cl embajador
Vines. Pasaron la noche del
martes en los hoteles Carrasco y
Cottagge, y mientras cstuvieron
ayer en el acropucrlo, rehusaron> amablcmcnte, ser fotografiados por LA REPUBLICA.
El avidn cumplfa un vuelo
desde Londres hacia las islas
Malvinas, con escala en la isla
Asencidn. Puesto que no hay
lfneas adieas privadas que cubran en forma regular el servicio
entre Inglatena y las islas, los
servicios son cubiertos, generalmente, por aviones militares de
la RAF.
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Argentina accuses war chiefs
of underestimating Britain
A FEDERAL prosecutor yes
terday accused the mili
tary
chiefs
who
led
Argentina to defeat in the
Falklands war with Britain
of failing in their military
duties, showing ineptitude
and lacking foresight.
Prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocampo
said at the start of a civil trial
against ex-President Leopoldo Galtieri and fellowmomK<irc

of

the

former

He said, “Ineptitude is the very
grave responsibility of which
the ex-commanders are ac
cused.
“The final battle was lost on the
first day and that is the charge
against General Galtieri, Ad
miral Jorge Anaya and Air
Force Brigadier Basilio Lami
Dozo,” he added.
Moreno Ocampo will seek stiffer
sentences for the three than
those handed down by a mili-

was sentenced to 14 years and
Lami Dozo to eight. They were
found guilty of negligence and
gross incompetence.
British forces defeated Argentine
invasion troops on the Falk
lands after 10 weeks of bloody
fighting, regaining the islands
held by Britain since 1833.
Moreno Ocampo said the ac
cused failed to foresee possible British responses to
Argentina’s April 2, 1982, in-

• The accused . . . (from right) Argentinian war leaders Leopoldo Galtieri,
Basilio Lami Dozo and Jorae Anava.
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Fears over LDC debt cloud results that leap back into the black

Midland’s £313m ‘best for years’
By David Barchard

■m

MIDLAND BANK, the third
largest of the four major Brit
ish clearers, yesterday
announced pre-tax profits ot
£313m for the six months to the
end of June, compared with
losses of £665m in the same
period of 1987.
.
The results were hailed in
the City as the best reported by
Midland for several years.
However it is difficult to com
pare them directly withj last
year’s figures as Midland has
had a £700m rights issue and
has sold two subsidiaries Clydesdale and Northern Bank
- in the meantime.
Sir Kit McMahon, Midland
chairman and chief executive,
described the results as “very
satisfactory”.
However, there were also
fears about Midland’s continu
ing burden of LDC (less devel-

oped country) debt. Mr Patrick
Frazer, an analyst at Morgan
Grenfell, said: “The results
show that Midland still has
millstones of LDC debt that
will not go away hanging
around its neck.”
Total debt provisions were
£127m compared to £131m a
year ago, when Midland also
had to make exceptional provi
sions of £916m. However Mid
land’s total LDC debt exposure
has risen from £4.1bn to £4.5bn
over the past 12 months, as a
result of currency movements.
There were new specific pro
visions of £90m, of which £26m
were automatically triggered
under the 9-day rule by the
failure of Argentina to make
interest payments due on June
30 this vear.
The position of Midland’s
£1.3bn outstandings in Brazil is

ANALYSIS OF PRE-TAX PROFIT/LOSS g
6 months
ended
June 30 1988
(Cm)________

A

UK Banking Sector
UK Banking
Forward Trust Group
Midland Montagu
Investment Banking
Global Banking (inc LDC)

6 months
ended
June 30 1987
(Cm)

257

183
28
211

63
3
66

2
12
14

228

29

Thomas Cook Group
Clydesdale Bank, Northern Bank
and Northern Bank (Ireland)
Pre-tax profit before exceptional item

(10)

(7)

313

33
251

Exceptional item
Pre-tax profit/(loss)

313

(916)
(665)

currently thought to be Midland Bank
improving and the bank hopes____________ .—
that some interest payments Share price relative to the
will be resumed during the ft-a Ail-Share index
115
year.
Profits on domestic banking
were £228m compared to £ 183m iiq
a year ago, and there was a
further £29m (£28m) profit
I
from Forward Trust Group, 105
Midland Group’s finance
house.
100
There was a spectacular
increase in the earnings of
Midland Montagu, the bank’s 95
investment arm, which earned
:
£63m (£2m), helped by the elim- 90
Jul’87
Jan 1988 Jul
ination of £16m of losses from
the closure of equity market
making. International banking
Its equity/total assets ratio is
operations made a profit of
now 5.2 per cent compared
£3ni (£12m).
Thomas Cook made losses of with 3 a year ago and 5.5 per
£10m (losses £7m), which Sir cent on December 31 1987.
The post-tax return on aver
Kit put down to spending on
improved management and the age total assets was 1.21 (0.89)
opening of new outlets for trad- per cent.
Sir Kit indicated that Mid
ing.
The bank’s operating land was planning to publish
expenses fell to £944m (£951m) its risk/assets ratio, as soon as
and its cost/income ratio Bank of England guidelines
dropped from 75 per cent in the had been published. He said
second half of last year to 69.5 that these would be around 11
per cent, though this was per cent.
There was a retained profit
partly attributable to the
of £179m (loss of £521m). Earn
increase in its capital.
Total group assets rose by ings per share were 32.8p
5.5 per cent to £53.9bn (£51.1bn) (losses of 166.8p, after adjust
and total advances rose to ment for 1987’s rights issue)
and an interim dividend of9.5p
£37.Sbn (£37.3bn).
Ratios announced by the per share was declared, 10 per
group confirmed that it had cent ahead of last time. This is
become stronger over the past the first time in three years
year, but suggested that it was that Midland has increased its
not quite as strong as it had dividend.
See Lex
been at the start of the year.
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Midland back in profit
and dividend goes up
rm

MIDLAND Bank chairman Sir Kit
McMahon happily unveiled the first
Iheback'prre-ltaxepyrofitS fo”r
th r t half
K
m interim dividend of 9.5p is an
increase of 10 pc over last time's 8.6p.
Tlic £313m profit compares with last
, oor’c cAASm
y Sir Kit emphasised that a more direct
indicator of underlying growth of 25
pc ,!S to be found by stuping out last
year’s £916m extraordinary item,
which compares this year’s £3I3m with
a ‘profit’ of £25lm last time.
Midland's profit has been struck after charging provisions for bad and
doubtful debts of £127m compared
with £131m last time—again once last
year's £916m extraordinary item is discounted.
Of that £127m, £90m covers those
countries with payment difficulties, of
which £49m related to increases in rates of provisioning against loans to the
borrowers concerned, with most of the
remaining £4Im accounted for by reserved interest.
Sir Kit said there has been a detcrioration in the loan position, particularly in the case of Argentina,
which had failed to meet its 90-day
deadline in paying interest. So the
bank had decided to provide more
against it.

By John Morgan
However, balanced against this was
a better situation over the Brazilian
debt. As Brazil owed twice as much as
>» South American neighbour then,
ihe debt problem was likely this year
t0 cancel out the Argentinian problem
and swing overall in the bank’s favour
Argentina s debt to Midland grew
from £600 to £700m while Brazil’s grew
fro? ^ 1 ’39Pm}°.^L^OOm.
Hie Midland had much better news
on the home front. Its investment
bank, Midland Montagu, saw its
investment banking profits rocket from
£2m to £63m across the spread of its
activities which include foreign exchange dealing, gilts and mergers and
acquisitions.
Rs s!°nai bar),1Si_n8» however, saw
profits fall from £12m to £3m.
Consumer hiding grew by around
20 pc and the bank has been working
hard to strengthen its domestic lending
book.
The bank s mortgages amount to
around £4 bn and represent around a
quarter of total domestic lending. The
head of UK banking,
Brian
Goldthorp, said that with minimal loss
on the mortgage book domestic provisioning of 1.4 pc effectively related
lo non-mortgage lending.

Goldthorp also pointed out that
Midland had a net increase of around
500 new major corporate clients over
the period.
On the growing relationship with the
Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank, which
has just under 15 pc of Midland, Sir
Kit said the two banks had now com
pleted the transfer of sales of various
branches, subsidiaries and operations.
Sir Kit said both banks would benefit
from opportunities created by swap
ping businesses and cited the recent
acquisition of Concord Leasing, which
will become part of the Forward Trust
group, as one example. He said that
abroad, Midland would be able to con
centrate on European business and
“was well down the way” in develop
ing its strategy.
That strategy involved developing
the bank’s investment banking arm ra
ther than buying bank branches, which
was notoriously expensive. Rather
Midland is to develop through cars and
its Thomas Cook travel business.
Despite a worsening at Thomas
Cook, where losses rose from £7m to
£10m. Sir Kit said: “We regard them
as an integral part of our European
strategy, and our current strategy as
well.”

Midland shares fell 7p to close at
430p.

© Sir Kit McMahon: better news on home front
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Low-flying exercises
'* ’

rm

9

RAF chiefs yesterday defended low flying as essential
training for fighter pilots who
may need to use their skills
“for real” as they did in the
Falkiands.
On the second day of this
year’s second Mallet Blow ex
ercise over the Otterburn ran
ges, Wing-Cmdr Nick Hamil
ton, of RAF Strike Command,
said it was not possible to train
pilots at 1,000ft and expect
them to switch to 100ft in war.
“The only way to reach tar
gets is by coming in fast and
low. You cannot just turn it
on,” he said.
Strike Command says air
craft do not fly below 250ft
outside range areas and under
lpc fly as low as 100ft and
only in specially-designated,
sparsely-populated areas.
Tornados from the RAF,
including the famous Dambusters’ 617 squadron, yesterday
1,0001b
dropped dummy
bombs over a mock runway
from 100ft at 500 mph.
Their targets were derelict
aircraft, anti-aircraft guns
and vehicles adapted to

TAF

O Wing-Cmdr Hamilton
surface-to-air
resemble
missiles.
Sqdn-Ldr Mike Bell, officer
in charge of the exercise, said
the aim was to give pilots
practice in delivering their
bombs and flying low to avoid
radar detection from RAF
Spadeadam, Cumbria.
He defended the dropping
of aluminium-coated “chaff”
over RAF land at Spadeadam
as “a very important part ol
our training.”

“To ensure you get through
radar, you fly fast and low
and use electronic counter
measures to jam radar. We
use infra-red decoys and chaff
on the range area to confuse
the radar,” he said.
Wing-Cmdr Hamilton said
it would not be practical to
practice
low-flying
over
built-up areas, as demanded
by critics who claim rural
areas have more than their
share.
“It would be unwise be
cause we are very conscious
that low-flying is noisy and we
try to minimise the nuisance,”
he said.
“Built-up areas get their
share of nuisance from motorways and airfields. Many of
our pilots live in the country
and are affected by low fly
ing*”
Sqdn-Ldr Bell said: “We do
not fly unless we have three
miles’ visibility. We are not at
war, so safety comes first.”
The exercise, which lost a
full day on Monday because
of high winds, ends tomorrow.
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First dividend rise since 1985

Midland revives with
£313m interim profit
Midland Bank yesterday an
nounced its first dividend
increase since 1985 after rac
ing back into the black with
interim pretax profits of £313
million compared with a £665
million loss after special bad
debt provisions last year.
The result to June 30 was in
the middle of City expecta
tions, but still proved to be a
25 per cent increase on last
year’s figure if the special
provisions are excluded. The
interim dividend rises by 10
per cent, from 8.6p to 9.5p.
The profit advance was
mainly due to strong growth in
domestic banking where prof
its rose 21 per cent from £211
million to £257 million.
Since launching its special
ized corporate banking service
six months ago it had attracted
500 clients from competitors.
Net interest margins remained
unchanged from last year at
5.1 per cent despite in
creasingly competitive con
ditions, while provisions ag
ainst bad debts in Britain fell
shaiply to 1.4 per cent of
British lending.

Profits from Midland Mon- ,
tagu, the investment banking
and treasury division, shot up
from £2 million to £63 mil
lion, reflecting lower losses
from the closure last year of
the equity broking and market-making operation.
Sir Kit McMahon, chair
man and chief executive, said
the results were very satisfact
ory and that the bank’s capital
ratios were strong. Under new
international capital require
ments, Midland’s risk asset
ratio is about 11 per cent, ag
ainst the 8 per cent minimum.
Provisions against Third
World debt increased only
slightly to a total of 31 per cent
of loans, which Sir Kit said
was adequate. More than £40
million in interest still owed
by Brazil and Argentina could
be paid back before the end of
this year, although the im
proving situation with Brazil
was offset by a worsening
position in Argentina. “We
will certainly be supporting
^the new Brazilian debt re
scheduling package,
he
said.
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Strong ratios: Sir Kit announcing the good news yesterday (Photograph: Peter Trievnor)
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Junta humiliated
The three members of the mil
itary junta which led Argentina
to defeat in the Falklands war
were denounced in a court for
poor judgement, lack of fore
sight and neglect........ Page 9

c.e
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~ Friend to the
world’s enemies

avier Perez de Cuellar is a
bland, elegant six-footer
who likes stamp collect
ing, writing poetry and
playing classical piano.
After nearly seven unspectacular
years as Secretary-General of the
United Nations, this quiet, un
assuming Peruvian suddenly finds
himself at the centre of world
attention as he guides two of the
world's most fanatical enemies
towards peace. If he succeeds, it
will be the outstanding pinnacle of
an otherwise competent career.
And he will have done much to
restore the UN’s battered credibil
ity as a global peacemaker.
Colleagues say he is likeable and
unpretentious but without dyna
mism or a cutting edge. He lacks
charisma or strong political beliefs
- a qualification that has certainly
endeared him to the big powers.
When, two years ago, he was eased
without fuss into a second fiveyear term, Margaret Thatcher
supposedly remarked that he had
not caused any trouble first time
around. Another observer was
more withering in his assessment:
“He wouldn’t make waves if he
fell out of a boat.”
But the steady hand at the helm
is producing tangible results.
Under his gentle stewardship the
UN arranged details of the Soviet
withdrawal from Afghanistan. It is
being courted to carry out a huge
peacekeeping operation in Cam
bodia and Namibia if current
peace negotiations are successful.
The success in Afghanistan paved
the way for the Secretary-Gen
eral’s role in the Gulf, particularly
. as he was one of the few interna
tional figures that Iran would trust.
Early next month Perez de
Cuellar is due to present Morocco,
Algeria and the Polisario guerrilla
movement with an ambitious plan
for the UN to administer the
Western Sahara until a referen
dum is held on the fate of the dis
puted territory. Later next month
he plays host to leaders of the
Greek and Turkish communities
in Cyprus, relaunching negotia
tions after a three year hiatus.

j

e

“The Reagan-Gorbachov meet
ing provided the international
community with an example of
voluntary dialogue,” the Sec
retary-General said. “Suddenly
governments have discovered the
UN is a good place for dialogue,
for solving problems.” The change
of pace at the UN has been
remarkably sudden. Until the
recent success in Afghanistan, no
UN mediation effort had succeed
ed since the end of the 1973 ArabIsraeli war.
When Kurt Waldheim stepped
down as Secretary-General in
1981, Perez de Cuellar did not
campaign for his job. The contest
over his appointment earned all
the suspense and intrigue of a
papal election. After 16 ballots in
five weeks, the Security Council
was locked in a stalemate. Finally
he was selected as a compromise.
The news was telephoned to him
at a beach house outside Lima and
he was dumbfounded.
Today he can give the im
pression of being a reluctant
incumbent. He did not actively
seek reappointment for another
term, having originally declared
that he would serve only for the
initial five years. He was still
recovering at the time of his
reappointment from quadruple
by-pass surgery but decided, as he
put it, that he had a moral
obligation to continue.
The job of Secretary-General is
largely defined by the person who
occupies it. Any incumbent has to
function in the historical shadow
of Dag Hammarskjold, the Swede
who held the post from 1953 until
he died in an air crash in Africa in
1961. He developed and expanded
the position with his extraor
dinary energy and lobbying skills.
By contrast Perez de Cuellar is
frequently accused of not being
forceful enough. Certainly, he has
never had a major conflict with a
member. However, he did upset
Israel by calling persistently for
the removal of Israeli troops from
Lebanon and for convening an
international conference under
UN auspices to resolve the Middle
East conflict. And he annoyed the
Soviet Union by despatching a
team of experts to investigate
charges that Iraq had used chemi
cal weapons against Iran.

Until recently Perez de Cuellar
had chalked up no measurable
achievements, other than nego
tiating a short-lived partial truce
in the Iran-Iraq war in 1984 and
coming close to settlements in the
1982 Falklands conflict and the
Cyprus problem. That is why his
propulsion into the international
spotlight is so important to him:
after seven years of patient media
tion, in the Gulf War he senses his
first big breakthrough.
As a lifelong career diplomat, he
has always insisted on “the need
for quiet diplomacy. If I want to be
effective, I have to be discreet. I
am not running for a Nobel
Prize.” He is not fond of the social
whirl that goes with the job, pre
ferring whenever he can to retreat
to his official Sutton Place house
in Manhattan to listen to music
and read. He is a model of oldworld cultivation and charm. His
manner is courtly, his humour
dry. He likes quiet dinners at
home with friends. It is his wife,
Marcela, who adds lustre to the
social side of his obligations.
Perez de Cuellar is descended
from Spanish nobility. His father,
a prosperous businessman, died
when he was four. He learnt
French from his governess, and
has a particular fondness for
French literature. He has written
two books, Recognition of States
and Governments and Diplomatic
Law, which are texts at Peru’s
Diplomatic Academy, where he
has served as a professor.
He knows the UN from the
inside, having first encountered it
as head of his country’s delegation
in 1971. Waldheim entnisted him
with several delicate missions. In
1975 he became the SecretaryGeneral’s special representative in
Cyprus and four years later Wald
heim appointed him Under-Secretary-General for Special Polit
ical Affairs.
As a Latin American he was
considered a bona fide repre
sentative of the Third World but
at the same time was culturally of
Western orientation. “I am a
Third World man,” he declared,
“but first of all I am a repre
sentative of 157 countries.”
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lttiough once regarded
as a source of inspira
tion, the job has be
come widely regarded
as an overpaid si
necure. The salary is $200,000 a
year, plus expenses.
A senior observer mockingly
suggested that the job description
could read: “Wanted: A faceless
innocuous, uninspiring and non
activist bureaucrat.” That way the
big powers could be assured of
minimal trouble.
Of late, though, such belittling
comments have sounded unjusti
fied. General Vernon Walters, the
US ambassador to the UN, has
been heaping praise on his media
tion efforts, claiming that they
have renewed the UN’s relevance.
Suddenly a flood of journalists
has descended on the UN complex
on the East River — a sight rarely
witnessed in the past decade. The
superpowers are watching from
the distance. Israel and the Arab
world are holding their breath.
And as the foreign ministers of
Iran and Iraq shuttle in and out of
Perez de Cuellar’s 38th floor
office, there seems every chance
that, after years of torpor and drift,
the United Nations may be
rediscovering its true role.

“He is low-keyed all right,” one
senior UN official remarked. “Bui
maybe that’s the way it should be.
Maybe he is the right man for the
times. The mystique and prestige
of the UN in the Dag Hammarskjold era no longer exists.” It is in
that context, his advocates argue,
that he should be judged. A more
forceful or ideologically motivated
chief might already have found
himself presiding over the dis
integration of the organization.
“The Secretary-General cannot
be compared to the president of a
country,” Perez de Cuellar de
clared in defence of his low-key
approach. “The Secretary-General
has to respond to the demands of
157 countries. Governments and
people want concrete results. They
don’t appreciate kdrop-of-water’
progress. I don’t complain. This is
normal. The Secretary-General
should be a constant inspirer.”
“Inspiring” is not a word most
colleagues would use to describe
him. He is often compared to U
Thant, the self-effacing Burmese
who held the post from 1961 to
1971.

Christopher Thomas

-
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BIOGRAPHY

1920: Bom in Lima, Peru.
1940: Studied law at the Catholic University: became a foreign ministry

clerk-

, , _

1944: First diplomatic posting - first secretary of the Peruvian
Embassy in Paris. Later posted to Britain, Bolivia and Brazil.
1964: Ambassador to Switzerland.
1969: Peru’s first Ambassador to Moscow.
1971: Peru’s permanent representative to the United Nations.
1975: UN Secretary-General's special representative to Cyprus.
Divorced his first wife and remarried.
1977: Peru's Ambassador to Venezuela.
^
1979: Returned to UN as Under-Secretary-General for special political
affairs
1981: Elected as Secretary-General of UN.
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Midland Bank Reports a £313 Million
Profit for First Half

.i Reuters

LONDON _ Midland Bank
PLC, Britain’s third-biggest bank,
reported Wednesday a swine back
into profit in the first half of 1988,
after last year becoming the first
major British commercial bank to
show a loss this century.
It posted pretax profit for the
first six months of £313 million
($536.6 million) after a loss of £665
million in the same period of 1987.
Midland lost £505 million for all
0f 1987.
The bank said it was able to
move back into the black because it

KSK STtoS

had to make smaller provisions
than in 1987 against doubtful
Third World debt and because of a
buoyant economy and the closure
of an unprofitable securities tradingunit.
Provision apainst loans to borrowers in nations with debt payment problems shrank to £90 million in the first half, against an
exceptional item of £916 million in
the same 1987 period.
Of the £90 million, £49 million
was due primarily to the bank’s
£700 million exposure to Argentina, Midland said. The rest, it add-

ed, was to cover non-receipt of interest from Argentina and, to a
lesser extent, Brazil,
The British economy helped profits. The domestic banking sector was
the largest contributor, accounting
for £257 million against £211 million in the same 1987 period. The
bank said losses at its travel agency
business, Thomas Cook Group Ltd.,
rose to £10 million from £3 million
in the comparable period.
The bank said its earnings per
share, as adjusted by a recent rights
issue of stock, were 32.8 pence for 1
the half.
It reported net interest income of i
£823 million, up 20 percent from i
£686 million, and operating income
of £1.35 billion, an increase of 15.4
percent from £1.17 billion.
The bank’s investment-banking
arm, Midland Montagu, was
helped by the closure of the unprof
itable Greenwell Montagu Securi
ties Ltd.
, Midland Montagu reported that
pretax profit soared to £63 million
from £2 million.
Midland Bank shares fell 7 pence
on the London Stock Exchange on
Wednesday, to close at 430 pence.
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Happy talk from
listening bank
(■

A

THE Midland Bank did
the talking, rather than
listening, yesterday when
it announced a bounce
back to profits at the interim stage to £313m,
compared with a loss of
£665m for the six months
to June last year.
A happy Listening
Bank chairman, Sir Kit
McMahon, said he was
confident of the underly
ing strength of the business. and rewarded
patient shareholders by
increasing the dividend

for the first time in three
years to 9.5p.
The UK banking market is booming, although
tough competition is eroding margins.
But fears of a deteriora
tion in the Latin Ameri
can debt situation, forced
the shares down lOp to
427p.
Its £4.5bn exposure to
Latin American debtor
countries, continues to
play havoc with profits.
Provisions for these coun
tries were increased by
an unexpected £90m.
HARD
The improving picture
in Brazil was countered
by a deterioration in Argentina for which an
extra £51m was provided.
One-off factors like the
exceptional provision of
£916m, and the sale of the
Clydesdale and Northern
Banks, makes it hard to
compare these much bet
ter interim figures sensi
bly with the last set.
But Sir Kit said that
like-for-like profits were
up 25%, helped by a 22%
rise in UK banking prof
its, and an electrifying
jump in investment bank
Midland Montagu’s prof
its from £2m to £65m.
Keith Brown, banks
guru at Morgan Stanley,
is sticking to his full-year
forecast of £706m. But he
thinks NatWest is in
healthier shape and says
its shares look a better
buy. Sarah Rutherford
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XDLAND Bank followed Na
tional Westminster yesterday
in signalling that the Big
Four High Street banks are
on course for record profits
this year—thanks to a sharp fall in their
provisions for Third World debts.
A dramatic fall in Midland’s provisions

}

DAILY

• from £960 million to £90 million left it
with profits of £313 million for the
half-year to June, compared with a loss of
£665 million a year ago.
Chairman Sir Kit McMahon, who has
shaken-up Midland and shed 2,000 staff
in the past 18 months, has raised the
half-year dividend by 10 per cent to 9.5p
and points to a 25 per cent rise in
earnings after stripping out foreign
debts.
He is also hinting at a slightly better
performance in the second half of this
year, thanks to the way South American
countries are starting to toe the debt line.
Although Argentina is proving a
problem, and the bank made £60 million
provisions against its debts in the first
half, Midland could claw back £40 million
into profits from Brazil by the end of this
year.
Sir Kit admits that High Street
margins are under pressure, but all the
banks will gain from the benefit of rising
interest rates on business funded by
fixed-cost cheque accounts.
Stockbroker’s Hoare Govett’s analyst
Rod Barrett forecasts record profits of
£700 million for Midland.
This means that its shares at 428p—
down 9p yesterday—are selling for only
six years' earnings.
But he believes domestic profits are
slowing and Midland's £4.5 billion of
Third World debts are a big burden. He
prefers NatWest at 566p, where they pay
for only five years’ earnings and assets of
720p far exceed Third World debts of £1.9
billion.
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Midland may
buy baek US
Thos Cook
or the rival Mastercard group
ing to which Midland’s Access
card belongs. The Thomas Cook
name could also become the veIDLAND Bank is ex- hide for Midland’s expansion
amining whether it in Europe, using plastic cards
can buy back the instead of investing in bricks
Thomas Cook travel and mortar branches,
agency subsidiary in the United
Midland’s new interest in
States which it was forced to buying back the Thomas Cook
sell to Dun & Bradstreet three name in the US was aroused
years ago.
this week when Dun and BradThis would be pari of a major street, which bought the travel
attempt to exploit the under- business in 1985 for about
used Thomas Cook more $20 million, put it back on the
thoroughly as one of the few market with its airline guide
brand names which could rival and ticket reservation service.
American Express in internaThe sale of the US travel busitional prestige.
ness was imposed as a condiThis emerged as the group tion of Midland’s purchase of
unveiled pretax profits of Crocker National, which has
£313 million for the first half of now been sold,
the year, a £1 billion turnround
US banking restrictions are
from the £665 million pre-tax still a senous obstacle and may
loss declared 12 months earlier require Midland to look for a
because of bad Third World partner or some other special
debtsarrangement in order to take
However, Argentina contin- an interest in a travel agency {Sir Kit McMahon: optimism on Argentine debts
ued to take its toll, because a again Midland retained banking, said that Barclays and the rest a bad debt provision
deterioration in the country's Thomas Cook’s US traveller’s NatWest had a reputation for based on a downgrading of the
economic prospects cost Mid- cheques and took a four-year going for market share at the country’s credit rating within
land another £60 million. The option to re acquire 20 per cent expense of price and quality, Bank of England guidelines.
City was unimpressed by the of the travel firm,
and Midland was "not being
In total, the Third World cost
turnround, marking the shares
The Midland results show the dragged down that path”.
£90 million in bad debt charges,
down 7p to 430p despite a 10 per effects of a booming UK market
Investment banking made but Midland chairman Sir Kit
cent dividend rise.
with an increase of over a quar- £63 million profit compared McMahon said that in the case
An offer to buy back into the ter in profits from UK banking. with a loss of £17 million in the of Argentina in particular there
US travel agency would help Midland has stemmed the loss second half of last year.
had been an "unambiguous”
Midland plans for an upmarket of current accounts to building
But international banking deterioration.
business traveller’s credit card, societies and claims to have made a tiny £3 million after bad
Brazil had also cost Midland
Options under consideration pinched 500 important corpo- debt provisions. Of the £60 mil £10 million in overdue interest
mclude using a Thomas Cook rate clients from rivals,
lion cost of Argentina, £26 mil but he believed that the situa
i version of the Visa credit card
Brian Goldthorpe, head of UK lion was unpaid interest and tion there was improving.
Peter Rodgers
City Editor

m
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Midland bounces
back with £313m
MIDLAND BANK returned
to profit and increased its
interim dividend for the first
time in three years yesterday
but the bank continues to be
haunted by its lending to the
third world.
Profits for the first half of the
year were £313m against a loss of
£665m a year ago struck after
providing £916m against third
world debts.
This year Midland has added
another £49m to its debt provi
sions, £34m of which relate
directly to Argentine debt, and
set aside £41m against sus
pended interest payments, again
mainly from Argentina.
Because Midland has provided
against all payments not made
within three months of their due
date it could get a $125m (£73m)
boost in the second half of the
year if Brazil starts paying inter
est again, as is expected.
Earnings per share were 32-8p
against a loss of 167p and the
interim dividend, payable on
October 10, is to be raised 10 p.c.
to 9-5p, the first increase since
1985.
The figures were boosted by
new capital raised both in last
year’s rights issue and from
Hongkong and Shanghai Bank
ing taking a 14*9 p.c. stake in
November; by the proceeds from
the sale of Clydesdale and North
ern banks; and, as with National
Westminster, by a £20m share in
venture capital company 3i’s
profit on the sale of its stake in
British Caledonian.

The investment banking side
Midland Montagu recovered
from its poor performance last
year, when it was forced to close
Greenwell Montagu Securities,
to make £63m.
Much of this came from trad
ing fixed-interest and foreign
exchange instruments but Ernst
Brutsche, chief executive of Mid
land Montagu, said mergers and ,
acquisitions activity was much
better than expected after Octo
ber’s crash.
All this could not disguise a
slowing of growth in domestic
business—the backbone of Mid
land’s survival through recent
troubles.
“The competition is tough and
getting tougher,” said Sir Kit
McMahon, chairman and chief
executive, adding some competi
tor banks attached a higher
emphasis on gaining market
share than maintaining return on
equity.
Trading profits increased just
over a tenth, but much of this
was due to an exceptional reduc
tion in Midland’s cost-income
ratio—which came down from 75
p.c. to under 70 p.c.—and Sir Kit
admitted this rate of cost reduc
tion was unsustainable for the
year.
The City remains uncertain
about Midland’s prospects, pre
dicting profits of up to £700m for
the year but this could be thrown
off course by the Brazilian and
Argentine governments.
The shares eased 7p to 430p.
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Midland chairman Sir Kit McMahon: Competition getting tougher
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Argentine junta
are pilloried in
first public trial

BUENOS AIRES — The mem
bers of the military junta which
FalkJMds'wa^have bee?attacked

in a public trialfor poor judgement, lack offoresight and ner' x,
^
Luis Moreno Ocampo, the
State Prosecutor, told the hearing
on Tuesday that Argentina lost
war “from the day it started.
lh,s is the responsibility of the acCUI lu f
.
in the first public hearing on
the military management of the
war, three former junta members
are accused of violating the military code: Leopoldo Fortunato
Galtieri, 62, the former President
and army commander, Jorge Isaac Anaya, 61, the former chief of
the navy and Brigadier Basilio
Lami Dozo, 59, former head of
the air force.
Also charged with misconduct,
neglect and poor judgement are
General Mario Benjamin Menendez, the former military governor
of the occupied Falklands; Vice
Admiral Juan Jose Lombardo,
former chief of naval operations,
and General Omar Parada, former head of military operations in
the South Atlantic. The four
judges of the civilian federal appeals panel set the first defence
hearing for later in the day.
The three former junta members have already been sentenced
to prison in a secret military trial

°f

From Daniel Drosdoff
Pr6SS

for violating the military code,
Galtieri was sentenced to 12 years,
Anaya to 14 years and Lami Dozo
to eight years. This week’s public
hearing constitutes an appeal process for the defence. But under
Argentine law, the state can also
appeal against the sentence of a
lower court, and the prosecution
will try to persuade the court to
give stiffer jail terms to the junta
members and to convict General
Menendez, Admiral Lombardo,
and General Parada, who were
acquitted by a military court,
Mr Moreno Ocampo said the
Argentine Navy left ground forces
without a supply line when the
junta ordered it to withdraw after
the the sinking of the General
Belgrano. “The retreat of the
navy condemned to death those
[Argentine] troops who remained
on the island,” the prosecutor
said. He said the defendants had
no military or diplomatic plan to
react to “the eventuality of a massive British assault”, blaming
them for “a lack of foresight”,
The defendants sat motionless
while the prosecutor detailed the
charges in a courtroom packed
with about 500 spectators. A 15ft
map of the Falklands was raised
next to the bench at the request of
the defence.
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Sir Kit McMahon: making the biggest provision against loans to Argentina.
1

Midland profits recover
BIG PROVISIONS against loans
to Argentina were unveiled yes
terday by Midland Bank, when
the large British banking group
reported first-half profits of
£313m before tax.
In 1987, Midland made an interim loss of £665m before tax,
because it was forced to make a
charge of £916m to increase the
capital set aside to cover losses on
loans to less developed countries,
So profits recovered sharply in
the six months to June 1988, despite an additional £90m of costs
from sovereign debt provisions.
The biggest provision, totalling
£60m, was made against loans to
Argentina. Midland deducted
£26m from profits in respect of
overdue interest from the South
American country. A further
£34m debit was the result of a
downgrading of Argentina’s

i

By Robert Peston
Banking Correspondent
credit score, as measured by Midland using a matrix drawn up by
the Bank of England,
“We believe in the case of Argentina there has been a deterioration in its situation,” said Sir
Kit McMahon, chairman of Midland.
The non-payment of interest by
Brazil was responsible for another debit of £10m. However, the
banks have recently come to an
agreement with Brazil on the rescheduling of its loans.
So Sir Kit is hopeful that the
second halfs profits will be
boosted by the recrediting of
overdue Brazilian interest, which
in the case of Midland amounts
to $125m (£72.9m) in total.

Midland’s optimism is re
flected in a 10 per cent increase in
its interim dividend to 9.5p, the
first time the payout to share
holders has been raised in three
years.
The investment bank, Midland
Montagu, produced particularly
good results, pushing up pre-tax
profits from £2m to £63m, at a
time of difficult trading condibons for most City firms.
Much of the progress was because ofMast year's closure of
Greenwell, Midland s loss-making stockbroker. Sir Kit also singled out gilts trading and corporate finance departments as
having made progress, along with
treasui? operations, which made
big profits from correctly predicting the movement of UK interest
rates and the pound.
View from City Road, page 31^
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PAYOUT
TO LOYAL
PUNTERS
LOYAL
shareholders
of the Lis
tening Bank
were re
warded yes
terday as chairman Sir
Kit McMahon increased
their dividend to 9.5p, a
rise of ten per cent.
It was the first in
crease for TWO years.
Midland has been
hard hit by Latin Amer
ican countries not pay
ing their massive debts.
lost
11
£665million
in the first
half of last
year, after
writing off
nearly £1BILLION to
culprits like Brazil and
Argentina.
Now Midland is con
vincing debt-crippled
Latin America to lis
ten—and cough up.
It still had to put
aside £127million, but
the first half of this
year saw an increase in
profits to £313million.
Travel firm Thomas
Cook, owned by
Midland, made a loss of
£10miUion in the first
half of the year, but
money from summer
holidays is yet to come.
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Fleet addition
HMS Sheffield\ one of the
Royal Navy’s new Type 22 frig
ates, has been commissioned into
the fleet at Hull — only the
second time ever that a warship
has been commissioned away
from her home port.
The Swan Hunter built ship is
a replacement for the destroyer
bearing the same name which
was lost during the Falklands
war. Hull was chosen for the
ceremony because it is the
nearest suitable port to the city
of Sheffield.
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NUS to appeal against High Court delay in releasing assets
where the union is still in dis
pute over the treatment of
members by P&O European
Ferries. He passed on the best
■■■HE National Union of Sea- wishes of Mr McCluskie, who is
I men is to go to the Appeal not allowed to visit the picket
Court this week over a High line.
Court ruling on Monday that
what remains of its £2.8 million
assets will not be returned for
three weeks.
mount its official
The decision was announced tinued oftosix,
the limit permityesterday by the NUS general picket
ted
under
employment
legtslasecretary, Mr Sam McCluskie,
who described the ruling as
“very unfair”. Union officials
are worried that if the legal ac
tion drags on into next month,
they may not get their money
until the autumn.
Mr John Prescott, Labours
shadow energy spokesman and
a member of the NUS, visited
picket lines at Dover yesterday,

Keith Harper
Labour Editor

out a private prosecution flowed and caught fire. Mr Ball
against the company for failing also claims that the fjre alann
to ensure passenger and crew in the engine room had been
Sfetv
P
switched off because an alarm
His action was raised in the sensor was faulty and had not
House of Commons last night been repaired
by the shadow transport
Two weeks before, °n the

am, mmmm*
f™es„
Falklattds veteran
Mr BaU , a Falklands eteran
who has won me bneii lanae

Mr Ball made a full statement
Department of Transport,
n
of Com.
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Military
chiefs
inept
trial told

n

The military chiefs
who led Argentina to
defeat in the Falklands
war with Britain have
been accused of failing in
their military duties,
showing ineptitude and
lacking foresight.

Prosecutor Luis Moreno
Ocampo said at the start of a
civil trial against ex-President
Leopoldo Galtieri and fellowmembers of the former military
junta that they committed “an
extremely grave lack of obser
vance of military duties”.

Stiffer

%

“The final battle was lost on
he first day and that is the
charge” against General
Galtieri, Admiral Jorge Anaya
and Air Force Brigadier Basilio
Lami Dozo, he said.
Moreno Ocampo will seek
stiffer sentences for the three
than those handed down by a
military tribunal in May 1986.
Galtieri is currently serving
(12 years in jail, while Anaya
was sentenced to 14 years and
I Lami Dozo to eight.
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Midland
Bank
under
best

High street
bankers Midland
today reported
slightly lower profits
than expected for the
half year of £313
million.

(

City dealers marked
the shares down 2p to
435p on the news.
At the same stage a
year ago the Midland
made losses of £665
million before tax due to
heavy provisions for
losses in third world
countries.
A stronger performance
in the UK helped the
Midland bounce back
from its Third World debt
problems.
In the first half of 1987
the bank set aside more
than £900 million to cover
“sour loans”, particularly
in Latin America.
This time the profit has
been struck after bad and
doubtful debt provisions
£1L I

million - of which £90
million relates to debtor
countries, especially
Argentina.
.
Shareholders see their
interim dividend nse
from 8.6p to 9.5p, the first
increase for three years.
For the first time they
will be offered the choice
of taking all or part ol
their dividend in shares
rather than cash.
Midland chairman bir
Kit McMahon said: I
regard as very satisfactory
the strong improvement
in the underlying profit
trend which has been
achieved.
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SAD MEMORIES'.The commissioning of the new HMS Sheffield yesterday
was tinged with sadness for Lt. Colin Haley (left) and Chief Petty Officer
Terry Tumell, survivors of the ship destroyed by an Exocet missile in the
Falklands conflict.
A SURVIVOR of the warship, HMS
Sheffield, lost during the Falklands
conflict, yesterday joined the crew of its
£150-m Plymouth based replacement.
Lt Colin Haley, 30, led the guard at
yesterdays commissioning of the Seawolf
and Exocet-armed HMS Sheffield at Hull,
Humberside.
About 800 guests, including relatives of
the ship’s crew and of those who died
when the last Sheffield was sunk by an
Exocet missile in 1982, saw the
replacement being handed over to its
cantain.
Lt. Haley, one of the 250 crew who will
be on board when the ship starts sea trials
next week, said: "Today is a very
emotional day
"I can't help thinking of my 20
colleagues who died on the fateful day.
"But this wonderful new vessel is an
honour to their memory. It is a fitting
tribute to those who died.”
Lt. Haley also recalled the day when the
Sl"The'd whole^thing lasted only two

way, but in a few seconds it hit us and we
were engulfed in flames.”
Lt. Haleys wife, Rachel, who is a second
officer in the Wrens, said: We are all very
proud of Colin and his colleagues,
Sheffield’s new commander Capt. Tony
Morton, of Newton Ferrers, Devon, paid
tribute to those who died when the
Sheffield was sunk,
"Today is a tribute to them as much as
it is to the current crew and their
families, ne said.
Captain Morton, 4b, won the Distinguished Service Cross when he commanded the frigate HMS Yarmouth in the
Falklands conflict.
,
The ceremcny was held in Hull because
lt ls the nearest P°rt
Sheffield which
could accommodate the frigate
p
Civic digmtar.es from Sheffield were
among the guests at.yesterdays ceremony
for the ship known as Shiny Shefr
because
., . of
. ,the stainless steel the city
provided for he^°nst^10".•
submarine" frigate leaves Hull today to

miniites. We knew an Exocet was on the continue her sea trials.
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Sheffield
which we serve
TWO survivors from the sink
ing of HMS Sheffield during
the Falklands war yesterday
joined the crew of its £100m
replacement.
Lt Colin Haley, 30, led the
guard at the commissioning
of the new, stainless steelcovered,
Tyneside-built,
HMS Sheffield at Hull and
Chief PO Terry Tumell also
took part in the ceremony.
About 800 guests, including
relatives of the ship's crew
and of those who died when
the last ship was sunk by an
Exocet missile in 1982, saw
the
replacement
being
handed over to its captain.
Lt Haley, one of 250 crew

who will be on board when
the ship starts sea trials next
week, said: “Today is a very
emotional day.
"1 can’t help thinking of my
20 colleagues who died on the
fateful day.
“But this wonderful new
vessel is an honour to their
memory. It is a fitting tribute
to those who died.”
Lt Haley also recalled the
day when the Sheffield was
lost.
“The whole thing lasted
only two minutes. We knew
an Exocet was on the way,
but in a few seconds it hit us
and we were engulfed in
flames. V >

i —v? I'M m

Survivors from the sinking of HMS Sheffield at the commissioning of her replacement in Hull yesterday
Lt Haley, left, and Chief PO Terry Turnell who joined the new ship.
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sIiiept’ Galtieri
on trial again
military
, . ,
chiefs
who led Argentina to
defeat in the Falklands
war
were
accused - in Buenos
Aires of failing in
their military duties,
ineptitude and lack
of foresight.
Prosecutor
Luis
Moreno Ocampo said at
the star! of a civil trial
that ex-; esident Leopoldo Galtieri and fel
low-members of the
former military junta
were guilty of “an
extremely grave lack of
observance of military
duties.”
“The final battle was
lost on the first day”
and that was the charge
against General Gal
tieri, Admiral Jorge
Anaya and Air Force
Brigadier Basilio Lami
Dozo, he added.
The prosecution is
seeking stiffer sen
tences for the three
than those imposed by
a military tribunal in
May 1986.
Galtieri is serving 12
years in jail, Anaya was
sentenced to 14 years
and Lami Dozo to eight
for “negligence and
gross incompetence.”

Leopoldo Galtveri
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‘Hercules’ ruling may
spur Gulf actions

OWNERS of more than 300
neutral
ships
attacked
during the Gulf War are
anxiously awaiting the US
Supreme Court decision on
the Liberian registered
tanker Hercules which was
lost during the Falklands
war of 1982.
review the
The court will

500 miles from the Falkland
Islands.
.
befn ?he‘first belligerem noUo

(Intertanko) intend to file an
amicus curiae (friend of the
court) brief.
Intertanko has, in recent
times, had consultations with
underwriters to urge them to
3‘The owneT’b d"

inZZna,

Th"^” ‘°

By James Brewer,
Shipping Reporter

ssrsis: r

dec,S,on could pave the way for
attempts to seek legal compensation over Gulf attacks.
.r .
Clarification of the rights of
the shipping industry under US
jurisdiction, which might be
the favourite vehicle for redress
against Iran and Iraq, is the kev
issue.
J
a ,tL
. . .
as thph gh U 1SrSeen by some
°1 ‘ ue OWner ‘°
wrilers who"^.
■ Under'
writers-who, mtemationally,
have faced claims totalling $2
billion from the Gulf war
could
withhold
payments
where court cases are pending.
Supreme Court judges must
decide
whether a suit can be
,
brought against Argentina for
the attack by its aircraft on the
220,117
turbine

to present them claims
nwnp f
,
that the Gulf
participants have imitated the
example said to be set by
Argentina.
y
It has been viewed as pointless to take action against Iran
or Iraq in the International
of Just»ce and there is
C ear y hesitation over initiatlng m0VeS m New YorkS° far’ there are no moves to
file suit for Gulf war damave n
any jurisdiction
® “
A Supreme Court verdict
applauded by shipowners, may
allow only a limited number of
war victims to set out their case
in the US.

m ln,ernat,ona' wa,ers some

onndependemTanker Owners

Facsimile 01
ooi /ye>i

The Hercules case is of such

are ■ ab°Ut ■to beSin' I(
sa^s lts main aim is to restore a
sttable shipping environment to
the region.
Its latest report on the effects
°fthe war: “Iran/Iraq Conflict,
1984-88” draws up a balance
sheet of the shipping toll,
Of;some 200 Iraqi attacks 56
are said to have been against
Iranian-fiag vessels. with8fiags
0f°ther maritime nations
rePrf=sented among the other
casualties,
The 182 Iranian attacks have
also covered most leading mari^ flagS‘
• mage t0 commercial shipUp l,° J“Iy 21 is said to
have lnvolved vessels totalling
69.6m tonnes, of which 62
tankers, amounting to 10.9m
“

farers'diedm'such aimcks. ^
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Church union
.rhCe0?aCst'aof°nthbee,reen Brifain and Argenffna where
shortly after the Ruffl WatXgent^n^d
British delegates will exchange a torch in the opening
“Tat the Scottish Exhibition and ConfereTf
?,S morn,r!8 to symbolise the link between
Iargestdnternational co'ntlncl “ ‘h°Ugh‘ ‘° be ,he
ever to take place in
Scotland, with more than 7000
delegates so far
registering.
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Alfonsin
steps up
pressure on
creditors
By Gary Mead in
Buenos Aires

r

PRESIDENT Raul Alfonsin oi
Argentina has delivered a fresh
warning to the country’s for
eign creditors, describing his
nation’s economy as similar tc
that of Western Europe after
the First World War.
In a speech with both politi
cal and economic overtones,
delivered at the University of
Buenos Aires, he said: “The
economic reprisals were very
difficult for the defeated; the
result was the appearance of
Hitler and Mussolini.”
The President referred to the
post-1945 Marshall Plan,
describing it as creative and
imaginative in its consolidation of democracy. He added:
loday, Latin America faces a
se.t
situations, but
the Versailles Plan is applied
to us. That can no longer be ”
The fact that he used the
forum of a seminar on human
rights and justice for minors to
speak on Argentina’s debt
reflects the considerable pres
sure being exerted by Argen
tina on its creditors to come up
with a re-financing deal for the
country’s $56bn debt.

Last week an Argentine dele
gation returned from Washing
ton empty-handed after seek
ing fresh money from the
international Monetary Fund
and commercial banks to
finance this year’s interest pay
ments, expected to reach $5bn
and to cover 1989.
According to official reports
those discussions will be
resumed soon.
President Alfonsin did not
make explicit reference to preV1?,us, s„tatenients in which he
called for a fixing of interest
rate payments to what he has
termed their “historic” level of
4 per cent. Nor did he give any
hint that Argentina may be
considering the repudiation of
its debts. But it is widely
believed that the country has
very low foreign currency
reserves, and this year’s trade
surplus is most unlikely to be
sufficient to meet the interest
payments.
• The value of the austral,
Argentina’s currency, is ten
times less than when intro
duced in 1985, according to the
latest report from the Institute
of Economics at the Argentine I
Business School.
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surviYors of the warship
HMS Sheffield, lost during the
Falklands conflict, Lt Colin
Haley (30) (left) and CPO Terry
Turnell, prepare to join the
crew of her £100 million replacement yesterday. Lt Haley
led the guard at the commissioning of the stainless
steel-covered HMS Sheffield at
Hull. About 800 guests, includ
ing relatives of the ship’s crew
and of those who died when the

last ship was sunk by an Exocet
missile in 1982, saw the replacement, a 4,900-tonne Type
22 anti-submarine frigate,
being handed over to her
captain,
Lt Haley, one of 250 crew
who will be on board when the
ship starts sea trials next week,
said: “Today is a very emotional day. I can’t help thinking
of my 20 colleagues who died
on the fateful day. But this

wonderful new vessel is an
honour to their memory. It is a
fitting tribute.”
Sheffield's new commander,
Capt Tony Morton, also paid
tribute to those who died when
the Sheffield was sunk. The
ceremony was held at Hull
because it is the nearest port to
Sheffield which could accomodate the frigate. Civic dignitaries
from Sheffield were amongst
the guests.
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Survivor relives Exocet horror
by Robert Taylor

^

A SURVIVOR of the warship
HMS Sheffield, lost during
the Falklands conflict, yes
terday joined the crew of its

w «.

guard at yesterday’s commis
sioning of the stainless steelcovered HMS Sheffield at
Hull, Humberside.
About 8 00 guests,
including relatives of the
ship’s crew and of those who
died when the last ship was
sunk by an Exocet missile in
1982, saw the replacement
being handed over.
Lt Haley, one of 250 crew
who will be on board when
the ship starts sea trials next
week, said: “Today is a very
emotional day.

Honour

v-_

“I can’t help thinking of
my 20 colleagues who died.
“But this wonderful new
vessel is an honour to their
memory. It is a fitting tri
bute to those who died.”
Lt Haley also recalled the
day when the Sheffield was
lost.
“The whole thing lasted
only two minutes. We knew
an Exocet was on the way,
but in a few seconds it hit us
and we were engulfed in
flames.”
Lt Haley’s wife, Rachel,
who is a second officer in the
Wrens, said: “We are all very
proud of Colin and his col
leagues.”
Sheffield’s new command

i
■

&

Falklands veterans Lt Haley (left) and CPO Terry Turned join the new ship
er, Captain Tony Morton,
paid tribute to those who
died when the Sheffield sank.
“Today is a tribute to them
as much as it is to the cur
rent crew and their fam
ilies.”
u
.
The ceremony was held in j
Hull because it is the nearest 1
port to Sheffield which could A
accomodate the frigate.
1
Civic dignitaries from g
Sheffield were among the 1
guests at the ceremony for |
the ship known as ‘Shiny 1
ShefF because of the stain- 1
less steel the city provided |
for her construction.
The new 4900-tonnes Type
leaves"Hull today to continue painful memory - the Sheffield ablaze after the hit her sea trials.
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CPO Terry Turnell, above left, and Lt Colin Halev. with the new HMS Sheffield at King George V Dock, Hull, yesterday. Below:
The Lord Mayor of Sheffield. Coun Phyllis Smith, right, and the Lady Mayoress, Mrs Diane Stanley, among the guests at the
commissioning ceremony.

Emotional welcome
for ‘Shiny Sheff
THE families of men killed when nicknamed Shiny Sheff because of
the destroyer, HMS Sheffield, was the stainless steel the city prosunk in the Falklands War, vided lor her construction.
r* yesterday took pride of place at
Built at Swan Hunter’s TynewCr1?nmiSS10lUnBCer!m0ny f0r Side yard, the 4.900-tonne antiher £100m replacement.
submarine vessel cost about
There were tears of pride and £100m to build and is only the
sadness on the King George V second ship ever to be coinmisDock, Hull, as the frigate’s new sioned outside its home port,
commander, Capt Tony Morton,
The ceremony was held in Hull
paid tribute to the 20 men who rather than Portsmouth because
8S?4e1qS9the SoUth Atlantic on it is the nearest port to Sheffield
may 4, 1
which could accommodate the
He told the gathering of rela- frigate,
fives, crew and civic dignitaries
Afterwards Mrs Joyce Osborne,
from Hull and Sheffield: “This is who lost her son David, 22, a cook
indeed a proud day for all. The aboard the Sheffield during the
new vessel is a tribute as much to Falklands conflict, said: “It has
riirronf^pr died/?u * Is to the been a day of mixed emotions. We
current crew and their families, still feel the tragedy very deeply
“Your presence today is proof because it changed bur lives. But
of
family sPint there is with we are so proud to see the new
the ship and I hope you will all Sheffield.”
feel closely associated with us in
Among the crew welcomed to
future.”
The Sheffield cani,
u •
the new vessel were two survivors
struck bv anof the South Atlantic tragedy, Lt
missilebyHer?X0*Cu1 Colin H^ey, who led yesterday s

s£,?r hm ■na cpo

’

CPO Turnell said: “It has been a
very emotional day. I had a great
many friends who were lost when
the ship went down. It is just a
pity they cannot be here today. I
think they would be very
proud.”
Lt Halev recalled the day the
Sheffield was sunk. He said: “The
whole thing lasted only two
minutes. We knew an Exocet was
on the way but in a few seconds it

Broad Street Associates Public Relations Limited 30 Furnival
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hit us and we were engulfed in
flames.”
The colourful ceremony was
conducted by three Royal Navy
chaplains to the strains of the
Royal Marines Band and was
attended by the Lord Mayors of
Sheffield and Hull, Coun Phyllis
Smith and Coun Marjorie
Smelt.
The Shiny Sheff will leave Hull
today to continue her sea trials.
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Unseen
shooting stars
forces
that

SSSSr*" “ “’I
‘pScSS^ sifuiedtroopsCcapable

They are invisible, they are
deadly. DEREK HUDSON reports
on the Royal Marine snipers
whose greatest asset is their
ability to bring terror with a 27p

bullet

_ once found he will stalk him or lie in wait
and then kill with a single shot. He
and
has the ability to see without being seen and
kill without being killed.”
Royal Marine snipers use the highly-accurate L96 A1 general-purpose sniper rifle
fitted with a 6 by 42mm telescopic sight,
and are^Expected to ^^of a ^Omm
(10in) group on a target l.OOOm away.
“SniDers work in pairs — one handles and
fires the rme while the other observes
selects targets and spots the fall of
shot.
, , . .
“Thevs will
attack, hunt
in
-mf
fdsupport an
tbgj-g->
on the

alert* for the slightest movement, sard
Warrant Officer Sands.
up otided- ‘‘To become a sniper you either
>

wo

standard.’
Warrant Officer Sands listed the tests

foot-slogging
East
lu^dMSdge Sgentoeacross
trespassers
six years ago.
According to Warrant Officer Tommy
Sands, of the Commando Trauung Ce:ntre s
Platoon Weapons Troop: A.t » ‘unewnen
infantry forces are being issued with

SSTnJIfflri0 “ ifn *
S“S,f

well-aimed bullet.”
Snipers, mostly youngsters in their teens
or early 20s, are trained during a cours
lasting five weeks and four days, to Wing
down artillery and mortar fire as well as t
be expert marksmen.
“He can observe, interpret and accurately
report enemy movements and can localei m
enemy no matter how well conceal

I

In the observaUon test tehas tOplocate 12
fflloceAK4V nfle -wluchhave henen

&iaSy cb°rtst«hawf toough

"Ip

oTS 12P are needed

to pass.

S&wa^ofw^r^ t0
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SNIPERS do not grow on trees. They just
look that way, camouflage being as
important an asset of the sneaky-beaky
marksman’s trade as is being able to hit a
uniform button hundreds of metres away.
The sniper’s art is not all about bulls-eyes.
It concerns ground-floor, cut-price warfare
of a kind which can inflict psycho
logical damage on the enemy. Accurate
long-range fire is a demoralising, terrifying
ordeal, especially when it hits troops who
believe they are well hidden themselves.
And even though true professionals
among their number do not gloat, those
who handle this skilled military chore —
which requires the prowess of Bisley, the
patience of the hungry, hunting polar
bear which stalks a seal for days and the
chameleon’s ability to become part of
the scenery — are taught to consider
themselves as an excellent return on
investment.
In the words of a senior Royal Marine
sniping instructor: “If casualties can ever be
considered a bargain, the sniper surely
is the most cost-effective bargain-collector
of any war — the ammunition he uses costs
27p a round.”
As well as being trained to locate the most
important human target and destroy it there really are good reasons for hiding
the insignia of rank in the field because
officers obviously are considered primary
targets — snipers, with a well-placed single
S3? can put a sophisticated £10mMtt
out of action if they can catch it
parked on the ground.
Sniping is one of the skills taught at the
CTCRM (Commando Training Centre Royal
Marines) Lympstone, Exmouth, Devon,

as

g

“No extroverts need apply,” said another
instructor. “When we look for smpers we
only consider level-headed men.

clear. First of all he must earn his green
beret.
___ .—

I
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Falklands war crimes
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Argentine civil court sits
in judgement on military
From Mike Llanos, Buenos Aires
An appeals court today begins bate on the military’s role. Force General Basilio Lami
the first civil hearing into “What is on trial is the system Dozo eight years.
Argentine war crimes, in of selecting military leaders,
which former President Leo- not the officers themselves,” wlfn ahfn annealed apafnsTth^
poldo Galtieri and five other said Lieutenant-Colonel Nes- tribunal’s'verdict said that he
officers were accused of pro- tor Cruces who, in a book WOuld seek stiffer sentences
fcssioMl negligence in the Towards A Viable Army, has possibly life. He will also seek
Falklands War.
called for promotions based three to six year terms for
The proceedings, the first strictly on merit. But others General Mario Benjamin
such case open to the public, refuse to accept civilian judges Menendez, Vice-Admiral
have been welcomed by some f°r war crimes. “A civilian juan Lombardo and General
people as a chance to debate prosecutor does not know the Omar Parada, who were
the role of the armed forces.
thing about war,” one acquitted by the tribunal.
Others, especially some offi- colonel said,
Like the three sentenced
cers, feel the trial should never
Three of the six officers officers, General Menendez
have left the military courts. were sentenced by a military and Vice-Admiral Lombardo
The state prosecutor han- tribunal in May, 1986, but are accused of not having
dling the case said it marked under a reform of the military planned for a British attack,
an important step towards code of justice the appeals General Parada is accused of
improving military-civilian process was transferred to sending out soldiers who were
relations. “Their human rights civilian jurisdiction. The ap- low on rations and poorly
trials of officers never offered peal was delayed until human clothed. Sehor Moreno
that possibility,” Senor Luis rights trials were completed. Ocampo said he would show
Moreno Ocampo said. “But
jhe three found guilty tacGeneral Parada was in
this trial does, since civilians jtiy accepted the civilian sys- charge of defending Goose
do have a say in what the mil- tern by appealing against their Green but appeared at the
itary’s role should be.”
sentences. General Galtieri front only once.
The appeal is expected to
Some officers agree that the was given 12 years, Admiral
appeal opens a necessary de- Jorge Anaya 14 years, and Air last two months.
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Economy’s prospects set
tone for political agenda
By Walter Little
The oDenine today of the civil
appeaf by former President
Galtieri et al over their handline of the Falklands War
renresents almost the end of
the court actions against the
Argentine military by President Alfonsin. Trials are still
pending against those involved
in last January's and Easter’s
military uprisings, but this is
small beer and unlikely to
attract much attention.
The reason for this is partly
because the “due obedience’’
law has effectively amnestied

and foreign ministries around
the world. Diminutive, heavily
side-burned, a flashy dresser
given to showbusiness company, Seftor Menem is being
portrayed as a throwback to
the populist and demagogic
Peronist tradition which many
thought had been eclipsed.
There is enough to this for it
to be taken seriously. Seftor
Menem is backed by some of
the most reactionary trade
union bosses, reputedly has
friendly relations with General
StToessner of Paraguay, and

that Argentina cannot return
to discredited protectionist
models. He has already sought
to identify the Radicals with
the cause of democracy and, by
implication, his opponent with
economic mismanagement, political disorder and military
intervention,
The likelihood is that the
election will be close, lne
Peronists have done well m
recent congressional races but
next year will be different,
Two groups in the electorate
will be critical: the sometime

Fzh prdb s:,teeisraore,“htata

/

I

drawing to a close and Argentina is already well into the
presidential election campaign
due to culminate in May next
vear
The President has been, and
will be criticized for his gentle

A member of the successful
provincial Lebanese community (known in Argentina as
“Los Turcos”), Seftor Menem
is a skilled party operator, a
good rhetorician and a man of
considerable personal courage
with a record of imprisonment

->» organized
^ome
p
elect
^eloz h
p
•
In 1983, SeflorAlfonsin won
his plurality because the latteamed of
their tickets and ^enor

imp0rtancet°,he matter
What does concern them is
the state of the economy and
the fact that the opposition
Peronist Party has se‘ect^ “
presidential candidate which
most pundits had written off.
On July 9, in the first free
internal elections ever held by
the Peronists in their 45-year
history, Seftor Carlos Menem
convincingly beat the until
then frontrunner, Seftor Antonio Cafiero.
If the latter represented the
respectable,
face
of Peronism,modernizing
Seflor Menem
is
quite a different proposition
and will have already caused a
frisson in bank headquarters

cosmopolitans of
Aires. In no real sense
Buenos A
,s a
^ aa’tionalistjc and corporatist tradition.
P»rai
oppo_
“‘Ss^„ Eduard0 Angeloz,
nenj,
, ba more different,
coma noi
,,,u
,
Cant ons, P^gmat'c, and
clearly resPe ‘ J1^vehrnor of
been a success^ s
Qf
the important p
by President
Alfbnsin he is scathing about
Seflor Menem’s attitude^wards th®£"'e,g tech^ological
siastic about technotagica
modernization, and insistent

Seftor Angeloz will be lampooned as the banker s friend,
Seftor Menem as a throwback
to the gangster tradition.
If President Alfonsin succeeds in piacing his man,
Sefior Angeloz, at the helm, it
will be business much as
11CII_. if^ftnr Menem wins, a
“suaU^ftor Menem
,ikely. He is also likely to
estrain the halting efforts at
r ^ ^ct0T ref0rm, while
revenue sharing with the provinces is likely to be given a
^^^JZTches Latin
American politics at Liverpool

ggggs inii mm
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Falklands
war chiefs
go to court

%

Buenos Aires (AFP) — The
Argentine military command
ers who planned the Falklands
War will appear in a civilian
court tomorrow on charges
connected with the way they
handled the war.
The federal prosecutor, Luis
Moreno Ocampo, is expected
to argue that the commanders
did not analyse the feasibility
and acceptability of maintain
ing the occupation. The Su
preme Council of the Armed
Forces, which first tried the of
ficers, sentenced General
Galtieri, army chief and presi
dent in 1982, to 12 years in
prison, Admiral Jorge Anaya,
the former naval commander,
to 14 years, and Brigadier
Basilio Lami Dozo, the former
Air Force chief, to eight years*.
The court will also examine the
decisions of General Mario
Mendez, the military governor
who was cleared by the military
tribunal, and Vice-Admiral
Juan Jose Lombardo, the com
mander for strategic opera
tions.
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I HARE AMP the TORTOISE I

Taken for a ride on
the inside track
'SEEN Wall Street yet?' asked Hare. 'Fine
film/ if you ask me.
e*° see the financial community getting some
recognition on the big screen, too/
9 some

>wUh//7h!ngonV=ss,aid Tor,oise- 'LWT had *»»

week. I thought the plots
were a bit silly/
'How do you mean?'
asked Hare. 'Insider trad
ers
getting
their
comeuppance
seems
pretty realistic to me/
'That/ said Tortoise, 'is
why you will never be
rich. You rush round
seeking inside informa
tion believing it the sure
route to a fortune. Yet
you have never come
close to it.
'Why? Because there is
no such thing as inside
information that guaran
tees you a profit.
'Think of this past
week. Two major events
you would have lost
money on
each time
the market went the opp
osite way to what you
might have expected.

T errible
'First, the possible end
of the Gulf War — not to
mention Red Adair deal-,
ing with Piper Alpha.
More oil on the market
means lower prices. So
you sell oil. But the oil
price rose.
'Then there were the
terrible banking figures
and the interest rate
rises. They should have
clobbered the market
yet shares went up.
'In the Moneymen play,
the idea was to sell ster
ling short because we
were going to war with
Spain over Gibraltar. But
I would have treated that
as a buy signal. It demon
national pride and
; strated
so on. Sterling rose on the
Falklands, remember.
'It's one thing to have
inside informationj —
quite another to Lknow
how to use It/

Richard Milner
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GENERAL Leopoldo Fortunato Galticri is due back in the
dock on Tuesday in the last
chapter of his long trial for
“negligence” in the Falklands
war. writes Maria Laura
Avignolo in Buenos Aires.
Six judges will hear an ap
peal by the prosecution
against the 12-year sentence
imposed three years ago by a
military court.
The federal appeal court,
which also sentenced the mili
tary leaders responsible for
Argentina’s internal “dirty
war” against subversion, has
to decide whether Galtieri’s
punishment is severe enough.
In a hearing that is expected
to last a month, Galticri will
be flanked by his fellow Falk
lands war leaders: Admiral
Jorge Anaya, who launched
the invasion and is serving 14
years, and Brigadier Basilio
Lami Dozo, the air force chief,
who is serving eight years.
The prosecution is also
appealing against the acquittal
in a military court of charges
against the military governor
of the Falkland Islands during
the occupation. General Mar
io Benjamin Mencndez.
The Alfonsin government,
which introduced an amnesty
acquitting Galtieri of human
rights charges, is nervous that
the new court hearing may af
fect its improved relations
with the military if the sen
tences are increased.
Military chiefs are furious.
“How can civilian judges with
no military background try
officers for their condiifct in
war?” said one general.
“Facing these charges, I
don’t know whether to laugh
or cry,” said Menendez. “I
have already been tried and
acquitted.”
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Polo breakthrough
THE first polo match on
English soil between Argen
tina and Britain since the
Falklands War has been
played at Cirencester.
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Nostalgia for a succulent
slab of beef
I WAS ploughing my way through
the rather simple-minded bucolic
food of Austria last week and was
struck by a huge burst of culinary
nostalgia. In Austria as in the
rest of Mitteleuropa there are two
cuisines, the basic and the so
phisticated, and I was stuck in
the basic bauerlich. Suddenly I
wanted no more nasty thin soups
with gizzards floating about like
tadpoles in a stagnant pond, sal
ads consisting of cucumbers, un
ripe tomatoes and grated carrots,
or pork dressed up as veal.
I wanted, yes, to be in Argentina, going to the flicks late at
night (Buenos Aires is second
only to Paris as a cinematic para
dise), and strolling along the
Calle Florida and wandering off
into a side street for a slab of
what must be, bar none, the tasti
est beef in the world.
As a cosmopolitan, and there
fore not constrained by spurious
patriotism, I confess that during
the absurd Falklands incident I
did sometimes root for the other
side. Civilisation and food go
hand in hand and, gastronomically, I have no doubt the island
ers would be better off eating Ar
gentine food than a style of

Keith Botsford hankers after the meaty flavours of Argentina
English cooking that is now re
mote from the healthy influences
that have improved our lot in the
past decade. I admit, though, that
this may not be sufficient reason
for a political choice.
As eaters and drinkers the Ar
gentines are in a special class.
When I first visited the country I
was startled by the amount that
an average portend could put
away. Without exaggeration, a

A normal snack was
double the size of
our Sunday lunch
normal snack — forget the main
meal of the day — was roughly
double the size of our Sunday
lunch and I recall distinctly, one
hungry evening, trying to put
away an asado (a roast or grilled
slab of beef, with a few chops, a
half-dozen sausages, blood pud
dings and offal thrown in) for
which no adequate plate had ever
been invented. The rib steak as
centrepiece was some two inches
thick, flopped over the sides and

weighed between four and five
pounds. I did it justice, but only
thanks to copious imbibings of
red wine, good company and a
powerful constitution.
If hospitality in Argentina,
whether in the city or at an
estancia in the country, can be
murderous, it is always heartfelt
and splendidly prodigal. A
strange race, marooned in a vast
space, the locals will tell you that
their eating traditions stem from
three sources. An entry in a longago diary reads: “The meat we
learn to eat from the English [we
were, ail too briefly, in occupation
back in the beginning of the last
centuiy, hence the Harrods and
the Anglo-names], our cooking
and our rice from Spain and our
vegetables and spices from the
Italians”.
Well, fashions in eating have
changed. Castrated trenchermen
is what we are now, munching sal
ads, watching our figures, worry
ing about carcinogens and chol
esterol. Our teeth and our jaw
bones are in equal decline: we
have forgotten how to chew. If
beef we still eat, we prize Kobe

beef, tender as a steak tartare,
Charolais, which falls back on ei
ther side of the knife, or Ameri
ca’s “tenderised” (watered and
softened) steaks.
Argentine beef stands up and
fights back and, as all good beef
eaters know, it is in the grain of
the meat that the flavour resides
and in the coarse texture that
dwells a particular and nostalgic
pleasure. With that kind of beef,

We have forgotten
how to chew: our
teeth are in decline

I
)

I

one knows what one is eating; it is
not a simulacrum.
I would not want anyone to
think that beef is all there is to
Argentine food. The river fish is
excellent; in the Andean prov
inces it is superb. The vegetables
(like most Latins, the Argentines
do not favour greens of any kind)
are sun-blessed and thoroughly
Italianate. Any country sophisti
cated enough to invent Peronism
and survive hyper-inflation also
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has to have a variety of classy res
taurants, many of them of the
old-fashioned
lugubriousness
that seems fresher than today’s
trendy-designer stage-sets.
Not everyone wants to eat un
der plate glass, on chrome, off
lacquer, and there is something
to be said for the stolid late-night
weariness of the Argentine waiter
who is burly, unshaven again by
7pm, and carrying on his mourn
ful face the unmistakeable mark
of the large family he is support
ing by his modest job.
To return briefly to the subject
of beef, we should none of us for
get that if we retained any carniv
orous tradition at all through the
war and the dour immediate post
war years, it is thanks to Argen
tine beef. At that time we were
poor; they became rich because of
our straitened circumstances.
Peter, my excellent ex-butcher
in Barons Court, once murmured
that Argentine beef went out of
fashion because it was of poor
quality. For once he was wrong. It
is __ as Scottish beef is different
from American and Japanese
from French — simply different
in cut and feel, and hence in tex
ture and taste.
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Glympton Park: A nine-bedroom Georgian mansion with 167 acres

By GLYN MIDDLETON

IT NESTLES in the heart
of the English countryside,
seemingly untouched by
the 20th century.
But the people living in the village
of Glympton in Oxfordshire fear
that time is about to catch up with
them and destroy their idyllic life.
l

The entire village has been put up for sale
for Ellmillion by the lady of the manor. Mrs
Stella Towler.
Behind her decision lies a double tragedy
, — the deaths of her husband and teenage
son within nine months of each other.

Millionaires

\

!

sale at
£llm
the village
that time
passed by

Mrs Towler, 57, has now decided that she
can no longer bear to live on the estate that
her family has run since 1953 and which she
expected her son to take over.
Now several tycoons, including, it is said.
Virgin boss Richard Branson, are queuing
up to buy themselves a slice of old England.
The village comes complete with an
impressive Georgian mansion house, 23
farmworkers’ cottages, a tiny post office.
2,000 acres of forestry and- farmland — and
26 estate workers, including farmhands,
gardeners and domestic staff.
But villagers fear the sale could sound the
death knell for their close-knit community.
Sub-postmistress Frances Dunne said: ‘It
would be such a disaster if the wrong person
took it over and spoiled it.'
takers and I am told
‘We have had Richard there is even a German
Branson down here and trying to buy.
he seems to be a good
•But we just want the
choice, because he owns
another estate not far village kept as it is.
Estate manager John
from here and is very
Dixon, said all efforts
good to local people.
‘There is no shortage of were being made to keep

the village’s character in
tact.
Prospective buyers were
being told it would have
to be sold as a whole and
conditions were imposed
in the contract to ensure
no ugly development

i
i

»

■

.

work could go ahead.
‘That is because the
Towlers are trying to look
after their employees.’ he1
said.
Mrs Towler was said'
not to be at home last
night at the nine-bed-

■
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Father. Eric Towler

Sealed
Her tragedy began
when her husband. Eric,
a mining tycoon died last
December. This left their
son Stephen. 18 and
Eton-educated, to take
charge after going up to
Oxford.
But last May. while
playing polo in Argentina
as the guest of the Duchess of York’s mother. Susan Barrantes, he fell
from his horse and sustained fatal injuries.
That proved too much
for his mother
and
sealed Glympton’s fate.

Son: Stephen Towler

i
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MP Dalyell is banned
for Commons attack
MAVERICK Labour MP
Tam Dalyell was ordered
out of the Commons yester
day for calling Mrs
Thatcher a liar.
Later a Minister criticised
Labour chiefs for making no
attempt to disown their
colleague.
The MP for Linlithgow
attacked the Premier during a
debate on the Government's
proposals to reform the
Official Secrets Act.
He claimed the Act was
being changed to allow Minis
ters to lie to the Commons.
Mr Dalyell. who has claimed
that the Prime Minister
attempted to mislead MPs

I

over the Westland affair and
the sinking of the Belgrano in
the Falklands war, said Mrs
Thatcher drafted the White
Paper to protect her own
position.
‘Because a particular Prime
Minister is an habitual liar to
Parliament there is no reason
why we should have this
White Paper foisted upon us,’
he added.
Later Home Office Minister
John Patten described Mr
Dalyell’s attack as monstrous.
‘To call the Prime Minister an
habitual liar without any
signs of protest from those
around him is an utter dis
grace. It’s time he was
stopped.’
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Argentine debt talks hope
By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires

AN ARGENTINE delegation
returned from Washington this
week without an agreement on
re-financing interest payments
on its $56bn debt but optimistic
that a deal could be reached by
the end of the month.
Mr Mario Brodersohn, Trea
sury Secretary, and Mr Jose
Machinea, central bank presi
dent, held four days of talks
with the International Mone
tary Fund, the World Bank, the
US Federal Reserve and com
mercial bankers. They
requested a new standby loan
of $1.5bn from the IMF and
another S2bn in private bank
loans. They-also sought the
release of $400m outstanding

u—d30
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from a previous IMF standby
arrangement.
Mr Brodersohn said negotia
tions were in the final stages !
and an agreement would be
reached on a re-financing pack
age up to the end of 1989.
Higher grain export prices
are likely to boost Argentina’s
balance of payments surplus
this year to up to $3bn, while
interest payments may reach
$5bn. Commercial banks want
to see some of the surplus used
for interest payments. Mr
Brodersohn said: “We told the
banks, as a basic principle of
the negotiations, that we are
not in a condition to pay the. '
total of the interest payments.”
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Talks
with Argentina
Buenos Aires - The most senior US military officer to

officially visit here since the Falklands war yesterday began
two days of talks aimed at improving Argentinian military
education and training (Michael Lanos writes).
US Embassy and Argentine defence sources said the visit
by General Carl Vuono, the US Army chief of staff, was also
expected to discuss Argentine interest in purchasing spare
parts for Huey Helicopters and M-113 personnel earners.
The US was willing to sell the parts, a US diplomat said, but
the question was whether Argentina could pay for them.
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Plea for more science cash

e

A DESPERATE plea for more
money to fund scientific research
has gone to the Government from
its advisers on science policy.
The alternative is a decline in
file science upon which British industiy will depend for future competitivcness, the Advisory Board
for the Research Councils warned
£e"ne'h r
Se"e‘ai7 of
State for Education and Science,
yesterday.
The science budget should be
increased by £379m over the next
three years, otherwise Britain will
miss out on dozens of research
P£3fcts **t*u\d be commercially exploitable, it said.
I he board also criticised the
Government for earmarking
money for politically popular
projects, such as Aids research
and the British Antarctic Survey
(which became very popular with
mimsters after the Falklands
War). Earmarking funds for political rather than scientific reasons will mean less cash for im-

fluence are declining,” while
some countries — notably
Science Correspondent
France, West Germany and the
USA — have increased their sci
portant but less glamorous pro entific
output.
grammes of research, the board
Most
of its report ,is a closely
warned
The board warned Mr Baker argued analysis of how science
that “there are increasing worries has been reorganised and restruc
to ensure that money is be
about the supply of scientific tured
manpower the country needs- this ing better spent and that more po
tentially exploitable science is
at a time of burgeoning world- now
being done. It warns that
wide scientific advance ”
more money, it will not be
The Government’s ’ spending without
plans imply a reduction of more possible to set up planned re
on lasers, biotech
than 3 per cent by 1991 in the sci- search centres
and high-performance ma
ence budget, even though, the nology
terials.
board points out, Britain already ■ Parliament is to get indepen
spends a smaller proportion of its dent technical advice on
national wealth on publiclv- such as the risks of genetic issues
engi
funded civil research than other neering or the greenhouse effect,
following the announcement yes
The science budget last year terday
of the formation of a Par
was £699m and an immediate in- liamentary Science Foundation.
jection of £97m is needed, the adThe foundation will be mod
visory board recommends,
elled on the US Office of Tech
It says that Britain’s “share of nology Assessment, an indepen
world scientific output and its in- dent adviser to the US Congress.

By Tom Wilkie
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Airlines
in stake
move

s.

SWISSAIR said said yester
day that it and Alitalia of
Italy might want to buy an
interest in the Argentine
flag carrier Aerolineas
Argentinas. Scandinavian
Airline Systems has already
tentatively agreed to acquire
a 40 pc stake in the stateowned Aerolineas.
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Under the Ice: A Careful Accord
on Mining Antarctica
V

x XT'ELLINGTON, New Zealand
VV —Antarctica is a special place
that warrants special protection. As
the last continent virtually untouched
by human activity, it is a unique lab
oratory for science. And it is vitally
important for monitoring changes in
the global environment. Significant
shifts in the climate and temperature,
of the Antarctic could have serious
consequences for all nations, not only
those in the Southern Hemisphere.
The 20 countries that recently
adopted a convention here to regu
late future exploration and mining in
Antarctica recognized their responsi
bilities. These countries were the
United States, the Soviet Union.
France, Britain, Italy, Belgium. West
Germany. East Germany, Poland,
Norway, Japan, China, India. South
Africa, Australia. New Zealand,
Chile. Argentina. Brazil and Uru
guay. Sixteen of the 20 must ratify the
convention before it takes effect.
The object of the six years of nego
tiations that led to adoption of the
new convention on June 2 was not to
open Antarctica for mining.
The convention fills a gap in the
Antarctic Treaty; it puts in place bind
ing jegal rules where before there were]
none. And by doing so, it establishes a
system to control future activities be
fore they become a problem. Ratifica
tion of the convention will strengthen
the Antarctic Treaty, which has
proved an effective form of interna
tional cooperation for three decades.
When the treaty was drawn up in
1959, it did not attempt to deal with
mining. Mo one really knew whether
Antarctica had substantial reserves
of oil, gas and minerals. The general
belief was that even if it did, they
probably could not be exploited be
cause of the harsh climate and exten
sive ice in the territory and seas sur
rounding the South Pole.
We still do not know much about
Antarctica’s petroleum and mineral
reserves, and views of how difficult it
would be to extract commercially
valuable resources have changed little.
Nonetheless, in the 1970s, as pressure on available world resources increased, the Antarctic Treaty coun
tries realized that serious interest in
the potential wealth of the frozen
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continent could develop. They decid
ed that an unregulated scramble
could undermine the stability of the
treaty, through which an accommo
dation had been reached between sig
natories that claim sovereignty over
portions of Antarctica and those that
make no such claims and refuse to
recognize the claims of others.
They also recognized the serious
threat that would be posed to the
fragile environment of Antarctica by
unregulated exploration and mining.
The central political issue in the
negotiations was how to accommo
date conflicting claims by various
countries. Like the Antarctic Treaty
itself, the minerals convention does
not try to resolve disputes over sover
eignty. Instead, it seeks compromise
by providing for a balance of pow
er within and between the various
institutions that it establishes.
The Minerals Commission, on which
all 20 voting members of the treaty
are to be represented, will be respon
sible for identifying any zones for
exploration and development. Sepa
rate regulatory committees will be set
up for each of these. Any state that
claims sovereignty for an identified
zone will be represented on the rele
vant regulatory committee.
. Protection of the Antarctic is a fun
damental concern of the convention.
It sets strict environmental standards.
At every major stage of an approved
operation, a comprehensive environ
mental evaluation must be undertaken
and a public report provided by an
advisory committee. 'Hiis body is to be
made up of scientists and technical
experts and will consider the advice of
other international organizations with
environmental expertise.
Exploration and development activ
ities,, if approved, will be subject to
strict monitoring and must be sus
pended or even canceled if major envi
ronmental problems arise. Operations
can be inspected at any time by any
state involved or by observers named
by the Minerals Commission.
An operator will be under an un
qualified obligation to clean up any
damage to Antarctica. And he will be
strictly liable to pay compensation if
the environment is not restored to its
original condition. The protection
standards laid down in the new con
vention are the most stringent negoti
ated in an international agreement.
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With honour
FALKLANDS War veteran
HMS Plymouth' feft Ports
mouth on her last voyage
yesterday - back to Plymouth
dockyard, where she was
built, to be put on permanent
display instead of being sunk
in missile tests.
,
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Final voyage for warship
THE VETERAN Falklands warship H.M.S. Plymouth left
Portsmouth on her final voyage yesterday after being saved
from a watery grave as a missile test target.
Reprieved by the Warship Preservation Trust, the frigate
is being towed to Plymouth—where she was built 30 years ago
—to be put on public display.
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Argentina seeks $4.7bn
to cover fiscal deficit
By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires

iAnNWAStgTond1sgsetikning°a and the oth,e,r ‘"‘^national

. %

L—

total of $4.7bn from the International Monetary Fund the
commercial banks the World
Bank and the Inter-Amerkan
Development Bank
meilcan
. It hopes that this will be sufficient
cover
its fiscal deficit
1988,toand
intSeT^n^
for
for this and the whole of next
year.
Within that total, the IMF is
being asked for $1.5bn, in the
form of a standby loan, as well
as releasing $400m from a similar loan negotiated in 1987
Commercial creditors are to be
asked for about $2bn and the
remaining funds are being
sought from the World Bank
and the Inter-American Development Bank.
Discussions with the IMF

?hanClhS 3re ^ulyuto be easier
com‘
baAnks tbat bave lent
ntina*
Those banks account for 65
EfI fent,°Lth.e country’s $56bn
deb*’ t0
interest
which
"f ?“
nG3rlyon551)11
• -!n 1987 Argentina’s fiscal deficit was more than 7 per cent
Sin aH agreement of intent
S1^ned with the IMF that it
™°ruId
held to less than 3
p £,?ent' .
oiZ • Pir6j 12us
Package
.mciuded an undertaking
tbat inflatlon would be cut to 4
P.er cfn^a mpnth. Both on the
f?1 def{c.11: and inflation
Oon s “ whlch last month was
I? per cent ~ the Argentine
^°hYe^nment is now falling
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Aerolineas faces fresh buyer

By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires

*

Swissair and Austral, a private
commercial Argentine airline,
has put in a 55 per cent bid for
Aerolineas Argentinas, Argen-

US$107bntd d bt of ‘ ™aclo last week by Mr Rodolfo
SAS the Scandinavian ai,- i,err.agno' Minister of Public
line has been involved
a,nd TransP°rt’ ‘he SAS,
protracted iSiations to^nr
were due to be

bid is Cielos del Sur, an Argentme company which bought
Austral from the Argentine
Government in December 19S7.
The group indicated its interest in Aerolineas via an offer
published by Lazard Brothers

the'purchasfof l^rTntVof that 'dSS***™*-thal part of
Aerolineas withLr rlnf * , • d
lvouId lnvolve SAS
being retained by the Arem
b?ard ? substantial
tine5 Government and Thl' P ? Aerolineas s debts.
remaining q nPr pifi, j e
According to Argentine govoffered to^the 10 300 pmnlnvpof ®rnm®!}fc officials, the proposal
of Aerolineas ’ ° employees from Cielos de Sur will only be
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Falklands chief
killed himself

The soldier who masterminded Army communications in
the Falklands conflict shot himself after worrying about
losing his command, an inquest was told yesterday.
Brigadier Michael Marples, aged 49, was suffering from
depression. He locked himself in his office at Deysbrook
Barracks, Liverpool, and shot himself with his shotgun.
Major Alistair Harrison, his second in command, said the
brigadier had been worried about pains in his legs which
were affecting his concentration. Mrs Marples, the
brigadier’s wife, said in a statement that the pains had been
diagnosed two years before as symptoms of clinical
depression. Her husband told her in February he had
considered taking his own life.
Mr Roy Barter, the Liverpool coroner, recorded that he
killed himself.
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“ Dalraida, sank off
Ulster coast on July 2
alter being struck by the
?™Pe of a submarine.
The MoD admission came
°n Monday, 16 days
after the incident. And why
*hoiild Mr Dalyell have
heard about it before any
one ? Why, because the sub
involved was none other
than HMS Conqueror which
sank the Belgrano in 1982.
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Bishop
hits back
over
blessings
on gays
By STEVE DOUGHTY
Home Affairs Reporter

m

THE AMERICAN bishop
who believes the Church
should bless homosexuals hit
back at his critics last night.
Bishop John Spong said
priests had no right to order
homosexuals to be celibate.
And he added: ‘If the Church
of England clergy can bless the
British armada before it sails
to kill Argentinians in the
Falklands. it should be able to
bless a relationship between
: homosexual people.’
The 57-year-old Bishop of
Newark, New Jersey, was sin
gled out in the Daily Mail by
Dr Graham Leonard, Bishop of
London and a leading tradi
tionalist, as an embodiment of
, the trends leading Anglicans
astray.
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Slavery
Yesterday, Bishop Spong,
who is attending the ten-yearly
Lambeth Conference of Angli
can bishops, told why he
rejects some of the teachings of
the Bible and why he con
demns the Church of England,
which has ruled that homosex
uality falls short of Christian
ideals.
The bishop, a radio sports
announcer before he was or
dained, said: ‘The Bible was
written between 950BC and
150AD. It was written by
people who believed in slavery
and in killing people who were
not Jews, and I do not believe
Dr Leonard supports that.
‘The Ten Commandments
make women seetlt^to be prop
erty like oxen or masses.’
He explained why the Church
must accept homosexuals. ‘Ho
mosexuality is created by neu
rochemical processes,’ he said.
‘It is nothing to do with choice.
‘I had never run a ceremony
to bless a homosexual union,
but I call upon the Church to
look at the possibility. We can
bless houses and battleships
and I do not see why we cannot
bless people who love each
other.’
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The Only Sure Way Is to Keep the Miners Out
X\TELLINGTON, New Zealand
▼ V — Round one in the battle for
control of the mineral resources of
Antarctica has been lost by the environment, the Third World and future generations. The nch industriahzed nations, notably the United
states, West Germany. Japan, Brit- am and France, emerged victorious
But environmentalists, scientists
and others who oppose ihe recall
signed Minerals Convention are
now squaring up for round two.
The first round was conducted by
diplomats behind closed doors. The
second round will be fought on the
open ground of public opinion as
nations consider whether to ratify
the proposed convention.
Although purporting to protect the
environment of Antarctica, the convention is designed to encourage exploration and mining by erecting an
agreed legal and polhical framework
This will remove uncertainties deter-
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Gotcha! Koyal
Navy’s og

c

yacht"8 - 3 British Army
dkH^yaI Navy sP°kesm,an
disclosed yesterday that the
r!jCiear submarine had col* *,ded w^h Dalriada - used
by
*n Northem Ireland
Th*ortu Chai^el on
v 2\The yacht sank within
• lutes but its crew of
rt
x i.
.Z’cked up unhurt.
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A HIT ON II CONK
HMS CONQUEROR, the nuclear
submarine that sank the Argen
tinian cruiser Belgrano, has
notched another “ kill ”—a
British Army yacht. The partly
submerged sub’s periscope holed
• the sail training craft Dalriada in
the Irish Sea. The yacht’s four j
crew were picked up by the j
frigate Battleaxe.
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Sub sinks
a yacht
THE submarine Con
queror. which sank the
Belgrano in the Falklands war. has been in
collision with an Army
yacht in the North Sea.
The Navy yesterday
disclosed* that the Dalriada sank within five
minutes, of striking the ,
nuclear-powered sub's
periscope.
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WHEN the Stewards of the Hurlingham Polo
Association, the sport’s ruling body, meet
next month, the vexed question of whether
Argentine players should be allowed to
return for official tournaments will be raised
again — yet on Thursday a team from the
South American country, which is still

HRH and HM at the polo: Maintaining the ban

l«ail

1 9 JUL 1988

officially at war with Britain, will be playing
here.
And their opponents will be the England foursome,
selected to contest the Cartier International against
North America, in front of the Queen and the
Prince of Wales, whose wishes have led to the ban
being maintained — Charles is Colonel of the Welsh
Guards, who suffered the greatest casualties in the
Falklands conflict.
|
The Argentinians, calling themselves
the Tortugas Polo Club, are flying over
| at their own expense for the ‘friendly'
$ match at the Cirencester Polo Club, a
| few miles from Highgrove. It will give
the England team a rare opportunity to
practise together, before Sunday's contest
in front of 20,000 at Windsor.
Among the Argies are former 10-goal
player Francisco Dorignac and Gonzalo
Pieres. considered the best poloist in the
world. They hope that the encounter will
help relationships between our once-friendly
nations, although there has been no move
to exchange ambassadors, following the
( diplomatic withdrawal when the Falklands
ij were invaded in 1982.
The Prince’s polo manager Major Ron
Ferguson tells me: ‘The Stewards have the
}' ongoing Argentine situation on the agenda,
j but the situation hasn’t changed. They are
not allowed to play in official tournaments,
1 but they may play unofficially and in club
chukkas.’
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Belgrano sub
sinks Army
training yacht
By John Harlow
CONQUEROR, the sub
marine which sank the
Argentine crusier Belgrano
during the 1982 Falklands
War, collided with and sank
an Army yacht in the Irish
Sea, it was disclosed
yesterday.
The training yacht Dalriada
was gashed by the nuclearpowered submarine’s periscope
between Stranraer and Larne in
the early hours of July 2 and
went down five minutes later,
said the Ministry of Defence.
All four people on board were
picked up within 30 minutes.
The yacht was on its way back
to Northern Ireland with both
military and civil personnel on
board after a training operation
in Scotland.
Damage to the hunter killer
submarine was said to be slight.
The MoD has set up a board of
inquiry to investigate the
incident.
Earlier this month Conqueror
was damaged when a dummy
torpedo was dropped on her dur
ing an exercise off Northern
Scotland.
Disclosure of the incident
comes just two days after the
North Channel collision between
the Oberonclass submarine Otus
and the pleasure yacht Drum,
formerly owned by Simon Le
Bon, the pop singer, and now
owned by Mr Arnold Clark, a
Glasgow businessman.
The MoD, which is also inves
tigating this accident, said the
£1-2 million yacht received a 20
foot gash, again after colliding
with the submarine’s periscope.
Otus has returned to Faslane
for repairs.
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Feeling the pinch
From Mr P. D. Graham
Sir, The week has been full of
comment aimed at reflecting the
success or otherwise of the
National Health Service. I would
like to point out a particular
oversight in health service pro
vision — chiropody services are
not available to every citizen of
this country.
Ironically, they are least avail
able to those who fund the health
service through their taxes. The
service is mainly limited to the
elderly and at best only one in four
of these can expect to receive any
treatment via the health service.
All this contrasts markedly with
the Government attitude in times

TIMES

of crisis. In both the first and
second world wars it was thought
very necessary to form a “chirop
ody corps”. Indeed this need for
skilled foot-care became apparent
once again during the Falklands
war.
As a chiropodist I have the
option to work either in the
private or public sector. However,
as a citizen I wish feet were
allowed the same status as eyes,
ears, and teeth within the nation’s
health-care system. It would
appear feet can only look forward
to another 40 years out in the cold.
Yours sincerely,
P. D. GRAHAM,
53c North Street,
Carshalton, Surrey.
July 5.
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Falklands governor
WILLIAM Fullerton, aged
49, is to be the next
Governor of the Falkland
Islands. Mr Fullerton
worked for Shell Inter
national before joining the
Foreign Office more than 20
years ago.
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A most upsetting experience’
ESrSHS ELSiSX'v? —■”

♦

<<t' m rfC t,?le.visionr P'ay. Cher prodded him with ^ ftneer her’^ hLl>7ence explained that
“Tumbledown,” has refused to while attacking BBC executivesfor
WP a„ member of the
comment on a report he was their production of the film
^Iklands task force and Mr
insulted by the British Prime
A report in yesterdays
Th?tchci; apologised, allegedly
Minister’s husband. Mr Denis newspaper claimed that Mr
„Bless y°ur 8»'den heart
Thatcher (73), is alleged to have Lawrence’s wife T n»
v,r old b°y”
called him a “left-wing subver- Thatcher against a InS T^ j,r Mr Lawrence was reported as
sive” at a Tory garden party in maided an?Mog?.
‘ ^ ^ "*** “» was a most upsetting
^ea"
The 27-year-old Falklands vet- experience. I accept that he
regretted what happened. He
Mr Lawrence, who received XT
V^Tonft apologised to me and we parted
amicably.” — (PA)
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Global
debt
crisis
grows
difficulties, is sending out fresh
ecornic and political tremors.
With debt a major domestic
political issue in Mexico, the
tte ruling party there
earlier this month of its virtual
electoral hammerlock on the
country
stunned
Latin
American experts.
Harvard University debt ex
pert Jeffrey Sachs told a con
gressional subcommittee in
Washington that the current
de“t strategy, including the US
initiative providing incentives
for countries to seek marketonented solutions, “is causing a
radicalisation and polarisation
of Latin American politics”.
Sachs and others believe the
economic reality of Latin
America is that several states
including Argentina, Bolivia’
Peru, and Ecuador, will never
pay a large portion of their
debt.
This is again raising the
spectre that has stalked the debt
crisis since it began — the
formation of a debtors’ cartel.
Former Venezuelan president
Carlos Andres Perez last week
urged Latin American debtor
nations to take a common stand
in seeking easier debt repay
ment terms.
“We should do what the
industrialised nations do: Agree
upon a policy that strengthens
our negotiating power, and
that s what we are going to do,”

!

Such statements, which ex
perts take increasingly seri
ously, seem to reject Reagan
administration beliefs that a
payments moratorium or uni
fied action by the debtors are
highly unlikely.
US officials maintain Brazil’s
decision to stop making interest
payments last year failed as a
debt policy, prompting it to
resume paying interest and to
swallow economic reforms
hammered out with the Interna
tional Monetary Fund.
Since 1982, the economic
fortunes of the whole of Latin
America, although ebbing and
flowing, have drifted lower and
countries have found it harder
to manage their debt-bloated
economies.
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Falklands hero
harangued by
Denis Thatcher
MRS. THATCHER’S husband, Dennis, was at the
centre of a row last night over allegations that he
verbalv insulted Scots Guardsman, Robert Lawrence,
star of the BBC play “Tumbledown”.
A report in tomorrow’s Sun newspaper claims Mr.
Lawrence’s wife, Tina, physically tackled Mr Denis
Thatcher and pinned him against a wall. ^ast flight,
the 27-vear-old Falklands veteran was answering
questions at his home in Oxfordshire with a simple
"m?0Thatcher (73) Is alleged to have called him a
“left-wing subversive”. Mr. Lawrence, who received
horrific Injuries during lh.ea|^lk{?"tdsth7rprime
;^fn^r'sl0hus0banmdepod°dncdCh:lmwi.thhaa finger while
"lacking BBC chiefs for their production of
'‘TItmisleundenrstood that Mr. Thatcher mistakenly
believed that Mr. Lawrence was working foi.the BBC
a\dhheadrebprtsns^VC^VSn.Pyr°wtCn7 fu^usMrs.
oMhrenFalkrandsTadkhforce!rdid1SMr.nThatcher realise
his error andapololfse allegedly saying; “Bless your
S°Mr nLawrren?edis0reported as saying: “It was a most
..n^ettimTexperience. I accept that he regretted what
Append He apologised to me and we parted
amicably44.
____ _____ -
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Telephones make Spanish tempers flare
A once-efficient system has all but collapsed, writes Peter Bruce

€

'V
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s the Spanish summer
gets hotter, so do
Spanish tempers. And
with good reason.
In the space of just a few
months, it seems that Spain’s
telephone system, once one
of the most efficient in
Europe, has all but collapsed.
Spaniards lucky enough to
have telephones find them
selves unable to make calls
or are frequently cut off
when they do.
On average last week, it
was taking nine or 10
attempts to call London from
Madrid. Getting through is
only half the problem domestic and international
lines crackle and rasp con
stantly.
Some 350,000 people in
Spain are waiting for Tele
fonica, the once-vaunted tele
phone monopoly, to instal
telephones. Most will wait at
least six months. About
25,000 Spanish villages do not
yet have a public telephone,
according to some reports.
A European consumers
gToup in Brussels, in a recent
study, said Telefonica was
now taking roughly 10 times
as long as its French, Dutch
or Danish counterparts to
instal telephones.
Other than Greece, Ireland
and Portugal, the study said,
i eietomca appeared most fre
quently at the bottom of its
ratings.
The Spanish service costs
double the French and even

the West German ones, the
Brussels report said, and its
rate of wrong connections
was the highest in the EC.
Last week, it emerged that
the
Government
had
appointed a commission to
study Telefonica’s invest
ment plans for next year an extraordinary move, con
sidering that Telefonica is a
private company.
There seems little doubt
that the head of Telefonica’s
affable chairman, Mr Luis
Solana, is on the block.
Although a member of the
governing Socialist party, a
friend of the Prime Minister
and the brother of the Educa
tion Minister,'Mr Solana has
seemed desperately, §hort of
support as the public outcry
over Telefonica’s service has
risen.
Opposition politicians have
had great fun with a retort
attributed to him, to the
effect that “perfection is fas
cist”.
A colleague recently
arrived in Madrid and trying
to order a home telephone
from his office failed to find
anything democratic in being
told by the Telefonica func
tionary at the other end of
the line: “Sorry, I can’t hear
a thing you’re saying.”
“So whose fault is that?”
he wailed.
Mr Solana, confronted with
failure, has not tried to dis
guise the scale of the prob
lem. The waiting list for tele

phones will probably grow,
he has said, to 430,000 this
year.
He has promised that more
new lines will be in place by
September. Spain has about
15.5m telephones and 10m
lines. Telefonica plans to
instal 1.5m new lines this
year and 2.5m more next
year. But there is no saying
whether that will improve
matters.
Telefonica has been caught
wholly unawares by the
explosion in telephone
demand in Spain. In the past
two years, applications for
telephones have grown by
close to 8 per cent a year, a
huge leap on the average 2
per cent growth a year since
1970.
Mr Solana has said things,
will be more normal next
year but some Telefonica offi
cials suggest it could take
five years.
Appearing on Spanish tele
vision this weekend, Mr
Solana said: “My main mis
take was not having believed
that the Spanish economy
would be going as well as it
is now. I did not believe sta
tistics forecasting Spain’s
economic boom.” The service
was not a catastrophe, he
insisted, but it was “improv
able”.
What irks Spanish consum
ers - and in Barcelona, busi
ness groups are warning that
the state of the telephones is
damaging competitiveness -

is that this trouble has
arrived along with record
Ptas 53.2bn (£260m) profits
for Telefonica last year and
higher-than-ever investment
- Ptas 350bn this year and
Ptas 500bn next year.
What hurts even more is
that Mr Solana is about to
spend some $450m of that in
Argentina, where Telefonica
wants to buy 40 per cent of a
new PTT being created there.
The Russians have also just
signed a deal with Telefonica
under which the Spanish are
to instal a rural telephone
network 600 miles from
Moscow, and a public phone
system in the Soviet capital
itself.
Mr Solana’s comfort in the
short term at least, is that
even worse trouble at the
Post Office diverts some frus
tration away from Telefon
ica. The Spanish postal ser
vice estimates that up to 2m
letters and parcels are, effec
tively, stuck at post offices
around the country.
The postal unions say this
is nonsense - there are at
least 11m pieces stuck in
Madrid alone.
As Spain approaches its
first presidency of the Euro
pean Community next Janu
ary, the chaos in many of its
institutions is going tobecome embarrassing. Euro
peans who want to complain
about it may, however, have
to fly or drive to Madrid to
do so.
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Argentine mission in US
to discuss new financing
€

By Our Financial Staff
AN Argentine mission, led by
Mr Mario Brodersohn, Trea
sury Secretary, and Mr Jose
Luis Machinea, central bank
president, has arrived in the
US to discuss new financing,
including an International
Monetary Fund package.
The country, which faces a
shortfall in foreign exchange to
service its $59bn (£34.7bn) for
eign debt, is understood to be
on track to secure an agree
ment in principle on a new
IMF package by the end of the
month.
The team hopes the new IMF
package, including fresh fund
ing, will cover the remaining
term of the present Govern
ment, which is to end in late
1989.
A bridging loan from West
ern governments, led by the
US, is thought likely to be on
the agenda.
A current letter of intent
between the Argentine Govern
ment and the IMF, signed in
February this year, includes

measures aimed at controlling
the economy, but has already
gone off course.
Interest payments for 1988
were estimated earlier this
year to be about $4.5bn,
although higher US interest
rates will have added to that
burden.
Argentine grain and soybean
export prospects have dramat
ically improved in the last
month, because of the drought
in the US.
This has enabled estimates
of the country’s 1988 trade sur
plus to be revised upwards to
as much as $4bn. Some fore
casts suggest next year’s sur
plus may be as high as $6bn, as
the effect of higher beef prices
feeds through.
However, those benefits have
yet to flow in, as Argentine
farmers hold back export sales
in anticipation of further price
gains.
Payments for the second half
of April, due last week, are still
awaited by banks.
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Admirals join forces
o

€

for Armada Cup

Six admirals will be ignoring Gilbert &
Sullivan’s advice to “stick close to their desks
and never go to sea” when they take part in the
Armada Cup race from San Sebastian in Spain
to Plymouth.
The admirals will sail the 55 ft training rig
HMSTC Racer with the help of two commanders and three captains.
The skipper is Admiral Sir John Woodward,
Commander-in-Chief, Naval Home Com
mand, whose crew includes Vice Admiral Sir
Robert Gerken and the four Rear Admirals
Geoffrey Marsh, Charles Williams, Robert
Hill and Michael Livesay.
Another 60 yachts are taking part in the 400mile race to commemorate the fourhundredth anniversary of the Spanish Armada
but no other is thought to have such a
distinguished crew.
A sister yacht of the HMSTC Racer will be

crewed by men from HMS Fearless who are
understood to be on their mettle to cross the
finishing line before their masters.
In spite of their seniority, the admirals do
not expect to win, and pressure of commitments has meant that they have had barely one
day for sea preparation before therace,
organized by The Royal Western Yacht Club
of England and the Real Club Nautico De San
Sebastian.
However, Sir John, who is best known as
commander of the Falklands Task Force, does
aim to reach Plymouth by the deadline of July
21.
• Senor Jose J Puig de la Bellacasa, the
Spanish ambassador, will light a beacon on the
Lizard. Cornwall, the first in a chain of 461, I
tomorrow to mark the anniversary of the ■
sighting of the Armada in 1588. It will herald j
the start of a series of events.
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Helping Latin Democracy
Two months ago, President Vinicio Cerezo of Guatemala survived a coup attempt,
solidifying his support among the military
high command. Mr. Cerezo, well into his
third year in office, is within sight of a key
goal: to be the first democratically elected
civilian to complete a presidential term
since the U.S.-sponsored coup in 1954.
That may seem a modest goal. But reaching
it would be an achievement.
Like El Salvador, Honduras, Suriname,
Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina, Guatemala
is only part way to democratic governance,
All have civilian leaders, but their armies
retain veto power oyer important questions,
Independent institutions remain underdeveloped; disgruntled groups still bring political
wish lists to the barracks door. Washington,
in its search for policies capable of fostering
these tender democratic shoots, would do
well to heed the Guatemalan experience.
Beyond simple survival, Mr. Cerezo has
some significant accomplishments to his
credit. He has improved Guatemala’s abysmal image abroad. He has bravely pressed
for fairer taxation and labor union rights in
a society scarred by extremes of privilege.
At the same time, he has not sought to
hold the military accountable for decades
of human rights abuse, including the uprooting of Guatemala’s Indian population
and tens of thousands of deaths. Nor has he
attempted significant land redistribution,

even though this seems essential to ending
the cycle of unrest and repression. And he
has neglected his duty under the Arias
peace plan to open a dialogue with leftist
guerrillas. These omissions reflect neither
reticence nor cowardice. Arguments can be
made over particulars, but Mr. Cerezo’s
overall performance reflects a realistic recognition that his power, like that of other
Latin civil leaders, remains limited.
Continued democratic evolution in much
of Latin America depends chiefly on two
factors: subordination of the military to
civilian control, and the evolution of a civilian consensus that political and economic
disputes must be resolved within a strictly
democratic framework. Washington_
can
help on both counts. The United States
provides equipment and training, giving it
leverage with many Latin military establishments; it can be used to tilt in favor of
civilian authority and control. Further,
most Latin governments are deeply indebted to U.S. banks. Debt relief is already
linked to economic reforms. Further consideration could usefully be given to rewarding political progress as well.
The Reagan administration likes to boast
about Latin America’s newly “democratic”
states. The harder task is to help the best
among the new generation of Latin leaders
to consolidate their still-fragile gains,
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TRAVEL: The Falklands

The Falklands’ sociable penguins on parade in territory where human beings are a rare commodity

ft

Wide open spaces with
your pick of the penguins
Eight thousand miles from
home, BILL CATER finds a
wild and woolly landscape
complete with perfect English
_____ walking weather

.
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D
POPULAR slander, the
Robin Pitaluga’s Salvador settlement, by
Falklands for a holiday deserves that old no means the largest farm on the islands,
joke originally cracked about Manchester has a population of 15, plus at peak times a
first prize a week’s holiday there, second dozen visitors, and 17,000 sheep, with
prize a fortnight’s. Everybody knows the about 80 square miles in which to roam.
Falkland Islands are cold, wet, dour as a You can walk nine miles to cross the farm,
Wee Free’s Sunday, with nothing to see but and something like the same distance again
sheep looming out of Antarctic Scotch before you’ll catch sight of the roofs of the
mists. There are penguins, too, and we all next farm,
know penguins thrive on snow. Don’t
And that’s small beside Port Howard,
they?
,, „ 4peak population 40, worked by the Lee
I tried it The twice-weekly RAF TnStar family for generations and extending to
was an ordinary civil airliner with Pan Am roughly 200,000 acres, say 300 square
badges on the seat-belts and RAF roundels miles - nobody has yet made an accurate
on the wings; RAF pilots, WRAF survey.
stewardesses, a handful of civilian
\n contrast, Scalion Island is only five
passengers among 200odd squaddies. As it m jies jong and has just five people It is so
turned for final approach, the newcomers inaccessible that the little hotel (five double
prepared for the worst
rooms, two bars) had to be hoisted in by
First disillusion; brilliant sunshine. A Chinook helicopter
brisk wind rolled small whitecloudsacross
Such isolation makes
,c valued
a
wlde blue. sky- This waf
Even amid the urban haste of Stanley, if
Falklands autumn, but even after the 180 loil t mkc th mominp _lin<.£ np
hour flight, including a refuelling stop at >ulside the Upland Goose, evei| passer-by
tropical Ascension Island, it didn t strike :
, . bid
«eood
AA
cold on the new Mount Pleasant airfield. H Ih^v^s^^mg^troh^m £e"r
was, and continued all week to be, bright, miles-from-anvwhere farmhouse hotel
windy, pullover-under-anorak weather. relUmed to breakfast full of information
Typical British summer walk-in-the- SFalklandVhff
country wear, in fact, with walking shoes
w
• •, .
.
instead of wellies.
Sf* J?umpmg
Second disillusion; records show the acj‘oss a P3®doc!k on her Bond-style moon
islands have less rain than Britain, and trike, and she hadatonoe switched off the
only marginally cooler summers. It is eJJgmeand stopped to talk, explaining that
windy, but rarely has the damp, heart- slle was tlie 131711 s milkmaid. They were
lowering grey chill that can make Britain grangers, you see, and so, naturally, people
great to get out of.
10 Jr* l0*.
,. . . 4 , 4,
For a holiday spot, the Falklands have . The milk — scalded but not otherwise
the misfortune to be best known for the interfered with — would appear that day in
weather during The Conflict, as the t"e coffee, or churned into butter, or
islanders call it; but that was fought in mid- maybe later as cheese. The Falklands are a
winter and much in the mountains. It is as P,ace
home-grown food. The trout will
if British weather were to be judged after 60r3e mesh moot the nearest river, the
yomping along the Pennine Way in mullet and crab from unpolluted sea.
November.
The lamb, mutton, veal or beef will be
I came back after a week with the reared on the farm; no hormone treatment
beginnings of a tan. In high summer, take or fall-out. You’ll never taste such lamb
sun-barrier cream; that brisk wind can let chops. The eggs and the chicken will be
you get uncomfortably burnt without barn-door specimens, the bread of
realising it until too late. Out of the wind, necessity home-baked, like the cakes (and
sunbathing is possible — about as possible we all ate too many of those). All the
as in Britain.
_
,
.
It is a place for wide-open spaces, wild BnJ153 vegetables come out of the garden,
life, tranquillity, the cleanest air you’ll ever 3301
luclcy y°u .may Sel l331 made
breathe, fine scenery, and — when you do irom diddie-dee bernes, which grow
come across them - some of the friendliest nowhere else.
people.
With aUfius food, it’s as weU that you’U
Isolation is a fact and a charm of 1661
walking a long way. It may be the
Falklands life; apart from the little-seen ^ °.r 13(3 landscape — Scotland with
garrison at Mount Pleasant there are only penguins— or the knowledge that however
2,000 people on the islands, and half of faryou walkyou 11 nothearatranmeorsee
those live in Stanley — a cathedral city but aa1y11(^r’,
11 may .136116 s enou&h
a village by any other measure. So the
wildlife to keep everyone interested.
remaining thousand Falklanders are spread
Five different kinds of penguin, for a
thin; the two big and dozens of small
including one that digs a burrow and
islands have the area of Kent, Sussex,
13 11 eyeing you with unnerving
Surrey and Hampshire put together, but bn&31 ,.red ey6S*. 9t3erp parade in
scattered over so much sea and with their squabbling, sociable hordes, their full
coasts so indented by creeks and sea-lochs evening dress in broad daylight against
that almost every farmstead is a long way downland grass making them look like a
from every other.
crowd of chaps at Glyndeboume waiting
’
for the girls to unpack the picnics. No ice,
no snow.

something a bit bigger? Try a beach
littered with 60 bull elephant seals, some
20 feet long and weighing four tons, an
unforgettable sight - especially when they
rear taller than a man and hurl themselves
into battle. Or sealions. Lion is no
exaggeration; the males have a mane like a
,J05’ fearsome teeth, are the size of a horse
and 0311 move veiY fast* Magnificent - to
admire from a distance,
Falkland birds make life too easy for
birdwatchers; unperturbed by people, they
arc’ 1 sus'Pec^ 311 members of peoplewatchin8 clubs, ticking us off on their lists,
Rare 631363135 - something between a
crovv 311(1 a faIcon ” came in s° dose we
ducked; then stared us out while we
photographed them from six feet away
^fLalx)ve us’ up£nd
unbothered, oyster-catchers
“"W* ^
stea^r
ducks paddled furiously towards us, a redbacked ^looked down its nose, and a
y0Hng mght heron went on fishin8 with
melancholy dignity while I changed lenses
close enough to touch it
Whatever the season, holidaying in the
Falklands never means being in a crowd.
Last year there were about 150 overseas
holidays to the islands; next year the
tourist board reckons maybe 250. After
that, numbers can’t increase much without
building more hotels, and that’s uncertain
while every brick, doorknob, towel and
teacup has to come 8,000 expensive miles
from the UK.
Meanwhile, Falklands holidays don’t
come cheap. Passenger air fares, fixed by
Ministry of Defence monopoly, are far
above the rate for that distance, say travel
agents; when ferry services begin again to
Chile and Uruguay that could drop.
Reckon on £2,400 to £2,800 for 16 to 18
days there. For that you get simple but
comfortable accommodation in one or
more of the five “lodges” on farms or in
the famous Upland Goose. You get about
the islands by the red-white-and-blue
Islander planes which are a mixture of taxi
and village bus, linking isolated farms with
Stanley and with one another,
you get Land Rover travel around the
farms with expert guides showing you
where to see which birds, seals, sellions,
penguins or battlefields; where to fish
(“well worth going, and I’d go again,” said
one keen Scotland-every-year fisherman
after his first visit) or dive on Victorian
wrecks, or windsurf or ride,
Several British tour operators now offer
Falklands holidays. Details from Falkland
isiands Tourism Information Service, 294
jadcaster Road, York, Y02 2ET.
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falklands
governor
Mr w H Fullerton has been
Nlpn,Hctedw^(lVe^nor’ Fal»<Iand
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in succession to Mr G W Jewkes,
Kfewill be taking up a further
Diplomatic
Service
appointment.
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Falklands post
Mr William Fullerton, 49, is to be
Governor of the Falkland
Islands, succeeding Mr Gordon
Jewkes who took over from Sir
Rex Hunt in 1985.
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Falkland post
Mr William Fullerton, aged
49, a former British Ambas
sador to Somalia, is to be the
next Governor of the Falkland
Islands, succeeding Mr Gor
don Jewkes. Mr Fullerton
worked for Shell International
before joining the Foreign
Office.
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Wew FalkSands governor

Mr William Fullerton, aged 49,
has been appointed Governor of
the Falkland, Islands, replacing
Mr Gordon Jewkes, who be
comes consul-general m the
British Embassy in New York.
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BBC crackdown on Tumbledown-style
drama
By Richard Evans
Media Editor
Thp BBC is to crack down on TV
drama thaf mixes fact with fiction
TumbkdownXy^^f^

conflict.
his concern
which can be caused to f™;n.ds ^d
relatives of people Played in such
programmes, known as faction. He is
known to have been particularly
affected by a letter Pubbst^LlnR™/
Times last month from Mrs Rose
niary Calder-Smith whose daughter
was the girl friend of Lieutenant
Robert Lawrence, the injured officer
at the centre of the Tumbledownstory*
Mrs Calder-Smith complained that
her daughter, Victoria, had been
“portrayed as nothing more than a
feelingless sex kitten”.
Victoria, aged 24, whose character
in the play was called Sophie, was
outraged at the way she was presented
as “an uncaring, loose woman and

added her voice to complaints that the
drama distorted facts with fiction.
After concerted pressure from min
isters, the commanding officer of the
Scots Guards and lawyers, the BBC
cut a 12-second scene which showed
another officer urging Lieutenant
Lawrence to abandon an assault.
Army chiefs insisted it was fiction.
Mr George Younger, Secretary of
State for Defence, condemned Tum
bledown, saying it would cause grave
offence to some individuals. who,
would consider themselves portrayed
and who had no way of defending
themselves or their reputations .
Although Mr Hussey believes
Tumbledown to have been a powerful,
well-written, well-acted play, he says 1
“raised issues about drama based on
real life which the BBC will have to
consider seriously”.
the issue is
conm1nedfmCanCBBC0m1d-yearre.ew

re

rc

m
is

ii<

Servants involved with broadcasting
policy, the chief executives of the top
HX) companies and headsofo

b

d<

il<

BBC seminar planned for November.
Although BBC chiefs are not saying
that faction will be banned, Mr
Hussey is determined that pro-

1u

t<

*
when fact is mixed with fiction.
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THE FOLLOWING truths are, I
ing (which, after just keeping
believe, self-evident:
pace with Nato’s 3 per cent'
• elections are lost more than
annual increase up to 1986, is
they are won, because most vot
now falling rapidly back again)
ers, especially floating voters,
or by the sacrifice of any of
think of themselves as voting
Britain’s other major military
against rather than for:
commitments. “The military bud
• the last British general elec
get would be in trouble even
tion was lost by Labour and by
without Trident or the EFA,”
the then Alliance:
they wrote; “with these two pro
© the single most damaging
grams, there is no possibility of
issue for both was defence, the
reaching the United Kingdom’s
popular perception being that
stated defence goals.”
Labour would leave Britain unde
Only Mr Nott in 1981 came
fended while the Alliance was
close to facing the bleak fact that
unable to agree whether Britain
Britain cannot afford to carry out
needed defending and if so how.
all the defence tasks it has
From the third of the above
assigned itself without an
propositions it follows that
increase in the share of resources
defence is, or was in 1987, the
devoted to defence which in pres
most favourable major political
ent circumstances is politically
issue for the Conservative Party
unimaginable.
now in power; and many people
As is well known, he opted for
Yet at the same time he
—'viiia rpeard that truth too as '"become far more introspective
S "evident and virtually mmu- than Labour, far less aware of describes the Ministry of Defence a drastic cut in Britain s naval
table
y
the new trends in conventional as “desperately in need” of “a strength only to be blown off
Some interest therefore defence, and far less appreciative , little more monetarist thinking,” course by the °V7tbre,afk ?? fhe
attaches to a pamphlet* arguing of new opportunities, such as and deplores the fact that both Pa]klaoda war;uYe,tno-IrnCf°ker
fl atdefenceson” ofthe Sest those presented by the Strategic that ministry and the Foreign deduced from the 1987 Defence
points in the government's Defence Initiative.”
and Commonwealth Office have Estimates that the navy would by
record and warning that it may
Yet he is dismissive of the been left in the hands of "Whigs” themiA-1990s be
no longer be a favourable issue Anglo-American “special rela- ?u„
f0,fhl£ldefd verv close8 to the 42 which Mr
for the Tories in the next general tionship,” suggesting that “here(Jje alleges) from tne full effects
y
, Yesterdav’s
election - especially when the -too ... the future may well of Thatcliente ^dicalism
his annnnnppmpnt ./ , .. mod^s
pamplilet comes in a royal blue belong to the Labour Party, criticism of Mrs Thatcher herseif
, .
advanced
cover from a right-wing think which openlv wishes to break the being, precisely, that she has not ordering thiee new advanced
tank, the Institute for European umbilical cord, and has found ferried her radicalism through ll&a
c^eaiy report from the
Defence and Strategic Studies
more support for its anti-Ameritl“^eas of defence and for‘ ^omm^s Select Committee on
The author, Mr Christopher can posture than for almost any
h
t
Defence, shows that some lingerCoker, a lecturer m international other aspect of its defence pol- .
oncers at me ami
*
q_,.th
relations at the r nndnn Srhnnl nf icv ”
Americanism of many Tory MPs, inS pu.tls °.\,wmd from tneboutn
■ 31 ♦ LOnaon ^cn°01 °f lc^ •
even accusing them of “ronfor- Atlantic still ruffle the surface of
Economics, sets about his target
Conservatives, even if they are LV.®n
01 co“.Ior R, nftiiHpQ Rut that willnnlv
with remarkable vigour,
vigour uiOr not
the for
chlctheradicalism
British politics.
But that will
only
not quite
quite as
as ignorant
lgnoiam as
as Mr
ivir Coker
uoKLi nilty
, - , Wlth
SUDDOrt
Sandinis- aggravate
the financial
squeeze
rather targets, for after mowing makes out, may have some diffisupport 101 me aanainis
..
fd f
pvnpn.
down Conservative MPs almost culty working out exactly which tas ,stlU seema J:0 co.nvey> Yet
P
j"d™j.nately ,for thei>- 'S'10; f uarteJ. lle is attacking them df^?ys0a" ^pfriallTwhlfhe
It is not at all certain that
ranee and complacency about from. His main accusation seems 01 mf
Jrspa:i,al;y ^ne“ Rr;*flin Pan rnntinnp simultadefence issues he goes on to take to be that they have forgotten asferts that the US has entered
, t0
even the four
out successive Conservative Adam Smith's dictum that lnto. 3 Faustian pact with the, centraf/tasirS to which according
P^ence Secretaries with a series defence “is of much more impor- Soviet Union, under which it
Rnhp’rtson its
v urgical strikes (only Mr John tance than opulence,” and have seemed ready to pye more and
L-aira anUg KODertson its

Edward Mortimer examines an
attack on British defence policy

thS ad0Pte<J *VrUdV “mar^r

,PfHatton) and approach
on t e P™fmp Minted al a ack as„they San
Wlth alld
on the Prime Minister herself.
selling off crucial strategic assets
Conservative Central Office, such as the Royal Dockyards and
should it find itself obliged to the Royal Ordnance to the pritake any notice of Mr Coker’s vate sector
onslaught may be tempted to
He accuses successive Defence
denounce him as an enemy agent Secretaries (including the present
sailing under false colours. On one) of behoving that fundamen-

t
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reduced: todefenittserandUs

to it, spending as little
greateremphasis on European
greater empnasis on European
defence co-operation, he lambastas the ooly ™J°r exampJe f
sucn co-operation in which
Bntamis currently involved,
the ludicrously expensive European Fighter Aircraft.

airspace against conventional
attack, to maintain an anti-sub.
panapitv in thp PfKtprn
, Channei t0 con.
sTgnificantlv to Nato’s
trioute signincanuy to xsiato s
central
jetam a cremdje inaepenaent
dropping of the last as

FT fT ?0t be Safe % the pofjf/lo^hT meL^ nofvicl:
haads of,the Consefrvatlvf Party
A verv s mto analysis
»nder lts present leadership ^ ^blisSi vSr ago bv Rob
since Thatcherism, if it means was puoiisnea a year ago oy kod
anything, means looking at every
Laird and David Robertson in
state subsidy and subvention in «« American journal Orbis.
the light not of what is desirable, JheV to° stressed the cost of Tnbut of what is affordable," and he gent, and of the European
appears to deplore the party's Fighter Aircraft, and the fact that,
acceptance of “the monetarist these programmes have not been;
argument that external power funded either by increases mwas the reward rather than the Britain's overall defence spendprecondition of economic pros
perity.”

eoSionalTorce “ 220 main
battle tanks, according to one
estimate - and the latter would
pxnensive to man
°e "tuch more expensive
^ maimam
Something, somewhere k going

35* 331*3 tS£ ZSZSTAtStfi cSSfKSS.
Wsa? s*
uL1” Rarty and its 1,h'
“T‘h
SS"s.EfhS“™Si°
Batjour
defence and
more stringent commercial pojJ®v,
wUe*fier„ mo°etarisi:f fSX'SS.”
already been made
thinking than one often finds contracts H oven warns that Whig
or shire, have neither Ancient nas aireaay oeen nidue.
p

eVHneacompglimentsPL0artberS- MP
for beta?1be?te?tin^rmpr. !£Ps
their ^Conservfti^pXdo than
tneir conservative colleagues,
and castigates the latter for their
failure o understand that there
can, at least, be legitimate and
honourable disagreements
between themselves and Labour
on nuclear deterrence.” The Conservative Party, he says, has
- —

e ^ninch ^even^ tiehter than
[“ do Of that there s some sim
^^MsarmscontrolmoDOsals but
rate of his arms industry.
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Argentina’s
new Peron

£

■ In less than a year Argentina
will have a new president, and it
is now a fair bet that he will be
the new Peronist Messiah, Carlos
Saul Menem.
Menem is referred to by detrac
tors as ‘‘El Groncho,” which
means roughly “vulgarian” or
“rich, but no taste”. His chances
of gaining the Presidency rose
dramatically at the weekend
when he hammered the main and highly favoured - rival,
Antonio Cafiero, in the internal
Peronist elections.
Cafiero represents what might
be called the acceptable face of
Peronism; relatively well-man
nered, with a fierce desire to
modernise one of the last great
political myths of our time. He
lost.
Why do crowds adore short
men with unusual dress sense ?
Menem is scarcely 5 Vi feet tall
and generally sports a white
leather jacket. His trademarks
are his enormous sideboards,
streaked with grey, along with a
gigantic Rolex wristwatch. He
governs one of the poorest and by
some accounts worst-run prov
inces in Argentina, La Rioja.
The Peronist party machine
looks down on a man who was
born into a Moslem family in a
nation where not to be Catholic
remains a distinct disadvantage.
Thus he became a Catholic, but
announced last year that he was
separating from his wife - only
to reunite with her just before his
campaign for the presidential
nomination.
The sophisticates of Buenos
Aires regard him as a political
throwback to a past they would
rather forget. His views range
from calling for the return of cap
ital punishment to a belief that
one of the world’s longest-reign
ing dictators, Alfredo Stroessner
of neighbouring Paraguay, was
elected by “the people”. Stroes-.
sner once gave sanctuary to Gen
eral Peron; ergo, Stroessner is
good.
. None of that matters for the
less advantaged in Argentina.:

financial times

Menem has that most valuable
political asset of all, street credi
bility. It derives not only from
his time in jail under a previous
military regime for his Peronist
affiliations: his rhetoric is pure
Peronism. Suffering Argentina,
he says, must rid itself of alien
forces which undermine its
potential strength. That means
foreign capital, the International
Monetary Fund, commercial
banks, the elite currently in gov
ernment.
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US and Iran prepare for
confrontation at UN
BY OUR UN CORRESPONDENT IN NEW YORK
AND ANDREW GOWERS, MIDDLE EAST CORRESPONDENT
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THE US and Iran will be toe to
toe in the UN Security Council
today as the latter seeks condemnation of the shooting-down this
month of an Iran Air passenger
aircraft by the American cruiser
Vincennes, with the loss of all
290 lives on board.
■
Although Iran called for an“urgent” meeting of the 15-nation
council, Tehran was evidently,
prepared to wait for the UN
Secretary-General, Mr Javier
Perez de Cuellar, to return to
New York yesterday from visits
to Geneva, Stockholm and Oslo.
The delay also gave Iran time
^intense private consultations
with UN members and for the
Foreign Minister, Mr Ali Akbar
Velayati, to prepare the case
against the US that he will present in person to the council.
Iran is adept at using the UN
as a public relations grandstand
and there is little doubt that mr
Velayati will be seen often on
American television during his
stay.

Ignoring
, , the
T risks
, of a US veto,
officials in Iran s mission have
said they will call for formal condemnation by the Secunty Coun
cil of the American action,
Iran also wants the Secunty
Council to press for withdrawal
of the US naval task force from
the Gulf and for the launch of an
international investigation into
the incident,
There is widespread dismay
suc^ a tragedy could have
occurred and the American deleti ied by Lieutenant-General
^ernon Walters may pr0ve to be
more temperate than usual in its
response t0 Iranian charges,
For their part, the Americans
are likely to try to shift the focus
of discussion to the UN’s failed
efforts to end the Gulf war
through Security Council resolution 598, which was passed a year
ago but has still not been
accepted by Iran.
The US and its close allies see
a risk that Tehran may try to use

the Airbus tragedy to split the
Security Council.
Replying to President Reagan’s
assertion that the airliner case is
already closed, Mr Perez de Cuel
lar observed somewhat tartly in
Stockholm last week that this
was not for one side to decide.
Iran, which has been boycot
ting council debates on the Gulf
War since October 1981, had not
asked for a council meeting since
December, 1953 - at the time of
the nationalisation of Iranian oil
fields, which brought about an
angry confrontation with Britain
and the US.
The council members at pres
ent are Algeria, Argentina, Bra
zil, Britain, China, France, West
Germany, Italy, Japan, Nepal,
Senegal, the Soviet Union, the,
US, Yugoslavia and Zambia.
At least nine affirmative votes
are needed to pass council resolu
tions, if none of the five big per
manent members vetoes.
Editorial comment, page 22
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Peronists pick populist leader in primary upset
A rural party leader yesterday
upset a city-bred economist to
win the first presidential primary ever held by Argentina’s
Peronist movement.
Final figures released yesterday showed that Seflor
Carlos Menem, the underdog
and Governor of the small
province of La Rioja, polled 53
per cent of the Saturday vote.
Seflor Antonio Cafiero, the
Governor of Buenos Aires, got
46 per cent of the two million
votes.
Defeating the party machine

L

From Michael Llanos, Buenos Aires
controlled by Seftor Cafiero, Cafiero, aged 65, said after The unionists were dominant presidential elections that are
Seflor Menem, who draws acknowledging defeat that he until 1983, when Peronism set for May 28,1989.
most of his support from the would work to “get Carlos suffered its first national elecThe two governors are
grass-roots of the party and Menem into the presidency’
toral defeat and the Radical frauds, having studied law
trade unions, won in 19 of the
in 1989. Party s Seflor Raul Alfonsin together, but the contrasts
24 electoral districts, includNo incidents were reported was elected resident.
between them are stark,
tag Seflor Cafiero’s own prov- during the nationwide priBut many of those traMenem, with his
ince. Less than 40 per cent of mary, marking a break from ditional union bosses now rogged complexion and lambthe 4.1 million members of the Peronism’s bloody in-fighting support Seflor Menem, who chop sideburns, emphasizes
Peronist party voted.
and candidates being picked like Seflor Cafiero considers past glories and slogans made
Some analysts had pre- directly by political and union himself a “renewal Peronist. famous by Perdn. Seflor
dieted a party split regardless IeadersSeflor Menem, a self-styled Angeloz, who looks more the
0f the outcome, but a victorious
Perdn’s death in 1974 political chieftain, will run traditional statesman, talks
Seflor Menem, aged 53, told sparked a long internal battle against the Radical candidate, about leadmg Argentina into
supporters: “There are no between unionists, politicians Seftor Eduardo Angeloz, the the 21st century through a
defeated here.” And Seflor and left-wing revolutionaries. Governor of Cdrdoba, in the technological revolution.
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Peronists
choose
Menem as
candidate
By Gary Mead
in Buenos Aires

*

9

MR CARLOS MENEM, 56, govemor of La Rioja province, has
narrowly defeated his main
rival, Mr Antonio Cafiero, 65,
for the Peronist Party candi
dacy in next year’s presiden
tial elections in Argentina.
Mr Menem’s success comes
as something of a surprise to
many local pundits who, up to
the day of the ballot, were pre
dicting a narrow victory for
Mr Cafiero. Mr Menem’s grass
roots popularity has gathered
strength and vitality in the
last few weeks.
With more than 80 per cent
of the vote counted over the
weekend, Mr Menem’s support
outstripped that for Mr Cafiero
by 8 per cent. The ballot also
supports Mr Eduardo Duhalde
as Mr Menem’s running mate
for the vice-presidency.
Mr Cafiero, a former Econ
omy Minister, conceded defeat
just before midnight on Satur
day, saying he would offer his
services to Mr Menem’s presi
dential campaign.
Mr Menem said he owed his
triumph to “the poorest, the
neediest, and the most hum
ble” people of Argentina. He
has said there was little differ
ence between Mr Cafiero’s pol
itics and those of President
Raul Alfonsin, of the Radical
party. He described both men
as social democrats.
In contrast, he has described
his own stance as “anti-sys
tem” - against the establish
ment and for what he
describes as revolutionary
changes in government.
During his campaign, Mr
Menem promised social
reforms, including a halt to
ithe Government’s privatisa
tion programme and wage
increases for trade unions. He
has also promised a morato
rium on service of Argentina’s
$56bn (£33bn) foreign debt.
He has consistently identi
fied himself with Peronist
mythology, conducting a cam
paign of quasi-religious fer
vour and promising to place
more power in the hands of
Argentina’s working class.
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Fa lklands housing dispute puts
future of contract labour at risk
Port Stanley (AP) — A dispute
over accommodation for migrant
workers in the Falkland Islands
has put future contract labour
from the island of St Helena at
risk, say officials.
The dispute is crucial for St
Helena, the Atlantic island where
Napoleon was exiled and whose
inhabitants of mixed European,
Asian and African origin are
known as Saints.
Like the Falklands, St Helena is
a British colony, but work there is
scarce and poorly paid, whereas
the Falklands, now enjoying a
fishing boom, is suffering from a
labour shortage. The 14 workers
from St Helena refused last Tues
day to move from temporary
accommodation on the edge of
Port Stanley, to other accom
modation in a warehouse on a
floating dock about three miles
from the town. They have been
given until 10 am today to accept.
The men ignored the instruc
tions to move from Mr Charles
Carter, superintendent of public
works, and were suspended from
work on half pay pending a
resolution of the problem.
Mr Gavin Short, chairman of
the General Employees’ Union,
backed the 14 by calling a support
meeting on Thursday, which was
well attended. In contrast to the
past, when Falklanders opposed
recruitment from St Helena, the
meeting expressed unanimous
support for the workers, who on
arrival had joined the union, the
only one in the Falklands.
Mr John Crowie, a spokesman
for the St Helena workers, said
they were troubled by what they
alleged was a fire risk in portable
cabins placed inside the ware
house, which formed the accom
modation prepared for them by
the Falklands Government “Also,

it’s so isolated and dark. We
wouldn’t know if it’s daylight or
evening. Besides that it’s noisy —
ships bang against the side of the
dock and generators are going all
the time. We’ve never had such
bad accommodation before, even
when we worked on Ascension
island,” Mr Crowie said.
Ascension, 3,500 miles north of
the Falklands and 700 miles
north-west of St Helena, is a
staging post for flights to the
Falklands and an important
communications point and earthsatellite monitoring base. Most of
St Helena’s migrant workers are
employed there and living con
ditions are cramped.
“Up to now I’ve been happy
here,” said another of the 14
workers, Mr Fred Duncan. “But
now I’d be happy if the Govern
ment shipped us back home,” he
said. The other men in the group
said they felt the same way.
Mr Colin Redston, the Falk
lands acting chief executive, de
nied that there was a fire risk in the
new accommodation. He said the
government fire officer had pro
duced a list of recommendations
which had been implemented.
St Helena’s social services offi
cer, Mrs Ivy Ellick, arrived in
Stanley the day the 14 workers
were suspended, bringing the
names of 117 more Saints apply
ing for work in the Falklands.
“I’m very worried about this,”
Mrs Ellick' said after talking to
officials in Stanley. “Our economy
on St Helena depends on whatever
people we can get away to find
work - our unemployment rate is
very high.”
There are 130 Saints working in
the Falklands at present, mostly in
the public works department, the
hospital and in catering and stores
at the Mount Pleasant military

airfield. The 14 workers have been
allowed to stay where they are for
the time being, provided they pay
an extra £12 a week for electricity
and cleaning, which the Govemment had met until the dispute,
The men already pay £25.20 a
week for their food,
Mr Carter said he was surprised
that the 14 men preferred their
present accommodation, which
required them to travel three miles
to the floating dock for their
meals. If the Saints’contracts were
terminated it would be a serious
blow to his department because of
the labour shortage,
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Peronist
populist
Jeremy Morgan in
Buenos Aires

T

c>

HE opposition Peronist
movement has chosen
Mr Carlos Menem, a col
ourful populist backed by au
tocratic rightwing labour
leaders, as its presidential
candidate next year.
Mr Menem’s triumph in
the first internal elections
held by Peronists to find a
presidential
candidate came
*
at the expense of Mr Antonio
Cafiero, governor of Buenos
Aires province, who has
identified himself with ef
forts to make the mass move
ment more democratic.
About 1.7 million Peronists
voted in the unprecedented
poll on Saturday, Indepen
dence Day. With 80 per cent
of the vote counted, officials
gave Mr Menem 53 per cent
against just under 46 per
cent for Mr Cafiero.
Mr Menem’s victory is not
entirely due to the unions’
ability to get out the voters.
He is the governor of La
Rioja, an impoverished prov
ince in the interior, and as
such benefited from resent
ment against the power of
Buenos Aires.
He has hinted at a full mor
atorium on interest due on
the $55 billion foreign debt.
So did Mr Cafiero, but Mr
Menem has added that he
will let Congress control at
least part of the issue. He
also favours heavy state
spending and other economic
policies that are deemed to
be inflationary. Critics point
to high inflation and a large
budget deficit in La Rioja.
The ruling Radical Party
picked its presidential con
tender a week ago, Mr
Eduardo Angeloz, the gover
nor of Cordoba province. He
has already said a debt mora
torium is out and is campaigning as a pragmatic con
servative able to administer
Argentina through what
promises to be a difficult sixyear term after the 1989 poll.
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A tribe under fire
Louis Heren

*

<4

OVERING wars is
an odd way of
making a living,
and few journal
ists have become
full-time war correspon
dents. William Howard Rus
sell of the Times was the
first, and his colleague, Fer
dinand Eber, the most enthu
siastic. He was with Gari
baldi in Sicily, and to the
distress of his editor led a
cavalry brigade into action
between filing reports to the
paper.
the second world war pro
duced great war correspon
dents such as Alan Moorehead of the Daily Express,
but since then wars have
been mainly covered by for
eign correspondents. There
used to be a sub-tribe who
hated working in capitals
such as Washington and
Paris, saw no fun in covering
politics, and preferred to
roam the world covering
wars and other crises.
They were like a bunch of
vultures flying in for the
kill. They travelled light, ad
justed quickly to different
countries, climates and lan
guages, and always found the
bar which for some mysteri
ous reason became the press
bar while hostilities lasted.
A few rarely left the bar,
but the majority were good
professionals prepared to be
exposed to shot and shell to
get the story. Among them
was the late James Cameron,
who eventually joined the
Guardian.
It was great while it lasted,
but most of the popular
newspapers had lost interest
by the end of the sixties, al
though there was no lack of
wars. The serious press
reported them competently,
but the sub-tribe was dis
banded and most of them had
retired or joined the chaps in
that great press bar in the
sky when the task force
sailed for the Falklands in
1982.

Apart from Max Hastings,
then with the London Eve
ning Standard, most of the
men who were allowed to
join the force were new to
war; and they soon discov
ered that the enemy was not
the Argentines but British
officialdom. Their adven
tures, or rather misadven
tures, are told in a new book,
Journalists At War, by David
E Morrison and Howard
Tumber (Sage Publications).

iiliir

James Cameron ... where
are his successors?
The Ministry of Defence
was as usual reluctant to co
operate, and waited until the
afternoon of Sunday, April 4,
before requesting John le
Page of the Newspaper Pub
lishers’ Association to
choose four correspondents
in two hours.
It was a typical attempt to
avoid the press in that the
NPA arranged newspaper
trains and not war coverage.
Downing Street increased
the number to 29, but the
MoD almost got away with it.
Gareth Parry of the Guard
ian was phoned at home and
had only 20 minutes to get
ready. “The train was going
from Waterloo to Ports
mouth — the last train on a
Sunday night... I packed
very hurriedly, ridiculous
things like a swimming
costume... ”
John Witherow of the
Times recalls: “About nine
o’clock that Sunday night
(the office) called back and
said ‘OK? We’ve got a place
for you.’ They didn’t say
which ship. I think all they
said was ‘Make sure you
bring a dark suit’, which
sounded bizarre.”

The dark suit was of course
required dress in the ward
room of the Invincible,
which did not have any suit
able kit aboard for the corre
spondents when they landed
in the Falklands. There must
have been some snide chuck
les when the five went
ashore in the freezing cold
with a suitcase and a packet
of cheese and pickle
sandwiches.
Aboard the Hermes the
patriotism of correspondents
was questioned when they
were compared with Argen
tinian intelligence officers.
The atmosphere did not im
prove even after Bernard
Hesketh, the BBC camera
man, showed the scars of
wounds suffered when he
fought at Arnhem.
It was not much better
ashore. Correspondents were
shepherded by minders al
though they were completely
dependent upon the forces
for sending their stories
back to London.
News and pictures were de
layed, censored by public
relations officers, or conve
niently lost. Admittedly,
transmitting stories and pic
tures must have been diffi
cult occasionally; but these
reminiscences once again
prove that Whitehall and its
military minions regard
press freedom, even when
the requirements of security
are observed, as somehow
un-British.
It was ever so. When Rus
sell reported the terrible con
ditions suffered by the troops
in the Crimea, he was forbid
den to camp within the army
lines and despite intense cold
his tent was pulled down.
His reports brought down
the government, but the au
thors of the book question,
rightly in my opinion, the be
lief that the mass media have
a tremendous effect on
people’s attitudes and
behaviour.
The basic problem is that
government, Conservative or
Labour, does not believe that
the public has the right to
know.
• Louis Heren was formerly
deputy editor of the Times.
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Menem, in Upset, Gets Peronist Vote
Q

BUENOS AIRES (WP) — Carlos Saul Menem, a charismatic populist
who closely follows the style of the late President Juan Peron. won the
Peronist movement’s first presidential primary Saturday in an upset.
Mr. Menem. 53, governor of the province of La Rioja, obtained about
53 percent of the vote in the primary of the Justicialist Party, as the
Peronist movement is formally known. He defeated Antonio Cafiero,
governor of Buenos Aires Province and head of the paity apparatus.
About 1.7 million of more than 4 million party members cast ballots,
according to election officials.
Polls show that the party is poised to win the presidency next year and
wrest power from the Radical Civic Union of President Raul Alfonsin.
Foreign creditors worried that Mr. Menem would be more likely than Mr.
Cafiero to take seriously the Peronist promise to suspend payments on
Argentina’s S54 billion external debt.
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Argentine inflation op
BY GARY MEAD IN BUENOS AIRES

t

INFLATION CONTINUES to
overshadow President Raul
Alfonsin’s attempt to correct the
imbalances in Argentina’s econ
omy. according to the latest gov
ernment figures published yester
day.
Retail prices grew by 18 per
cent in June, while wholesale
prices climbed by 22.3 per cent.
Totals for the last 12 months are
321.7 per cent and 429.3 per cent
respectively.
The comparable figures for
May were 15.7 per cent for retail
and 23.2 per cent for wholesale.
The one-point drop in the June
inflation rate for wholesale prices
cuts less ice with the Argentine
general public than the more
politically sensitive figure relat
ing to consumer prices.

The greatest contribution to
retail price inflation in June
came from increases in the costs
of transport, communications
and public sector services, which
grew by 23.5 per cent. July’s
inflation figures are unlikely to
improve.
In what must be presumed an
ironic coincidence, President
Alfonsin delivered a speech to
the Argentine stock exchange the
day the latest inflation figures
were published.
He claimed inflation would
drop to single figures in the final
quarter of 1988, adding that he
had full confidence in his Econ
omy Minister, Mr Juan Sourouille, and that the economy was
being managed in the best man
ner to combat inflation.
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FISHING NEWS

FALKLAND SHIP
UK GREW SACKED

THE crew of the freezer trawler fish stern trawler Wien, and is one of two
Mount Challenger are incensed by vessels converted for Falklands fishing by
what they say is their unjustified Seaboard. The other, Mount Kent, was the
sacking by the vessel’s owners, Sea- former Hull freezer St. Jason, and she is now
board Offshore of Aberdeen. They said to be in Chile, after suffering severe
claim they are going to be replaced winch problems following her refit.
by ’cheap’ foreign labour, probably
A deckhand on Mount Challenger, John
Briggs from Grimsby, told Fishing News that
from Spain.
The freezer is due to fish at the Falklands *he vesse|,had
into Vigo in Spain followin a joint venture between Seaboard, and
nE a P™ble” w>th the net drum after fishing
Stanley Fisheries, the company set up by the ‘na>
weaka sbe was brought back
Falklands government. The crew say that
°
Sh'elds’ wbere
refit and converafter having done all the work to get her |Ion. had be,e" .cal7led, out. because repairs in
ready for fishing they are now going to be
pam W°U
a e oo long.
replaced.by a foreign.crew who will be cheap
They then received a letter from Seaboard
a»?Ur‘ sil ii
,
saying that they were being given a month’s
Mount Challenger is the former German wet notice because of "current uncertainties” con-

Report by Tim Oliver,
Rough deal
Mr. Briggs said that the
crewmen — made up of ex
Grimsby and Hull trawlermen, who had worked "bril
liantly” together — felt that
they had had a very rough
deal from the company.
"We did everything to get
that ship ready for sea — she
was absolutely a bare ship
when we went aboard in Feb
ruary — and now they have
kicked us in the teeth like
this. They have got the ship
to Spain, and now they don’t
want to know. They’re treat
ing us like muck."
Mr. Briggs said that the
crew had spent large amounts
on gear in anticipation of a
long spell in the Falklands,
which was now a waste of
money. The gear bills had all
been deducted from the wages
in one amount.
Mount
Challenger had
been sailed back to Spain
,with , all the crew’s gear on
board, and the company’s
response had been "they
shouldn’t leave their gear on
board,” said Mr. Briggs
adding that the company had
been
"totally
unco
operative.
"Seaboard are saying that
she is staying in Spain for
alterations to the factory, but
why would they want to alter
it — it’s a brand new modem
factory.
"They’ve never given us a
chance to try out the factory.
I think they intended to do

this to us all along. The four
engineers are very worried
about what their future will
be when they get to the Falk
lands,” said Mr. Briggs.
He and other crewmen
have approached their MPs
and will be taking their case
to an industrial tribunal
claiming wrongful dismissal.
The legal situation is com
plicated by the fact that the
operation is a joint venture.
No-one at Seaboard was
available for comment as
Fishing News went to press
Grimsby MP Austin Mit
chell has written to Seaboard
Offshore asking for an expla
nation of the way the men
have been treated. "Some of
these men had given up other
jobs to join this ship, with
the promise of work in the
Falklands. They are short of
money now and they feel
badly let down,” he told
"Fishing News.
"Seaboard has not fulfilled
its obligations to these men
and there are rumours that
Spanish and Chilean crews
are going to take their
places.”
He queried whether the
Falkland Island would wish
to be associated with a com
pany acting in this way
towards its employees. "I
want to know what the Falk
land Islands Development
is
Corporation,
which
financed by the government,
is going to do about
Seaboard,” said Mr. Mitchell.

cerning completion of repairs.
Seaboard then however
sailed the vessel back to Vigo
with a skeleton crew. The
skipper, mate, second mate
and four engineers were not
|*ven notice but the skipper
~ddie Wooldridge of Hull,
fchas r^ned m Protest at the
of the
crew,
according to Mr. Briggs. Mr.
Wooldridge was still in Spain
as Fishing News went to
Mr. firiggg ^
News: "We could have
accepted the notice if there
was going to be a genuine
delay because of repairs, but
there isn't — there’s nothing
wrong with her. She steamed
to Vigo at 13.5 knots, and
we’ve done all the fishing
trials, and the only problem
was the net drums.
"We believe they want to
run her with a foreign crew
probably
Spaniards,
because there has been a
Spanish
adviser
aboard
Mount Kent
who will
work for 24 hours a day for
seven days a week for £50 or
£60 a week.”
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Deutsche Bank Acquires
BofA Units in Argentina
Reuters

Q

FRANKFURT — Deutsche
Bank AG said Wednesday that it
had acquired 29 Bank of America
branches in Buenos Aires for an
undisclosed price. The acquisition
will expand to 43 the number of
Deutsche Bank branches in the city
and suburbs.
DB’s management board chair
man, Alfred Herrhausen, told
shareholders in May that the bank
was seeking to acquire additional
branches in Latin America.
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Argentina in
move on state
purchasing
By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires

MR Juan Sourouille, Argentina’s
Economy
Minister,
has
announced decrees on public sec
tor purchasing from private com
panies aimed at boosting the
economy.
The modifications are aimed at
extending control over state
spending in the private sector
and encouraging more efficient
private sector competition for
state business.
The most politically sensitive
of the proposed changes concern
rules for purchase of imported
goods.
Henceforth, if a public sector
enterprise wishes to buy
imported goods it must indicate
this to a state-appointed commis
sion which will consider the
request and adjudicate within 10
days.
If a domestic manufacturer
wishes to compete for the tender
it must establish that it can pro
vide equally appropriate products
within the required period and at
a cheaper price.
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World grain forecast cut by 40m tonnes
c

BY RICHARD MOONEY

THE LONDON-based Interna
tional Wheat Council has sharply
reduced its forecasts for world
1988-89 wheat and coarse grain
production in response to the
continuing North American
drought.
Its wheat crop forecast, as at
July 5, is down by 10.3m tonnes
from a month earlier at 509.3m
tonnes, while the coarse grains
figure has been cut by 31.5m
tonnes to 768.7m tonnes. Actual
production figures for 1987/88
were 513m tonnes and 800m
tonnes respectively.
The reduced forecasts are
entirely due to the American
drought. US wheat production is
now projected at 50m tonnes,
down from 59.1m in the June

report, while Canada’s forecast is
2m tonnes lower at 20m tonnes.
The drought has severely cur
tailed US spring wheat yields, the
report says. In most years they
account for about a quarter of
the harvest but this year the pro
portion could be down to 15 per
cent.
For coarse grain’s the cut is
entirely attributable to the US,
which is now expected to produce
only 185m tonnes, 32.5m tonnes
down from the June projection.
“The outturn could well be lower
still if heavy rains fail to arrive
soon.” the report warns.
The IWC says weather prob
lems have also affected wheat
production in China and India,
but it leaves the forecasts for

those countries unchanged at
88m tonnes and 43m tonnes
respectively.
“In other major producing
areas,” the report says, “prospects are more favourable, with
larger crops expected in Western
Europe, Eastern Europe, the
USSR, Argentina and Australia."
The Soviet Union
to
..
. is expected
,
t
produce another large harvest,
although the IWC s projection of
218m tonnes remains below the
official target of 235m tonnes. If
that is achieved imports are
likely to fall from 1987-88 s 34m
tonnes to 26m tonnes, but the
reports warns that the Soviet
crop is still extremely sensitive to
sudden changes in the weather.
• South Africa will have to rene-

gotiate some of its long-term
export contracts for maize and
reduce exports because of
drought damage to this year’s
harvest, the official Maize Board
saic** reports Reuter from Johanne®£j*r®:
The implications are that we
have t0
°ur “Port Quantities, we have to roll some of our
export volumes forward, and we
ajso have t0 renegotiate the volumes 0f the crop to be exported
this year," said Mr Hennie Davel,
the Maize Board’s general manager
“jn order to secure our supply
position, we will have to negotiate somc 0f our long-term contracts and our export quantities,”
Mr Davel told state-run radio
news in an interview.
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Historical truth shrouded
in myths of national pride

<3*

THE National Maritime Museum
exhibition on the Armada’s 400th
anniversary sailed into trouble
right from the start. The museum
made it clear that it would take a
dispassionate look at this event
and even at Sir Francis Drake,
who emerges as something of an
adventurer.
A certain section of the press
was outraged by what it saw as an
attack on one of English history’s
sacred cows. “Historical pag
eants, national anniversary festiv
ities should properly be con
cerned with projecting myths not
recording facts,” The Times said
in a leading article last Septem
ber. In the Daily Mail, AN Wil
son, the novelist, called for more
pride in national achievements
and suggested the museum move
its headquarters to Madrid.
On Monday, 20 teenagers from
San Fernando, near Cadiz, visited
the exhibition with a group of
young Londoners studying Span
ish A-level. The trip could have
been delicate had the museum in
dulged in an orgy of jingoism. In
stead it was intent on stressing
that the mighty Spanish fleet was
defeated by the weather — not
the English cannon. This came as
no surprise to the Spanish party.
They had known it all along.
Pablo Rojas, 17, said: “We say
the English didn’t win the war, the
storms won the war.” And he
added that Spanish children are
taught a quote made by Philip II:
“I sent my ships to fight against
the English army, not against the
English weather.” In clear sup
port of this theory, torrents of
rain beat down on Greenwich
throughout the visit.
The English side of the party

Weather-beaten or a victory for Britain? The Armada exhibition explains
was given photocopies of AN
Wilson’s article, but his views did
not meet with much sympathy. “I
think it’s totally untrue that we
play down our victories. Look at
the Falklands,” said 17-year-old
Dan Lewenstein, of William Ellis
School, Highgate. “I think it’s
about time they started telling the
truth,” said Suzie Asher, 17, a stu
dent at Holland Park School.
The exhibition, although lack
ing myth, has plenty to enthral,
with original paintings and arte
facts taken from shipwrecked gal
leons. Its centrepiece is a fighting
ship, one-quarter original size.
The party attended a lecture
given by the museum’s education
officer, David Anderson, whose

mission in life is to change the
perception of the Armada in the
English classroom. “A good story
is always worth having, but a myth
can be harmful and will condition
our views of other countries,” he
explained. Schools have rallied to
the call, with parties having to be
staggered at 15-minute intervals,
and an enormous response to the
offer of a teaching pack.
History is water under the
bridge when it comes to AngloSpanish relations. “There are no
hard feelings,” said Selena
Merrett of Acland Burghley
School, Kentish Town. “It’s all
400 years ago.”

Alison Fisher
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Galtieri date
Buenos Aires (Reuter) - A
civil court will begin hearings
on July 26 in the trial of three
military leaders, including
Leopoldo Galtieri, the former
president who plunged Argen
tina into the Falklands war.
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Court to
hear junta
appeal
Buenos Aires (Reuter) — An
Argentine civil court will begin
hearings on 26 July in the trial
of the former military leaders,
including ex-President Leopoldo Galtieri, in power at the
time of the Falklands war with
Britain.
Sources at the court said that
both the federal prosecutor
and the lawyers for the defence
will present their appeals
against sentences handed
down by a military tribunal.
General Galtieri, Brigadier
Basilio Lami Dozo and Admi
ral Jorge Anaya, members of
the military junta that ordered
Argentina’s April 1982 invasion
of the Falklands, must attend
the hearings.
The Supreme Council of the
Armed Forces in 1986 con
demned Galtieri to 14 years in
prison, Anaya to 12 and former
Air Force chief Lami Dozo to
eight for their part in Argenti
na’s defeat in the 10 week war.
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Alfonsm’s party
elects a Dukakis
of Argentina

BUENOS AIRES - Eduardo
Angeloz, governor of C6rdoba
Province, has been chosen by an
overwhelming margin to be the
candidate of President Alfonsin’s
Radical Party in next year’s presi
dential election in Argentina.
The victory means that Mr
y^igeloz will face a Peronist can
didate, to be selected at a conven
tion on Saturday, in elections to
choose a successor to President
Alfonsin, expected to be held in
May or June 1989.
Mr Angeloz, 56, captured all
but one of Argentina’s 22 prov
inces, as well as the federal capital
of Buenos Aires. The governor of
a prosperous industrial and farm
ing region, he is regarded as an ef
ficient and respected local ad
ministrator, the Radical Party’s
Michael Dukakis. Mr Angeloz
was not a member of Mr Alfon
sm’s inner circle, but after a
crushing election defeat of the
Radical party in 1987 legislative
elections, the C6rdoba governor
shot to prominence as one of the
few bright spots on an otherwise
grim political landscape for the
incumbents.
Backed by the party’s moderate
and conservative sectors and en
joying strong support among the
business establishment, Mr Ange
loz based his campaign on the
need to modernise the nation’s
debt and inflation-plagued econ
omy, encourage techological ad
vancement and continue pro
grammes of privatisation and
economic deregulation begun by
Mr Alfonsfn. As a sign of his inde
pendence, Mr Angeloz is critical
of the present high rate of infla
tion and government controls,
such as price- and wage-fixing. He
calls the present Argentine bu
reaucracy a “red tape curtain”
that is strangling private initia
tive.
If the presidential election is
held as planned next year and a
succession takes place, it will be
the first time since 1928 that one
elected civilian president has re
placed another in Argentina with
out a coup preventing it. Presi
dent Alfonsin is not allowed to
succeed himself because of a ban
on re-elections in the Argentine
"stitution.

©
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The Peronists beat the Radicals
soundly in last year’s parliamen
tary and provincial elections, in
which Mr Angeloz was one of
only two Radical provincial gov
ernors to retain his seat. But the
opposition party is now badly di
vided between its two rivals, the
orthodox Carlos Menem and the
reformist Antonio Cafiero, for
nomination as presidential candi
date. The extent to which the
party is able to rally round the
man chosen next weekend will
largely determine the Peronists’
chances of toppling the Radicals
from the presidency next year.
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Buenos Aires to hold
further IMF talks
BY GARY MEAD

m

AN Argentine delegation is to
have further discussions with
the International Monetary
Fund this week on a vital new
financial package.
Argentina is seeking IMF
assistance to cover interest
payments on its $56bn (£33bn)
foreign debt for the rest of the
year and through to the end of
1989.
An IMF delegation returned
last Thursday to Washington
after spending two weeks in
Buenos Aires in talks with
senior Argentine government
officials.
Unofficial estimates suggest
that Argentina requires $2.7bn
this year for debt service.
According to Mr Daniel Marx,
director of Argentina’s central
bank, 92 per cent of that debt
is held by commercial banks.
In the last two weeks Argen
tina has run very close to
interest payments deadlines
which, if exceeded, would
under US accounting rules put
the loans on a non-accruing
basis.
Mr Marx said Argentina had
made payments on June 24 -

six days before deadline >covering payments due up fo
April 7. He added that further
payments would be made this
week, covering interest due up
to April 14.
He denied that these late
payments were a negotiating
ploy by the Argentine Govern
ment. The cause of the delay,
he added, was simply that
Argentina had “very low for
eign currency reserves”.
President Raul Alfonsin’s
Government would like to see
interest rates on Argentina’s
foreign debt cut to 4 per cent,
a level which the Government
regards as “historically appro
priate”.
The current IMF package for
Argentina involves a disburse
ment of $1.253bn, of which
$400m has yet to be released.
The targets set by the IMF
for Argentina in 1987 included
a fiscal deficit of 2 per cent.
Conservative estimates sug
gest that 1987’s fiscal deficit
was at least 3 per cent and the
Government’s official figure
for 1988, of 4 per cent, is
widely regarded as optimistic.
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Robert Graham reports on Chile, where political repression .
has gone hand in hand with economic success

CHILE today presents an uncomfortr ably challenging instance of the old
debate about economic progress and
political freedom.
For almost 15 years, under the dictatorship of General Augusto Pinochet
political life has been stifled and
human rights abused, making the
regime an international pariah. Yet the
Chilean free market is out-performing
all other Latin American economies
and is close to breaking through the
barrier of under-development, attracting unprecedented foreign investment
amid plaudits from bankers and busi-,
nessmen.

is?

Si.’?tKSita itLTfclaims hasPhppn thp°HicSnuU^CeS£’ ^
of t^ military “What^vou ha^Mn haw
first o “order
an ordered oci
ety which nermits ioh^' pnH nrnln^ »
heysid in a ™ent speech Pr°Spenty*
The idea that miliPirv pnntrpi nf
political processSth^nrppnnHUinn fbe
C. economic*process Mdfte sublSuenl
* modernisation 3f society has been* well
tested in Latin Amprira wanting The recent pvnprtlS

Fatue.r tbls year Chile will be holding
a Plebiscite on this issue. The outcome
cou*d w^tl cause Gen Pinochet to ‘trip
at the final fence, unleashing a Pandora’s box of .imponderables that will
breed uncertainty and undo economic
achievements,
. The.date for the plebiscite has not
been fixed; Por is it clear whether Gen
Pinochet will present himself as the
?1J?gle candidate permitted under Chie s. 1989 constitution. However, the
re^me is already campaigning for a
continuation of “pinochetismo”, deploying economic success and fear of undermining it as one of the principal propate'“
Government had
over-borrowed abroad and was caught
by high interest rates at a time when
C°PPer prices pju"1PleteJ' The situation
was compounded by the authorities*
disastrous policy of fixing the exchange
rate and lowing a free market philosophy t0 spawn a highly speculative
TtELm ~
was virtually
ba^r,1p‘edc when 81058 domestic product .feU 14-5 per cent ln 1982- From this
nadir, for which the Government must

tssarnssfjfs^l rss Tew

The Pinochet reeimp anQufprc
allowed to run wild with their ideas in
e£fiClenUy°nianta^e?rpolicy of^eregri™ ChUe “ We shouldn,t have borrowed 50
tion, encouraging private enterprise much, the financial system was too
ana stimulating non-traditional exports loosely monitored, and sticking with
nas sown the basis for genuine prosper- the exchange rate policy cost four per
lty, and already sufficient Chileans cent of the GDP fall in 1982 ... But if
nave acquired a stake in the status quo we are honest, no Latin American
to permit a stable transition towards country has staged such a recovery
aemocracy.
except perhaps Uruguay, which inciUDviously such an argument is dentally is a democracy.”
unpalatable to the new democratic
The economy has enjoyed four con
re^unes in the region. Argentina and secutive
of growth, and inflation
Brazil, struggling with fledgling democ- has been years
brought
down to below 15 per
rames, can scarcely endorse the policies
of a military dictatorship. More to the cent. The most suggestive indicator of
is falling unemployment point, Chi.e has not passed the crucial recovery
more telling in a country which has
hurdlq faced by all authoritarian the
trade union power and created
regimes: how does Gen Pinochet now broken
most liberal hire and fire laws on
aged 73, arrange the succession and a the
the continent.
stable^ transfer ofjpower?

‘‘In the worst days of 1982/3, unem
ployment was almost 25 per cent,” says
Mr Andres Fontaine, one of the leading
economists at the Central Bank.
“Unemployment has fallen even more
rapidly than we expected. It is now
down to between 8 and 9 per cent. A
further 1 per cent are occupied in make
work programmes but the number of
persons in the latter category is being
constantly reduced,” he adds.
Job creation has been almost exclu
sively the result of private sector
action. Free enterprise and privatisa
tion have become the ideological cult
words of a regime the enemies of
which, seen and imagined, are Marxism
and central planning. In Chile today
even rubbish collection is being priva
tised. The health service and pensions
have been handed over to the private
sector to a degree beyond anything Mrs
Thatcher’s Government has conceived.
The Government has plans to privat
ise several services, from port and air
port operation to water treatment and
sewage. The British company, Biwater,
is in an advanced stage of negotiating a
water treatment construction and man
agement contract for Santiago, World
Bank finance being considered too
lengthy a process.
Chile’s enterprise culture has
spawned a multitude of small and medi
um-sized export orientated companies
and these have been the catalyst in
reducing unemployment. In less than
15 years the number of export compa
nies has swelled from barely 200 to
2,800, exporting items inconceivable
only a decade ago: from toys, computer
software and defence equipment to
exotic fruits.
Salmon farming is the newest indus
try. Local investors and multinationals,
such as Unilever, have woken up to the
potential of southern Chile’s fjord-like
coast and salmon exports are set to
jump from $40m to $400m by the mid1990s. This will make Chile the world’s
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largest Pacific salmon producer; and it
exemplifies the rapid movement away
from a one-commodity economy, centred on copper.
Large-scale investment in forestry,
agriculture - especially apples, grapes
and kiwi fruit - and new mining ven
tures has transformed Chile’s external
trade. Copper now accounts for little
more than 40 per cent of all export
earnings, down from three quarters in
the past.
The copper industry itself is poised
for unprecedented expansion. High in
the Atacama Desert in northern Chile,
the world’s third largest copper mine,
La Escondida, is about to be exploited.
La Escondida is exclusively foreignowned (60 per cent by Australia’s BHP,
30 per cent by Britain’s RTZ and 10 per
cent by Japan’s Mitsubishi) and its
Sl.lbn finance package is almost in
place.
"This is the new Australia,” says a
visiting Australian businessman whose
fellow countrymen - such as Alan
Bond - have committed themselves to
more than $lbn of investments in Chile
in the last 18 months. The climate,
geography, resource base, distance
from markets and size of population
invite such a comparison. (Australia
has a population of 16m, compared with
Chile’s 13m.)
Gen Pinochet’s supporters prefer to
compare Chile’s achievements with
those of its neighbour, Peru, which has
a similar resource potential. In the
early 1970s Chile’s exports totalled
$1.3bn, only $200m more than those of
Peru. Both countries ran almost identi
cal trade deficits of $270m. Since then,
Chile’s exports have increased fourfold
and last year produced a trade surplus
of more than $1.2bn. Peruvian exports,
in contrast, have little more than dou
bled and the trade balance remains in
deficit.
Chile is up to date with its annual
debt service payments of S1.8bn on for
eign debt of S19bn. Since 1985, medium
and long term debt has been reduced
by $3.8bn through a series of imagina
tive conversion and swap arrange
ments. The authorities hope they can
shortly return to voluntary borrowing.
Peru, on the other hand, is restricting
debt service payments to approximately
20 per cent of exports and has accumu
lated arrears of $6.7bn. To international
bankers, the contrast is between
Beauty and the Beast.
Why is the Chilean economy per
forming so well? Economists such as
Mr Fontaine at the Central Bank say
that one fundamental element distin-.
guishes Chile from the rest of Latin
America. "We began structural reforms
and tackling the fiscal deficit in the
mid-1970s - this was 10 years before
other countries in the region.” The 1975
Economic Recovery Programme initi
ated a drastic cut in state spending,
large-scale privatisation, devaluation
t riff^ near un^orm ^ per cent import
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The effects of this adjustment were
brutal and mistakes were made. But
the fiscal deficit is now down to 0 8 per
CftJJt of GDP. The small deficit' also
rejects an imaginative tax reform and
good tax collection. State spending has
been further cut through decentralisa
tion and changes in managing the civil
service which have attracted the sur
reptitious interest of other Latin Ameri
can countries. In short, Chile is a
tightly run ship with a high quality of
administration - one which is, by
Latin American standards, corruption
free.
These are not the only distinguishing
features. Chile has experimented first
and farthest
with a market economy.
^
I he Government has been quick to
learn from mistakes and the results
have won over a sceptical and tradi
tionally protectionist business commu
nity. The results have also caught the
eye of foreign investors, who find the
lack of red tape and conscious cultiva
tion of foreign capital a welcome depar
ture in the region. And the huge strides
in telecommunications in the past
decade have broken one of the great
traditional barriers to Chile’s develop
ment: its geographical remoteness.
Chile’s pariah status as a dictator
ship has also had the unexpected effect
of creating a spirit of self-help. The
need to avoid dependence upon the
vagaries of the copper price has stimu
lated the export drive. Nevertheless,
improvements in the trade balance
have not obviated the need for external
finance to service debt. On average dur
ing the past three years, Chile has bor
rowed $lbn a year.
But, in the last resort, one cannot
ignore the fact that an essential compo
nent of the current economic success 1
story has been military rule. Decisions •
have never been subject to parliament
tary debate: rather there is government1
by decree. The privatisation pro-3
gramme, such as the sale of the domes
tic telephone network to the Bond Cor- ]
poration International, has occurred .
without public scrutiny. The military '
occupy not only senior jobs in the civil
ian administration, but can be found in
the lower echelons, right down to the
rank of major and captain. The privati-:
sation programme, for instance, is '
administered by a colonel.
Military rule, through brute force
and new laws, has destroyed the power
of organised labour. The weakness ofJ
labour has permitted Gen Pinochet toc
impose a level of austerity which gov
ernments like Argentina could never
sustain. At the onset of the debt crisis,1
for instance, Chilean unemployment '•
was five times that of Argentina. Wagesc
have remained low for six years in
Chile and have not clawed back pre-3
1982 purchasing power. The various
employee share owning schemes, whichc
the Government trumpets as marking a1
new era bridging the divide between j
capital and labour, are small attempts
to appease discontent with income lev-c
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Most of the opposition parties direct**
their venom against Gen Pinochet per-sonally, rather than against his eco-:;
nomic development policy (so long as it'1
is seen to be working). Their criticisms
are of degree - they want more emphasis on wages and social spending, closer .
monitoring of foreign investment, pri- ‘
vatisation and debt conversion deals. 9
On a broader level, the opposition isat one in maintaining that Gen Pin-ochet has created a repressed stability 1
which cannot evaporate like steamfrom a kettle. The overthrow of Attended
in 1973, the scores of “disappeared”, the1'
cases of torture and the nagging inter-'r
ference of a police state in people’s <■
lives has created a legacy of bitterness1
which economic progress has yet to*
erase. Spain’s transition from authori
tarianism to democracy, much studied _
in Chile, took place against a very dif-"
ferent background. The memory'of the Spanish Civil War was almost 40 years*
old when Franco died, and Spain had
enjoyed steady growth for 20 years.
Since so much of the opposition is
highly personalised against Gen Pin-J
ochet, it is quite possible that his°
refusal to stand in the forthcoming1
plebiscite would produce a catharsis.
He would t hen probably be rejnem-.
bered in the history books for the'modernisation of the economy rather than
for stifling the political life of what was;
Latin America’s proudest democracy.1
But the general has given no! hint of;
wanting to leave office and he is a1
fighter by nature.
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Party names choice
to follow Alfonsin

5 JUL 1988
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BY GARY MEAD IN BUENOS AIRES

( s'

J

ARGENTINA S ruling Radical
Party (UCR) has chosen its candidate jor the presidential elections
scheduled for June next year.
The vote in favour of Mr
Lduardo Angeloz, ihe 56-year-old
governor of the province of Cordoba, also secures the candidacy
of his running mate for the
vice-presidency, Mr Juan Casella
The Angeloz-Casella campaign
had the endorsement of the party
machine and its success was
widely predicted
In a nationwide poll of all
party members, Mr Angeloz
gained 88 per cent of the vote and
thus defeated the only other candidate, Mr Luis Leon. The party
has almost 2.8m card-carrying
members and 30 per cent turned
out t° vote.
Mr Angeloz has pubhcly committed himself to following the
general policy of Mr Raul Alfonsm. the current Argentine presdent. President Alfonsin has
held office for the Radicals since
a general election in November
1983, following a military junta,
The terms of Argentina’s consti-.
tution prohibit him from standmf/or the Presidency next year,
Mr Angeloz recently said he

believed the Radical Party had
exactly the same chance of suecess in June 1989 as in November
1983, when the Radicals captured
52 per cent of the vote, against
the main opposition Peronist
party, which took 40 per cent
u
However, the Radicals did
Sad y l? ^d-term elections last
September, losing all but two of
Argentina s 22 provincial governments- In those elections Mr
Casella failed to hold for the Radthetkey Province of Buenos
^r?s- where ^most 40 Per cent
?f Argentines 30m people live. It
is held that the political party
successful there stands the great5st 5hanfe ?f wmnin6 the presidentlal elections.
Victory in the province instead
went to a Peronist, xMr Antonio
Cafiero. He is now one of two
candidates for selection by the
Peronist movement for the presi
dential election. On Thursday the
Peronists will stage their own
internal election for president^
candidate. The result is less predictable than with the Radicals,
as Mr Cafiero faces considerable
opposition from another provincial governor, Mr Carlos Menem.
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Berth of a tourist attraction
C

THE Plymouth, Bri
tain's oldest frigate
and a veteran of the
Falklands campaign,
is to become our
. .
newest
tourist
attraction.
The 28-year-old war
ship will take pride of
place in Millbay dock in
Plymouth from the end
of the month and has a
year to prove herself.
Saved from a watery

by ADELE CHERRESON
9rave “ s*e was to
b“°"« a,
target — the Plymouth
js now jn the hands of
the Warship Preserva
tion Trust and ioca! MP
David Owen, who cam
paigned for the ship to
be returned to Plym
outh.
The Rothesay Class
Frigate F126 is on loan

from the Navy for a
peppercorn rent of £1 a
year with the proviso
that the ship be return
ed if the venture does
not break even within
12 months.
Bob Wall, secretary of
the local branch of the
Royal Naval Association,
said: 'The cost of keep
ing a vessel like this in

dry dock is tremendous.
We are just lucky that
the berth has been
donated and volunteers
have come forward
quickly.*
Until recently, the ship
has been used for naval
duties and according to
Mr Wall is in A1 condi
tion. 'Even though she
was commissioned in
1960, she's no rust
bucket. It's nice to have
her home.'
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Argentina’s ruling Radical Party picked
Eduardo Angeloz as its candidate for next
year’s presidential election. The liberal
governor of Cordoba province will run
against the candidate for the main opposi
tion Peronist party, whose primary election
is scheduled for Saturday.
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JOHN HUMPHRYS:
The Royal Institute of International Affairs is holding
a lunchtime meeting in London to discuss the subject of
fishing and allied topics in Falkland waters and indeed the
need for multilateral co-operation rather than British
exclusive rights in that area.

The key speaker, Dr Peter

Willets, is a lecturer in international relations at the
City University and he argues in a booklet that it's wrong
of the British government to insist on a 200 mile exclusive
fishing zone. He 1s with me now. Dr Willets, have I got your
argument absolutely right? You reckon it should be a
multilateral, multilaterally-controlled zone, not exclusively
British.
DR PETER WILLETS:
Yes, I think there is a need for a multilateral zone.
is still officially British government policy that that is

It

their preference but I do think that they should pursue it
more vigorously. There are three major reasons: one is that
the conservation within the current 150 mile circle of the
Falkland Islands fishing zone is not

practical, the fish don't

recognise frontiers, they move in and out of the zone, and
the most valuable stock is a highly unstable stock with massive
fishing in the high seas to the north of the Falklands, so you
need to bring this all under one international regime.
Secondly, it doesn't seem to have been recognised in the
political debate in this country while Britain can claim, and
that is contested, the sovereignty of the territory of the
Falklands what they cannot claim unilaterally is sovereignty
over the waters around the Falklands.
It does not seem to
be appreciated that there is such a short distance between
Argentina and the islands.
J.H. :
How much?
DRP.W.:
Well we were used during the war to the aircraft taking

2
i

500 miles from the air bases to Falkland Sound, but if you
take the two nearest points in nautical miles, which matters
in law, it's only 186 nautical miles, so 200 miles from
the islands takes you to the Argentine mainland.
J.H. :
So there's a bit of Argentina which is effectively now
in the British-controlled zone you're suggesting?
DR P.W.:
one is
Oh no, no, we've got to separate the two claims,
a theoretical claim to a full 200 miles round the coast, which

r

is so impractical that the Government recognise they
couldn't police that area, they simply took a much smaller
circle of 150 miles.
J.H. :
But wouldn't it be fair to say

and I'm not seeking to

be rude - is that you're taking a very academic view of
something where the Government would say in political and
practical terms look, we've fought a war to keep the Falklands
free, we're talking about sovereignty and we're talking
we
about the independence of the people on those islands,
will do what is necessary to protect that?

o

DR P.W.:
The question is short run or long run. In the long
run future those islanders need not only political security
but economic security, there is no economic security from
a unilateral fishing regime. Certainly there is no long run
military security unless you have good relations with
Argentina, and thirdly we do not have legal rights, as is
recognised by the official title of the fishing zone is the
interim conservation and management zone, and the word interim
there means until there is an agreement with Argentina on the
border. That is in the British government declaration and it
doesn't seem to have been recognised that a sea border between
the Falklands and Argentina requires Argentine agreement.
J.H.:
Dr Peter Willets, thank you.
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Grimsby's MP Austin Mitchell is calling on an Aberdeen Company
to give back jobs to more than 20 local fishermen who are laid off
in favour of cheaper foreign labour. The men were promised work in
the Ealklands by Sea Board Offshore fishing company, but when their
ships broke down in Spain and Chile, the men were told they could
no longer be employed. Mr Mitchell says the firm has a moral obligation
to give the men their jobs back.
AUSTIN MITCHELL:
It's wrong that it should be exploited simply by fly-by-night
foreign vessels coming in under licence and looting the stocks and
going out again. It's better that it's developed by a Ealklands based
fishery, so there is a source of employment, hopefully, for British

r

fishermen and that's the point of principle that those jobs should

1

go to British fishermen rather than to Spanish or Chilean because
the British will settle and will build up the industry.
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Argentina Pays Down Some Interest on Debt
In Move That Eases Pressure on U.S. Banks

t

staff Reporter of theWa^streut journal
NEW YORK-In a move that will ease
pressures on U.S. banks, Argentina in the
past week has paid between $50 million and
$70 million interest on $35 billion of mediumterm and long-term bank debt.
The payments, along with others planned
for this week, could reduce the need for the
banks to immediately place their Argentine
loans on a non-accrual, or cash, basis and
could keep the debt from damaging bank
earnings.
William R. Rhodes, a Citibank executive,
said Daniel Marx, foreign director of
Argentina’s central bank, told him that
“payments covering from March 25 to April
7 have been made, and that payments
covering April 7 to 14 will be made” this
week. Mr. Rhodes is also chairman of the
international banking committee advising
Argentina on its foreign bank debt.
U.S. Regulations
Under regulations in the U.S. and some
other nations, banks are required to put a
loan on non-accrual 90 days after an interest
payment is missed. Placing loans on such a
basis means that income from the loan is
recognized only when payments are re
ceived.
If Argentina hadn’t made the recent
payments or fails to make this week’s, most
U.S. banks automatically would have had to
place the loans on non-accrual.
However, Argentina still would have to
pay its bank creditors between $500 million
and $700 million to become fully current on
its bank debt through June, bankers said.
The country, which is severely short of
foreign-exchange reserves, has several
times this year fallen behind on its interest
payments.
Some bankers questioned whether the
recent payments would keep their Argen
tine loans on an accrual basis. “Payments
being brought current to April would mean,
that automatic non-accrual would fall to the
next quarter, and banks and their account
ing firms will have to grapple with whether
that s sufficient to keep them from putting
Argentine loans on non-accrual status,”
said the spokesman for one big U.S.
bank.
• Last month, according to bankers famil
iar with the foreign-debt situation, Wells
Fargo & Co. started to put its approximately
$125 million Argentine loans on non-accrual.
The move raised concern in the banking
community over whether other institutions
might also have to follow suit.
A spokeswoman for San Francisco-based
Wells Fargo wouldn’t say last week whether
Argentina had made interest payments
recently, nor would she comment on the
status of the Argentine loans on the bank’s
books.

^r£en“na s five largest U.S. creditors as
Uec' 31 were Manufacturers Hanover
mth a $1-54 billion exposure; Citicorp
• with $1.4 billion; Chase Manhattan Corp., $1
billion; J.P. Morgan & Co., $879 million; and
BankAmerica Corp., $710 million, according
to IBCA, Inc., a New York-based bank
analysis firm.i
Last year, after Brazil declared a
moratorium on its medium-term bank debt,
many banks finished in the red because they
made large additions to loan-loss reserves
for Third World debt.
A senior Canadian banker predicted that
negotiations with Argentina concerning its
requests for new loans would be very
difficult. He said it was hard to rationalize
putting up fresh cash for a country that
wasn’t generating much hard currency.
Citibank’s Mr. Rhodes said that Argen
tina,
in making the recent payments,
,,
wants to retain its creditworthiness and
position itself better for the upcoming
talks.”
Some bankers were hopeful that situa
tion soon might improve. They noted that
Argentina, a big grain exporter, would be
able to take advantage of the current
drought in the midwestern U.S. and sell
more agricultural products abroad. One
banker said that the country’s trade surplus
could grow to $3.3 billion this year, up from
earlier projections of $2 billion and from
only $500 million in 1987.
visit of IMF Team
In addition, bankers said that a team
from the International Monetary Fund had
returned from Argentina last week. If the
IMF approves of steps the country has taken
to improve its economy, it could order the
disbursement of $250 million in loans.
Moreover, the World Bank is scheduled
to disburse $200 million to the country this
year, and $80 million might be released
immediately, said a banker. Argentina is
also set to receive $270 million from Japan’s
Export-Import Bank.
Meanwhile, Citibank said that Brazil, as
expected, paid about $1 billion to its
commercial-bank creditors last week to
cover interest arrears on medium-term and
long-term debt for April and May 1988. The
payment follows one of about $350 million
made earlier last month to cover interest
arrears for March.
Antonio Seixas, director of external debt
management at Brazil’s central bank, said
that his country should be able to begin | B ANKERS questioned
regular interest payments to commercial
banks within the next few months and, thus, MJ whether the recent
formally terminate Brazil’s suspension of payments would keep the
interest that began Feb. 20, 1987.
r

U.S. banks’ Argentine loans
on an accrual basis.
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Galtieri attacked
Buenos Aires — Senor Jose Horacio Jaunarena, the
Argentine Defence Minister, tried yesterday to reconcile
differences between the Army and Senor Eduardo Angeloz,
the ruling party’s presidential candidate, who called exPresident Leopoldo Galtieri the “drunken general” who
started the Falklands War (Michael Llanos writes).
He said Senor Angeloz had clearly separated his views on
ex-President Galtieri from “heroic acts” by the men who
fought the war. He added that these acts “merit our thanks
to the armed forces”.
Meanwhile, an Argentine Air Force report which was
leaked yesterday proposed an air-based military strategy
reducing the role of the Army and Navy.
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The U-Turn truckers
"attigg By R'CHARD M'LNER
down the road to
nowhere.

after selling him his prop
erty company, told me: ‘We
Now the truckmakers were unable to accept revival
Stonefield can look for was impossible.’
ward with confidence to
Turnover at the time was
going public in a couple less than £1 million a year.
of years.
‘Next year, starting in
Seeing their latest vehicle ^oUgU^- we sbould turn over
at the British Army Equip- *7 million and show a profit
ment Exhibition at Aldershot °l *bout
million,’ added
last week, one reflected that cbairman Hendrie, 35.
there’s nothing like armour
Such figures will enable
plating, a couple of heavy Stonefield, still cashmachine guns and a few strapped after the £3 million
grenade launching tubes to buyout, to raise the £1%
help one make an apparently H^Hion they want for expan
impossible U-turn.
S10nHendrie said: ‘Forward
orders are now £10 million —
Wreckage
make that £14 million from
But what turned Stone next week when another
field round was the manage
ment buy-out led by Michael order is formally concluded.'
Sam Toy, who became a
Hendrie from the wreckage director
of, Stonefield after
...
of the Abdul Shamji empire.
retiring as head of Ford UK,
In 1985 it was losing £2£ said:
‘Exports are a small
million a year.
percentage
of our
.
, business
But lawyer-businessman now butx „I wouldn’t
be surHendrie, on Shamji’s staff pnsed if they accounted
for

AIMING HIGH: Toy and Hendrie in personnel carrier
85% to 90% of sales in two
1988/9 and profits perhaps
years’ time.’
treble as export orders work
Toy’s enthusiasm and the through
for various versions
military expertise of fellow
director,
Falklands supremo of Stonefield’s new £85,000,
,
80 mph Armoured Personnel
Sir Jeremy Moore, are all Carrier
which attracted so
part of Stonefield’s success
much interest at the equip
Sales could double in ment show.
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Warship beats
a broadside
A FRIGATE which survived
Argentinian bombs in the
Falklands has been saved
from being sunk by British
missiles in target practice.
The Warship Preservation
Trust has a year to prove
30-year-old HMS Plymouth as
a tourist attraction at Millbay Dock, Plymouth.
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rYEAR’S GRACE

Britain’s oldest warship,
HMS Plymouth, which
survived bombs in the
Falklands only to face
the prospect of being
sunk in target practice
by the Royal Navy, has
been reprieved. The
Warship Preservation
Trust will get the
mothballed frigate for a
peppercorn rent of
£1 — and volunteers
will have 12 months in
which to prove her as a
tourist attraction.
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Fall of a Falklands veteran
•SSSMssa tsrza“ ess stsugs MkBy Ian Smith

p3?m W^S 3 X?tera?
the
Falklands conflict who risked
enemy fire to rescue a
-wounded comrade.
minimi1?6 ^Iklands 2 Para
medical orderly David Brown
cowered with other soldiers
inLr,cinek h°UrS und^ an
intense barrage at Goose
Gre®n*
After spotting two men
lying mortally wounded in
exposed no man’s land,
Brown crawled on his stomach avoiding enemy snipers to
reach them. One soldier was
dying, his arms and legs blown
off, the other was screaming in
severed'by^a mortar shelf ^
E Unknown to frown or
niorofficers of his Teaimem'
he°was^afready 55SK

Jre,and and the South Atlantic
that he suffered a grieving
reaction over the sudden loss
of close friends.
Tragically, by then, violence
had become an accepted, almost necessary, part of life,
and it was in an attempt to
find emotional comfort that
he became a member and
eventual leader of the gang of
soccer thugs. The story of
Brown’s past was disclosed to
Leeds Crown Court by Mr
David Barker QC, for the
defence, who spoke of a boy
raised in an eminently respectable family.
oMhe sTf wer®member.s
f h Sav?‘,0n Anny and
f"couraged,h«r.son *o join
^ayedThe £2*" M he

S^P1011!,- of post traumatic stress disorder caused
had affeadyaexKn?ncehdem ^
It was when Brown resigned
f “ ■? dnen j.own [esigned
from 2 Para and lost the esprit

Life changed fatefully in
August, 1979, when the teenlg5 JOi?cd ,the. Parachate
p ayed JJ? .their
band, became a medical orderly and was posted to 2

’
“Enough that it should be
said that this young man
conducted himself with brav
ery and valour”, Mr Barker
said.
Mr Stephen Hughes, ^a
consultant
_____ ih uregistrar
- .. . at, Ham^h° ser,
Re.fw“!. *5® Falklands, said
s Post_traumatic stress
£^?rde^was one doctors now
5?“™1® tsharedwith at least
°\,a servicemen
i,® ilk*?";!' cu°[5lsAe?pei^"
lhe/out5 Atlantic
1 " tu™ed fr0IV a
^mily could °be Wju°hf,ably
Proud to a blood transfusion
service attendant who caused
£c"edemo"ium on soc«r ter‘

'

However it was onlv after
the making of the Tumbledown televfsion film that senior
medical officers
became fullv aware of Dosttraumatic stress disordcr

1

!
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Frigate as Falklands
centrepiece

2 JUL 1988

FALKLANDS veteran frigate HMS Ply
mouth could become the centrepiece of ah
ambitious exhibition on the South Atlantic
conflict if talks with Cornish millionaire
Peter de Savary succeed.
This was disclosed last night by Sir
Philip Goodhart, chairman of the Warship
Preservation'Trust, as news broke that the
Task Force, heroine, twice bombed during
the conflict, was definitely coming to her
namesake city. She will arrive possibly in
ten days’ time.
“We hope to put proposals for such a
development to the Ministry of Defence in
the autumn,” said Sir Philip.
Associated British Ports has offered her
a year’s free berthing at Trinity Pier and
she will be open to the public for two
months as a big Armada Year attraction.
Plymouth City Council, which was
offered the ship for a floating museum,
backed off in alarm over the costs
involved, put at £100,000 a year.
But undeterred, Sir Philip and two trust
members — Devonport MP Dr. David
Owen and Liskeard book publisher Mike
Critchley, a retired lieutenant commander
— launched a three-man crusade, and
won.
“She is here for the next two months as
an experiment to see if people come to look
at her in large enough numbers, as I
suspect they will,” Lt. Cdr. Critchley told
a Press conference at the docks yesteniay.
Aiter that, she would probably go away
for what he called “cosmetic work” while
her future was decided.
Port manager Edward Chapman pledged
his full support. He prophesied a bright
future for the frigate as a major tourist
attraction, with a museum complex slotted
into Associated British Ports plans for
luxury flats and a marina — part of
massive new expansions at Millbay.
The announcement came 30 years to the
day since the ship was laid down for
building at Devonport Dockyard.
Mr. de Savary’s company is towing the
ship from Portsmouth free, and has
contributed to the cost of putting her on
show up to mid-September, said Lt. Cdr.
Critchley.
A project manager had to be recruited,
and voluntary help had been pledged.
People who wanted to put in cash could
send donations to the Warship Preserva
tion Trust at Millbay Docks.
Although finances had not been worked
out, he estimated that £20,000 would be
needed to cover the summer experiment.
HMS Plymouth

I

coming home

I
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Falklands
warship’s
11th hour
reprieve
By Paul Stokes
SIR Francis Drake’s home
port received an unexpected
fillip yesterday as celebra
tions began to mark the 400th
anniversary of the defeat of
the Spanish Armada.
The frigate Plymouth, recently
decommissioned as the oldest
ship in the fleet, was given an
11th hour reprieve from the
breaker’s yard and a berth in her
namesake city.
The news broke as officials
raised the Armada flag and a
cannon fired over Plymouth
Sound to signal the start of a
month of pageantry and re
enactments.
An earlier move to preserve
the ship as a floating museum
failed when city councillors
decided that maintenance costs
would be too high.
The Warship Preservation
Trust has pressed on regardless
in its campaign to retain the ship
for the city, which has no
museum to its illustrious naval
history.
Mr Michael Critchley, spokes
man for the trust, said yesterday:
“There are a lot of problems to
be ironed out, but basically we
have been given a berth by the
port authority and accepted
Plymouth on a free lease for an
experimental 12 months.
“If it doesn’t work out at the
end of that time the Navy will
take her back and sink her, but
we hope that will not happen."
Mr Roger Freeman, Under
secretary in the Ministry of
Defence, has expressed a desire
to see a warship which served in
the Falklands preserved.

Plymouth, a type 12 frigate,
was bombed in the South Atlan
tic before the surrender of South
Georgia was signed aboard her.
Construction work on Plym
outh began at Devonport Dock
yard 30 years ago to the day yes
terday. She was due to have been
scrapped and used as a missile
target after being taken out of
operational service in April.
Mr Eddie Chapman, port man
ager at Plymouth’s Millbay
docks, said the ship’s arrival
would complement the multi
million redevelopment taking
place there.
The businessman Mr Peter de
Savary has agreed to have the
frigate towed to Plymouth from
Portsmouth within the next
week and is making an undis
closed donation towards putting
her on display for an inital two
months.
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New controls in
• C*

South Atlantic?
THE Falkland Islands Association
believes "there is now an extreme
urgency" to establish a 200-mile
fisheries limit around South Geor
gia with the British government in
control.
In the Association's latest news
letter it alleges that the "Russians are
fishing South Georgia to destruction"
and that some form of management
needs to be implemented before fish
are totally exterminated.
^
The freezer trawler Lord Shackleton,
owned by SWB Fishing, was fishing
for ice fish around South Georgia ear
lier this year and her crew were "hor
rified" to find a large fleet of Russian
vessels towing on the juvenile ice fish
stock and turning it into fish meal.

Destruction
The Russian method of harvesting
the resources at South Georgia and
Kerguelen (a nearby island under
French administration) has been to
fish the stock almost to destruction
and then leave the area alone for five
to six years while the stock recuper
ates claims the Falklands newsletter.
It goes on: "In the 1970s the Rus
sians caught some 500,000 tonnes of

fish annually in South Georgia. A lot of
this was ice fish."
The French recently established a
fishery regime at Kerguelen and a
number of freezer trawlers now fish
there.
The newsletter also suggests that a
properly controlled regime at South
Georgia, some four to five days steam
from the Falklands, would provide
additional grounds for the interna
tional fleet to exploit.

Squid
Such an arrangement would relieve
the "hard pressed Falklands squid . . .
and would maintain viable fishing for
290 to 300 days a year. It is essential
to the industry to avoid building or
licensing a fleet which relies on a one
ground, one species, operation," says
the newsletter.
It stresses that stocks at South
Georgia must first be allowed to
recover. "If the maximum sustainable
yield of South Georgia is only 10,000
tonnes a year of fin fish and possibly
100,000 tonnes a year of 'flying squid',
it would produce outstanding commer
cial opportunities for our vessels com
pared with our annual North East Arc
tic cod quota of only 7,500 tonnes,"
says the Falklands Association.
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IN A MOVE THAT SHOWS the increased resources available, South
Korea said Wednesday it would reduce grain purchases from the U.S. in
favor of Argentine and Australian wheat, tapioca from Southeast Asia and
rapeseed and corn from Canada and Argentina.
Such cuts in consumption of drought-stricken U.S. crops, coupled with
sharp reductions in U.S. livestock herds, should help prevent shortages.
Typically, leftover supplies of drought-stricken crops “turn out to be higher
than people forecast,” says Martin Abel, president of Abel, Daft & Early
Inc., an Alexandria, Virginia, consulting company.
So far, the drought’s principal victims seem certain to be those who
can least afford it: troubled individual U.S. farmers who can’t harvest a
crop, and poor food-importing nations. “There is almost certain to be some
human suffering attached to the kind of high prices” the drought is causing,
says Richard Pottorff, director of U.S. agricultural forecasting for WEFA
Group, a Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania, concern.

#
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ARGENTINE PARTIES PREPARE to
select candidates for the May presidential
election, marking the first time in almost 40
years that a democratic government in the
nation has lasted its full six-year term.
Cordoba provincial Gov. Eduardo Angeloz
is expected to win’ the nomination of
Alfonsin’s Radical Party on Sunday. In the
Peronists’ voting July 9, a close contest is
likely between Antonio Cafiero, de facto
party leader and Buenos Aires provincial
governor, and challenger Carlos Menem.
Though Menem is an outsider who entered
the race late, he has won strong support
from the unemployed and trade unions.
*

*

*
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Officers jailed
AN Argentine military court
has sentenced nine army
officers to prison sentences
ranging from 30 to 90 days for
their roles earlier this year in an
uprising against the govern
ment of President Raul
Alfonsin.
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Argentina pays
interest in time
By Stephen Fidler
ARGENTINA has made interest
payments on its commercial bank
debt for the last week of March
and the first week of April, Citicbi,ef debt negotiator Mr
William Rhodes said last night.
A further payment is expected
next week for interest covering
the second week of April. The
payments stave off the necessity
for US banks to place their
: Argentine loans on a non-accrual
.basis.

m
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US net international debt
rises $99bn to $368bn
BY LIONEL BARBER IN WASHINGTON

skbSS&Ss

1987, the Commerce Department
said yesterday.
The new net debt burden representing a $99bn increase on
1986 - is likely to be made into a
big presidential election issue by
the Democrats since it further
underlines US dependence on foreign countries to service its debt
Simply put, the US debt means
that foreigners now own more in
US assets than Americans own
abroad.
The debt cannot be directly
compared with debt owed by
r&oTSCnha whirh
largely stems frMmS

lowing signs of shrinking
recently - has forced foreigners
t0 repatriate the dollars they
?ariied abroad in US stocks,
bonds» land and companies, a
buyin& spree which has led to
cads in c9ngress for restrictions
and anguished articles in the
Press about the decline of AmerlcaPresident Ronald Reagan has
maintained that the country’s
debtor status is a sign of
strength showine fnrpipnpr-’
eagerness to invest In the US
tBhUtrin 3 re|?ort ,0n Wednesday,
thlT Confessional Office of Tech-

est measure of the trade deficit3-

l^ger'te"

*

?? J3?* year’s current
a~count. deficit because of
fna£ges m Pnce rates and dollar
excnan^e rates.
The Commerce Department
noted that the mismatch between
us assets abroad and foreign
assets in the US had grown since
1886- At the end of December
l88?. US assets abroad had risen
nl 9 peI . 9?** t°$l ^trillion
(th9u^aild bdllon). Over the same
peno^ ^or®18n assets in the US
Eose by 15 per cent» to nearly
$L54trmionIn a separate economic report,
new orders received by US man*
becaus^o?^ *sharp drop^in^the
to iKtS ^nf^ °f transport
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Philippines calls on banks for
debt reshuffle and $2bn more

<§

BY RICHARD GOURLAY IN MANILA

SSSS

Kd°efai'CW’th—
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s-x,-s“a,s s

(Cn1bn? riPnhgtChaTSHt?a$13-2bn the endbeofa^“gBaPtowar(is

When the interest margin on

retap and Mr Jose Fernandez, wasunnecessary whiit?ism from cabinet colleagues

wSttttssss'sas;
fexsAss. “ ■»»
iarjfc1' sm b„°.srtrPs,£ gs*j?

uUrden of debt seme- cians led bv Senator
want to tie fresh money to a new
f°r meet' fmulo who has been caffing fo? Rational Monetary Fund prowamld^d'scSs^a bond/to ‘^^^'“iSateraSato- Au™t P? th*”!™6 expiring in

“cSffiSr”5? «re of the country,s

1

MLlo in MaS rS by
He wants the five-year deal reserves’ public sector borrowing"
exchanged Mexican'renegotiatled t0 boosf foreign wnTnnf^ and inflation and

SS =SS-,h’“
was

Such a deal would be followed f°ThfToa?
by a request for a new money dphate
ed anJJy
facility, which bankers in Manila ?£:,?« ln the Ptolippmes. The
say could total $2bn
rwLS11^1106 Jumst?_r..Mr Jaime
comes asTo6£

PhniPPine request comes
? /eaS w?en banks are having
to fund large new money
demands for Brazil and for
tiSSZSS? iS *“ b«
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Falklands fishing
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Joint venture
rule anges
FISHING companies will no longer be required to form joint ventures
with the Falkland Islands’ Stanley Fisheries Co after next year,
according to the Falkland Islands office in London.
Fourteen joint venture
companies, involving fish
ing organisations from
Taiwan,
the
Falkland
Islands, Britain, Spain
and New Zealand, had
been formed with Stanley
Fisheries by the end of
last year and they gener
ated an income in pre
miums of £7.2 million for
the islands.
A normal feature of the
joint ventures was that the
shareholding was fixed at 49
per cent for the fishing com
pany initiating the venture
and 51 per cent for Stanley
Fisheries, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of the Falkland
Islands Development Corporation.
In effect, the Falkland
Islands were being paid by
overseas fishing companies
to establish a local fishing
industry in return for preference on the allocation of
fishing licences.
The requirement of the
Falkland Islands Govern-

ment that squid catchers had tonnes, are concentrating on
to enter into joint ventures the squid fisheries, but will
will run out next year, when be fishing all year round.
a single licence fee will be
“Stanley Fisheries is keen
collected by the government to ensure that the fishery
and not Stanley Fisheries.
achieves its full potential by
Lewis Clifton, the Falk becoming a 12-month busi
land Islands representative ness.
in London, said that a lot of
"The six vessels are: the
thought would be put into Lord Shackleton (SWB Fish
the financial arrangements ing); Hill Cove (Stanmarr);
of Stanley Fisheries and he Mount
Challenger
and
could not forecast if the Mount Kent (Seamount);
existing joint venture corn- Kastor (Castor); and Albat
ross (Malabar).
panies would split away,
Brian Cummings, chair
Policy to decide on the
cost of licences for 1989 will man of Stanley Fisheries,
be decided in August, when
a number of factors will be
weighed up — including
catching performance and
fish prices,
The latest annual report
of Stanley Fisheries Ltd.
states: “Six trawlers have
been purchased by Stanley
Fisheries subsidiaries and
will start fishing in the 1988
seasons,
“The vessels, with an average cost of £2 million and
an average GRT of 1500

said: “While, to some extent,
money has tended to chase
projects, a number of worth
while
schemes
were
approved by the board dur
ing the year which will bring
a good return to the com
pany and to the Islands’ eco
nomy.”
“I recognise that, at times,
the company could have
done more to communicate
with its partners and, more
especially, with the people of
the Falkland Islands.
“I hope this can be reme
died in the future and a
positive effort will be made
in 1988 to improve the com
pany’s performance in this
area,” said Mr. Cummings.
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Barge system waits
DURING 1987, Stanley
Fisheries Ltd began an
extensive investigation into
future potential of
the
FIPASS (Falklands Inter
mediate Port and Storage
System) as the centre of
commercial
development
of the fishery.
FIPASS is a complex of
six floating barges giving a
wharfage of approximately
300
metres. Four of the
barges have large ware
houses and one carries an
accommodation and office
block. The complex, to the
east of Stanley, is connected
to the shore by a 190-metre
causeway.
The draft on the seaward
side
of the system is six
metres and, although deep
enough for many of the
smaller fishing vessels, it is
not suitable for the larger
trawlers and reefer vessels.

FIPASS — recently bought by the Falkland Islands government — could be a centre of
commercial development.

SFL says it commissioned vey and tender for the
consulting
and
design dredging of Stanley Harengineers Rendel, Parmer bour. Following both stuand Tritton to prepare both dies, says the company, it
an economic study of has been decided that,
FIPASS and a detailed sur- because of uncertainty about

the commercial development
of FIPASS, dredging of the
harbour and the conversion
should not be undertaken at
this time, although some letting seems possible.
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EURO-MP WARNS
§1 SANfiER
Tffi 1EIMKES
EXCESSIVE licence fees
for fishing in Falkland
waters — and failure to
manage the whole fishery
efficiently — are encour
aging fishermen to seek
opportunities in Argenti
nian waters and threaten
ing an over exploitation of
stock, says James Provan,
a UK member of the
European Parliament.
"Short
term
thinking
could put the stable long
term development of the
Falklands fisheries at risk,”
warns Mr Provan. He points
out that Eastern European
countries which have an
agreement with Argentina
are increasing their fishing
effort.
He said that a typical UK
distant water trawler has to
pay £188,000 in licence and
joint venture fees just to par
ticipate in the Falklands
fishery for one season. The
joint venture system will be
scrapped from next year.
"On the other hand, over
fishing by Eastern bloc ves-

sels in ihc south-west Atlan
tic has driven down the price
of squid from S900 to S400
a metric ton, bringing the
viability of distant water
operations into doubt,” said
Mr Provan, presenting a
report on the future of the
south-west Atlantic fisheries.
He said it now appears
that Spanish fisheries organi
sations are discussing new
joint venture arrangements
and the building of a fishing
port with ship repair facili
ties in the Patagonian town
of Puerto Madrin.
There is also the likeli
hood of Japanese fishing in
Argentinian waters in return
for loan finance from Japan,
said Mr. Provan.
Lewis Clifton, the Falklands
government’s
London-based
representa
tive, said he is aware that a
number of Taiwanese and
Japanese companies have
formed joint venture agree
ments with Argentinians to
fish in their waters.
He said that there is a
point where squid migrates
within
the
Falklands

management zone and, while
there is a temptation to
poach, he believes the Falk
lands government controls
the area adequately.
He said the stock is well
monitored and there is no
indication within the Falk
land conservation zone that «
stocks
are
being
over
exploited.
Mr Clifton acknowledges
that licence costs are high,
but said this was something
discussed at the seminar held
in March (a report of which
should be published soon).
James Provan wants the
European community to
take action to obtain an
agreement on the overall
management of the Falk
lands resources. He also
wants talks with the UK and
Argentina to secure long
term access to the waters.
"European
Community
involvement is essential to
ensure the sensible long-term
management of these vital
fishery resources," said Mr
Provan.
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Blue whiting
parasite
investigated
THE FALKLAND Islands is carrying out a research
project into the southern blue whiting (Micromesistius
australis, one of the cod family Gadidae), which is its
major finfish species.
“This resource is heavily parasite and southern blue
infected with a muxozoan whiting is based upon a field
tissue
parasite
(Kudoa sampling programme of blue
alliaria) which forms large whiling around the Falkland
cysts, up to two centimetres Islands. This is conducted in
long, within the muscle of collaboration with the Falk
Islands
Fisheries
the fish,” says the annual land
report of Stanley Fisheries Department and the Polish
fishing fleet.
Ltd.
“Thorough
examination
Although the parasite is
of
the
fish
samples
collected
neither pathogenic nor infec
tious to humans, the cysts is conducted at the Renew
within the flesh of the fish able Resources Assessment
are highly visible and render Group, Imperial College of
the fish unacceptable to Science and Technology in
London, where analyses of
most consumers.
the results are also carried
"In addition, the cysts of out.
the parasite release proteol
ytic enzymes into the sur
rounding muscle which lead
(once the fish are dead) to a
“This is providing infor
rapid degradation of the
mation
on the size of the
flesh. This results in the fish
problem
with regard to the
being more difficult to pro
exploitation of the fish stock
cess and also less attractive
and a detailed understanding
to consumers.
of the dynamics of the infec
Parasite cysts can be cut
tion process of the parasite.
out of fillets, but there is a
"Areas of research that
substantial additional cost
are of particular interest
for this labour-intensive pro
include the prevalence of the
cess.
infection, the average num
“The fish does produce a
ber of parasites per fish and
high quality fish meal, but
how these vary with the age,
this product has a far lower
length, weight, sex and sex
conversion rate from whole
ual maturity of the fish and,
fresh fish than does fillets
also, with the geographical
and represents a substan
location where the fish
tially lower market value per
occur.
tonne of fish caught.
“Seasonal
and
yearly
“The research project into
trends will also be exam
the relationship between the
ined.”

Detailed
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Catches
into
Vigo
plant
■

vv"' r:y-

FISH
caught on
grounds off the
Falkland
Islands
are
to
Canada
being
landed
now
the
Marfrio
at
SA
cold
Marin
fish
store
and
facprocessing
Vigo,
tory
near
Spain.
was
The
plant
year
opened
last
(see FA//, November
1987) at the port of
Marin and it has
attracting
been
landings of 500 to
1400
tons
from
between three and
five freezer ships a
month.
They operate on
grounds from the
Falklands, Namibia,
South Africa, Sene
gal, Mauretania and
Morocco, to New
Argenfoundland,
tina, Chile and the
USA.
The vessels are
mainly owned
by
fishing
Spanish
companies.
The cold store can
hold stocks at -30
deg C and the fish is
then sold on the
national market, as
well as to the EEC
countries of Italy,
France, Greece and
UK. Australia and
Japan also buy pro
duct from the Mar
frio Marin SA plant.
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mail drop by the Cl30 from Mount Pleasant.
They had the Ship’s company on a good bite,
for when they sent the final drop off the tail
gate, they also threw out a load of blank
aerogrammes as well, making it appear that
one of the mail sacks had split. Curses flew
up from the flight deck and bridge until they
realised that they were definitely ‘dangling
from the hook’. We also had a ‘hands to
bathe’, so four of us jumped into the dry suits
and went for a plunge, from the bridge roof!
We found an iceberg that needed climbing
(or so the CO said) so armed with ice axes,
crampons and rope we went to conquer.
Dragging LS Alex Mclndoe behind us,
myself, Capt Mansell, LCpl Terry Hislop and
Mne Andy Eliison managed to raise the
Corps flag and the White Ensign for a photo
then proceeded to get wet again as we slid
down a near vertical ice face from the top
into the water with photos being taken by Cpl
Rick Wathen who was in the safety boat.
Now we did say goodbye to the Antarctic
for the final time, weaving in and out of the
growlers heading for open sea which would
take us to the first run ashore (I mean
‘courtesy visit’). We were going to berth at a
place called Valparaiso, supposedly a good
place — and it was. We went along to the
Chilean Marine Base and were shown a few
demos which included the parachute training
school where Terry Hislop and ‘Scotty’ Scott
tried their luck at the ‘nutcracker’, and their
assault course. They’re instructed in the
martial arts and this demo was given to us by
a former Korean Olympic champion, very
impressive as well. ‘Dits* were swopped and
we found out they model themselves on the
Royal Marines, although all their kit is
American (the best of both worlds eh!).

l

Mne Scott tries the Chilean 'nutcracker'.

Once again we set sail, this time for the
Panama Canal. We passed through and
entered the Carribbean, immediately turned
right and headed for Cartagena in Colombia.
This wasn’t originally on the itinerary, but
the Colombian Navy were interested in
buying Lynx, and since Endurance had two
on board, and we just happened to be passing
that way . . . The idea was to put on a flying
display, including six of us rapid roping onto
the flight deck. After rehearsals the demo
took place very successfully
the
Colombians were happy and so was the CO.
Next stop was Havana where we got

involved in a ‘drug bust’ operation with the
US Coast Guard, which ended with
Endurance playing a major part in the
capture of six tons of cannabis. From there
we headed to Florida, where we were looking
forward to our R&R in Tampa. The OCRM
and the divers among us went down t» the
Florida Keys for a diving exped accompanied
by the two Para Officers and the ‘Tom’ from
2 Para Regt, who had just finished six
months in Belize and had joined us in Chile.
On the passage home ‘hands to bathe’ was
piped every so often accompanied by health
warnings! For example! ‘Hands to bathe will
be piped in five minutes time, however you
are warned that in the last half hour twelve
sharks, three manta rays, man-of-war
jellyfish and a number of other unidentified
creatures have been sighted!’. However out
of the whole trip only one shark warning was
for real — either that or the shark sentries
were in the ‘Z’ mode.
At the time of writing this we are just
passing Bermuda, (what happened to the
‘courtesy visit’ there?) heading for Punta
Delgada in the Azores. We’re only there to
refuel and then steam on to Portsmouth,
having been away from the UK for seven
months. It has been a very successful trip for
us, largely made possible by the integration
of the Detachment into the ship’s company
and 1 hope they all enjoyed the commission as
much as I have.
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‘Scandal’ of suffering
Falklands heroes
By TIM MILES
MINISTRY
OF
THE
Defence was yesterday ac
cused of a “scandalous
lack of concern for the
mental health of Falk
lands veterans.
Roderick
Psychologist
the
MoD
claims
Omer
a
three-year
obstructed
project to measure stress
among ex-servicemen.
The findings of the study,
being presented to this
week’s British Psychological
Society conference on traumatic stress at Lincoln,
Falklands
shows
veterans suffering the same
“traumatic stress” reactions
as Vietnam veterans.
from
suffer
Many
emotional problems, poor
sleep, poor concentration,
and guilt at surviving the
war.
According to Mr Omer, a
psychologist with the North
Lincolnshire Health Autho
rity, their problems have
been ignored “because they
were victorious and returned
as heroes”.
He said yesterday, “It is
scandalous that the Ministry
of Defence should require of
its soldiers that they should
go

abroad and fight, and when
they come back — when it is
known that many will have
problems adjusting to civ
ilian life — do so little to
establish what their needs
are.”

Mr Omer said the MoD
agreed to help with his study,
but insisted on vetting his
work.
His study, based on infor
mation from 37 Falklands
veterans, shows that;
• three out of four veterans
are troubled by “upsetting
incidents” from the war;
9 nine out of 10 find it diffi
cult to get close to people;
• three out of four feel
“jumpy or hyped-up”;
• seven out of 10 lose sleep;
• two in every three feel
“guilty about surviving, and
possibly not doing enough to
help those who were killed”;
• three in five cannot con
centrate as well as they could
before the war.
Mr Omer said he is sur
prised at the lack of investigation into the mental state
of the veterans.
“Maybe the lack of res
ponse is attributable to the
fact that British troops were
victorious, and returned
home as heroes.”
He added that the work of
the Ex-servicemen’s Mental
Welfare Society and the
Royal British Legion was
“not geared to establishing
the needs of servicemen re
turning from so recent a war,
but more concerned with
soldiers who fought 40 years
ago”.
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Falklands veterans
‘left to suffer’
THE Ministry of Defence was
accused yesterday of a “scandal
ous” lack of concern for the
mental health of Falklands
veterans.
Mr Roderick Omer, a psy
chologist with North Lincoln
shire, Health Authority, claims
that the MoD obstructed a
three-year project to measure
stress among ex-servicemen.
The study, being presented to
this week’s British Psychologi
cal Society conference on trau
matic stress in Lincoln, shows
them suffering the same “trau
matic stress” reactions as
American Vietnam veterans.

*

Many suffer from emotional
problems, poor sleep, poor con
centration and guilt at surviving
the war.
But Mr Omer claims their
problems have been ignored
“because they were victorious
and returned as heroes”. People
did not consider the troops
victims".
He said yesterday: “I think it is
scandalous that the Ministry of
Defence should require of its
soldiers that they should go
abroad and fight and then when
they come back — when it is
known that many will have
problems adjusting to civilian
life — do so little to establish
what their needs are.”
. ¥fe.
.t^le MoD agreed
to help him initially but insisted
on vetting his work.
The study, based on infor
mation from 37 veterans, shows
that three out of four veterans
are troubled by. “upsetting inci-

dents” from the war.
Nine out of ten complain they
find it difficult to get close to
people; three out of four feel
“jumpy or hyped up”; and seven
out of ten lose sleep.
Two in every three feel “guilty
about surviving, and possibly
not doing enough to help those
who were killed”; while three in
five cannot concentrate as well
as before the war.
An MoD spokeswoman said
that suggestions it was unwilling
to help were unfounded. It
wrote to Mr Orner in July 1986
“offering every assistance”.
The Navy and Army had both
been running projects on the
likely needs of Falkland veterans
suffering from post trauma
tic stress disorder.
Many returned to civilian life
before symptoms appeared and
so were being treated by the
NHS. Doctors could refer people
back for military help if
appropriate.
She said Mr Orner’s findings
were “factually limited” and
related to “a minute element of
the total number of veterans”.
The MoD had asked to see the
findings but there was never any
question of suppressing them.
MR TERRY WAITE’S religious
faith will be the key to his
survival, an expert on hostage
incidents, Dr John Potter, told
the conference yesterday.
It would compensate for the
uncertainty of his ordeal “like
the end of a prison sentence”. Mr
Waite’s commitment to the mis
sion he was on and his under
standing of the hostage issue
would also be on his side.
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Falklands exile
returns to tell
of ‘paradise’

0

IAN STRANGE is spending much of his
time in Suffolk trying to dispel mediainduced images that the Falkland
islands are dull, lifeless and under
constant drizzle.
However, he is no public relations man
for a package holiday firm.
Mr. Strange, 53, landed on the Falk
lands 27 years ago after the 8,000 mile
journey from East Anglia.
He fell in love with the landscape and
wildlife, decided to stay for good and is
now a professional naturalist, author and
artist, one of his regular jobs being to
design the islands’ stamps.
Mr. Strange is currently staying with his
sister, Mrs. Marjorie Wake, and his
mother, Mrs. Vera Strange, at their home,
The Makings, in New Street, Slradbroke.
He leaves in a few days for a lecture tour
in the United States before returning to his
beloved islands with his wife, Maria, and
their daughter, Georgina, seven.
He has three children by his first wife
who set out with him in 1961 for the South
Atlantic.
His job, on a four-year contract, was to
run an experimental farm for the Falk
land Islands Company.
“They wanted to farm fur-bearing
animals like mink to use unwanted meat
from the sheep farming, and my job was to
run the experiment.
“It proved to be uneconomical which
was fortunate to say the least, because the
introduction of mink would have had a
disastrous effect on wildlife.”
At the end of the contract he stayed on,
and during the past quarter of a century has
earned a living by becoming a freelance
conservation and wildlife adviser and bv
painting and photographing the island and
its animals, birds and insects.
For some years he has designed the
islands’ stamps, one of the latest of which
is illustrated with a painting of seals.
Mr. and Mrs. Strange have two homes,
one in Port Stanley, the capital, and the
other on a remote, eight-mile-long west
ern island, half of which they own and run
as a nature reserve.
The family was staying in Port Stanley
when the Falklands War broke out.
“I had been due to fly to our island but
was ill at the time and the trip was cancel
led. I was lucky because if I had gone I
should have been stranded there with my
wife and child in Stanley,” said Mi'.Strange.
He has vivid memories of the Fighting
and of the Firing by the Argentinians of the
Exocet missiles which caused damage and
many casualties among the British naval

“We were shelled by the British who
were trying to hit the Argentine gun em
placements scattered all around the town
ship,” he said.
“1 try not to dwell too much on the war.
There were far worse situations elsewhere
in the world than we experienced there.”
Unlike the common media image of the
Falklands, the islands are a naturalist’s
paradise and have breathtaking scenery, he
said. “They are a much-maligned but
beautiful set of islands.”
Mr. Strange is the author of a book, The
Falkland Islands and their Natural
History, for which he also provided the
photographs. It has a foreword by the
Duke of York who served with the Royal
Navy during the war.
Mr. Strange helped Cindy Buxton and
Annie Price — later stranded on South
Georgia during the war — in the making of
their much-acclaimed wildlife films
He works as a freelance conservation
adviser for many organisations including
the Falkland Islands Government, the
Ministry of Defence, the Worldwide Fund
for Nature* the Royal Society for the
Promotion of Nature; Conservation
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Above, stamp designer
Ian
Strange
at
Stradbroke.
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Falkland heroes left to
suffer claims doctor
THE Ministry of Defence
was yesterday accused of a
‘‘scandalous” lack of con
cern for the mental health of
Falklands veterans.
Psychologist
Roderick
Orner claims the MoD ob
structed a three-year project to
measure stress among exservicemen.
The findings of the study,
^5eing presented to this week’s
British Psychological Society
conference on traumatic stress
at Lincoln, shows Falklands
’eterans suffering the same
“traumatic stress” reactions
as
American
Vietnam
veterans.
Many suffer from emotional
problems, poor sleep, poor
concentration and guilt at
surviving the war.

r

According to Mr. Orner, a
psychologist with the North
Lincolnshire Health Auth
ority, their problems have been
ignored “because they were
victorious .and returned as
heroes”.
Mr. Orner said the MoD
agreed to help initially with his
study, but insisted on vetting
his work.
The MoD said suggestions
it was unwilling to help were
“unfounded”.
A spokeswoman said the
MoD wrote to Mr. Orner in
July 1986 “offering every
assistance”.
She added, “The Navy were
actively involved in a project to
ascertain the likely needs of
those Falkland veterans who
were suffering from post

\

traumatic stress disorder a
considerable time before Mr.
Orner raised the issue with the
Ministry of Defence.
“Likewise the Army has
also been running its own
project.”
She said a large number of
veterans returned to civilian
life before the symptoms pre
sented themselves and were
consequently being treated by
the NHS.
Doctors could refer people
back for military help if
appropriate.
The conference was also
told that physical victims of the
King’s Cross fire are outnum
bered many times over by those
with remaining psychological
scars.
Many who were merely by

-

standers on the fateful night
are still suffering trauma suffi
cient to keep them off work,
psychiatrist
Dr.
Stuart
Turner,
from
London’s
Middlesex Hospital, told the
British Psychological Society.
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Plight of Falkland
veterans ‘ignored
By SARAH WOMACK

m

r

A former Midland sea
man, awarded the Dis
Service
tinguished
Medal for his part in the
Falkland conflict, yes
terday endorsed a report
which accuses the Min
istry of Defence of a
“scandalous” lack of con
cern for the mental
health
of Falklands
veterans.
The study by Mr Roderick
Orner, a psychologist with the
North Lincolnshire Health Au
thority, shows that Falkland
veterans suffer the same
"traumatic stress" reactions as
Vietnam veterans, which in
cludes feelings of guilt, depres
sion and sleeplessness.
But Mr Orner said their
problems had been ignored be
cause they were victorious and
returned as heroes.
The findings of his report,
based on the experiences of 37
Falkland veterans, are being
presented to this week’s Brit
ish Psycholpgical Society con
ference on traumatic stress at
Lii£oln‘
..
The report has been dismissed by the Ministry of Defence as biased" and of "limltGT>

6 t

t-.

But Mr Jeffrey Fox-Warren,
aPd j
leading seaman
aboard HMS Antelope, which
was sunk by Argentinian
bombers, said he agreed with
some of the findings and spoke
out about a lack of concern
shown to him and some of his
colleagues after the conflict
enSredin™
Mr Fox-Warren, formerly of
Abbey Road in Smethwick,
Birmingham, who was deco
rated after he shot down the
bomber which attacked his
ship and saved a wounded col
league, said he had since been

troubled by feelings of guilt,
anger, depression, violence to
wards others and appalling
nightmares.
He was "unwillingly dis
charged" from the Navy in
1982 when a medical showed
he had suffered a 40 per cent
hearing loss in both ears. He
believes his changed behav
iour since the conflict has
made him unable to settle in
work and he has had a siring
of jobs.
Finally unable to find em
ployment in his home town he
moved with his wife and two
teenage children to Chippen
ham. Wiltshire, where he now
works as a warehouseman.
He said: “There was never
< any offer of counselling or
anything.
"It was just a pat on the
back and goodbye. I felt bitter
towards the Navy for their ap
parent disregard towards me,
but now I just try and remem
ber the Navy for the good
times."
He said many of his coi
leagues in the Falklands had
felt that the Royal Navy had
forgotten them.
was
Fox-Warren
Mr
awarded a .£4,500 gratuity payment, a lump sum of .£3,000
from the South Atlantic Fund
and receives a monthly pension of about £l5°-

However, raising his family
and meeting mortgage payments without a steady salary
from the Navy was a constant
struggle,
Mr Orner said yesterday: “I
think it is scandalous that the
Ministry of Defence should require of its soldiers that they
should go abroad and fight
and then when they come back
_ when it is known that many
will have problems adjusting
to civilian life — do so little to
establish what their needs are.
"Maybe the lack of response
is attributable to the fact that
British troops were victorious
and returned home as heroes."
However, a spokesman for
the Ministry of Defence said
last night: “Scientifically, Mr

Orner's findings are factually
limited in value as they con
tain a double bias.
“Information presented re
lates to a minute section of the
total number of veterans involved.
"There has been a huge
turnover of servicemen in the
last six years and a large
number returned to civilian
life before the symptoms pres
ented themselves."
He said ex-servicemen who
had sought medical advice
since the Falkland conflict,
were helped within the Na
tional Health Service by their
own GPs or referred to military facilities if doctors con
sidered the Army’s medical
staff better equipped to under
stand the nature of the condition.
The Ministry of Defence de
nied Mr Orner’s claims that it
had wanted to vet his report.
The spokesman said: “The
MoD had a material interest
in Mr Orner's findings. There
is no question of suppression
of information."
• Physical victims of the
King’s Cross fire are outnum
bered many times over by
those with remaining psycho
logical scars, Dr StuartTurner, a psychiatrist from
the Middlesex Hospital, Lon
don, told the conference.
Many who were merely by
standers on the fateful night
are still suffering trauma suf
ficient to keep them off work,
he said.
Dr Turner said 31 people
had died in the disaster, and
14 required admission to hos
pital, but the number suffering
psychological
disturbances,
such as pathological fears of
Underground stations, was
much greater.
Dr Turner said greater at
tention needed to be paid to
the lasting psychological dam
age in such disasters.
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Mr Jeffrey Fox-Warren, a leading seaman who fought in the
Falklands, and his wife Carol, after being decorated in 1982.
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The Polar areas
are ‘heating up’
Polar temperatures are expec
ted to rise by ten degrees Celsius'
- (18F) in 60 years, but there is no
danger of instant melting of the
ice caps, Mr Ronald Smith, head
of terrestrial ecology at the Brit
ish Antarctic Survey, said yester
day at a conference on Antarc
tica in Hobart, Australia.
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Six years after an RSC
premiere that left its author far
from happy, Peter Nichols*
musical pantomime about the
opium wars resurfaces
revamped and revitalised at
the sort of venue it is made for
- although the stark concrete
expanse of Stepney's Half
Moon Theatre is rendered
almost unrecognisable by a set
by Ellen Cairns of cardboard
cut-out opulence, scarletswathed boxes flanking a pro
scenium arch overlooked on
one side by a warrior queen
Britannia astride the globe,
and on the other by a loosely
draped wanton balanced on a
poppy head.
.11 is °ot hard to see how the
piece would have found itself
in alien territory at the Barbi
can: Chris Bond's revival is, on
i the evidence of its first night
undeniably scruffy around the
edges but it harnesses the

corny inventiveness of good
old-fashioned pantomime in a
way that could certainly not be
written off as coy or preten
tious, allowing Nichols to lure
his audience with spectacle,
amuse them with an outra
geous humour and finally buf
fet them with the unacceptable
face of imperialism in general
and international drugs traf
ficking in particular.
. Fairy godmother of the piece
is Tina Marian's Queen Victo
ria, who announces in Thatcherite tones that she reserves
the right to transform herself
at will. This she does as her
tale unfolds on Dick Whitting
ton (Josie Lawrence) whose
yuppie go-getting and "British
ingenuity” takes him into part
nership with Obadiah Upward,
personification of the small
tradesman made good (and
master of a formidable grocer's
shop quartet).

Monty Norman's music
ranges from jolly singalong
with shades of London pub to
cod-Dietrich - this last deliv
ered by David Ross’s outra
geous Lady Dodo shortly after
she has dismounted from a
vice-regal elephant with (we
later learn in one of a myriad
throwaway gags) a wandering
proboscis. Nichols' use - and
eventual subversion - of pan
tomime allows us a godlike
Chinese overlord, who
descends godlike in a cloud; a
collection of half-masked :u :
natives and a pantomime horse
which lives well and truly up
to its name, Randy.
But the exuberance disguises
a real enough anger in what
emerges as an impassioned
condemnation of imperialism
from the Falklands conquest
backwards.
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Stephen Fidler reports on bankers’ growing
unwillingness to contribute to new financing

Debt fatigue in
Latin America
I

n August 1982, the Latin
American debt crisis
burst into the open when
Mexico declared that it
could not meet its foreign debt
(0 repayments. Six years later,
masked by an outward calm,
the crisis is entering a new and
critical phase.
Agitation and fatigue grows
in debtor countries about the
sacrifices needed to repay the
debts in full. With elections
due in a number of Latin
America countries, opposition
politicians are seizing on the
debt issue in support of their
cause. There is increasing scep
ticism about the ability of
debtor countries to dig them
selves out of the crisis without
debt relief (Argentina is the
current focus of concern). The
willingness of banks to contrib
ute to new financing shrinks.
Meanwhile, there are other
factors at work that could
threaten the ability of coun
tries to service their debts. Ris
ing US interest rates threaten
^ to erase the benefits to debtor
^ countries of higher commodity
prices and doubts grow about
the sustainability of six years
of growth in the industrial
world. In Mexico and Vene
zuela, lower oil prices pose a
further difficulty.
The current accepted
approach to the crisis - out
lined almost three years ago by
US Treasury Secretary James
Baker - envisages the even
tual return of debtor countries
to creditworthiness through
growth-oriented economic poli
cies. The policies would be sup
ported by new loans from com
mercial banks and agencies
such as the International Mon
etary Fund and the World
Bank.
Doubts about the Baker Plan
are now being expressed in dis
tinctly unradical quarters. Mr
Barber Conable, the president

of the World Bank, said in a
memorandum in March: “It
will be extremely difficult, per
haps impossible, to generate
aggregate net flows for the
heavily indebted countries in
the necessary amounts exclu
sively through the concerted
new money approach.”
The “new money” approach
calls for the periodic shaking
down of all a country’s bank
lenders to provide new loans,
followed by financing from the
IMF and World Bank. Banks
back the new money approach
in principle, but increasingly
show their distaste for it in
practice.
Banks are criticised for not
lending enough and taking too
long to do it. "The record is
plain,” Mr Michel Camdessus,
the managing director of the
IMF, said earlier this year.
“Last year, net bank lending to
countries with debt-servicing
problems was negligible at
best; the two years before, it
was negative.”
To tempt in banks whose
interests increasingly diverge,
every fresh new money pack
age contains more and more
financing options. If a new
money programme is agreed
this year for Argentina, the
deal will include for the first
time an option which allows
banks to capitalise interest,
instead of putting up new
money.
Banks participating in new 1
money packages are increas
ingly angry about “free riders”,
banks which never put up new
money but benefit from the
interest payments. They make
it harder and harder to raise
new loans. (A recent reschedul
ing agreement for the Ivory
Coast, written under French
law but yet to go into effect,
attempts to address this prob
lem by punishing free riders,
stopping servicing on the debt
for banks which do not put up
new money.)

5! ST&'irPubllc
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Yet, while he criticises the
banks l'or not lending enough,
Mr Camdessus's own organisa
tion is itself receiving net
repayments from many
rescheduling countries. Com
mercial banks put up $5.2bn in
new money for Brazil in 1988
and 1989; the IMF takes $400m
out this year and contributes
nothing next.
Conscious of the IMF’s lim
ited role, the World Bank has
moved to bridge some of the
gap. Its stamp has been needed
to attract banks into newmoney financings such as Bra
zil’s. In future, says Mr Conable, the World Bank should
increasingly be “facilitating
other forms of financial relief,
including debt reduction
schemes.” But it is severely
constrained by conservative
accounting and the need it per-

The danger lessens
that the crisis could
trigger international
financial collapse
ceives to maintain a top credit
rating.
The conclusion of many
bankers is that even with these
efforts, sufficient resources
cannot be transferred to the
debtors. On this view, the next
step should be a more formal
approach to debt relief; the
debate now centres on whether
debt relief and new money
packages are mutually exclu
sive, or can be run successfully
side-by-side.
The view that debt relief
could provide a way out of the
problem now gets a hearing at
the highest levels in interna
tional banks and western gov
ernments. Mr Baker himself
earlier this year supported an
approach recognising that the
poorest debtor countries,
mostly in Africa, do not have
the means to pay their debts in
full.
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For banks, the large
An approach based solely on
increases which many of them
debt forgiveness has several
made last year in provisions on
undesirable implications, how
Third World loans paved the
ever. It would mean that coun
way to start selling the loans
tries which force debt write
at discounts on the secondary
downs will have to delay their
market, thereby recognising
return to the voluntary finan
cial markets perhaps for a
losses. Debtor countries have
decade or more for all except
seized on this. Some have been
short-term
trade and very spe
attempting to capture this dis
cific project Financing.
count for their own benefit
More significantly, wholesale
through, for example, debt-fordebt forgiveness will weaken
equity programmes and bondscreditors’ hold over debtors.
for-loans swaps.
Once granted, debt relief can
Bankers still voice strong
not be ungranted. It therefore
objections to having debt relief
marks a sharp break with the
forced on them. But this posi
principle
of conditionality, the
tion has been weakened by the
foundation-stone
of the current
extent to which banks have
approach which makes new
already voluntarily recognised
financings contingent on ach
losses on their Third World
ieving economic targets set by
loans.
the IMF and World Bank.
According to Salomon
Brothers, the 13 largest US
The conditions laid down by
lenders reduced their develop
western creditors are viewed
ing country loan portfolios by
as an arrogant imposition
$1.4bn in the first quarter, and
inside many debtor countries'
by a further $2.3bn in the secdiscontent is fanned by domes
ond. In the year to June 30,
tic politicians throughout
Citicorp alone reduced its expoLatin America. The IMF is the
sure to developing countries by
bete noir of the debt populists:
S1.88bn to $9.45bn. The four big
on developed country televi
California banks have cut their
sion screens, pictures of bank
exposure in the same period by
ers at classy cocktail parties in
S1.4bn. In 1982, Brazil’s foreign
Washington are juxtaposed
bank creditors numbered more
with those of the poor in Rio's
than 700; six years later fewer
shanty towns. But it is not the
than half of those banks are
IMF which ensures that the
still creditors.
poorest 25 per cent of Brazil’s
This fall in exposures, cou
people only receive 8 per cent
pled with strengthening of
of welfare payments and which
bank capital, is reducing all
insists that in Argentina, a
the time the danger that the
country of 30m people, only
debt crisis could trigger inter
50,000 pay income tax.
national financial collapse. The
Conditionality has had only
possibility of default by two or
limited success in improving
more of the largest debtors still
the management of the econopresents a risk, but the dan
mies of debt-distressed coungers are now very much con
tries, and has made only a few
centrated on a handful of US
inroads into the web of
banks. Soon, even they will be
entrenched interests underlyimmune.
\ ing many of their economic
Bankers’ long-stated objec
problems.
tion to debt relief is that it is a
Achievements among debtor
slippery slope. They cite the
nations have been uneven and
“moral hazard” involved: the
often disappointing. None the
worse a country behaves, the
less, overall current account
greater advantage it can reap
and trade positions have
from the deeper discount on its
improved, economic growth
loans.
has re-emerged in some coun
The problem here is that
tries, some key debt ratios
moral hazard already operateshave fallen and important
the “virtuous” are not
steps have been taken to
rewarded For example, Colom
create more competitive econo
bia, which has never resched
mies.
uled its debt, pays a higher
However, large transfers of
interest rate on its loans than
resources are still being made
Brazil and faces problems this
year in getting new loans from
uanki?; uBo,livia has already
bought back nearly half of its
bank debt, with a total face
value of $334m, at a mere 11
cents on the dollar
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from the developing countries
to the developed world. With
banks reducing their exposure
dramatically and the IMF and
the development banks con
strained in the amounts they
can contribute, there is little
wonder that people have cast
around for grander solutions to
the crisis, such as schemes for
wholesale debt forgiveness,
buch heroic plans have been
vetoed by western governniainly on the grounds
of their cost to tax-payers and
on what they say is the need
tor a case by case approach to
the debt problem.
The case by case approach
will almost certainly continue
but it is increasingly likely to
include debt relief measures.
The next clear western govern
ment move on the debt crisis is
likely to come from Washing
ton. The growing consensus
that the current approach can
offer no solution may combine
with the arrival of a new Presi
dent to ensure the next stage
of the debt crisis is managed,
rather than erupts.
The finance package now
being raised for Brazil shows,
-indeed, that new money and
debt reduction are not neces
sarily mutually exclusive. Bra
zil’s debt servicing is being
reduced, with S5bn in low-in
terest “exit bonds” being
exchanged for loans, while
S5.2bn in new funds are being
raised. Mexico is likely soon to
announce another bonds-forloans package to reduce its
debt.
Even without fresh western
government initiatives. Brazil’s
bank advisory committee
believes debt reduction
schemes can help reduce the
country's long-term bank debt
to $47bn by the end of 1993. a
fall of S19bn from the level at
the beginning of this year. Of
this, more than $7bn could be
wiped off through debt-to-equity swaps, it estimates. The
total interest savings could
reach $5bn by the end of the
period.
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This view ot debt reduction
will be regarded as over-opti
mistic in many quarters, yet if
banks do not seize these oppor
tunities to evolve a debt for
giveness strategy, they will no
doubt find debt relief forced
upon upon them. Angel Gurria,
Mexico’s respected debt negoti
ator since 1982. has this to say
in a contribution to a new
book*: “If the system uses its
resilience and greater strength

to avoid change and continue
to allocate the brunt of the
burden to debtor countries, the
ghost of massive, even con
certed, default may reappear,
and uncertainty and confronta
tion will lay all our efforts to
waste.”
*Managing World Debt. Ed.
Stephany Griffiths-Jones. Pub
lished by Harvester-Wheatsheaf
London, and St Martin ’s Press,
Netv York.

Medium- and long-term
debt outstanding
Brazil

<T- ■
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Venezuela P
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Source: World Bank
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Latin America: net inflow of capital and transfer of resources
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1983 84
85 86
Source: Libra Bank
1. Net inflow of capital ($bn)
3.0 9.3
3.3
8.7
2. Net payments of interest
and profits ($bn)
-34.4 -36.3 -34.8 -30.5
3. Transfer of resources ($bn)
= (1) - (2)
-31.4 -27.0 -31.5 -21.8
4. Exports of goods and services ($bn) 102.4 114.1 108.9 94.2
5. Transfer of resources as % of (4)
30.7 23.7 28.9 23.1
v.S’&v'

87
14.1

-30.1
-15.7
105.9
14.8
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Daily Press

Tragic plight of
sick Falkiandsveterans

THE Ministry of
JDefence yesterday
was accused of a
"scandalous” lack
of concern for the
mental health of
F alklands
vet-

i •
t-. i
,
Psychologist Roderick
Orner claims the MoD obstructed a three-year project
to measure stress among exservicemen.
The findings of the study,
~ being presented to this week’s
British Psychological Society
conference on traumatic stress
at Lincoln, shows Falklands
veterans suffering the same
traumatic stress reactions as
American Vietnam veterans.
Many suffer from emotional
problems, poor sleep, poor
concentration and guilt at
surviving the war.
But, according to Mr Omer,

By Tim Miles
a psychologist with the North
Lincolnshire
Health
Authority, their problems
have been ignored "because
they were victorious and
returned as heroes”.
He said yesterday: "I think
it is scandalous that the
Ministry of Defence should
require of its soldiers that
they should go abroad and
fight and then when they
come back — when it is
known that many will have
problems adjusting to civilian
life — do so little to establish
what their needs are.”
Mr Orner said the MoD
agreed to help initially with

his study, but insisted on
vetting his work.
The details of his study —
based on information from 37
Falklands veterans — show
• Three out of four veterans
are troubled by "upsetting
incidents” from the war.
• Nine out of ten complain
they find it difficult to get
close to people.
• Three out of four complain of feeling "jumpy or
hyped up”.
• Seven out of ten lose
sleep.
• Two in every three feel
"guilty about surviving, and
possibly not doing enough to

help those who were killed”.
• Three in five cannot con
centrate as well as before the
war.
The MoD said suggestions it
was unwilling to help were
"unfounded”.
A spokeswoman said the ,
MoD wrote to* Mr Orner in
July 1986 "offering every
assistance”.
She added: "The Navy were
actively involved in a project
to ascertain the likely needs of
those Falkland veterans who
were suffering from post
traumatic stress disorder a
considerable time before Mr
Orner raised the issue with
the Ministry of Defence.
"Likewise the Army has
also been running its own
project."
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Attack on MoD’s treatment
of Falklands veterans

©

THE Ministry of Defence was
yesterday accused of a “scandalous”
lack of concern for the mental health
of Falklands veterans.
Psychologist Mr Roderick Omcr
claimed the MoD obstructed a threeyear project to measure stress among
ex-servicemen.
The findings of the study, being
presented to this week's British
Psychological Society conference on
traumatic stress at Lincoln, shows
Falklands veterans suffering the same
“traumatic stress” reactions as
American Vietnam veterans.
Many suffer from emotional
problems,
poor
sleep,
poor
concentration, and guilt at surviving
the war.
But, according to Mr Omer, a
psychologist
with
the
North
Lincolnshire Health Authority, their
problems have
been
ignored
“because they were victorious and
returned as heroes".
He said yesterday: “I think it is
scandalous that the Ministry of
Defence should require of its soldiers
that they should go abroad and fight
and then when they come back, when
it is known that many will have prob
lems adjusting to civilian life, do so
little to establish what their needs
arc.”
Mr Orncr said the MoD agreed to
help initially with his study, but
insisted on vetting his work.
The details of his study, based on
information from 37 Falklands
veterans, show that:
©Three out of four veterans are
troubled by “upsetting incidents”
from the war.
• Nine out of ten complain they find
it difficult to get close to people.
• Three out of four complain of feel
ing “jumpy or hyped up”.
• Seven out of ten lose sleep.
©Two in every three feel “guilty
about surviving,' and possibly not
doing enough to help those who were
killed”.
• Three in five cannot concentrate

as well as before the war.
Mr Omer said he is surprised at the
lack of work conducted into the men
tal state of Falklands veterans.
“Maybe the lack of response is
attributable to the fact that British
troops were victorious and returned
home as heroes,” he said.
People in Britain do not consider
the troops “victims”.
He said the work of the Exservicemen’s Mental Welfare Society
and the Royal British Legion is “not
geared to establishing the needs of
servicemen returning from so recent
a war, but more concerned with
soldiers who fought 40 years ago”.
However,
the
MoD
said
suggestions that it was unwilling to
help were “unfounded”.
A spokeswoman said the MoD
wrote to Mr Orncr in July 1986
“offering every assistance”.
She added: “The Navy were
actively involved in a project to
ascertain the likely needs of those
Falkland veterans who were suffering
from post traumatic stress disorder a
considerable time before Mr Omer
raised the issue with the Ministry of
Defence.
“Likewise the Army has also been
running its own project.”
She said a large number of veterans
returned to civilian life before the
symptoms presented themselvesjpnd
were consequently being treated by
the NHS.
Doctors could refer people back for
military help if appropriate.
She said Mr Omcr’s findings were
“factually limited” and related to “a
minute element of the total number
of veterans involved”.
J#.. 4
Only 37pc of those contacted jiad
been included in the statistics,(&hc
said.
The MoD had asked to sec the
findings but denied there was ever
any question of suppressing thenjj
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Trauma conference
t

Needs of Falkland
veterans ‘ignored’

The Ministry of Defence was
accused yesterday of a scan
dalous lack of concern for the
mental health of veterans of
the Falklands conflict.
Mr Roderick Omer, a
psychologist with the North
Lincolnshire Health Auth
ority, told a Lincoln con
ference that the ministry
obstructed a three-year project
to measure stress among exservicemen.
The study showed Falk
lands veterans to be suffering
the same “traumatic stress”
reactions as American vet
erans of the Vietnamese War,
losing sleep, suffering emo
tional problems and feeling
guilt, he told the British
Pyschological Society’s Euro
pean conference on traumatic
stress.
Many suffer from emo
tional problems, poor sleep,
poor concentration and guilt
at surviving the conflict. But
their problems have been
ignored “because they were
victorious and returned as
heroes”, he said.
He added: “I think it is
scandalous that the Ministry
of Defence should require of
its soldiers that they should go
abroad and fight and then
when they come back — when
it is known that many will
have problems adjusting to
civilian life — do so little to
establish what their needs

are”. Mr Omer said the min
istry agreed initially to help
with his study, but insisted on
vetting his work.
Dr John Potter, a leading
hostage expert, told the con
ference that an international
squad, of psychological trou
ble-shooters should be set up
to cope with hostage or kid
napping crises.
He said the increasing num
ber of hostage situations made
such a squad essential.
He said the increase in such
incidents seemed due to a
“copycat” effect.
That was most recently true 1
in prison riots, where roof-;
stripping and damaging prop-!
erty was supplemented by
taking hostages, usually prison
officers.
A rapid response team of
psychologists would help
negotiators and hostages both
during and after a hijack.
“It is vital that the crisis
management team handling
the negotiations remains as
objective and unswayed by
emotion as possible.”
Dr Stuart Turner, a psychi
atrist at the Middlesex Hos
pital, London, told the
conference that physical vic
tims of the King’s Cross fire
are far outnumbered by those
with psychological scars.
Many who were bystanders
then still suffer trauma suf- .
ficient to keep them off work.
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Challenger tests
waters
Off the coast of Yorkshire, a research
vessel is measuring the pollution of the
waters lapping at Britain’s doorstep.
Andrew Lycett went to talk to the
scientists of the North Sea Project
he North Sea is a murkv
pond as the search for
the cause of a disease
which has laid was “to
sealPopulations has

T
asr ,nfi?”

s,tres,^s: We re not
!hc
brigade We won't gtve an
,m.™dlalc~erdlc‘,0n how much‘
f°J T? efrccts‘he seal P°Pulal r But wc are hoping to provide

min8- And, most important, we
use them as a waste disposal
system” And yet we know very
httle ab°a‘ the damage we might
be doing to them. Simpson is

Nw aether sSwfld11'the
1 050rionRovaResearch Shin
Challenger, is at sea widtfhe task
of finding out just how foul are the
waters which lap, figuratively, at
the nation’s doorstep.
’
The Challenger sports a black
hull, yellow twin funnels, and
garish green and red on-deck
cranes. Three miles into the North
Sea, off the coast of Whitby, she
looks a cross between pirate vessel
and boating-lake tub. On the'
bridge, Captain Philip Warne
recalls how an earlier marine
research ship he commanded the
Shacklelon, was fired™pon by the
Argentines off the Falklands in
February 1976. The neams, the
Challenger will get to that excitemenl is the Video Falklands Task
Force South, beside the VCR in
the ship's bar (officers and srientific staff only). Underneath a
print of Constable’s Haywain the
ship's Chief Scientific Officer
Professor John Simpson, of the
University of North Wales en
thuses about a voyage which has
been 10 years in the planning. For
the first time the disparate disciplines in marine science, includ-

£fked bh a'ifel‘me of r^earch,:
£ 3
°f emec8,ng- Al’
« >be North Sea Project is
technically part of a co-ordinated
Eur°Pean initiative (West Germany and Holland are also
contributing), Simpson says
Bnla,n scores “vcry 1<>W on the
!evel of carmg governments. Our
lendency is to say there isn’t a
Pr?blem> to try to make the whole
thing go away.” Letting his guard
sbp a bu,e more> be adds: “It is
wben and how remedial action
should be taken, rather than if.
There 1S an argument for stopping
disch,ar8es
‘he North Sea
now- But thls °Pllon would cost
£80°
So fearing his
research Project effort may be
,viev;?d as “a subs*'.tute <of ac“on .Simpson and his teams first
ha™ 10
scientific data
He says Bntam has invested
more resources in deep-sea thanjn
shelf-sea (as in Continental ShelO'
oceanography. He used to study
what he ca,,s bluc seas- Then he
^alif.ed how little was being done
on the Cinderell3 of oceanography’
are those up to,
200 metres in depth, in other

The Challenger project is hardly
,hc $1 billi°" international camPalled for. by Sir Richard
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jj Sea pollution. But the £ 10m
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“We’re having lo concentrate on
nutrients and some of the belter
behaved metals which do not have
exotic chemistry,” Simpson says.
More sophisticated is the CTD
(Conductivity, Temperature and
Depth) measuring device, which
transmits information back to the
Challenger’s computer room on
such variables as surface tem
perature, fluorescence and dis
solved oxygen. Dr Brian
McCartney, head of the NERC’s
Proudman Oceanographic Lab
oratory at Birkenhead, which is
managing the project, says: “Mea
sures of pollution will show up in
lack or abundance of dissolved
oxygen.”
On the other 14 days of every
month, the Challenger's scientists
£1 billion in construction costs.
On each 14-day voyage, the 12
Challenger scientists lower a series
of contraptions into the water to
obtain data on its physics, chem
istry, biology and sedimentology.
Samples arc tested for trace metal,
nutrient and biogenic trace gas.
Simpson says: “It should be
possible to get data on a whole
.range of pollutants.” However, he
admits that the project — again
because of lack of resources — is
unable to study some of the more
complicated organic industrial
chemicals, such as polychlori
nated biphenyls (PCBs). Some
.scientists have suggested that it is
these chemicals which are damag
ing the immune systems of seals,
leaving them open to infection,
conduct more specific tests, such
as what happens around the
sandbanks which cover much of
the North Sea, and how river
‘estuaries
in this case the
“plumes” of the Humber, Wash
and Thames — disperse. These
studies get to the core of the
project’s usefulness. “After our
study,” Simpson says, “we should
be able to tell, if an industry wants
to put more cadmium from its
plant into the Tees, how much of
that cadmium goes into the sedi
ment, how much slays in the
water, how far it moves from the
shoreline, even how much cad
mium should be deposited.”
On its current voyage the Chal
lenger is studying what are known
as tidal mixing fronts, where
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warmer and cooler areas of water
come together. To test how
pollutants would be dispersed on
these fronts. Challenger drops its
orange drift buoys which then
transmit their positions to a
satellite every three hours. “We
leave them there and pick them up
•after a few days,” Simpson says.
He produces a satellite picture
showing a clear division between
the colder water in the south and
along the shores, which is light,
and the warmer water in the
North, which is dark. He says that
the light band acts like a pipe.
Through it radioactive waste
deposited into the water oft
Windscale, on the Cumbria coast,
is carried round the northern tip of
Scotland into the North Sea.
nteresting effects happen at
the frontal boundaries. Con
ditions are ideal for the
concentration of the plank
ton which, some scientists
say, has now reached dangerous
levels, as nutrients from
fertilizers run off fields, into the
rivers and out to sea.
This has both negative and
positive effects. Nitrates in the
fertilizers stimulate the growth of
plant plankton, which release
sulphurous compounds into the
atmosphere, contributing to the
problem ofacid rain. As blooms of
plankton flourish, they produce
toxins which can be tolerated by
shellfish but are fatal to humans if
iingested at their favourite seafood
•restaurant. On the other hand,
plankton absorbs atmospheric car
bon dioxide, caused partly by
burning of fossil fuels. When it
dies, it takes this gas temporarily
out of the carbon cycle by locking
it into sediments in the seabed in
innocuous carbon deposits.
There is considerable overseas
interest in these and other
phenomena in shelf-seas. China’s
Yellow Sea, India’s Bay of Nepal
and Argentina’s Patagonia Shelf
arc all shelf-seas, with characteris
tics similar to the strong tides of
the North Sea. More than 10 per
cent of all tidal energy in the world
comes from the waters around
Britain. But first the data has to be
collected. “Britain could write the
North Sea off as a dumping
ground,” Simpson says. “Or it
could take the Greenpeace option
and stop all discharge into the sea
altogether. We believe there is a
middle way of practical manage
ment. But we need to take it soon,
and it must be based on true
scientific understanding.”
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Seeking a clearer view: analyst Carolyn Symon, on board the HRS Challenger, examines a sample of water taken from the North Sea

6Fish, oil and gas come from this sea, yet
we know little about damage we may do’
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Beware of those who
would control the past
!

*

IN THE face of calls from the
more extreme commentators to
outlaw the television genre
known as “faction” (BBC Televi
sion’s Tumbledown film is the
most recent example), the BBC
will debate the issue this autumn
in an attempt to refine its policy.
It is my hope that it will not bow
to this pressure (Channel 4 would
certainly not follow suit if it did).
Nor should it lay down hard and
fast rules, a list of do’s and don’ts.
Each project throws up different
sets of problems: questions of
taste, intrusion, defamation, etc.,
which nevertheless must be dealt
with sensitively.
What is needed is clear label
ling so that no one can be in any
doubt about what they are watch
ing.
Broadcasters, perhaps even
more than movie-makers, have a
responsibility to their audience to
make it absolutely clear that what
they are about to view is not a bal
anced current affairs or news pro
gramme (even though the piece
may well deal with some recent
event), but an “authored” version
taking as its starting-point and its
background some'real events.
I write from bitter experience.
As controller of BBC 1,1 was sin
gly responsible for the labelling
error over the Monocled Mutineer,
which helped fuel this debate.
Its author, Alan Bleasdale, is a
fiction writer, a television novelist

the grip of the extreme left. They
haye fuelled the faction debate
through the columns of the rightwing press to attempt to prove
their point. What broadcasters
must be wary of is that reading
politics into individual characters
in drama is the rule in Eastern
Europe.
I might remind those on the ex
treme right that among those who
condemned the BBC for produ
cing faction are some of the same
people who criticised the BBC for
not producting Ian Curteis’s Falklands play — a clear piece of fac
tion, if ever there was one.
Faction is an honourable tradi
tion in the culture of all ages,
from an artist’s impression of the
Last Supper on canvas to Shake
speare’s Richard III and, most re
cently, Britain’s two Oscar-win
ning films: Chariots of Fire and
Gandhi.
Surely we’re not going to ban
them, and necessarily along with
them such popular works of fac
tion as Reach for the Sky, Churchill
and the Generals and The Jolson
Story.
The danger with curtailing fac
tion is that if you attempt to control the portrayal of the past, you
are one step away from control
ling the future. The genre needs
to be encouraged, not stifled.
The author is Chief Executive of
Channel 4.

rather than a historian. The tele
vision journalists to whom I
launched the series understood
that. I passed the advertising copy
which described it as a true story
— a basic error.
I hope Alan Bleasdale will for
give me for undermining the im
pact of one of television’s finest
drama series for 20 years.
Much of the outcry against fac
tion has come from the commen
tators on the extreme right who
are paranoid about television
drama, which they see as being in
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MoD rejects
attack over
Falklands
war veterans
By David Graves
ALLEGATIONS by a psy
chologist that the Ministry of
Defence was guilty of a scan
dalous lack of concern for the
pyschological well-being of
former Servicemen who
fought in the Falklands were
rejected by the Ministry
yesterday.
Mr Roderick Omer, a psychol
ogist with the North Lincoln
shire Health Authority, also
claimed that the Ministry had
obstructed a three-year project
to survey combat trauma among
war veterans.
The findings of the study,
being presented to this week’s
British Psychological Society
conference on traumatic stress
at Lincoln, showed that Falk
lands veterans were suffering
the same traumatic stress reac
tions as Vietnam veterans in the
United States.
Many suffered from emotional
problems, poor sleep, a lack of
concentration and guilt at surviv
ing the war.
Mr Orner alleged that their
problems had been largely
ignored “because they were vic
torious and returned as heroes”.
He said yesterday: “I think it
is scandalous that the Ministry
6f Defence should require of its
soldiers that they should go
abroad and fight and then when
they come back — when it is
known that many will have prob
lems adjusting to civilian
life—do so little to establish
what their needs are.”
Mr Orner said the Army had
initially agreed to help him with
his study, but on condition that
he should not speak to anyone,
particularly the press, without
approval and consult the Army
chief of psychiatry before pub
lishing his research.
The details of his study, based
on information from 37 Falk
lands veterans, showed that:

• Three out of four were trou
bled by “upsetting incidents”.
• Nine out of 10 found it difficult
to get close to people.
• Three out of four complained
of feeling “jumpy or hyped up".
• Seven out of ten lost sleep.
• Two in every three felt “guilty
about surviving, and possibly not
doing enough to help those who
were killed”.
• Three in five could not concen
trate as well as before the war.
A Ministry spokesman said Mr
Orner’s criticism that it had
obstructed his research was
unfounded. Every assistance had
been offered to him in a letter
sent by the Ministry in July,
1986.
He said: The Navy were
actively involved in a project to
ascertain the likely needs of
those Falkland veterans who
were suffering from post trau
matic stress disorder a consider
able time before Mr Orner raised
the issue with the Ministry of
Defence. Likewise the Army has
also been running its own
project.”
The spokesman pointed out
that the Ministry believed Mr
Orner’s research had limited sci
entific value because he had
gained his information from only
a minute element of the total
number of Servicemen who were
involved in the Falklands
campaign.
He stressed that all serving
Servicemen were entitled to full
physical and pyschological medi
cal support from their own medi
cal services and ex-Servicemen
could be treated within the
National Health Service and
referred back for military help if
appropriate.
• Physical victims of the King’s
Cross fire were outnumbered
many times over by those with
remaining psychological scars,
Dr Stuart Turner, from the
Middlesex Hospital, said at the
Lincoln conference yesterday.
Many who were merely bystand
ers were still suffering trauma
sufficient to keep them off work.
Those affected included emer
gency services personnel, people
who escaped with only minor
injuries, passengers on Tube
trains which passed straight
through the station, some people
who had merely been in the
vicinity and those who regularly
used the station.
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‘Vietnam’ agony
of Falklands men
rr

Under fire: British troops on the Falklcnids in 1982

MANY soldiers who
served in the Falklands
are suffering the same
traumas as Vietnam vet
erans. a psychologist
claimed yesterday.
And he accused the Min
istry of Defence of a
•scandalous' lack of con
cern for the mental health
of the men.
Roderick Orner claims
that the MoD obstructed
his three-year project to
measure stress among
ex-servicemen.
His findings, presented
at the British Psychologi
cal Society conference on
traumatic stress at Lin
coln, are based on only 37
cases.
He says they show that
many have problems
sleeping and concentrat
ing.
They suffer emotional
problems and feel guilt at
surviving the war.
But. says Mr Orner.

their problems have been
ignored because they
returned as heroes'.
He said: 'It is scandalous
that the MoD should send
soldiers abroad to fight
and then when they come
back, do so little to estab
lish what their needs are.'
Mr Orner, a psychologist
with the North Lincol
nshire health authority,
said the MoD initially
agreed to help with his
study but insisted on vet
ting his work.

Jumpy
His study shows that 75
per cent are troubled by
'upsetting incidents' from
the war and feel 'jumpy or
hyped up'.
Mr Orner said he is
surprised at the lack of
work on the mental state
of Falklands veterans.
But the MoD said the
Army and Navy had both
carried out investigations
and added: 'Mr Orner's
criticism is unfounded.'
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Argentina May
Get New Loan
Reuters

WASHINGTON — The
World Bank is near an agree
ment on new funding for Ar
gentina that could open up the
country to a $500 million
bridge loan from various gov
ernments, including the Unit
ed States, monetary sources
said Monday.
If an agreement with the
World Bank were to be com
pleted, it would be a signal for
the International Monetary
Fund to send officials to Bue
nos Aires for discussions
about President Raul Alfonsin’s request for $1.2 billion
dollars in assistance.
Argentina, which has $56
billion in foreign debt, has
been struggling to reform its
economy, which has been dev
astated by inflation nearing
400 percent a year.
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Agony of
Falkland

veterans
£

Q

/I

ignored

J

THE mental agony of
Falklands war veter
ans has been ignored
by the Defence Minis
try, it was claimed
yesterday.
Psychologist Rode
rick Orner said many
of the ex-servicemen
were suffering the
same traumatic stress
reactions as America’s
Vietnam veterans.
Mr Orner claimed the
MoD obstructed a
three-year project to
measure their stress,
and described the Min
istry’s treatment of
them as “scandalous”.
He said: “Maybe the
lack of response is at
tributable to the fact
that British troops
were victorious and re
turned home heroes."
.
Mr Orner’s study of
37 veterans showed :
three out of four were
troubled by upsetting
incidents from the war.
Nine out of 19 com
plained it was difficult
to get close to people,
three out of four were ;
“jumpy or hyped up”,
seven out of 10 couldn’t
sleep properly and two
out of three felt guilty
about surviving.
The MoD said it had
offered Mr Orner “ev
ery assistance,” and his
findings were based on
only a minute sample.
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The ‘main building'in Whitehall, one of the ministry's many. The MoD is profligate with its use of London office space

What all MPs should
know about defence
M

EMBERS of Parliament are
ignorant of the most basic
facts about defence, accord
ing to a Gallup Poll commissioned by
the European Institute for Strategic
and Defence Studies. Only seven per
cent could name General Bernard
Rogers’s successor as SACEUR
(Supreme Allied Commander
Europe) and only 13 per cent Lord
Carrington’s successor as SecretaryGeneral of Nato. Less than 22 per
cent correctly estimated the propor
tion of the British defence budget —
four per cent — spent on the indepen
dent nuclear deterrent. And this
despite the claim made by a third of
Conservative MPs that defence is
their main area of interest.
Good debating stuff. The institute
exists to further knowledge of
defence matters and the results of its
poll served that purpose. Yet the
questions had been chosen because,
though appearing simple, they were,
in fact difficult to answer. General'
John Galvin, for example, the new
SACEUR. has kept a deliberately low
profile since the passage of arms with
Washington which enforced his pre
decessor’s accelerated departure.
Herr Manfred Worner has only just
succeeded Lord Carrington at Nato
and has not established himself in the
public eye. And the amount spent on
nuclear weapons is, ultimately, a
notional figure. Failing independent
verification — which in the nature of
deterrence cannot be allowed — Brit
ain’s nuclear weapons cost what the
Government says they do.
So MPs come less badly out of the
poll than its raw results imply. The
institute’s director, Mr Gerald Frost,
is certainly exaggerating when he
says that “an A-level student in poli
tics would have performed better”.
He makes a stronger point when he
says that MPs fail to challenge the
annual defence estimates effectively;
last year they accepted a listing of the
Royal Navy’s strength which
included one ship already scrapped
and two sold to another navy.
The defence estimates undoubt
edly get an easier passage through
Parliament, even at the hands of the
all-party Defence Committee, than
they deserve. That, of course, is the
ministry’s intention. It takes care to
see that the White Paper it presents
has all the appearance of a highly

JOHN KEEGAN, our Defence Editor,
suggests where the back-bench
investigators might start
informative document, copiously
supplied with graphs, statistics and
“essays” on selected topics. But its
effect is to conceal a great deal more
than it reveals, particularly where
opportunities for budgetary streamlining are concerned. It is in that sector that MPs should be repairing the
ignorance of which they are accused.
Britain’s defence problems concern
money. A defence budget of £19 billion strains to support a major army
and tactical air force in Germany;,
Nato’s principal anti-submarine fleet
in the Eastern Atlantic; the home
defence air and ground force; an “out
of area” capability, of which the Gulf
Armilla Patrol is the costliest expression; and the independent deterrent.
The operational units which main
tain these commitments are excel
lent. There is no point in looking for
economies in their manpower,
because that has been pared to the
bone already. Equipment supply, on
the other hand, deserves MPs’ atten
tion. Nearly half of the budget (43 per
cent) goes on equipment, most of it
spent with British firms and the larg
est sums with a handful of suppliers
which depend on the MoD for the
bulk of their business.
Defence procurement is, histori
cally, the most difficult of all forms of
government expenditure to bring
under strict control or independent
supervision. An understandable
desire for “autarky” — national selfsufficiency — leads to “monopsony”,
where one seller supplies one buyer,
and the taxpayer foots the inflated
bill. To the MoD s credit, it has taken
a great deal of trouble in recent years
to curtail cost laxity and excess
profit-making in defence supply.
But the encouragement of competition, its preferred method, does not
work with the largest suppliers who
stand alone in their fields. An MP
who wishes to make his reputation as
a defence expert could not do better
than to take submarine building or
guided-missile design as his special

subject and wring the withers of the
MoD over its budget for those
weapon systems when the estimates
come round again,
The other sectors which would
repay backbench scrutiny are civilian
manpower and the defence estate —
which happen to be closely interconnected. The MoD is the largest
employer of civil servants. It is also
the largest government landlord and
the third largest landowner in Bntam, owning oyer half a million acres,
divided into 3000 sites, and leasing
another 100,000 acres. Twenty-nine
Per cent of the defence budget is consumed by civilian pay and “works
and stores services .
A lot of that very large sum is
undoubtedly misspent or need not be
spent at all. The ministry, for exam
ple. is profligate with its use of
London office space. Not only does it
occupy the very large “main build
ing” in Whitehall. It also retains the
three former service ministry build
ings, at least three other large build
ings in central London and parts of
others. Many of the staffs housed in
them could perform their jobs quite
as well from the provinces.
O TAKE but one example: the
Royal Army Education Corps,
one of the smallest in the
Army, occupies office space in First
Avenue House in Holborn, maintains
a sumptuous headquarters mess in a
medieval palace in South London and
carries on its business from a large,
purpose-built centre at Beaconsfield.
^ great deal of the defence estate
ancj a signjfjcant portion of the
MoD’s civilian manpower is allotted
to the defence research sector, which
should of itself attract an enquiring
MP’s attention. Britain is almost
alone among Nato countries in
directly employing defence scientists
and technologists, rather than paying
contractors to do so. The reasons are
historical and can be justified. One of
the six defence research establish-
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ments, concerned with radar and sig
nals at Malvern, is internationally
celebrated and undoubtedly pays a
handsome return on investment.
Others do not. The Royal Aircraft
Establishment at Farnborough, for
example, recently and grandilo
quently renamed the Royal Aero
space Establishment, originally built '
( aircraft. It ceased to do so decades
ago and now appears to provide little
but ancillary research facilities to the
commercial industry and British air
lines. Yet it occupies an enormous i
site, including a large aerodrome, in
the heart of the highest-priced build
ing land in the South-East, even
though it has access to another
equally large aerodrome at Boscombe Down in Wiltshire. The minis
try, under pressure from the National
Audit Office, recently announced
plans to sell or lease some of its highest-value land in the South-East to
offset running costs. That is to be
welcomed. But there is no sign that
the rationalisation of the estate is yet i
a programme that has steam behind
it. The ministry, which acquired its
enormous holdings wholesale in two
world wars, seems content to dispose
of them at a snail’s pace, even though (
the manpower they entail represents 1
a considerable proportion of the incu
bus under which it labours.
The research establishments also
burden the budget with surplus manpovver. The Downing Street Policy
Unit concluded 10 years ago that far
too many defence scientists are
rejects and drop-outs from the com
mercial sector, who cannot stand the
pace or rigour of research and development there. Privatisation,
favoured by reforming elements in
the ministry, would thin their ranks,
without threatening the output of
high-quality research by such centres
as Malvern, which would repay their
keep under any management.
Economies in land and civilian,
manpower might effect savings of
less than five per cent in a future
defence budget. But such margins are
the difference between sustaining
commitments and relinquishing
them. MPs with a genuine interest in
defence might think of devoting
themselves to this work of cheese
paring. It would genuinely repay the
effort in terms of a leaner and fitter
defence structure.
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Test for the Wrens
inNato war games
By Adela Gooch, Defence Staff

y
r
NATO commanders are putting to the test today their
plans to reinforce Norway
and defend the Alliance s
exposed northern flank from
Warsaw Pact incursion.

TVS &3SKK5K

The ability to send a signifimaritime force into the Nor"f™ a, speed is critica to
Nat0's wartime strategy, th
Aniancc-s CommandcMn-ajef,
channel and Easter" Atlantic,
Sir J ulian usw.

mu

nearly 600 aircraft.
oX mainland of northern NorNine Nato countries are taking
tbcn thc picture would
part in a three-week deployment . y’
vcry grim indeed, with
code-named “Exercise edI n
Soviets more easily able to
work”, which culminates in an
tbcir very capable ships
amphibious .landiig.j^sh^and and submarines from bases ^m
9 000 American, Br‘tisn.,a‘*“ tho Kola peninsula and into the
9 Dutch Marines near Narvik on
sir Julian, who
Sept 16.
,
will direct the exercise from his
It is the first major naval exci - vjorthwood headquarters,
cise since President Reagan and
„Evcn today 90 per cent of Na
reinforcements and well
Mr Gorbachev signed the IN
treaty eliminating medium-and ^ 9Q pcr ccnl by weight of
short-range nuclear missiles
Europe’s raw materials and
Europe last December.
goods arrive by sea.
.
“Exercise Teamwork also
Forccs fr0m Belgium. Britain
provides an opportunity for the Canada Denmark the NetherRoyal Navy to judge if it s «ands Norway, the United States
acceptable to have women servvVest Germany are taking
ing in ships involved in a conflict, and we ^ ^
France,
Twelve women Naval rescrv- abbough not a full military m
ill be among thc crews of a ber of Nat0, will contribute a
ists w
convoy of six merchant vessels, submarjnc and surface ships,
acting as communications and
The Warsaw Pact will almost
medical experts. It is the first
inj send official observers
time Wrens have been allowed to un(jcr ^ 1986 Stockholm Euroserve in ships in a potential war pcan Security Accord covering
zone.
„ .
, all deployments of more than
Convoys from Britain and 17,000 men. Nato commanders
unoffiAmerica are to transport men ^
also expect considerable
<
and supplies to the Norwegian ciaj soviet surveillance.
Sea, and three aircraft carriers in
Eleven merchant ships have ,
the exercise will sail deep into ^ hircd ^th^exerc.se a^a
Norway’s fjords.
cost of more
^
Aircraft based in Iceland, .i c:r role will be carefully
West Germany, Canada, the asscSscd for a Nato study, examIlnited States, Denmark and
fear that there would
Britain, ranging from Tornados nQt gbe sufficient merchant vesto AWACS early-warning Nim- sel$ availablc to meet the Ain
rods, are to make a record num- ancc*s necds in a conflict.
ber of sorties.

Fuller figure
AN ARMY officer who stepped
forward as a guinea pig for tests
on boil-in-thc-bag rations is now
on a crash diet because the con
tents proved so calorific.
Col Kerry Curtis of the Royal
Navy Supplies and Transport
Service found the rations irre
sistible. Beef stew and dump
lings, savoury mince, sausage
and beans ... in two years of
tests he put on2st and now runs
six miles a morning to work on
his spare tyre.
. . ..
As a result of the trial the
rations, originally producedI for
the Apollo space flights, ha\e
been recalculated, but should
still prove popular when intro
duced later this year. They are
lighter and less bulky than oldstyle rations which, packaged in
tins gave infantrymen digs in
the ribs when they tumbled into
ditches on exercises.
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Will Andrew be
at the r« union ?

ROYAL NAVAL officers looking forward to their

s KfKS .TS S.°2K “SpSTtU

invitation to join them, despite his enjoyment of
their previous bun-throwing occasions.

*
|
I

courtesy to reply.
Calling ^cmselves

TcLa^frs^e

excmsfve dining club isSiTbe^mmandlr

I SEC?
Hi

No royal reply yet: Prince Andrew

A WEE soft spot has been added
to the Earl of Dalkeith's domain.
Heir to two dukedoms, three
stately homes and 247,000 acres
of prime Scottish land, he has
bought a knitwear factory.
So will straight-laced Richard
Dalkeith, 34, heir of the Duke of
Buccleuch and Queensberry, be
per sonally overseeing the steady
knit-one-purl-one of the
machines?
He is very interested,' says one
of his staff. The family has long
been interested in the company.

u—d 30 Fumival
894905

Prince’s carrier. Invincible
_ he had been looking
forward to meeting the
Prince again.
•We were in adjacent
rooms and I saw an
awful lot of him.’ said
Nigel Ward, who now runs
a Somerset-based company
called Defence Analysts,
with General Sir Jeremy
Moore, who led the Task
Force to victory in 1982.
The snub comes at a
when Andrew has
weighty domestic problems
on his mind — he has.
after all. only just become
a father. But his fellow
officers are not the only
ones to suffer disappoint
ment — he has also justsnubbed Hong Kong yup
pies who expected him to
join them on a million
dollar junk boat trip on
the South China Sea.
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Foreign Banks Concerned at Lack
of Progress in Argentina Debt Talks
By Richard A. Kessler
Washington Post Sen-ice

t

it

BUENOS AIRES — Brazil got a $1.4
billion loan agreement with the Interna
tional Monetary Fund last week. Mexico
promises sensible policies.
But bankers here fear their third prob
lem child among Latin America’s debtor
nations is in trouble. Argentina, they warn,
seems a long way from reaching agreement
with its creditors.
The country, which owes a total of $56.3
billion to public and private lenders, has
fallen behind in its interest payments. And
the government has offered few concrete
proposals to get the economy back into
shape.
President Raul Alfonsin’s government
wants a new $1.2 billion standby accord
from the IMF, covering the period ending
when the current government hands the
reins to its elected successor at the end of
1989.
But well-connected banking sources say
talks are at a standstill with the IMF. the
. international agency that provides finan
cial assistance to cash-strapped nations on
condition that they reform their econon mies.
Neither is much happening with more
than 300 banks that still have about $500
million to disburse from last year’s $2.2
billion loan deal. The banks want to wait
until an agreement is reached with the
IMF.
In an informal briefing, a top govern
ment official conceded recently that Ar
gentina would not even start serious talks
with senior bankers until September.
The president of the Argentine Central
Bank, Jos6 Luis Machinea, says the basic
working document for a new accord should
be ready to present to the IMF by the end
of this month. But other officials say the
1989 budget bill, the key issue in those
talks, will not be ready for the Argentine
congress by then.
Without the budget bill, Argentina has
no way to demonstrate that it can control
government spending. And the budget has
been delayed so long that IMF economists
do not have accurate figures to work with.
“There is little goodwill toward Argenti
na among overseas lenders,” a banker said,
“not only at the IMF, but commercial
creditors as well.”
The government must show how it will
tackle a rapidly rising inflation rate, fueled
by the budget deficit, that is now nearing
400 percent a year.
In the absence of official data, bankers
estimate the deficit is running at 9 or 10
percent of Argentina’s $75 billion gross
domestic product. GDP is the value of a
nation’s goods and services excluding in
come from foreign investments.

Government planners say that ratio will
drop to 3.9 percent of GDP for the year.
For that to happen, the deficit would have
to be no larger than about 2 percent of
GDP in the second half. Bankers wonder
how the government is going to get there.
Officials first promised to boost tax revenues 15 percent above 1987 levels. But by
July, government revenue was instead
down 7 percent in inflation-adjusted terms.
An anti-inflation austerity package an
nounced on Aug. 3 included few specific
cutbacks and did not address bloated pay
rolls at the overstaffed, unprofitable state
corporations.
Public Works Minister Rodolfo Terragno recently estimated that state-run
corporations have losses of S2 billion a
year.
That is also the amount that Argentina
hopes to raise from its creditor banks in
new funds under a loan deal for this year
and next.
Without that, the government says it
cannot meet interest payments of an esti
mated $4.7 billion to $4.9 billion this year.
And with interest rates rising around the
globe, the final amount could be even larger.
Negotiations with the banks look far
from easy. Argentina has been behind on
interest payments for half a year. Officials
here concede that they are in arrears, but
will not say how much. Bankers say arrears
total $800 million to $1 billion.
Argentina has made intermittent pay
ments this year to persuade U.S. banks not
to downgrade their loans to Argentina on
their financial statements. But it has not,
bankers say, made much effort to clear up
the debt interest backlog, even though its
return to a trade surplus gives the country
some cash.
Official figures show that by May, the
cumulative surplus of $878 million was
already outrunning the $500 million surplus registered for the whole of last year.
Current projections put this year’s trade
surplus at perhaps $2.5 billion. Further,
Argentine officials are optimistic that the
U.S. drought will cause an increase of at
least $500 million in their 1988 farm ex
ports and perhaps twice that much.
Worse still on the public relations front,
it seems Argentina wants bankers to pro
vide new lending to finance its interest
arrears, taking the proposed 1988 finance
package to perhaps $3.5 billion.
Bankers say the generosity the country is
requesting is unlikely to be matched by
tough measures at home. Amid doubts
about just when the 1989 budget bill will
arrive, they note that Argentina’s slowmoving legislature has yet even to debate
the 1988 budget bill, which should have
been law early this year at the latest.
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Reaction to anaesthetic

Boy dies over ear operation

I

A boy who was to undergo
surgery to his protruding ears
has died after suffering an
adverse reaction to the
anaesthetic.
Simon Boot, aged 12, was
so self-conscious about his
ears and the taunts of other
children that his parents had
agreed to cosmetic surgery to
pin them back.
He travelled from Catterick
Garrison in North Yorkshire,
where his soldier father is
based, to the Queen Elizabeth
Military Hospital, Woolwich,
south-east London.
The operation was to have
been performed by the surgeon
who cared for Simon Weston,
the Welsh Guardsman
horrifically scarred in the
Faiklands conflict.
After being given the an
aesthetic last Monday, Simon
Boot suffered an adverse re
action and was taken to the
intensive care unit where he
died the next morning.
Yesterday Sergeant Dennis
Boot, of the 1st Royal Tank
Regiment attached to the
Royal Armoured Corps,
Training Regiment, at Catter
ick Garrison, said that his son
had not been worried by his
ears when he was younger.
“Over the past year he grew
more fashion-conscious and

concerned about his appear
ance. It troubled him when
other children made remarks
about his ears although he
spoke to his mother about it
more than he did to me. Apart
from worrying about his ears
he was a happy lad.”
Sergeant Boot and his wife
Denise, both aged 35, who
have one other child, Kelly,
aged 10, had agreed to the
operation and had discussed it
with Simon who wanted to go
ahead.
They understood it to be a
minor operation that would
give him more confidence.
Sergeant Boot added: “His
ears were not huge but they
were noticeable and there is no
. one more cruel than other
children. We never dreamt
anything could go wrong.”
An inquest into the boy’s
death has been opened at
Southwark Coroner’s Court,
south-east London, and ad
journed until October 27.
A spokesman at the Queen
Elizabeth Military Hospital
last night refused comment.

Simon Boot: died in
intensive care.
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MoDin
Falkland
veterans
'neglect’

%

The Ministry of Defence
was today accused of a
"scandalous” lack of
concern for the mental
health of Falklands
veterans.
Psychologist Roderick Orner
claims the MoD obstructed a
three-year project to measure
stress among ex-servicemen.
The findings of the study, being
presented to this week’s
British Psychological Society
conference on traumatic
stress at Lincoln, shows
Falklands veterans suffering
the same "traumatic stress”’
reactions as American
Vietnam veterans.
Many suffer from emotional
problems, poor sleep, poor
concentration and guilt at
surviving the war.
But, according to Mr Orner, a
psychologist with the North
Lincolnshire Health Auth
ority, their problems have
been ignored "because they
were victorious and returned
as heroes.”

Information
He said today: "I think it is
scandalous that the Ministry
of Defence should require of
its soldiers that they should
go abroad and fight and then
when they come back —

when it is known that many
will have problems adjusting
to civilian life — do so little
to establish what their needs
Mr Orner said the MoD agreed
to help initially with his
study, but insisted on vetting
his work.
The details of his study —
based on information from 37
Falklands veterans — show
that:
• Three out of four veterans
are troubled by "upsetting
incidents” from the war.
• Nine out of 10 complain they
find it difficult to get close to
people.
• Three out of four complain of
feeling "jumpy or hyped up”.
• Seven out of 10 lose sleep.
• Tvvo in every three feel
"guilty about surviving, and
possibly not doing enough to
help those who were killed.”
• Three in five cannot con
centrate as well as before the
war.
Mr Orner said he is surprised
at the lack of study into the
mental state of Falklands
veterans.
He said the work of the Lxservicemen’s Mental Welfare
Society and the Royal British
Legion is "not geared to
establishing the needs of
servicemen returning from so
recent a war, but more con
cerned with soldiers who
fought 40 years ago.”
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Italy’s heated debate over
future of La Bomba

%

From Roger Boyes
Rome
Colonel Mario Naldini, who died in
the Ramstein tragedy, drew the
complicated manoeuvre on a long
blackboard shortly before take-off:
a formation of MB339s, including
his own, would dive low a few yards
apart, narrowly intersect with
another formation, then pull
abruptly upwards again.
The trick, familiar enough to the
10 ace pilots of the Frecce Tricolori
(the Tricolour Arrows), fell apart.
Yesterday there was a heated Italian
debate about the future of such air
shows, the possible reasons for the
crash and the important political
and financial implications.
Neither of the two possible
explanations — pilot or technical
error - was very palatable to the
Italians yesterday. The MB 339,
though relatively old and due to be
replaced soon, is regarded as a
technically excellent two-seater,
one-engined monoplane. It has been
exported all over the world, includ
ing to Argentina, which used it
against the British frigate Ardent in
the Falklands.
Some 50 technicians supervise the
display aircraft which, apart from
aerobatics, are used in combat
training against helicopters and in
reconnaissance.
Nor is pilot error a very popular
explanation, though it seems the
most probable. The chief solo pilot
— that is the pilot whose job was to
break away from formation - was
Lieutenant-Colonel Ivo Nutarelli, a
38-year-old Sicilian who recently
declared: “Technical or human error
is always possible, even if the
manoeuvres and sequences are al
ways the same, repeated over and
over again.”

According to one explanation
yesterday, a slight misjudgement by
Colonel Nutarelli may have contrib
uted to the crash.
The fatal manoeuvre, nicknamed
La Bomba, involves the splitting up
of the squad into two units of five
planes and four planes. The five
aircraft make a low dive and,
parallel with the ground, intersect
with the other aircraft which have
performed a similar scoop.
The soloist, Colonel Nutarelli,
was supposed to drop in a
perpendicular movement and join
the group of four before the intersec
tion. But, aviation specialists say, he
may have arrived too late and have
been poorly positioned when the
intersection took place. That in turn
threw off the whole manoeuvre.
Colonel Nutarelli died in the
crash, as did the formation leader,
Colonel Naldini, and a third pilot,
Captain Giorgio Alessio.
Pilots are eligible for the Arrows
after six years of service and 1,000
flight hours. Their average age is
about 33, and they are considered
the elite of the Naval Air Force, the
heirs to the aerobatic and combat
tradition of Colonel Rino Corso
Fougier, who founded the Arrows in
1930.
Benito Mussolini, who lost his
son Bruno in an air battle, was one of
the most passionate supporters of
daredevil flying.
The arguments for continuing this
tradition still dominate in Italy. The
number of accidents for the Arrows
— four serious crashes in 15 years —
is comparable to other wings of the
Air Force, according to sources close
to the Defence Ministry. Air shows
are an important market place —
after an air exhibition in Finland

recently, Italian aircraft sales went
up 30 per cent.
Moreover, the MB 339 is about to
be replaced. Testing will begin soon
on the AMX, which has developed
in co-operation with Brazil. The
MB339 first flew in 1976.
But the Greens and the Com
munist Party are convinced that air
shows must stop. Certainly, risky
formation flying and stunts staged
so low to the ground and at high
speed should be called off.
The political subtext of this is
that West Germany has been cutting
back its low-level flight training
because of ecological protests. One
alternative site for such exercises
could be the airspace over Sardinia.
Now that option appears in doubt;
clearly the Italian Parliament would
not be inclined to approve such a
step so soon after the Ramstein
crash.

l
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Military unease in Argentina

Army wages cash battle
The Argentine Government
faces further problems over
army funding and trials
involving the military, despite
resolving a dispute with the
Army over salaries.
Senor Horacio Jaunarena,
the Defence Minister, secured
a 30 per cent pay increase for
officers last week, but only
after President Alfonsin over
ruled Senor Juan Sourrouille,
the Economy Minister, who
had refused to go beyond the
25 per cent increases authorized for civil servants in a
bid to curb inflation.
The extra five percentage
points were a first attempt to
bring military salaries back in
line with those received by
judges, traditionally the
benchmark for civil servants’
pay. In July, the Army’s Chief
of Staff earned £600, half what
was received by a Supreme
Court judge. The pay of a
lieutenant was £60.
“Military pay is at histori
cally low levels,” a retired
lieutenant-colonel said. The
Government was penalizing
all officers for the mistakes
made by military regimes, he
, said. “But most officers had
little to do with the de facto
government,” he said.
Another Army source ex
pressed even greater concern.
The lack of incentives and a
government policy of reduc
ing military hours, so that
officers could supplement
their income with outside
jobs, were leading towards
“the destruction of the armed
forces”, he said.
But the officers are not just
grumbling about pay. The
1988 national budget has yet
to be approved by Congress,
leading to delays in army
funding.
Army sources said suppliers
had not been paid since May
and that some units might
have to close down.

A military analyst, Senor
Carlos Raimondi, recently
estimated that half of Army
helicopters were out of service
or close to it because of the
tight budget, and that a quar
ter of its artillery was obsolete,
some pieces dating from 1928.
The United States has of
fered to help in re-equipping
the Army. For example, it had
offered helicopter parts worth
$18 million (£10.5 million),
but the problem was Argenti
na’s inability to finance pur
chases, an American diplomat
said.
Officers are also worried
about trials: human rights
trials, the Falklands hearings
and the courts-martial of officers implicated in the upris
ings of last January. Although
a government-sponsored law
last year cleared most officers
involved in the “dirty war”
against subversion, 36 senior
servicemen still face trials.
The military are watching
the hearings closely to see how
the civilian appeals court sen
tences the accused. The
prosecution expects a verdict
by late September.
Thirty-five officers .face
courts-martial for the January
uprisings, which followed the
mutiny in April, 1987, led by
former Lieutenant Aldo Rico.
The case has grown in
recent weeks with the discov
ery in the cell of one officer of
the names of 15 more accom
plices, who are now before the
promotions review board.
They are likely to be forced
into retirement. One officer
took the unprecedented step
of going to a civilian court to
defend his rank.
A senior officer said mili
tary pay, budget funds and the
uprisings all conspired to
thwart the Government’s aim
of turning the Army into a
professional fighting machine.
“As soon as we start work on
plans to turn men into better
soldiers these events come up
and overtake us,” he said.
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Crashing lets
fir
From JONATHAN LYNN

!

RAMSTEIN, West Germany,
Sunday
MORE than thirty people were
killed and up to 500 injured when
three Italian air force jets collided
and crashed into air show specta
tors at a US airbase in West
Germany today.
Aviation experts said it was the
worst air show disaster on record
involving spectators.
Five jets of the Frecce Tricolori
(Tricolor Arrows) display team
were flying about 200ft above the
spectators when two planes col
lided, tipping a third jet tail-first
into the crowd. The two first jets
crashed nearby.
A police spokesman said 32
people died in the flames, includ
ing the pilots of the three aircraft
At least 20 people sustained criti
cal burns and a further 100 of the
500 injured were badly hurt, he
said.
Eyewitnesses said one specta
tor was beheaded by flying
debris. They said one plane
plunged into a row of parked
cars, throwing fireballs and metal
parts into the 200,000-strong
crowd.
“There are many children
among the dead and injured,”
said Kris Kumpf, a medical assis
tant who was helping to treat the
wounded.
Manfred Sieger, a regular visi
tor at the airshow, said he saw
people in flames after the crashed
jet spewed burning petrol over
the crowd.
“Their hair turned yellow and
the skin was peeling off in bits,”
Mr Sieger said.

The 'disaster was filmed by including one from RAF
West German television, which LOSSjemouth, had been involved,
An Italian Air Force spokeswas covering the air show. One
camera crew was almost caught man named the pilots of the three
up in the flames. “We saw the lanes from the Frecce Tricolori
fireball racing toward us, so we team as 4i-year-old Mario
first threw ourselves down on the ^aidini, the formation leader,
ground,” said Detlef Hosser, a lvQ Nutarelli, 38. and Giorgio
cameraman.
Alessio, 31.
Television showed people runThe Frecce Tricolor!, based
ning in panic as cars and trucks near Cecity of Udine in northern
erupted in flames around them. ltaly were founded in 1930 and
Some people stood in shock as a are jta|y’s most experienced disthick cloud of smoke enveloped play team with
acctdent.
them . and others ran towards tlte plan* mvoWed
scene to try to give first aid.
Television also showed one two-seater advanced training
plane as it veered towards the aircraft.
horrified crowd out of control
About 100 have been in service
before bursting into a ball of wilh lhe Italian Air Force since
flames that-appeared to be at 1979 ancj a further 50 sold to
least 100 feet high.
Argentina, Malaysia, Peru. NigeWest German, US military and rja an(j the United Arab
Red Cross ambulances and res- Emirates. The aircraft can be
cue helicopters rushed to the conVerted to take air-to-air and
scene to take the injured to West air-to-ground missiles for use on
German hospitals and a US Air anli-helicopter and tactical supForce hospital at Landstuhl. The
ort missions,
ambulances had to battle heavy
y0 be a member of the team a
pilot must have at least six years
traffic as survivors tried to leave,
of experience and a minimum ol
some carrying slightly injured rel ' 1000 hours of night time. M1I1atives in their cars.
. .“This hospital is like a mad
house," Landstuhl hospital
spokeswoman Brigitte De Jesus
said.- She said Americans and
West Germans we^e among the
injured.
Royal Air Force teams were
taking part in the show, but it
was not known if any were
among the casualties.
A Ministry of Defence spokesman said six British aircraft.
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tary officials say that the team
members actually have an aver
age of 3000 flight hours and an
average age of 32.
The team appears at numerous
shows in Italy and abroad be
tween April and October each
year and spends the intervening
months practicing its aerobatic
routines.
During a show there are nor
mally nine planes in formation,
one soloist and the commander
remains on the field coordinating
the action by radio.
In Rome. Italian Prime Minis
ter Ciriaco de Mita sent
condolences to West Germany
over the deaths.
President Francesco Cossiga
also sent a message of condolence
to West German President Rich
ard von Weizsaecker and asked
him to express his sorrow and the
sorrow of the Italian people "to
the families of the victims of this
grave tragedy."
Foreign Minister Giulio
Andreotti and Defense Minister
Valerio Zanone also sent mes
sages of condolences to their
West German counterparts.
Environmental groups and lo
cal authorities had demanded the
cancellation of the annual air
show after dozens of military
crashes in recent months.
Defence Minister Rupert
Scholz. who tried to mollify crit
ics a month ago by making a
slight cut in the number of lowaltitude military training Rights,
reacted to today's disaster by
cancelling a West German mili
tary air show planned for
September.
Earlier this year, three people
were killed but 133 survived when
a new Airbus crashed and ex
ploded during an air show in the
French town of Mulhouse.
And at another air show today,
in Belgium, a Finnish pilot died
when his light aircraft crashed at
the Kleine-Brogel air base near
the Dutch border.
On September 11, 1982, 46
people were killed in the crash of
a US Army Chinook helicopter
during an air show at Mannheim.
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The Frecce Tricolori in action at an air show in California.
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BANANA DIPLOMACY: THE MAKING OF
AMERICAN POLICY IN NICARAGUA, 1981-1987

By Roy Gutman • Simon & Schuster • 404 pp • $19.95

HOW WASHINGTON GOT STUCK
IN THE MUD OF NICARAGUA

P

S'

eace seems to be breaking out all
over these days, from Baghdad to
Benguela. But one trouble spot
just won’t go away: Central America.
After years of bloody conflict in America’s own backyard, billions of dollars of
U. S. military aid, and a near constitutional crisis in Washington, it’s still a
foreign policy morass that is certain to
plague the next Administration. But. if
there’s ever to be a happy ending in
Central America, it will come in spite of
Washington’s role, not because of it.
That’s the strong message of Banana
Diplomacy. Author
Roy Gutman, national
security correspon
dent for Newsday,
chronicles in rich de
tail the power strug
gles that swirled
around that obsession
of the Reagan White
House: Nicaragua.
Gutman portrays an
Administration devoid
of leadership, where
“Nicaragua policy
bubbled up from the
bottom,” driven by
both “vigorous promo
tional efforts by indi
viduals who had no
line responsibility and
political pressures
from the hard right.”
Lacking decisiveness
at the top, American
policy was buffeted
between State Dept, veterans relying on
traditional, if hard-nosed, diplomacy and
Reagan politicos willing to settle for
nothing less than the toppling of the
Sandinista government.
It’s a disturbing tale. Even before the
Reagans took up residence on Pennsyl
vania Avenue in 1981, hardliners in Rea
gan’s inner circle were nursing along the
nascent anti-Sandinista movement. They
quickly tried to grab the levers of power
to direct Washington’s Nicaragua policy
toward confrontation. Before long, says
Gutman, the ideologues’ campaign for
“ ‘democracy’ in Nicaragua... came to
stand for the overthrow of the regime.”
As early as April, 1981, those in the
inner circle won a decisive victory over
the diplomats when the Administration
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abruptly cut off all aid to Nicaragua. It
was then, says Gutman, that the “possibility of any diplomatic solution to the
U. S.-Nicaragua dispute during Reagan’s
term in office was probably doomed.”
Gutman walks us through the maze of
events in Washington and Central America that peppered the news—and some
that never made the papers—for the
next six years. From the Potomac to the
isthmus jungles, middle-level military
men, congressional aides, and National
Security Council staff maneuvered to
gel material and political support for the

Nicaraguan counterinsurgency. Working
at cross-purposes, the diplomatic corps
pursued a negotiated settlement through
such fragile entities as the Contadora
Group of Latin American presidents.
The policy clash led to disastrous tac
tics—the mining of Nicaragua’s harbors,
for example, which soured even such
staunch Reagan allies in Congress as
Senator Barry Goldwater. And while
moderates saw Nicaragua’s 1984 elec
tions as an opening for political opposi
tion, the conservatives undermined
them. At that point, says Gutman, “lowcost U. S. options ran out.”
Many of the characters in the drama
are familiar from last fall's Iran-contra
revelations. Robert McFarlane, Oliver
North, and former Central Intelligence
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Agency chief William J. Casey play major parts. The author also reintroduces
such players as Jeane Kirkpatrick;
Thomas 0. Enders, the State Dept/s for
mer head of inter-American affairs; and
Ed6n Pastora, the onetime Sandinista
hero turned iconoclastic rebel. Gutman
also turns the spotlight on some who
operated mostly in the shadows. Few
readers, for example, will recall the cru
cial role the Argentine military played in
the early days of training and funding
the contras in Honduras. And John Carbaugh, an anti-Communist ideologue and
a close aide to Senator Jesse Helms,
helped lay the groundwork for the se
cret war early on through associates of
former dictator Anastasio Somoza.
The proliferation of free-lancers on
Nicaragua policy is attributable, says
Gutman, to one basic fact: No one was
home at the White House. While Presi| dent Reagan established general guidej lines for policy, he failed to set up clear
lines of authority.
“The effect... was to
heighten
disputes
among the agencies
while weakening the
mechanism for resolv
ing them,” Gutman
writes. By carefully
detailing the resulting
disorganization and
deceit that character
ized the policy war,
Gutman demonstrates
how the war against
the Sandinistas, never
supported by the ma
jority of Americans,
was doomed, too.
Some of Gutman’s
story has been by
passed by events, in
cluding the death of
William Casey, the
sunset of the Reagan
Administration, and
the flicker of peace prospects, however
dim, between the Sandinistas and the
contras. But that hardly alters the
book’s impact. Gutman’s skillful report
ing and extraordinary range of sources
unveil the workings of the foreign policy
apparatus that will influence U. S. ac
tions no matter who becomes the next
President. Perhaps the neatest illustra
tion of the folly of the Reagan Adminis
tration’s “banana diplomacy” is Gut
man’s report that Casey pronounced the
name of the country “Nicawawa.” Re
marked one Senate staffer: “You can’t
overthrow the government of a country
whose name you can’t pronounce.”
BY ELIZABETH WEINER
Liz Weiner follows Latin America for
BUSINESS WEEK.
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Tumble rumbled

IT appears that the three actors
at the centre of the row over
whether the BBC’s film
Tumbledown would beA shown
in cinemas were not entirely
responsible for scuppering the
distribution deal after all. It was
Cannon, the company negotiat
ing with the BBC to release the
film, based on the true story of
Robert Lawrence, the Scots
Guard who was critically injured
during the Falkland’s war,
which had set a deadline for
negotiations and pulled out
when it passed. Duncan Heath,
the agency representing the
three actors, which was por
trayed as obstructive and
greedy, insists it was unclear
about the terms of the actors'
deals should the film be shown
in cinemas abroad and merely
asked the BBC for clarification.
It is still waiting.
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Look who con snoop into
your bank account
MOST people believe that information in their bank account is
secret. But although your nextdoor neighbour can't find out how
much cash you've got, there are people who can legally pry into
your account.
LEND?RS.reA^negryoUuPS Wh° *** all°Wed a sneaky look at your cash:
give a bank reference to
can find out how credit
worthy you are. You
might be applying for a
home loan, a credit card
or. if you are self-em
ployed. supplies of goods.
Banks vary in how much
they will divulge but
they will not tell you
beforehand what informa
tion will be given out
about customers.

Crime

6

POLICE. They can inves
tigate your account with
out your permission.
Banks are obliged to re
veal all if officers on a
case can convince a judge
that you are using your
bank account for crime.
GOVERNMENT. Officials
can order banks to close
down accounts and freeze
the money held in them.
The last time this hap-

By TONY LEVENE
pened was during the
Falklands War when
Argentinian money depos
ited in British bank ac
counts was frozen.
MAIL SHOTS. Banks are
not allowed to reveal
accountholders'
names
and addresses to outsid
ers. But they can—and
they do—pass the lists to
other parts of the same
bank. That’s how you end
up with dozens of offers
of credit cards.
INSURANCE SALESMAN.
They are not supposed to
tell their insurance sales
.people how much you
have in your account. But
sometimes they do.

fail to come to an arrangement within 28 days
of receiving a final notice
for repaying a bank loan.
The banks say that since
you have broken your
side of the bargain by
not paying back their
cash, they no longer have
to keep your loan details
secret.
DRUGS SQUAD. Banks
have to report you if they
think you are using the
account for drug dealing.
Police have warned them
in particular to look out
for cheques and cash
being paid in from druginfested Colombia.

Interest
TAXMAN. Banks are
obliged to tell the taxman
if you have earned more
than £450 in interest in a
year. Around £7,000 in a
savings account would
net you that much. But
building societies can stay
mum until you have
clocked up £1,600 in
interest.
CREDIT SLEUTHS. Your
bank can put you on a
credit black list if you
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Third guide
M A third edition of the GT
Management guide to world equity
markets is now available. The
guide looks at 40 markets, including
less well known ones such as
Argentina and Venezuela, and gives
an overview of the climate in every
market, highlighting features that the
foreign investor needs to note.
There are also a wealth of detailed
information on taxation, broking
rates and settlement systems and an
analysis of the principal investors,
five-year summaries of equity yields,
price earnings ratios and share
price indices.
The guide, available from GT
Management, 8 Devonshire Square,
London EC2, is aimed at the
serious investor. The £75 price
reflects this.
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Caring Army
wear their
green
berets
chiefs
Army
WELSH
launched a major drive yes
terday to shoot down the
image of soldiers riding
roughshod over the beautiful
national parks of Wales.
General Officer Commanding
Wales, Major General Morgan
Llewellyn said the Army had to
show it was conservationconscious.
“We do care,” said Maj Gen
Llewellyn at a special conser
vation open day at the Army's
West Wales firing range, Castle
martin.
The open day guests included
all the major conservation
groups, MPs, representatives of
local authorities and Welsh Of
fice Minister Mr Wyn Roberts.
"I get very uptight about con
servation and if I didn’t there’s a
clear directive from the Ministry
of Defence to give it high pri
ority,” said Maj Gen Llewellyn.
He complained that the Army
had been falsely accused of being
unaccountable and unsympath
etic to the needs of conservation.
“We have clearly failed to com
municate and we are putting
that right today. But the prob
lem is that myths can be hard to
budge,” he added.
A series of speakers from the
Army outlined how the Castle
martin range was a shining
example of the military working
hand in hand with the nature and
wildlife conservation groups.
Lt Colonel Chris Newbold,
military conservation officer in
Wales, said, “We hope to
persuade that we are doing the

best we can, but mere is need tor
training and we are looking for
more land.
“The battle of the Falklands
was won on the hills around
Brecon”.
In Wales there are 46,830 acres
used for training in the 15 Army
areas and the biggest include
Castlemartin and Sennybridge.
Lt Col Newbold said more land
was needed because there were
more soldiers stationed in
Britain, modem technology de
manded more space and many of
the existing areas could become
over-used, turning them into
dustbowls or water-logged bogs.
Castlemartin firing range com
mander Lt Col Patrick Lort-Phillips said the area was used by 12
battalions of the German army
as well as the British, but for four
months each year the land was
left to be repaired, rejuvenated
and grazed on by sheep from the
Preseli mountains.
He said a lot of work went into
caring for the area as a Site of
Special Scientific Interest, the
buildings were being repaired
and h new information centre for
the public will open shortly.
Pembrokeshire Coast National
Park officer Mr George Yeomans
■ said the Army was protecting the
wildlife and land at Castlemartin.
If the Army was not there it
would be covered with farms us
ing pesticides and caravans on
the cliff tops.
However the range at Penally,
near Tenby, was a noisy problem
and needed to be moved to Cast
lemartin, said Mr Yeomans.
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• At Costlemortin's open day yesterday. Lt Col Horst Bockman, 83 Battalion's technical officer, shows
Mr Lesley Raymond, chairman of Preseli District Council, a Leopard
tank.
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SCIENTISTS said ear
lier this week
, ,that . a...dis
,
ease which has killed
more than 7,000 common seals in the eastern
North Sea and Baltic
has spread to British
waters.
The statement follows the
results of tests on six sick
seals from the King’s Lynn
seal sanctuary on the Norfolk
Dr. John Harwood, head of
the Natural Environment
Research Council’s Sea Mammal Research Unit at Cambridge, said that preliminary
if show that
results
that Rritish
Bntisn
<;pfils are suffering from the
disease as the North
same disease
Sea seals.

Worse
Having detected a similarity in symptoms, Dr. Harwood
said the problem could get
worse, and if the disease has
the same effect as elsewhere

ish seal population could die.
The warden at Blakeney
point on the North Cornish
coast’ gaid that 30 dead seals
have been washed up in the
last few weeks and they are
being infected at a rate of
five or six a day.
There are fears the virus
could spread to the 6,000
seals living in the Wash,
which so far seem to have
been unaffected.

Divided
sti)i divided
experts are
over theDrreasons
for said
the
Harwood
epmenm..
scientists from the Sea Mammai Research Unit were set
ting up a joint programme
with Dutch virologists to
look at the link between the
deaths and pollution.
A herpes-type virus and a
picorna virus have
been
found in dead and sick seals
but the actual cause of death
is still not known.
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STRICT JOURNAL.

Argentine Parliament Seen
Blocking SAS Agreement
BUENOS AIRES (Reuter)-The Argentine parliament could well reject the
planned $204 million purchase by Scandi
navian Airlines Systems of 40% of state
airline Aerolineas Argentinas, political
sources said.
Members of the opposition Peronist
party said they could gather enough
support from other parties to throw out
the agreement when it goes for parlia
mentary approval next month.
The sources said some members of
the ruling Radical party, as well as some
of the minor parties, independent mem
bers and Peronists, were against the
pact. President Raul Alfonsin’s Civic
Radical Union party lost its parliamen
tary majority in mid-term elections last
September.
The Aug. 11 agreement between the
two airlines has been widely criticized on
political and financial grounds. Aero
lineas Argentinas President Horacio Domingorena resigned in protest just three
days after it was signed. The air force
chief of staff has expressed concern
about the effect of the accord on Argen
tina’s sovereignty.
A consortium made up of Austral,
Argentina’s second carrier, Alitalia and
Swissair, has sought government per
mission to make a bid for 95% of
Aerolineas Argentinas. But the govern
ment has declined to consider alterna
tives to the SAS plan.
The president of the Directorate of
Public Companies, Horacio Losoviz, said
the government would have to analyze
what action to take next if parliament
rejected the agreement.
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More rain aids recovery
of Argentine crops

#

TIMELY RAINFALL in
•Argentine farming areas in the.
week to Tuesday further
benefited the 1988-89 wheat
crop after a four-month
drought, local grain traders
said yesterday, Reuter
reports from Buenos Aires.
Lands had been saved from a.
drought dating to March by
heavy rainfall the previous
week.
The latest rain not only
added much-needed moisture
but allowed farmers to make
up for lost time by speeding up
wheat-sowing in central
Buenos Aires province, the
traders said.
Rain was light in southern
Buenos Aires and La Pampa
where another 30mm to 40mm
are needed.
Producers now expect to
reach their sowing targets in
most of the wheat belt,
although yields will be lower
than initially estimated.
However, drought is still
gripping some parts of Cordoba
and San Luis.
Rainfall in the week to
Tuesday ranged up to 35mm in
Buenos Aires, 28mm in
Corrientes, 17mm in Misiones,
31mm in Chaco and 10mm in
Formosa. However, La Pampa,
Santa Fe and Entre Rios
received only one or two
millimetres.
Wheat planting advanced to
cover up to 70 per cent
of producers’ intentions,

compared with 65 per cent last
week and 95 per cent at the
corresponding time a year ago.
Producers are aiming at a
4.4m-hectare to 4.7m-ha wheat
crop, down from last season's
4.85m ha or 4.95m ha, which
private analysts said yielded
between 9.9m tonnes and 10.2m
tonnes,
The
drought
forced
producers to reduce their
initial target of a 5.19m-ha to
5.45m-ha crop this season,
Linseed sowing continued to
advance in parts of Entre Rios,
Santa Fe and Cordoba.
This covered towards 70 per
cent of producers’ intentions,
up from 60 per cent last week
but well behind the 95 per cent
sown by this time a year
ago.
Producers’ latest estimates
for the total linseed area
range between 621,000ha and
655,500ha.
This compares with initial
forecasts of 690,000ha to
700,000ha, and with 675,000ha
last season which yielded
between 500,000 tonnes and
540,000 tonnes, say private
analysts.
Sunflower planting advanced
in Chaco where producers
covered up to 50 per cent of
their target,
They are aiming at a
220,000ha crop in the province,
compared with 180,000ha in the
1987-88 season,which yielded
220,000 tonnes.
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Falklands
looks to
tourism
Standard Reporter
(•

THE tourist looking for a hol
iday with a difference could
soon get a package tour to the
Falklands.
The Falklands Islands Gov
ernment is establishing a
travel agency as part of a new
office in London.

Limited
There is already some tour
ism to the islands, but it is
limited as flights have to be
organised through the Minis
try of Defence on RAF air
craft.

:

“We are looking at a char
ter arrangement with a major
operator and more lodges are
being built”, said a govern
ment official.
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Argentine
unions call
one-day
strike
By Gary Mead
in Buenos Aires

#

ARGENTINA’S trade union
organisation, the General Con
federation of Labour (CGT),
has called a one-day general
strike in protest at the Radical
Party Government’s latest eco
nomic plan.
The plan, known as “Primavera,” or spring, was
launched at the beginning of
August in an attempt to con
trol spiralling inflation and
instil confidence in the econ
omy. It includes a wage freeze
for state employees (following
a 25 per cent pay rise) and a
price freeze on basic items (fol
lowing a 30 per cent increase ;
in prices charged by public
utilities).
The strike will be the
twelfth since President Raul
Alfonsln took office in Decem
ber 1983. The CGT’s main
grievance is its claim that real
wages have been eroded by
high inflation - 25 per cent in
July and probably 30 per cent
in August. The Government
has promised to reduce infla
tion to single figures by the
final three months of 1988.
Last week the powerful
metalworkers’ union, the
UOM, won a 47 per cent pay
rise for its 320,000 members.
The Economy Ministry is
known to be pressing the Gov
ernment to block approval for
the rise.
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The CGT last week walked
out of negotiations with the
Government over a new mini
mum wage, now at australs
924 ($77) a month. According
to the CGT, the Government
had offered an increase of 14.5
per cent, to Aus 1,057. Latest
independently compiled fig
ures suggest that an average
urban family in Argentina
requires Aus 4,500 per month.
Industrial unrest dogs sev
eral other sectors of Argen
tina’s economy. Postmen have
begun a work-to-rule, and
promise a 24-hour strike next
week over claimed wage
arrears of Aus 800m.
There are also strikes in
hospitals, transport and
schools, both in Buenos Aires
and the provinces, all over
wage claims. Moreover, the
Government faces tricky nego
tiations over armed forces pay,
as they did not get the 25 per
cent increase given to other
state employees.
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Poverty in Argentina: children queue at a soup kitchen

Wage cuts bite in the villa miseria
Gary Mead finds dignity amid the squalor of Argentina’s slums
TANDING in the dusty
courtyard of the Catholic
church, the nun was
clearly at the end of her tether.
“The most serious problem
concerns the water,” she says.
: “Most people living here don’t
have running water. What
water they do have is doubly
contaminated. Filth seeps from
the rubbish tip and no one
takes responsibility for
cleaning it up. Then there is
the local oil refinery, which is
not particular as to where or
how it gets rid of its waste.”
In the suburb of San Fran
cisco Solano, less than an
hour’s drive from the chic cen
tre of Buenos Aires, there is a
shanty town, a “villa miseria”,
where 20,000 people live in
appalling conditions.
S F Solano has had its villa
for 20 years. No law makes peo
ple live there, or in any other
of the villas encircling Buenos
Aires. But their 2m inhabitants
have little chance of escape.
The existence of such slums
might be thought an embar
rassment. But the truth is that
politicians visit S F Solano
only when they want votes.
The governor of the province
of Buenos Aires, Mr Antonio
Cafiero, has responsibility for S
F Solanos villa. When he last
paid it a call, in a ceremony to
switch on an electricity grid,
he was attempting to drum up

S

votes for his campaign to
become the Peronist presiden
tial candidate.
Mr Cafiero brought light but
forgot the sweetness; in the
July 9 Peronist internal elec
tion he lost to Mr Carlos
Menem, who had been
regarded as a no-hoper. The
people of the villas had regis
tered a protest vote against Mr
Cafiero, in favour of Mr
Menem. That protest vote will

are ignored by all political par
ties as they squabble for office.
Unemployment and a dra
matic collapse in real incomes
are creating big social prob
lems in Argentina’s cities.
Since 1960 prices have risen by
almost 600 million per cent
while the average salary of an
unskilled worker has fallen
from 2,400 australs a month (in
1988 terms) to Aus 1,400 (from
$170 to $100). The monthly min-

Unemployment and a collapse in wages are
creating big social problems. Since 1960 prices
have risen 600 million % while real unskilled
wages have fallen from $170 to $100 a month
carry Mr Menem to the presi
dential palace in May 1989.
S F Solano and other villas
have recently acquired consid
erable notoriety through crime,'
drug abuse and moral degrada
tion. In S F Solano the Catholic
priest has been robbed at gun
point twice in the last year.
Residents, when asked about
police attempts to control
crime, give one of two
responses: “The police are too
afraid to enter” or, "The police
take part in much of the crime
which goes on here.”
But such incidents are
merely symptoms of an under
lying long-term economic cri
sis, the real causes of which

.imum wage is now Aus 924.
Yet the inhabitants of S F
Solano try to conduct their
lives with dignity. Their big
gest grievance concerned Mr
Cafiero who, they claimed, had
promised to resolve all their
problems during his last visit.
Nevertheless those problems
persist. No sewage disposal; no
running water; no rubbish col
lection; lack of public safety
after dark; no medicines in the
only health centre, which in
any case operates only in the
morning; no ambulance ser
vice; no telephones; problems
in the two schools, such as
only two functioning toilets
serving 500 children in one;

roads which are nothing more
than mud tracks; contamina
tion of the water supply.
The parish priest promised
that he would pass on their
requests to the relevant
authorities. They agreed to
write a document setting out
their essential needs. One <
asked if it would be possible to I
sign it as a group rather than
individually, in order to avoid
the risk of persecution.
The priest knows only too
well the possible repercussions
of complaint: he had to flee for
his life after death threats dur:
ing the last military dictator
ship. He reminded them that
they were now living in a
democracy; that their com
plaints were legitimate and jus
tified; and that their appeal to
the authorities could not be
construed as a political threat.
Given a combination of two
factors - a highly literate,
politically conscious urbanised
population, and open sewers
running through mud roads one might expect a surge in
left-wing activism. But S F
Solano and its counterparts are
not given to socialist demands.
Today, there is only one hero,
Carlos Menem. His Peronist
promises take root in the squa
lor left by successive govern
ments which, for one reason or
another, never bothered to
look at San Francisco Solano.
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Britain always caught on the hop

SIR,-When Mrs Thatcher connived with, and
assisted, the Americans in mounting their
infamous and murderous bombing sortie against
innocent Libyan civilians, did she really think
, that that would be the eud of the matter?
It is said that Libya supplied the explosives
used in the most recent murders of British
servicemen in Northern Ireland where the
situation continues to deteriorate.
A basic weakness of this Government is its
lack of intelligent anticipation. A crisis is always
upon it resulting in the totally unnecessary
Falklands War, the continuing deterioration of
social services, of the N.H.S., the prison service
and of law and order generally.
Typically, the prisoners, many of them only on
remand, in the troubled, overcrowded jails, are
expected to be comforted by the assurance that
work will start on a large prison in 18 months’
time.
Mrs Lambert (tetters, August 19) thinks that a
majority believe in Mrs Thatcher. That, of
course, is not true. Our system being what it is, a
majority of seats in Parliament does not
necessarily reflect a majority of votes in the
country.
H. W. Ashton, Shotton, Clwyd.
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Snowmobile mechanic ... Damian Bolger
DAMIAN Bolger is
getting ready for a trip
of a lifetime to Antarctica.
.
Damian, 21, of Ancil
Avenue, Launton, near
Bicester is joining the
British Antarctic Survey
next month and expects to
be away seven to nine
months.

Experience
BiMster OrdnsmctTSepot
and will be working on
vehicle maintenance for
the survey organisation.
“I have always wanted
to AO abroad and when I
saw a newspaper advertiser„*kinP« for people to
mCDt
8 to Antarctica,
I wioU in?" he said.
“I had an interview in

Cambridge and a general
medical and was invited to
join. I am really looking
forward
.
„ to the expenence.
He said he will mamtain
snowmobiles and other
specialist vehicles,
Although I will be
working under cover I ex
pcct I shall go out into the
snow when they have vehi
cle breakdowns,” he said.
He is looking forward to
sea voyage to
Antarctica as it will takem
Rio de Janero and the
Falklands. •
.
“I shall be leaving damp
England, going through
the tropics and then mto
the cold,” he said.
“I have bought anew
camera with a zoom lense
so I can record anything I
see.
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Stoppage call
Buenos Aires (AFP) - The
Argentine Workers’ Confed
eration has called its 12th
general strike, probably for
September 9, to protest
against the economic policies
of President Alfonsln.
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A RGENTINA has produced some
n fine golfers—among them Jose
Jurado, runner-up to Tommy Ar
mour in the 1931 Open at Car
noustie, Antonio Cerda, twice run
ner-up in the Open, Roberto de
Vicenzo, Open champion at Hoylake in 1967, and Vicente Fernan
dez, still performing great feats.
It will come as no surprise to anyone that these
stars owe a debt to Scotsmen who had a great
deal to do with the introduction of golf into
Argentina. There is, however, some dubiety
about exactly when and where.
What is certain is that leading early lights were
V.G.G. Scroggie, of the Carnoustie Golf Club,
and W.H. Masters, of the Kinghorn Golf
Club.
Some reports say that the first organised golf
match in Argentina was between these two in
the Buenos Aires suburb of San Martin in
March, 1892, but it is known that the
Hurlingham Club laid out its course in 1891
and games were played there that year
although the official opening did not take
place until June, 1892.
There was a club in San Martin in those days,
and it is recorded that its representatives,
the afore-mentioned Scroggie and Masters,
defeated the Hurlingham men, M. Fortune
and H. Lees, in the first inter-club match
played in Argentina.
Val Scroggie is generally accepted as the father
of Argentinian golf.
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Falklands ferry ‘ploy’

Buenos A,res(Reuter) - The Argentine Foreign Minister
service between neighbouring Uruguay and
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BUENOS AIRES HERALD

Prosecution drags case
the most of officers called to
testify by the prosecution
yesterday, accusing one eeneral of perjury and getting
others to state that Army
Navy and Air Force units on
the islands worked together
during the conflict with Britain.
Admiral Jorge Boffi and
Army General Tomiis S4nchez de Bustamante members of the so-called RaT
tenbach Commission which
was entrusted with establis
hing responsibility for the
defeat, were the first to testify yesterday.*12
Sanchez de Bustamante
said the commission asked
for but never received the
war diaries kept by officers
ke defendant General Mario
Benjamin Menendez. The
defence for wartime Malvi
nas governor Men£ndez
immediately asked the ci
vilian Federal Appeals Court *
to find Sanchez de Busta
mante guilty of perjury.
Boffi added little to what
he had already stated in the
Rattenbach report.
Rear-Admiral Edgardo
Otero and Air Force Colonel
Oscar Posse Ortiz de Rosas
testified that the Armed _
Forces on the Malvinas
worked well together. Otero,
who headed the naval forces
on the islands, said that he
met-regularly with Men*ndez.
Otero also downplayed the
fact that two of the nine
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!, u °md Performed against the six defendants,
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™e main incriminating
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nas said hTthe^eFMalv,‘- p® duri,n8 ^questioning of
best h H nnt,
T® Posse Ortiz deRosas by the
rhm™^ IC0pters* tvfo defence for General Omar
T ‘° -the Parada- The air ®mcer said
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“fully acceptable
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REITERAN VERSION SOBRE
“FERRY” A MAL VINAS
Lo Aseguraron en
Londres; en Uruguay
no Hubo Comentarios
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Malvinas-Chile
ferry rumoured
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RAUL Estrada Oyuela,
charge d’affaires in the Argentine Embassy in Chile,
yesterday anticipated that the
government of General Augusto Pinochet would very
soon rule out the rumour
according to which it was
about to authorize a ferry
service between the Malvinas
Islands and Punta Arenas,
including a connection to

\_

'
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Montevideo,
In statements issued in
Santiago to Radio Continental, Estrada Oyuela considered that the news release
“is very probably related to
the British campaign prior to
the likely election of Foreign
Minister Dante Caputo to
head the United Nations
General Assembly in the next
few days.”
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Peronists ride
populist wave as
economy sours
John Eisenhammer reports on the
record of President Raul Alfonsin and the
line-up for next May’s elections.

C

k

IT IS A tribute to the remarkable
change that has taken place in Ar
gentina under President Raul
Alfonsfn that the only visible ref
erences to human rights in Bue
nos Aires now are a few posters
protesting about troubles in Tran
sylvania. Opinion polls indicate
that human rights are no longer
an issue. People mention infla
tion, crime and drugs — the con
cerns of citizens of democratic
countries throughout the world.
Yet only six years ago, Argen
tina emerged shattered and trau
matised from nearly a decade of
unimaginable brutality, as the
armed forces and the extreme
right waged an indiscriminate war
against subversion. At least
20.000 and perhaps as many as
30.000 people “disappeared” in
this orgy of torture, murder and
imprisonment. Now the white sil
houettes of a faceless head adorn
ed with a scarf, the symbol of the
grandmothers who held their
lonely and brave vigil for the “dis
appeared” in the Plaza de Mayo,
fade on the paving stones. Out
side the presidential palace, demonstrators bang large drums in a
protest against rising transport
costs. Argentines are enjoying
their freedom.
But if Mr Alfonsfn expected his
achievements in establishing the
rule of law and nurturing the re
nascent democracy to put his
Radical Party in a position to win
the presidential elections next
May, he has been disappointed.
His standing in the polls has
slumped and the man chosen to
succeed him, Eduardo Angeloz, is
in the Alfonsfn mould and has
suffered by association. Democ
racy, Argentines have realised, is
not a panacea, but a means to
achieve ends. The failure to
achieve many of those ends has
C<vi
Alfon.sJn at home, even
while his standing abroad remains
hl8“One element of this disillusion
is his perceived failure to punish
the army sufficiently for its ap
palling abuses. Nine former mili
tary rulers were prosecuted in
1985 on human rights charges. But

it is widely felt that the President,
following the abortive Easter re
bellion last year led by a junior of
ficer, did a deal with the military.
A more serious deficiency has
been Mr Alfonsin’s inability to
use his early popularity to embark
on a radical economic shake-up.
The result has been uncertainty
and a now badly faltering econ
omy. Per capita GNP is what it
was in the mid-1970s. There will
be no growth this year and infla
tion, which was 25 per cent last
month, has ravaged purchasing
power, which is expected to drop
by 11 per cent in 1988 compared
with last year. Although statistics
make no mention of an active
black market, they point to grow
ing frustration and hardship for
Argentines. In a country where
political popularity hangs upon
economic performance, support
for the Radicals, just nine months
from the presidential election,
has declined drastically. A recent
opinion poll found a derisory one
per cent in favour of the govern
ment’s economic policies.
Independent economists find
little ground for optimism. “To
day, finally, the government and
the people have realised the grav
ity of the crisis,” said Eduardo de
la Fuente, President of Argenti
na’s equivalent of the CBI.
“There is only one way forward:
effort and sacrifice.” These arc
hardly words that win elections.
The problem for Mr Angeloz is
that he can do little more than
promise more of the same. Like
Mr Alfonsfn, he has an impressive
record of having stood up to the
military before 1982 — he was a
defence lawyer in human rights
cases — and he opposed the Falklands war. Governor of Argenti
na’s second most important province, Cdrdoba, he is a capable
administrator. He favours privatisation, opening up the economy
and deregulation — all the things
President Alfonsfn has talked
about and barely done.
While Mr Angeloz struggles to
find a distinctive and attractive
identity, his main rival is enthusi
astically riding the wave of frus-
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tration. Carlos Menem, presiden
tial candidate of the opposition
Peronist party, is a natural popu
list who warms to the role of de
fender of the little man. Born of
Syrian parents, a Muslim convert
to Catholicism, he is governor of
the poor province of La Rioja at
the foothills of the Andes, in westem Argentina. His irreverence is
a slap in the face to the wealthy
Buenos Aires establishment. On
it rides not just working class dis
enchantment, but the provincial
Elites’ resentment of domination
by the capital.
Mr Menem is by far the most
popular politician in Argentina
today. He talks of unity, of Argen
tina being great again and of giv
ing the working man his rightful
place. Most people know little
about him. Mr Menem’s stirring,
but vague, rhetoric, does little to
improve their knowledge. A prag
matist rather than a radical, with
strong roots in Argentina’s na
tionalist and corporatist tradition,
Carlos Menem is the ideal vehicle
for a protest vote.
If Mr Menem wins, he will as
sume office in a country that is
overwhelmingly Peronist. In na
tional elections last year, the first
confirmation of the collapse of
Mr Alfonsfn’s support, the
Peronists captured most of the
country’s provinces. They are
poised to win a majority in the
senate next year. By the same to
ken, if Mr Angeloz, the Radical,
wins the presidency, he will face a
dauntingly hostile political land
scape. “Either way you look at it,”
said a Western diplomat, “it does
not look good.”
But for many Argentines, that
is already looking too far ahead.
Who wins is in a sense less impor
tant than the fact of the elections
themselves and an orderly, demo
cratic transition. “Mr Menem
does not worry me,” said Mr de la
Fuente. “The main thing is that
elections take place and a hand
over of power.” It is then, how
ever, that the real test of Argen
tine democracy will come.

Peronist candidate Carlos Menem
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Xv SHOCK, Horror SecI tion. Tumbledown, the
Falklands war drama which
provoked such squeals of
protest, has finally arrived
among the Helpers. This
event has not brought about
the end of civilisation as Port •
Stanley knows it. Graham
Bound, founder-editor of
Penguin News (“The voice of
the Falklands”), says in a
review: “To me the film... was nothing more than a
very good anti-war story. It
is worrying to think that this
relatively mild attack on Mrs
Thatcher’s government
should be considered virtu
ally subversive. As far as I’m
concerned, a man who left
half his head on one of our
mountains is entitled to
voice his opinion.”

r
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Alfonsin’s Austerity Policy Stirs
Resentment Among
Argentine Farmers
By Shirley Christian
New York. Times Serv/ec

r

BUENOS AIRES — When President
Raul Alfonsin showed up for the raindrenched opening earlier this month of the
Argentine Rural Society’s annual farm and
livestock show, he was greeted by booing,
hissing and banners that called him a liar.
Before the speeches ended, a few blows
were exchanged between farmers and
members of the president’s political party,
the Radical Civic Union.
Guillermo Alchouron. president of the
Rural Society, the country’s most impor
tant agricultural organization, charged in a
speech before the president’s talk and a
rebuttal afterward that most of the burden
of the government's new economic stabili
zation plan was on the farmers.
The president complained that his noisy
critics were behaving like fascists and re
minded them that they would not have
dared protest so forcefully during the for
mer military regime. He defended his economic policies by saying he was trying to
handle the country’s $55 billion foreign
debt without lowering the Argentines’ rela
tively high living standard.
The confrontation at the fairgrounds
was just one of several signs in recent days
of resistance to the Alfonsin government’s
latest effort to slow runaway inflation and
manage foreign debt, thus improving its
chances for more loans from abroad
Another sign is that the strongly nation
alistic Peronist Party, the main opposition
group, has threatened to block congressio
nal approval of the sale of 40 percent of the
national airline. Aerolineas Argentinas. to
Scandinavian Airlines System. At the same
time, the airline president, an Alfonsin

appointee, resigned to protest the sale.
The airline stake is being sold in an
effort to privatize or promote efficiency at
big state-owned companies to cut the gov
ernment’s budget deficit, which last year
exceeded 7 percent of the gross national
product. GNP is the value of a nation’s
total output of goods and services.
Although the government’s new plan in
cluded a gentlemen’s agreement between
industrialists and the government to freeze
prices as of Aug. 2. unofficial surveys show
that merchants have raised prices 30 to 40
percent since then. Economists outside the
government are estimating that inflation
will run at 26 to 30 percent in August, up
from 25.6 percent in July.
Also, although wages are generally al
lowed to rise monthly based on inflation,
several major unions are seeking raises that
substantially surpass the inflation rates.
Argentina’s trade surplus covers only
about half of the annual cost of servicing
the foreign debt, and the government is
seeking nearly $3 billion from the Interna
tional Monetary Fund, the World Bank
and private foreign banks to p?.y the other
portion.
Aside from the supposed price freeze,
the new economic plan included an ex
traordinary currency devaluation and a
commitment to eliminate the two-tier ex
change rate by next year.

What most angered the stock and grain
farmers, who have historically provided
most of Argentina's export earnings, was
the government's decision to continue re
imbursing them for their exports at the
official exchange rate, currently about 20
percent less than the free-market rate.
Manufacturing exporters will be reim
bursed half at the official rate and half at
the free rate, while importers of consumer
goods will pay the free rate. Farm groups
have long been demanding the unification
of exchange rates, as have foreign credi
tors, who contend that the unrealistic offi
cial rate discourages foreign investment.
However, in a county whose citizens are
notorious for tax evasion, the government
wanted to reap the benefits of an expected
bonanza in agricultural exports this year
and next. Higher income is expected to
result from the surge in farm exports,
caused by the North American drought.
The government weighed reirnposition
of export taxes on grain products, which
encountered strong resistance from farm
ers. Instead, it opted to continue reimburs
ing farmers at the lower exchange rate,
while selling the dollars to importers at the
higher, free-market rale. The government
will keep the difference, in what farm lead
ers say amounts to a hidden tax.
In the sale of Aerolineas, a price of $204
million was set for the 40 percent of the line
that SAS intends to buy. However, the
Aerolineas president. Horacio Domingorena . protested and then resigned, saying
the price was too low and suggesting that
the negotiations had not been conducted as
openly as they should have heen

Rcuicr>

Mr. Alfonsin, right, meeting last week with Mr. Domingorena, who later
resigned as president of Aerohneas Argentinas, the Argentine state airline.
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Ulster veteran with tough reputation
By Michael Evans
Defence Correspondent
Lieutenant-General Sir John
Waters, who is heading the
inquiry into the security im-

fffrSS

said then that the procedure of
checking under the vehicle had
not been followed.
The expi0sion last weekend, killing another eight soldiers, brings to 14 the number

£

ment was then in Aden. After
service in the Persian Gulf,
then Cyprus and in West
Germany as a platoon commander, he became Adjutant
of the Wessex Brigade Depot

a ■srss.gz

,0 in “of ‘ legations of fhtwl on !o SSriof

lar!i!oSir/v h»'rSh hanfism
p Xr onlv^I davs o™ his
ne^ command15 sV soldiers
wirekUtodaftertakingoitin
were killed after taking pan m

security lapses during his Infantry as an instructor.
‘enure, General Waters, aged
In I982, he was sent to the
52, is one of the most expert- South Atlantic as Deputy
enced anti-terrorist experts m Land Forces Commander durArmy. He ha§ reputation
Falklands campaign.
Sir John Waterf' A" Army for toughness.
From .983 ,o 1985 he" Z
outside Belfast. A bomb made
anti-terronst expert.
General Waters was com- Commander 4th Armoured
of Semtex explosives was completing the race.
missioned into the Glouc- Division in West Germany
Dlaced under their vehicle andMr Tom King, Secretary of
estershire Regiment from and then appointed Combiew up as they set off after State for Northern Ireland, Sandhurst in 1955. The regi- mandant of the Staff College.
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Argentine metal workers
win 47.4% pay increase
By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires

ARGENTINA’S powerful
metal-workers’ union (UOM)
has negotiated a 47.4 per cent
pay increase on basic wages,
defying Government attempts
to limit pay settlements.
The Government considers
the rise excessive, and has
called on the UOM and employ
ers to reconsider. With 320,000
members, the UOM is the larg
est union and sets the pace for
other unions’ wage demands.
A joint statement issued by
the ministries of Labour and
Economy described the wage
deal as being outside current
guidelines. However, there are
no real guidelines apart from
Government exhortations to

exercise responsibility in wage
demands.
The agreement covers the
period August 16 to September
16. On September 12 - after
August’s predicted inflation
figure of 30 per cent will be
officially known - the UOM
will put in another pay claim
to cover the next month.
At the beginning of August
the Government introduced a
series of economic measures
aimed at correcting the wors
ening economic crisis.
The rising tide of monthly
inflation rates peaked in July
at 25 per cent during difficult
negotiations with the Interna
tional Monetary Fund.
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Latin America fails to lure
the UK
Robert Graham on why Mrs Thatcher has never made a
formal visit to the continent

L

ATIN Americans have a
reputation for staying
up late. Thus it was suit
ably symbolic that Britain’s
House of Commons should
debate the affairs of Latin
! America in the early hours of
the morning.
To be precise the debate took
place on July 28 from 02.51
until 04.21 when time ran out
in favour of discussing the
environment. It is worth being
: precise because this was the
first time since May 26, 1950
that the Commons has held a
general debate on Britain’s
relations with Latin America.
That only one and a half
hours should be devoted to this
subject, ignored for 38 years
and squeezed into business at a
moment of least attendance in
the final session before the hol
iday recess, is eloquent testi
mony of where Latin America
lies in the list of British Gov
ernment priorities.
This is not just a phenome
non of the Thatcher Govern
ment. If visits by foreign min
isters and prime ministers are
crude gauges of strategic
importance, national interest,
export promotion, cultural
links and historic ties, then
British Governments post-1945
have merely varied between
benign neglect and indiffer
ence. Latin America has
received the least official atten
tion of any region.
As Mr Jacques Arnold, Con
servative MP for Graversham,
said initiating the debate: “So
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often foreign affairs debates in
this place centre strategically
on East-West relations, fash
ionably on Europe, nostalgi
cally on the Commonwealth
and indifferently on the
remainder”.
In such a climate it is not
surprising therefore that no
Prime Minister has formally
visited Latin America (the clos
est was Mrs Thatcher’s pres
ence in 1981 at the Cancun,
Mexico North/South summit).
The first visit by a UK foreign
secretary was not until 1966.
Britain’s historic interest in
the region has been commer
cial and financial, and such
neglect basically reflects the
decline of trade with Latin
America. In 1945 almost a quar
ter of Latin America’s trade
was with Britain but by the
1970s the percentage had fallen
to 2 per cent. Today Britain’s
trade with the entire continent
of Latin America (which con
tains 8 per cent of the world’s
population) is roughly on a par
with Denmark.
The decline in British com
mercial interest began almost
at the turn of the century but
accelerated after 1945 as a
result of a combination of sev
eral factors - the UK’s concen
tration on Europe; the special
relationship with the US and
the perception that Latin
America is a US sphere of
influence; the general absence
of colonial ties outside the
Caribbean; the lack of strategic
interests; the declining role of

Chalker: British businessmen
need to speak Spanish
sterling and changing trade
and investment patterns
within Latin America; and the
psychological barrier caused
by dealing with Luso-Hispanic
culture.
The Commons debate went
over all this ground and a good
deal more. Those on the Con
servative Government side (all
three of them) wanted to draw
attention to this neglect and
promote greater interest and
involvement to take advantage
of the economic opportunities
in Latin America. Those on the
opposition Labour bench (only
two speakers) were in sympa- ,
thy but really wanted to talk
about the achievements of the
Sandinista revolution in Nica
ragua and the human rights
abuses of the Pinochet regime
in Chile. Tacked onto the end :
of the debate was an incom
plete attempt to discuss the *
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Britain™policy'towards the'
Falklands.
This mirrors with reasonable
accuracy the two levels of concern in Britain today about
Latin America. Businessmen,
bankers, diplomats, academics
and the odd politician are concerned that Britain is missing
out on commercial and investment opportunities.
Then there is a sub-culture
of well-organised issue-oriented
groups (essentially of the Left)
anxious that British policy
should be more committed to
such
causes as the
.
, 1.Sandinistas
..
in Nicaragua and the anti-Pmochet movement in Chile.
Although ,b. Commons
debate could not have been
held at a less auspicious hour,
its occurrence provides a
marker. It should be seen less
in the context of previous
neglect, and much more
against a background of awareness of Latin America. A combination of the debt crisis, the
Falklands conflict, wars and
revolution in Central America,
the multiple problems of the

financial times
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Thatcher's critics main.
taln she has identified Britain
too closely with US policy in
the region especially over Con
tral America, However, under
her administration both the
foreign secretary and junior
ministers have toured the con
tinent to an unprecedented
degree. This has been motivated primarily by self-interest: a diplomatic damage limitation exercise in the wake of
the Falklands.
So long as conflict with
Argentina is a possibility such
considerations pertain. Yet a
momentUm has been estabSymboliC gesture of a prime
mjniSterial visit to demonstrate Britain’s seriousness in.,
Latin America.
Symbols apart, the Commons
debate highlighted the need for
better and more extensive
tuition of Spanish and Portuguese in schools to create a
more solid long-term base for
ties with Latin America.

saaes.'fflsffls junior
.*■» government
c-»».,
minister,

<G

of the rain forests have created
a new consciousness of the
region that is slowly - very
slowly - filtering into government attitudes and policy. The
trend for British trade has also
begun to recover from the
trough in the 1970s so that it
now accounts for some 3 per
cent of commerce with the

w,ho..?P?kaec
«rfi
.as
shall be tru^ e^tive only
h ... our P®°Ple
J?
the language of the coun
tries... that means Portuguese
and Spanish being spoken by
our businessmen let alone
being taught m our schools.
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Argentina sells
State airline

c

The government of Argentina
has endorsed a bid by Scandina
vian Airlines Systems to acquire
40 per cent of the stock in Stateowned Argentine Ajrlines.
Outgoing Argentine Airlines
president Horacio Domingorena
nas resigned in protest
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Back from

Falklands

3rd
MEMBERS of The Light Infantry’s
Weeton
returned
to
r .
Battalion have ---Barracks, Blackpool after a successful
Falklands tour which started with Exercise
Fire Focus, the largest-ever North Atlantic
Fe Variety^was “fjce of life during their

(

three months on the Falklands. Most had
the chance to work with the Royal Navy at
and plenty of chances to fly over the
sea
remoter parts of the islands.
As members of the resident infantry
company, they befriended local farmers as
they hiked around the settlements on patrols
lasting up to six days. There was also a Light
Infantry contingent 800 miles away on
South Georgia island, where the senior
officer Maj Graham Whitmore, had the
extra "jobs df harbourmaster, customs and
immigration officer, magistrate, and
"SreX1 in S the Fa.klands are 250
members 'of The Royal Regiment of
Fusiliers, expected back >" Cattenc^^
November in time to start
Conversion Training for their battalion role
in BAOR in March 1989.
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Argentine atom
aid for Pakistan

P

AKISTAN is to turn to
Argentina for assistance
with its nuclear pro
gramme because the original
'supplier, Canada, refuses to
| help as long as Pakistan fails to
ratify international non-prolif
eration treaties.
A team of Pakistani scientists
visited Argentina a few
months ago’' seeking help on
“technical problems” at Kanupp, a Canadian-built nuclear
power station outside Karachi,
, a senior Argentine nuclear offi
cial confirmed last week.
Dr Maximo Rudelli, of the Coi mision Nacional de Energia
Atomica, said the Pakistani
team was taken to Embalse, a
power station built by Atomic
Energy of Canada Ltd.
Neither Pakistan nor Argen
tina has yet adopted non-prolif
eration treaties, or agreed to ac
cept international controls over
their nuclear programmes.
Canada said it would not help
.any country refusing to back
international non-proliferation
treaties after India exploded a
nuclear device in 1974. But by
then,. however, Canada was al
ready committed to both Kanupp and Embalse.
Dr Rudelli, speaking at a
press conference where the
CNEA president, Emma Perez
Ferriera, cited a Guardian story
as an example of a “campaign
of disinformation” about the
Argentine nuclear programme,
insisted that no other subject
was* discussed with the Paki
stani officials.
Asked about the alleged cam
paign, Dr Perez Ferriera denied
that overseas interest in the Ar
gentine programme might stem
from international concern
about Argentina’s refusal to ac
cept non-proliferation. She in
sisted that nuclear powers
feared competition from Argen
tine technology.
Officials confirmed that the
nuclear waste reprocessing
plant now being built can pro
duce at least 15 kilos of plufo,nium a year. Experts here say
the amount needed for a “basic
bomb” is about 10 kilos.
t i
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Alfonsin Mocks navy
hope of a unclear sub
r

r~

PRESIDENT Alfonsin is
preventing the Argentine navy
from completing a top secret
plan to build its first atomic
submarine. Naval chiefs in
Buenos Aires are furious.
The body of the submarine
has already been constructed
in a shipyard on the River
Plate, near the presidential
palace in Buenos Aires, while
the nuclear reactor is being
built at Pilcaniyeu in Patago
nia, where Argentina’s atomic
energy commission has a ura
nium-enrichment facility.
The submarine would enor
mously enhance the Argentine
armed forces’ self-esteem and
confirm Argentina’s nuclear
programme as one of the most
advanced in the Third World.
But Alfonsin, who is publicly
opposed to the use of atomic
power for military use, is
refusing to let the admirals
complete the project.
The navy is so angry that
Hector Ciapuccio, the sub-sec
retary of science and technol
ogy in the Alfonsin govern
ment, was recently denied
permission to visit the plant
where the reactor is being
built.
The navy has been obsessed
with getting its own nuclear
submarine since the British
nuclear submarine Conqueror
sank the Argentine cruiser
Belgrano during the Falklands
war. The admirals persuaded
the military government to get
the project under way in 1982,
a few months after the Falk
lands defeat.
Alfonsin allowed develop
ment of the nuclear reactor for
the submarine to continue
when he eventually discov
ered what was happening after
being elected president. But he
kept control of the funds.

mitted that it was waiting for

by Maria Laura Avignolo its “atomic engine”.
Buenos Aires
Then, this month, Professor
Next year, however, there
will be a presidential election,
which the nationalistic Peronist party stands a good chance
of winning. The navy hopes
that a Peronist president

President Alfonsin: holding back
would allow it to launch its
submarine.
The admirals plan to equip
it with a missile, the Bigua,
developed by the Argentine
air force, with multiple war
heads and 500-mile range.
The existence of the sub
marine project was first hinted
at two years ago when ViceAdmiral Ramon Arosa, the
navy chief, told an Argentine
newspaper that “if the av
ailability of funds does not
make us go more slowly,
Argentina will have its first
atomic submarine in two
years”.
More evidence emerged last
month when a group of vis
itors saw what appeared to be
a new submarine, ready for
launching, in a Buenos Aires
dockyard The manager ad-
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Federico Westerkamp, a lead
ing pacifist and one of the
most prominent nuclear phys
icists in Argentina, confirmed
the existence of the project.
“Lamentably, it is true that
the submarine is being con
structed,” he said. His re
marks have now been con
firmed by high-level sources
in the government.
Argentina has long been
known to have made ad
vances in nuclear research.
Last year, Western intelli
gence analysts cast doubts on
its ability to enrich uranium
for a nuclear reactor. But in
April, Roberto de Abreu
Sodre, the Brazilian foreign
minister, revealed that Argen
tina was 10 years ahead of Bra
zil in nuclear technology and
had already enriched uranium
to 20%, sufficient to power a
submarine reactor but not to
build a nuclear bomb.
The submarine engine has
been developed by a joint
company set up by the nat
ional atomic energy com
mission and the government
of the province of Rio Negro,
at a cost so far of $280m
(£165m). The submarine ear
marked to become nuclear is a
medium-sized vessel designed
to run on diesel engines, one
of four built in co-operation
with the West German firm,
Thyssen, under an order
signed in 1974 when the
Peronists were in power.
The cost of the project is so
high that, after other expenses,
the navy has barely any re
sources left for operational
activities. As a result, its fleet
can go to sea for only 20 days a
year.
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Election date for Argentina
(

ARGENTINA will hold presidential elections next May — the
first to be held under a democratic government for 40 years, the
Interior Minister, Mr Enrique Nosiglia said yesterday.
Mr Nosiglia’s announcement, reported by the Noticias
Argentinas news agency, followed rumours that the elections and
subsequent handover could be delayed. The handover of power
will take place the following December.
Argentina’s main political parties have already picked their
candidates. President Raul Alfonsin’s Radical Civic Umon Party
have chosen the Governor of Cordoba Province, Mr Eduardo Angeloz, and on the Peronist ticket is the flamboyant Governor of
La Rioja Province, Mr Carlos Menem. — Reuter
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Argentina seeks Tokyo funds
By Stephen Fidler, Euromarkets Correspondent

AN Argentine delegation led
by Treasury Secretary Mario
Brodersohn visits Tokyo next
week in an attempt to secure
financial support from the Jap
anese Government.
Mr Brodersohn, who will be
accompanied by central bank
director Mr Daniel Marx, is
expected to have meetings
with the Ministry of Finance,
the Japanese Export-Import
Bank and leading Japanese
commercial bankers.
This month the Argentine
Government introduced mea
sures to tackle the country’s

main economic problems of
rampant inflation and a high
budget deficit, and to impress
the World Bank and Interna
tional Monetary Fund enough
to win more funding.
A World Bank team is now
in Argentina examining the
country’s eligibility for credits
and an IMF delegation is to
arrive next week. The IMF
looks likely to demand more
action from Argentina.
Argentine arrears on interest
to banks date from April, and
more payments are unlikely
before September.
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Belgrano boy
drama for TV
BRITISH television audiences
are to get yet another opportu
nity to consider the Falklands
War — and, again, it is a view
from the other side. Backed by
Channel 4 and the British Film
Institute, the film tells the story
of an Argentine village boy who
drowns in the Belgrano.
When the release of Veronico
Cruz was first mooted in Novem
ber last year it was suggested
that the IBA should insist upon a
balancing programme support
ing the British Government’s
Falklands’ policy.
The film, mostly financed by
the Argentine state film organi
sation, won an award in Berlin
this year and is scheduled for
release in late November. Its
director Miguel Pereira told me
shortly after his arrival in
London yesterday that an identi
cal version of the one which has
just opened in his native Argen
tina will be shown here.
“It is a very critical film of the
last 18 years of Argentinian
life," he said. “It takes in the
coup of 1976 and the World Cup
of 1978, the sequel of repression
of the disappeared people and
ending with the Falklands War,
all viewed metaphorically from a
remote hamlet in the middle of
the mountains. The Falklands
War is only touched on, but the
life of this boy represents a
generation.
Ian Curtcis, the playwright
whose pro-government drama of
the war was rejected by the BBC.
says: “I wonder how we would
feel if, say, in 1950 we financed a
film of Hitler’s point of view of
the Second World War without
financing our own?”
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BBC union
seeks ‘film
world’ pay
By Jane Thynne
Media Correspondent

r

BBC PLANS to release its
television films in the cinema
could be blocked by the main
staff union unless it agrees to
fresh deals on rates of pay
and conditions.
Earlier this week a £1 million
deal with the cinema group Can
non to distribute the Falklands
film Tumbledown fell through
after three of the 55 cast refused
their permission.
Under an agreement with
Equity, each actor has to give his
permission when the BBC wants
to resell a film.
Corporation executives met
yesterday to discuss a strategy
for the future cinema release of
BBC-financed feature films.
The BBC has made a signifi
cant investment in another cinema production. Loser Takes
All, and is also planning cinema
release for a Dennis Potter film,
as well as exploiting films
already held in the archives.
But its plans could be stalled
by the Broadcasting and Enter
tainment Trades Alliance. Mr
Paddy Leech, the union’s deputy
general secretary, said rates of
pay and conditions would need to
be harmonised with the more
lucrative rates in film
production.
“We have been waiting six
months for a BBC report on how
they will solve the discrepancies
between BBC rates of pay and
those in the film world.”
He added that Beta’s merger
next year with the ACTT, the
film technicians’ union, would
also be likely to raise obstacles
for the BBC’s entry into the cin
ema world.
“We support the BBC’s desire
to expand, but we are not inter
ested at the expense of double
crossing other interested parties
such as Equity, the ACTT and
the Musicians’ Union,” he said.
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But Mr Peter Plouviez, general
secretary of Equity, said his
union would be prepared to form
“one-off” deals for its members
for feature film rights.
A BBC spokesman said the
corporation was keen to reach a
more simplified set of agree
ments with the “artistic” unions
concerning payments of artists,
both for repeats and resales.
& ( Particularly as we move
towards 24-hour broadcasting,
the BBC wants to be able to use
its treasure store of archive ma
terial in more than the current
dribbling amounts.”
Sir Alan Peacock, who headed
a Government Commission on
the funding of the BBC in 1986,
called for agreements limiting
the use of archive material to be
resolved, and for the stock to be
released into the public domain.
He said he had submitted a
report to the Department of
Trade and the Home Office sug
gesting that the fees from using
BBC archives material should be
rechannelled into public service,
broadcasting, and union agree
ments redrawn.
“The current system is absurd
and unreasonably restrictive,”
he said. “Artists should be
recompensed like musicians
each time their work is per
formed, but not permitted to pre
vent work being replayed for all
time.”
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Argentina poll
Argentina will hold presidential
elections next May and the hand
over of power will take place the
following December, Senor Enri
que Nosiglia, Interior Minister
said yesterday. — Reuter
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SAS’s plan to buy a 40 per cent
stake in state airline Aerolineas Argentines is in trouble
because Argentina’s Peronist
party opposes the deal. Con
gressional approval is required
for the plan and the Peronists
have a majority in the upper
house. Page 10
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Opponents highlight legal
hurdles to Aerolineas deal
By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires
THE PERONIST opposition
party in Argentina’s Con,gre1?
has strongly con(temned the
deal between Aerolineas
Argentinas, the state-owne
airline, and SAS, the Scan n
vian carrier.
_._r
Peronists, who ho d a majority in the Senate (the upper
house of Congress), have
accused the Government o
breaking two laws. con^rnJhe
state-run companies. As the
agreement for SAS to purcha
a 40 per cent stake m Aeroli-

Government to call for public tener
considering privatjor partial. ^The* difference arises over
Tinder the terms of the deal, leasing arrangements that
officially announced on August Aerolineas has for some of its
-m c&c will purchase its stake fleet At least one Boeing 747
11, SAW ^ $2fl4m That
of
in A
an Aer0nneas and a Boeing 707 and someare
its four Fokker F28 aircraft
S510m.
on lease. SAS is believed to
Horacio Domingovalued these at
rena the former president of have
The figure gives the cufter
ren ,
resigned earlier
’amid controversy ence between a valuation of
this wee*
^ involved. $510 and one of $390, and also
explains the discrepancy
between the official announce
ment that the purchase will
cost $204m and Mr DomingoThe Peronists poult. to two tion fj990™' yet made c]ear rena’s claim that the payment
inccmporation^of private capita! precisely how he arrived at the will be $156m.
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Long distance
love match
F

★ Falklands pen pal Stephen Parkin and his bride
Janet Rumsby.

ROMANCE was worlds
away when Janet
Rumsby answered a
soldier’s plea for a
pen pal to cheer him
up on the Falklands
Islands.
As Royal Engineer
Steve Parkin helped man
Britain’s outpost in the
South Atlantic, Janet
wrote him letters of sup
port from her home at
Drayton.
But suddenly Steve
turned up on her
mother’s doorstep and
said: “Hello, I’m Janet’s
pen pal, I’m home from
the Falklands!”
He sat drinking tea
until a bemused Janet
arrived home from work.
Now, the couple are
starting a new life
together on an Army
base in West Germany.

The bride’s mother,
Joan Rumsby, said:
“Janet started writing to
Steve after requests for
pen pals were printed in
the newspaper.
“I am so pleased, she
is a lovely girl and I am
sure they will be happy
together.”
The couple were
married at St Margaret’s
Church, Drayton, and
have just travelled to
Germany after a honey
moon in the Isle of Wight
Janet is now ready to
settle down as an Army
wife but has already got
used to her new
husband’s globe-trotting.
Mrs Rumsby said:
“Steve has had to travel
to Kenya so they have
been apart at times but
now Janet will join the
battalion in married
quarters.”
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Theatrical
agency
halted
BBC sale

r

The two actors and an actress
who prevented the BBC from
selling Tumbledown, the
Falklands film, for £1 million
to a cinema chain were ad
vised to oppose the deal by a
West End threatrical agency, it
was disclosed yesterday.
The trio, handled by the
Duncan Heath agency, were
alone among the 55 members
of the cast in refusing to
consent to the Cannon cinema
group distributing the film.
The cast was offered twoand-half times its original fee,
plus a 12 per cent share of
cinema profits, after an agree
ment between the BBC and
Equity, the actors union.
Colin Firth, who played
Robert Lawrence, a Scots
Guard officer, would have
received £12,500 if the deal
had gone ahead, but Emma
Harbour, who played Sophie,
the girl friend of Lawrence,
refused to give her approval,
along with Andrew McCul
loch, who had a minor role as
Lawrence’s best friend, and
•>aul Rhys, who was an Army
jadre.
Other actors with Duncan
leath accepted the offer, but
he project had to be abanloned because the consent of
very member of the cast is
equired under union agree

ments.

Miss Harbour received an
!800 fee from the BBC for her
ole in Tumbledown, while Mr
Ihys was paid about £2,500
ind Mr McCulloch £395;

If the sale of Tumbledown
lad gone ahead, it would have
>een the first BBC television
llm to be shown in cinemas at
lome and abroad. The break
down of the sale is the latest
example of restrictions im
posed by union members
which have prevented the
BBC from making millions of
pounds by selling programes.
Mr Firth is on location in
France but his agent, Mr
Julian Belfrage, said: “Colin
was perfectly happy with the
deal on offer. It seemed veiy
fair. What has happened is
very sad. I think some people
are being slightly greedy.”
Yesterday, Mr Paul LyonMaris and Mr Jonathan
Altaras, the two Duncan
Heath agents handling the
three actors, said the proposed
sale of the film was setting a
precedent and they wanted to
know how the BBC and
Equity arrived at the 250 per
cent fee for cinema rights.
Mr Altaras said: “There was
a need for Equity to explain
their negotiations properly
and not just provide a letter
saying they had raised the fee
from 70 per cent of the orignal
to 250 per cent. That selfcongratulatory tone is not
good enough.
“There should have been a
meeting involving agents and
members to explain what was
happening and why. It was not
to knock the sale of Tumbledown on the head. If it is
knocked on the head, I am
sorry.”
___
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Buenos Aires
sees growth
in box traffic
BOX traffic through Argen
tine ports, notably Buenos
Aires, is expanding fast.
It rose by a third in 1987 and
is continuing to grow this year.
Traffic last year reached a
record 196,813 TEU — up
almost 33% on the 1986 figure
of 148,159 TEU according to
the national port authority,Administration General de
Puertos (AGP).
The growth rate last year was
higher than in 1986, which itself was up by a creditable 22%
on the previous year’s 121,336
TEU.
Although no figures are yet
available for this year, the
trend to increasing traffic
continues, according to private
sources.
In terms of number of boxes,
two-way trade in 1987 was reasonably balanced, with imports
of 56,304 TEU and exports of
59 493. Export tonnage, however, was somewhat higher,
totalling 858,270 tonnes against
imports of 659,877.
Almost 95% of boxed traffic
moves through Buenos Aires,
which handled 188,625 TEU as
a„ainst 139 319 in 1986.
Although other ports are taking
steps to become more con-

By Nick Terdre
for the foreseeable future at the
capital’s port, where a second
container crane was installed
earlier this year,
The arrival of the crane,
owned by the private company
Roman y Compania, is a sign
0f the increasing role being
played by private capital in the
port sector. This development
}s being encouraged by the
government, which aims to
reduce drastically the widespread state presence.
As in other developing coun
tries, such as Brazil, which
opted
for
port
have
privatisation, shortage of state
funds for essential modernisa
tion projects is an important
motive for the government's
new attitude.
But official plans have so far
been largely stymied by trade
union opposition. Strikes were
sparked off in February when
the AGP announced proposals
to contract out some services
and sell off some assets, and in
April a 90-day "‘ruc® ov“
privatisation was declared, by
the AGP and union leaders
The new strategy has taken ,
its toU on AGP presidents
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business is expected to remain
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A BIG boost in containerisation
has come from Argentina whose
ports are now handling a third
more than they were last year —
Page 4
________
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Bit actors
halt £lm
BBC deal
By ROGER TAVENER
THE BBC has lost-a £1
million deal to sell' its
controversial Falklands
film Tumbledown ...
because of three bit-part
players.
They are the only actors
among the 55-strong cast
refusing to accept twoand-a-half times their
original fee to let their
performances
be
repeated.
If even one cast mem
ber refuses to accept an
offer, a programme can
not be sold.
So the Cannon group
will not be able to show
the film in cinemas worl
dwide— which would
have made it the BBC's
first TV production to
win big-screen exposure.
Colin Firth, who played
soldier Robert Lawrence,
shot in the head in the
battle for Mount Tumb
ledown, will lose a £60,000
repeat fee.
And the BBC will not
recoup the £1 million it
spent making the film in
Wales.
Actors' union Equity
said it thought the ±5x31good and
offer was ""
acceptable”.
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Waves ofchange
wash over the
Atlantic outpost
open at home for teachers from Britain
but the service abroad is still not
counted as part of the probationary
period.
Margaret Henderson
The appointment of Eileen Murphy
on how radio is helping
coincided with a reorganization of the
the islanders update
education department in Stanley and
their education system
an increase of 40 percent in the budget
for education. This session the junior
“In the Falkland Islands we are enter- school has 12 members of staff and 190
ing a period of unprecedented change.
pupils, 60 more than last session.
Our job now is to educate young Stanley s senior school has 12 memFalklanders for that new society.”
^ers °f staff, all specialists, and 135
Eileen Murphy was spcakinc in her pupils. An Overseas Development
office in Port Stanley 18 months after Administration report for the past year
taking up her post as chief education
mentions Stanley Junior as the bestofficer for the Falkland Islands. She
resourced school in its programme,
had the figures for the first major
The senior school offers eight sub
change in education - an increase in jects at GCE O level and GCSE
teachers’ salaries - since the annual courses have been introduced. There
report of the Falkland Islands De- are no A level studies. Suitable stuvelopmcnt Corporation announced an dents are sent for two years to Peter
increase in the islands’ gross national Symonds Sixth Form College in Winproduct from £9.9million to£30million Chester with ODA funding."The Falkiargely thanks to revenue from the sale land Islands government pays for
of fishing licences.
sixth-formers to return home for holiBut the first millionaire - expected days twice a year and for university
to appear on the Falklands scene students to return once a year. There
shortly - is unlikely to be a teacher. are two Falkland-born teachcrs-inThe increase is 21 per cent for all training currently studying in Britain,
teachers but, in Stanley, Grade 5 one a mathematics graduate, the other
teachers are paid £8,112—£9,408; an art specialist for whom a new post is
Grade 4, £6,984-£7,872; Grade 3, being created at Stanley Senior School
£5.86S-£6,780. Travelling teachers in with a special emphasis on craftwork.
the rural areas are paid £6,000-£7,500
Phyllis Rendell, Camp education
- ancJ teachers based in settlement supervisor since 1984. was born and
| schools (they are often unqualified) brought up in the islands. Educated at
j earn £3,300 and whatever addition the a boarding school in Derbyshire and at
farm management chooses to pay.
Goldsmiths’ College, she taught in
Eileen Murphy, an Oxford gradu- Bermondsey before returning home,
ate. came to live in Stanley when her She is responsible for the education of
husband became chief medical officer 80 children in Camp - an area covering
for the Falklands in 1986, the year 6,000 square miles where only 800
when parents and local councillors met people live.
to register their alarm at the state of
Six of the settlements in Camp still
staffing in Stanley where the junior have their own schools, run by the
school had only two teachers left. Only sheep farming company, usually
a couple of years earlier, in the housed in an outbuilding on the sheep
confusion that followed the conflict farm with classes taken” by a teacher
with Argentina, the number of qual- who may also be the farm bookkeeper
ified teachers providing education for or storekeeper. The education departchildren in Camp - the rural areas ment provides equipment and periodic
where 40 per cent of the population advisory visits from the Camp educahve - had also dropped to two.
tion office in Stanley.
The expatriate teachers, mainly
“Some of the farms are anxious for
from Britain and New Zealand on
the education department to take over
whom the Falklands had always dc- full responsibility,” Eileen Murphy
pended, were clearly not coming for- said, “and this is under discussion. But
ward. The situation improved when there is the problem of maintenance by
responsibility for recruitment was a public works department already
transferred from the Crown Agents to grossly over-stretched by the rise in
the Falkland Islands Office in London immigration to the Falklands.”
and contracts were shortened from
The education department employs
three or two years to one. Jobs are kept six qualified travelling teachers, from
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Island life: teacher Eddie Chandler with the pupils of Port Howard school
Britain or New Zealand, who cover the
vast distances between settlements in
the eight-seatcr taxi-planes operated
by the Falkland Islands Government
Air Service. These itinerant teachers
visit settlements every five weeks or
so, living with families and teaching all
childrcn of primary school age and
occasionally children of secondary
school age whose parents have not
agreed to send them to Stanley. These
children may never experience classroom education.
“We cannot force parents to send
their children away," Eileen Murphy
said, “but we do try to persuade them.
because it is impossible for us to
provide an adequate secondary education in Camp.”
The most important aspect of the
recent reorganization of Camp education has been a major expansion of
radio education which got off to a slow
start with a gift of 18 two-metre radio
sets from the Falkland Islands Fund.
There are now radio education centres
in Stanley and at two of the larger
settlements, Goose Green and Fox
Bay Village.
Except at the few settlements in hilly
locations where radio signals cannot be
picked up, the pupils of travelling
teachers have individual tuition from a
teacher at a radio centre during the
travelling teacher’s absence at other
settlements. Camp teachers can bor-

row from a library ol several hundred
educational videotapes and one BBC
Master and three Acorn electric computers are based in settlement schools.
A two-metre repeater enables the
radio education service to broadcast a
weekly link-up programme when children can hear about work and projects
undertaken by other children round
the islands.
“We realize", says Phyllis RendcII,
“that whatever radio provision we can
make for the children in Camp is
heavily dependent on the educational
level and commitment of parents,
Radio education only works if a parent
is prepared to sit down with the child
and supervise lessons for several hours
a day.
“At some settlements we have a
mother who is a qualified teacher
prepared to supervise all the children
in the settlement. In others, there are
parents who cannot read or write
themselves and they may, or may not.
learn along with the children,
“The Falkland Islands government
is in the process of writing a new
Education Bill in which the responsibilities of parents in this sphere will be
considered. For the present we are
endeavouring to prepare for a more
sophisticated society by aiming at
educational provision for all children
in the Falkland Islands every day of the
school year.”
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Autolatina

Two cultures backing
off from divorce
Ivo Dawnay on Ford and VW’s difficult Latin American merger
he first year of a marriage, it is often said,
is always the worst.
Wolfgang Sauer, president of Autolatina - the shotgun union of Volkswagen and
Ford’s Brazilian operations can only hope they are right.
A few weeks back, executives of the company were
entertained in a fashionable
Sao Paulo nightspot - attendance obligatory. “The purr__
-----aa former Ford man
pose
claims, “was to try to remind
everyone that they all work for
the same company.”
After the November 1986
announcement of the merger
- the first ever attempt in the
industry to collaborate and
integrate existing rather than
greenfield operations - there
is now some evidence that the
initial clash of cultures is
dying down.
But the problems of forging
one company from two dis
tinctly different traditions are
still at an early stage. Indeed,
there were credible rumours in
the not-so-distant past that
worried parents in both Dear
born and Wolfsburg had at one
point thought seriously of a
quickie divorce.
“Every merger has its corpo
rate culture problems, but this
one has been sheer hell,” one
industry analyst reports. “The
two companies are miles apart
! in management style.”
Behind the merger lay a
long-standing need by both
companies to restructure, maximise economies of scale, share
component production and
R&D capacity and rethink
their approach to the heavily
regulated Brazilian market.
By the end of 1986, VW had
suffered repeated years of
losses with market share down
from a historic high of almost
80 per cent, to 57 per cent a
decade ago and 35 per cent in
1987. Ford had fared little better. And when Brasilia added a
price freeze to the world’s highest auto retail tax rates as part
I of its anti-inflationary Cruzado
Plan, money was lost on every
car sold and patience in overseas HQs ran out.

T

The merged company, with a
capitalisation of $1.8bn, total
sales (including those of conSumer credit companies) the
equivalent of $4bn, 15 plants,
75,000 workers, 5,000 components suppliers and capacity of
900,000 units, instantly became
the world’s eleventh largest
producer,
There the problems began,
Perhaps the least of them
was the initial rationalisation,
largely concentrated in Argentina where the tiny market of
about 150,000 units a year left
i^tle choice but concentrating
activities into two main plants.
since then, organisation and
management method have
been top of the agenda,
Although VW retained a 51 per
cent stake, it was decided that
Wayne Booker, the famously
cost-conscious Ford president
now installed as executive
vice-president, should build the
organisation’s structure,

Ford was horrified by the
management systems it found,
Whereas the US company’s tradition has always involved a
tight pyramid of decision-making with each executive reporting to his immediate superior
and a high degree of local
autonomy, VW appeared quite
the reverse with divisional
chiefs liaising direct with Germany and often only going
through the motions of referring to local superiors.
Booker ruled that rather
than create a Frankenstein, the
Ford system must be imposed,
This had to involve the introduction of the company’s strict
grading system (VW had only a
handful of ill-defined grades
flexibly interpreted),
Such a move, with its inevitable consequences for status
and perks, provoked widespread ill-feeling, though most
executives were shifted up to
minimise resentment.

Sauer endorsed the decision,
however, arguing that he had
always preferred the “tighter”
Ford structure. “West Germans
are more dedicated to product
arid the longer term.
“I feel we now have a fantas
tic combination - US business
administration adapted to
VW’s industrial product man
agement style. The structure is
now completely in place.”
The company president is
also pleased with his decision
taken early in the merger to
accelerate staff swops, deliber
ately shifting managers from
one company into roles in the
other in a timetable shortened
from three years to one.
This process appears to have
worked like a brutal but effi
cient version of Darwin’s natu
ral selection principle. “People
who didn’t like it had to accept
it or not,” Sauer remembers.
Such brutal integration tech
niques have been accompanied
by a more human kind of weld
ing. The company president
also added that Autolatina has
been conducting seminars led
by a professor from Insead, the
international business school
at Fontainebleau, in France, in
how to shake off old alle
giances and practices in favour
of new ones.
With its management struc
ture now in place, the second,
and perhaps even more diffi
cult, task is now beginning in
the creation of an integrated
product range from the motley
fleet that only two years ago
was locked in competition.
Autolatina has dispensed
with any idea of publicly creat
ing its own marque - “That
would be suicide for our 62 per
cent market share,” Sauer
observes - choosing instead to
mix and match chassis,
engines and bodies.
Final decisions, however,
have yet to be taken and for
good reason. Discussions on
lifting the admired l.SOOcc
engine from the unaesthetic,
bottom-of-the-range VW Gol
(different from the European
Golf) and putting it in Ford’s
attractive Escort body has
unleashed a howl of rage from •
VW’s 750 dealers.
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They fear that Gol owners
choosing to service their prod
ucts in Ford dealerships will
easily be persuaded to make
the step up. Similarly, Ford
dealers are concerned that the
Del Rey, an old mid-to-up-market model will be discontinued.
Sauer dismisses these anxi
eties, arguing that a careful
mix of products should allow
the company to meet its prom
ise for a new three model
range by 1992 with a common
engine and gearbox range but
maintaining each marque’s tra
ditional characteristics.
Worried dealers still appear
far from convinced.
The one internal controversy
Sauer does not deny lies over
the future of the Fox - VW’s
inexpensive export model
aimed at the highly competi
tive US market. This year the
company had planned to sell
100,000 units to the US and
Canada but has since scaled
this back by 20,000 with a loss
of about $150m in sales because
of fierce price competition
from Yugoslav and South Kor
ean rivals.
Former Ford executives are
said to be challenging the
opportunity cost of the pro
gramme as an investment pri
ority, preferring to concentrate
resources in the home or Latin
American market.
In a bid to enhance the
appeal of the Fox export plan,
Sauer is now once again
attempting to persuade the
Government to reduce tax
rates on cars. These are an
intolerable burden for manu
facturers, he claims.
But even with this conces
sion the internal struggle over
product priorities is likely to
be fierce and, it is predicted,
partisan. Autolatina has been
told by its overseas parents
that from now on it must cut
the apron strings and finance
investments from its profits.
It is believed, though not
officially confirmed, that the
company made some $l00m in
the first half. So, for the
moment at least, the heat is
off.
But an ex-VW man is in
charge of product planning and
an ex-Ford man holds the over
lapping role of controller. But
how “ex”? It can only be hoped
that Sao Paulo’s nightlife has
worked its magic.
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U.S. Promises Cleanup
Of Antarctic Pollution
By Warren E. Leary
New York Times Sen-ice

WASHINGTON — A U.S. offi
cial has acknowledged that activi
ties at American research bases in
Antarctica have polluted their sur
roundings but says that cleanup
efforts are under way.
“We believe, like our critics do,
that as the last pristine environ
ment on Earth, Antarctica should
be protected,” said John B. Tal
madge of the Polar Programs Divi
sion of the National Science Foun
dation, the agency that administers
all American activities on the fro
zen continent. “But there may be
disagreement on how fast we are
doing it.”
In an interview, Mr. Talmadge
said: “We’ve made many efforts in
the last few years to clean up the
results of earlier scientific expedi
tions and activities. Environmental
standards have changed in the last
30 years, and we are responding.
Earlier, we were an expeditionary
force worried more about surviving
in a harsh environment than any
thing else. This has changed in the
last 10 years.”
Mr. Talmadge was responding to
assertions made Tuesday by the
Environmental Defense Fund,
which said in a report that the U.S.
government has not done enough
to protect wildlife in the Antarctic
and to respond to the pollution
problem.

Bruce S. Manheim Jr., a lawyer
and scientist with the environmen
tal group, said that the United
States is a major offender when it
comes to polluting Antarctica and
that the National Science Founda
tion has been slow to carry out
sound environmental policies in
the region.
America operates four of the 57
bases used by 18 nations for scien
tific research on the continent,
which is roughly the size of the
continental United States and
Mexico combined. Antarctica is
administered under the Antarctic
Treaty, an international agreement
signed in 1959 that established the
continent as a demilitarized scien
tific preserve.
At the largest American base, on
McMurdo Sound, Mr. Manheim
said that untreated sanitation
waste is discharged into Antarctic
waters, combustible waste is
burned in open pits with no emis
sion controls, nonburnable waste is
dumped at sea or bulldozed into
open pits, and power generators
operate without pollution controls.
In addition, he said, the United
States has not moved quickly to
establish plans for protecting the
indigenous animal life and to de
velop administrative policies for re
stricting access to special, environ
mentally sensitive areas.
“The things I’ve cited are con-

tinuing abuses,” Mr. Manheim
said. “The only things the NSF has
done, and only after pressure from
Greenpeace and other environmen
tal groups, is to return some scrap
metal and some 55-gallon (209-hter) drums of waste that have been
there for years.
“Although the foundation says it
is cleaning up the environment —
and it has made many promises in
the past — there is still open burn
ing, they still do not treat raw sew
age, and they are not restricting the
discharge of toxic chemicals from
scientific research into the water.”
Mr. Talmadge noted that last
year the foundation approved a
new environmental plan for its ac
tivities in Antarctica and intends to
install a water-treatment plant at
the McMurdo site. It may also put
in an incinerator for controlled
waste burning. There is as yet no
timetable for these improvements,
'
he said.
Last year, the foundation
shipped 160 tons of scrap metal,
500 barrels of waste oil and 60 big
containers of general waste from
Antarctica, and will continue this
practice in the future, he added.
Mr. Manheim said American en
vironmental policies are better
than those of some nations in Ant
arctica, but worse than others. Aus
tralia and New Zealand, for exam
ple, treat their waste water and ship
most waste back to their countries
rather than leave it in Antarctica.
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Standard betters
stock market
expectations
r

n

FiORTY YEARS ago a
young Fleet Air Arm pilot,
Peter Graham, settled on
banking for a career. Yes
terday, Sir Peter Graham,
chairman and chief execu
tive of Standard Char
tered, Britain’s biggest
international bank, pre
sided for the last time
before retirement over his
bank’s half year statement
of its profits.
The profits were £156m.
Last year, the figure was
only £ 105m, but this
turned into a huge £224m
loss after Third World debt
provisions. Yesterday’s
profit figures were better
than the stock market had
been expecting. In conse
quence the shares went up
15p to 507p.
The recovery paves the
way for the long expected
.■ 6 l<?e
bank s capital ratios. Sir
when
comineghiit inhtw^nnThc
twmonths
Mr Rodnev hp?1nin th*
senior Rank
official
nextrhairma n Pn
SnDliMtion
that tho
23Eiff?Son
that tbe
nghts issue will come soon
The odds are that it wfil
be a fairlv deep discount
issue, perhaps a 1 for 2 at
£4. That is a lot of money
for shareholders to cough
up, but whatever the
terms my guess is the
queues will form quickly
for two reasons.
One is that even on the
current market price
Standard Chartered is givmg a dividend yield of over
9 per cent. That return
would make a discounted
rights issue a really big
attraction to the income
funds. Another is that this
long expected rights issue
nas been overhanging the
whole bank share sector,

lts completion should
mark a watershed.
Sir Peter Graham’s lifetime career with the bank,
muc!\,of xt i.n Hong Kong,
must have given him some
u0UghKtimesl butufew ?an
£aV? *?eon t,ougher than
last “>uPla °{ years at
the ^ He only took over
fs chairnjan a year ago
Xrom the former Chancellor. Lord Barber.
.|he loss he was faced
with last year was less
than the Big Four clearers
j° fhoulder, but hit
Standard harder because it
Jacks the steady core retail
banking business in
Britain which the other
banks have.
Standard Chartered
does have retail branches
(including Sheffield and
Leeds) and as long ago as
1978 indicated it wanted
more with Sir Peter then
pointing out that UK
domestic banking was the
most profitable retail
banking in the world,
Nothing has changed
since,.he said yesterday.

But its key role is that of
a multinational bank, with
a strong position in 19
countries giving it three
million customers in the
Asia Pacific area and two
million in tropical Africa,
xt has 800 offices from the
jungles of Borneo to the
more sophisticated jungle
to be found in Hong Kong
and Singapore, from Cana d a t o t h e Falkland
Elands,
Every businessman’s
alternative bank might be
one description. It has
been given an overwhelming 65 per cent vote as the
best bank to do business
with in Africa where, in
spite of currencies falling
continually in value, it
year manages -t0
make more money in
sterling.
Standard Chartered is
different from the other
UK banks in having at
least 62 per cent of its
business international
while for the Big Four the
proportion varies from 15
to 20 per cent.
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President of Aerolineas Argentinas quits
By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires

THE
PRESIDENT
of
Aerolineas Argentinas Amenresigned^in^protest*yesterday
at the planned sale of 40 per
cent of the company to SAS,
the Scandinavian airline.
The reStion of Mr Horacio Domin^rena lias been offi-

an"°5e“heateTms'of'the deal
Under(thei terms of the d 1,
sham In Mrolineaffor S204m,
with SlOOm of that being paid
m “new money
- not
debt-equity swaps - once the
deal has been approved by
Congress (Argentina's parlia-

cenTstake,rt5 which tmclaims
^ mQre than $60m wiU be
handed over if Congress
apg^tth£ d®^L only $20m
Oi that he says omy wum
will be cash, he nassuggestea
hat the other $40mwill be
^^epolfted^n a US bTnk

KfWSL*
me Station c.n« .flee

sale lor what Be baa pjUJdsr

ity over
neas.
The deal with SAS was

K.V“»
“SSS»" “s~““ » “< «>
'“'.‘J”™™1 “J*
The new president of Aeroli
has served on the board
gtsw.xks neas
of the company for almost a

says the actual deal gives

■ snsMS M-eSas-ssaa

He disclaims responsibility

r
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the deal?which he suggests are
rar beiow the market value of
the total assets of Aerohneas.
However, his version of
events 1S VOCiferously denied
by both the Argentine GovemmJent _ which appointed him
President of Aerolineas in

year.
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Iberia spreads its wings
Hot on the tail of the
proposed SAS deal with
Aerolineas Argentinas,
the Spanish national
carrier Iberia has
received an offer to take
a 49 per cent stake in
the Uruguayan state air
line Pluna. Unless Iberia
spreads its wings wider,
its profitable Latin Amer
ican market may be
under siege.
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A flying
leap
■ Was Horacio Domingorena
pushed or did he go of his own
accord ? Like much of the con
fusion surrounding the deal
between SAS and Aerolineas
Argentinas, the state-owned
airline, it depends on whom
you listen to.
The only certainty in the
affair is that, last week, Domin
gorena was president of Aeroli
neas and today he is not.
Domingorena says he pres
ented his resignation to Argen
tina's president Raul Alfonsin
yesterday. According to
Rodolfo Terragno, Minister
of Public Works, however,
Domingorena was sacked last
Friday after sounding off about
the terms of the deal.
Domingorena and Terragno,
the minister responsible for
privatisation, have not exactly
seen eye to eye on the matter.
Domingorena. a former Educa
tion Minister in the last demo
cratic government and a close
friend of president Alfonsin,
is no enemy of privatisation.
But he had serious doubts
about the SAS deal which he
dismissed as a cheap sell-off.
Terragno has his own rea
sons for pushing the deal
through. Aerolineas is not just
the national flag-carrier; it also
carries the flag for President
Alfonsin‘s privatisation pro
gramme.
According to Terragno, SAS
will pay $100m in cash for their
share in Aerolineas. Domingo
rena says the actual price
agreed is $156m of which only
$20m will be real honest-togoodness loot. The rest will
come from juggling Argentine
government-issued paper.
Domingorena was excluded
from all stages of the negotia
tions after being asked to sign
the original letter of intent.
So out of touch was he with
the pace of events that on
August 11, the day the deal
was announced, he discour
aged the suggestion that a date

was imminent for the finalisa
tion of the deal.
The deal, which still has to
go through Congress, is full
of little mysteries. Why were
the Scandinavian embassies
in Buenos Aires totally
excluded from all stages of the
talks? Why does the Argentine
government think that Copen
hagen is a suitable hub airport
for Argentines, most of whom
head for Italy or Spain?
Finally, why has Domingorena, at the advanced age of
70, chosen to resign rather
than stay on in a reasonably
comfortable sinecure? Accord
ing to some who have no par
ticular reason to like him,
there is a solution to that
conundrum. He may just be
one of those people in Argen
tine politics who occasionally
puts principle before party or
profit.
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biggest arms supplier
By Robert Taylor in Stockholm

r"

r

THE Soviet Union remains the
world s leading arms supplier
to the Third World and there is
no evidence that Soviet arms
trade strategy has been systematically re-evaluated since
Mr Mikhail Gorbachev came to
power, according to the Stockholm-based International Peace
Research Institute (Sipri).
The Institute s 1988 report on
world armaments and disarmament published yesterday says
that last year the Soviet Union
exported $9.6bn (£5.6bn) of
arms to Third
countries,
_ ,. World
T
„ .
,
mainly to India, Iraq, Syria and
Angola. This compares with
the US, the second biggest
arms supplier, which exported
$5.8bn-worth of arms to devel
oping nations.
Sipri estimates that the
Soviet Union has a 39 per cent
share of the Third World arms
market and it believes that

advantage of Soviet arms to
Third world countries- is a
dwindling asset as Third World
governments ‘‘are willing to
v for superi0r Western hardware>\ It points out that India,
jraq and peru are reducing
tjiejr g0viet purchases and
« Allying elsewhere.
Sipri calculates that last
year vvorld arms sales totalled
§35dbn at 1985 constant prices,
compared with $32.3bn in 1986.
After the Soviet Union and the
Gg the main arms exporters
were France, Britain, West
Germanv and China. Biggest
arms importer was India
(S5.2bn in 1987), followed by
Iraq, Egypt, Saudi Arabia,
Israel and Japan.
The report also highlights
the rising importance of
smaller arms dealers, who are
entering the international mar
ket. Mr Walther Sttitzle, the
'Kremlin policy-makers are institute’s director, says that
continuing to use arms sales as Israel. Brazil, Chile, Argentina,
a major policy-tool and princi- Singapore, South Korea and
palhard-currency earner.
South Africa are now particuThe report argues that glas- larly active as arms exporters,
nost has not illuminated
The institute says what it
Mosc.ow s arms sa*e decision- calls the “grey and black marmaking process, which kets” in the arms trade are
remains almost completely ajso growing. It estimates that
unknown outside the country. sales WOrth $2bn a year are
Nor has the Soviet union been being made in the “grey marany more forthcoming with ket", which includes “officially
ivnnJ+c 1<m aD0Ut l"eir arms approved exports from governexP°t;,
. .
ments” which are sent by
• J/JL1JilA® Kno.yP. ab?u
covert or unacknowledged
W1-J-in tbe means to customers.
/'^t considers these kinds of
prp^Rii? fhpCin«!1HtntoIhirCheV deals to be a bigger threat than
2£*t ^hP
the black market in arms
lose clients am? infwirp
which the bi& dealers prefer to
he future unless It ran avoid because the Profits
Hpvpinn UI!„r
involved are not worth the
weapon systems for export
risks that need t0 be taken’
ThP vJar hnr!Sr S2S.V* \
Tbe Institute concludes that
that the traditional11 fowrnst the arms trade Patterns of the
mat me traditional low-cost 1960s and 1970Sj where a hand.

ful of industrialisedcountries
- the Soviet Union, the US,
Britain and France - dominated the market “may have
been a brief interlude in the
history of international relations”.
It argues: “The political factors that dominated the arms
trade in the recent past are
yielding to market forces. As
this happens, the arms trade is
returning to its' patterns prior
to the Second World War
where the trade in military
equipment was not dramatically different from the trade in
many other industrial products.” It warns that the greater
unpredictability, as well as the
proliferation in arms suppliers.
is likely to create a much more
anarchic market place, with
added problems for efforts at
arms contr°l and arms trade
embargoes.
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ARGENTINA: President of
Areolineas Argentinas. the
state-owned airline, resigned
in protest over plans to sell
<10 per cent of the concern to
Scandinavian airline SAS.
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Falklands film deal off

An attempted agreement between the BBC and the Cannon
cinema group to distribute Tumbledown, the controversial
film about the Falklands conflict, collapsed yesterday after
three actors with minor speaking parts withheld their
consent. The agreement, understood to be worth £1 million,
would have made Tumbledown the first BB Z television film
to be shown in cinemas in Britain and abroad.
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Three actors thwart
£lm BBC sale of
Tumbledown film
By Jane Thynne, Media Correspondent
A MILLION-POUND deal between the BBC and the
Cannon cinema group to distribute the Falklands film
Tumbledown has collapsed after three actors with
minor speaking parts in the 55-member cast withheld
their consent because they were dissatisfied with their
fees.

I

L

The deal with Cannon
would have made Tumbledown the first BBC television
film to be shown in cinemas
in Britain and abroad.
But yesterday the BBC said
that the three actors, who would
have been paid two and a half
times their original fee, had
refused to co-operate and Can
non had withdrawn its offer.
Attempts to negotiate with
other distributors are likely to
fail for the same reason.
All members of the Musicians’
Union involved in the film — the
BBC entry for this year’s Prix
Italia —and all other actors had
given their permission for the
sale to go ahead.
A spokesman for BBC Enter
prises said: ‘‘It is a great disap
pointment that this deal should
fall down on such a small point.
But under the current system, if
even one actor says no, the
agreement cannot go ahead.”
The collapse of the deal is the
biggest instance yet of difficul
ties over repeat payments for
actors, which the BBC says is
preventing it from reaping mil
lions of pounds from its archives.
Mr Michael Checkland, direc
tor-general, told the Monopolies
and Mergers Commission
inquiry into restrictive practices
in television that repeats or the
atrical distribution of 500,000
cans of film and 150,000 videos in
the archives were hindered by

the current arrangements with
the actors’ union Equity.
The union insists that pro
grammes can be repeated only
twice within two years without
renegotiation. Satellite and film
sales also have to be renegoti
ated.
The BBC is keen to increase
revenue through releasing other
films for cinema and satellite dis
tribution, but is seeking an “all
buy-out formula,
rights
whereby actors agree to all
repeats and sales to other media
in return for a share of the royal
ties. At present actors are paid
on a percentage basis of their
original fee.
Mr Peter Plouviez, Equity
general secretary, accused Mr
Checkland of “whingeing to the
Monopolies Commission with
out doing anything concrete to
simplify agreements".
He said the union had recom
mended the Tumbledown deal to
all its members, although he
stood by the right of the three
actors to withhold their consent.
Mr Plouviez added: “We will
always defend individual consul
tation on past programmes and
would never agree to give the
BBC rights to unlimited use of
material, partly because it
prevents actors sitting at home
out of work watching their past
work being endlessly repeated
as cheap filler material on TV.”
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Argentine Airline Chief
Resigns to Protest Sale
United Press International

BUENOS AIRES — The president of Aerolincas Argentina resigned Wednesday to pro
test the proposed sale of 40 percent of the stock
in the state-run carrier to Scandinavian Airlines
Systems.
In a second rumble of dissent with the SAS
proposal, a rival consortium composed of Swis
sair, Alitalia and Argentine investors an
nounced they were willing to purchase as much
as 100 percent of the stock in Aerolineas Argen
tines and outbid the Scandinavian company.
Horacio Domingorena, who initially accept
ed the SAS purchase in principle, resigned as
president of the Argentine carrier on Wednes
day in protest.
Mr. Domingorena, a 68-year-old lawyer, had
m recent days criticized the deal with SAS as an
“assault on national patrimony" and should
have been open to competitive bidding.
SAS offered $204 million for 40 percent of
the stock in Aerolineas Argcntinas. It would
build a first-class hotel in Buenos Aires as part
of the deal. Argentina’s congress must approve
the deal before it takes effect. The proposal has
been endorsed by the public works minister,
Rodolfo Terragno, who has jurisdiction over
state enterprises.
Enrique Pascarmona, an Argentine industri
alist and vice president of Austral Airlines, said
he is leading a consortium of Argentine inves
tors, Alitalia and Swissair that can “beat the
SAS offer."
He said his investment group combined “the
efficiency of the Swiss with the imagination of
the Italians" and was willing to purchase 100
percent of Acrolineas Argentinas, with the two
foreign companies keeping 45 percent of the
stock while Argentine investors, possibly in
combination with the Argentine government,
keeping 55 percent.
Furthermore, he said, his investment group
proposed that a law now assigning Aerolineas
Argentinas 50 percent of the domestic flights be
repealed to provide more competition.
“They should have had a bid instead of nego
tiating with a single partner,” Mr. Pascarmona
said. “Argentina is the only country in the world
that has conducted a deal of this type without a

bid.”

He said 40 percent of Argentina’s interna
tional travel is directed at Italy.
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Antarctic clean-up
The National Science Founda
tion says it is working to clean
up its operations in Antarctica,
where an environmental group
says the federal agency s
research bases are severely pol
luting the frigid environ
ment. — AP.
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JOSEPH Pitaluga, the longserving administrative secre
tary of the Gibraltar govern
ment who has died aged 57,
was a close confidant of the
former Chief Minister Sir
Joshua Hassan and for the
last 20 years drafted most of
Gibraltar’s policies.
Pitaluga was responsible for
the public relations exercise to
counter the vituperative Franco
campaign against British rule.
One of his last tasks before retir
ing in 1985 was to write a defini
tive report on tourism, crucial to
the future of the Rock. He
attended most of the important
meetings between the Spanish
and British governments held in
New York, Brussels, Lisbon, Ma
drid or Strasbourg. Ministers
came and went, but Pitaluga was
the constant factor.
Joseph Pitaluga was born in
1951 and educated at Gibraltar
Grammar School and St John’s
College, Oxford.
On his retirement he was
appointed adviser on foreign
affairs to the Gibraltar govern
ment. Deciding that local politics
were excessively polarised he
formed the left-of-centre Inde
pendent Democratic party and
contested the elections held in
March; but his party failed to win
a single seat.
He was appointed CBE. He is
survived by his wife Lillian and
five children.
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Ready to take the reins: Rodney Galpin, future chairman of Standard Chartered

Standard bounces
back with £156m
By Jason Nisse

L

STANDARD Chartered, long
the sick man of the banking
sector, surprised the City
yesterday with better than
expected first-half profits of
£156m and a further delay to
its anticipated rights issue.
Sir Peter Graham, who hands
over the chairmanship to Rodney
Galpin in two months, gave no
clues to the timing of the issue
but admitted he had not asked
any of his three major shareholders—the famous “white squires”
who saved Standard from the
clutches of Lloyds Bank two
years ago—whether they would
support the cash call.

internal problems in Robert
Holmes a Court’s Bell Group as
anything,
Mr Holmes a Court, along with
other “white squires” Hongkong
financier Sir Yue-Kong Pao and
Mdaysian businessman Tan Sn
^hoo Teck Puat now controls
aboiJ J
? c?linf,ahnM
?quily;1H,?.15 PuC' ltake ls„h*ld
by Bcl1 wh‘ch basn
Laken ov.er by A,an Bond s Bond
LorPoration. n ,
,
Last wcek: a Bond spokesman
\vas.rep?rted say,ng the Standard stake would be sold, but Sir
Pe 9r salb be '1a? spoken to a
senior representative of the

less than many estimate as the
amount needed to bring Stan
dard up to its stated target equity
to assets ratio of 5 p.c.
The issue will bring our
ratios back to reasonable
levcls," said Sir Peter. "But we
will not come up to 5 p.c. in one
bound.”
Opinion is that the timing of
the issue depends as much on the

b

L'
Standard’s profits'were 48 p.c.
above ,ast year’s, struck before
an exceptional charge of £329m
for extra third world and South
African debt provisions. Pred.ctl(!ns f°r Jb?nfu“ *car '?ave bcen
ra,sed to£310m.
“in their own minds, the figurcs were very good,’’ said
Julian Robbins at Barclays de

Zoete Wedd. “So they may be
able to come out with a bigger
rights issue.”
Much of the improvement
came from Standard’s better bad
debt record. Specialist debt
recovery teams have enabled the
bank to write back £17m of
provisions.
The bad debt write-backs
helped the Asia Pacific region,
on which Standard is pinning
much of its future hopes, to
increase profits 43 p.c. to £53-5m.
Britain contributed £68* hn, up
45 p.c., thanks to good result in
foreign exchange and a record
performance at Standard Trust.
African profits fell because of
currency instability, Europe was
back in the black, but the Middle
East & South Asia slipped to a
£l*3m loss due to poor trading
conditions.
Earnings per share were 61 *2p
against a loss of 179p and the
maintained interim dividend of
12-5p continues the historically
high payout record. The shares
rose 15p to507p.
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Gulf war ceasefire

UN gives £20m starter
for monitoring mission
New York (AP) - The United UN spokesman. About 350 million to the UN for peaceNations approved funding members of theIran-Iraq keeping forces, half to be used
yesterday for the first three observation group will be in the Gulf and half in
months of the mission to unarmed military observers, Afghanistan,
monitor a ceasefire in the Gulf 615 will be military personnel.
The nations contributing
W^r.
and about 350 will be civilian officers to monitor the ceaseOn a request by Senor staff
fire areArgentina, Australia,
Javier Perez de Cuellar, the
The US Defence Depart- Austria, Bangladesh, Canada,
Secretary-General, the world ment said it had started flying Denmark, Finland, Ghana
body convened its 159-mem- Canadian troops and their Hungary, Indonesia India’
ber General Assembly and equipment and supplies to the Ireland,'Italy, Kenya’Malayreferred his funding request to Middle East for service in the sia. New Zealand, Nigeria
its budget committee.
observer group. No US air- Norway, Poland, ’ Senegal’
Hours later, the committee craft will fly to Iran, according Sweden, Turkey, Yugoslavia
decided, without a vote, to to the department.
and Zambia,
approve $35.7 million (£20.8 The warring countries are to
Meanwhile Iran has exmiUion) for the first three begin direct peace talks on pressed fears that Iraq may
months of the ceasefire mon- August 25 in Geneva, with launch a series of air sea and
itoring operation involving ™
Rome (AP) - An —---Italian Iand assau,ts on Iran before
1,300 personnel.
frigate
sailed out of the Gulf the ceasefire takes effect,
The committee asked the yesterday,
the task ~ ^ran s UN mission conSecretary-General to report force from reducing
three
frigates
to firmed that Mr Mohammad
back by October 1 on the first two, a Naval Ministry spokesJa’afar Mahallati, the Iranian
phase of the operation and its man
said. The frigate Aliseo Ambassador, would deliver
costs.
Gulf with the task the message from the Iranian
A UN report said the assem left the
commander on board. f°rcign minister, Ali-Akbar
bly should assess its members force
$75.6 million to pay for six Italy said the entire fleet might VeIayatl»10 Perez de Cuellar,
be withdrawn if the situation
The Islamic Republic News
months’ of the monitoring returns
to normal.
Agency said the cable from
task. The General Assembly is
__
Velayati warned there
to meet Wednesday to adopt Senor Perez de Cuellar indications that Baghdad are
inthe budget.
a ornnn r»f
i tm v,
mediating. Preparations are tends to attack before the
observers also under way for the first ceasefire begins on Saturday at
amved in Baghdad yesterday, UN naval force, which would 0300 GMT.

rSwr®

.srsar

week*3 S Wh° amved ,asl
a cimiiorU
ru
ers arrived
°f'°b?er^“
Teh?^ sn1d ^^M lTiy m
inp offipjlfi 3 UN peacekeep“
The hMri of the fx _
General Wo in
C’

The US, already in arrears
with its annual donation, was
assessed $10.9 million of the
three“month total, but Washmgton wants Arab nations
?ncL J?pa? V° d0nate extra
funds to the force, since they

and asked the secretary-general and Security Council to
take immediate steps to prevent Baghdad from jeopardizing the ceasefire.
Iracp Ambassador Ismat
Kittani declined to answer

4f

SSS
b“,‘ —
In April, Japan pledged $20

ing was at Kittani’s request.

to Tehran tomorrow, said a
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Hanson sells Kidde
fire business for £149m

(

HANSON, the international in
dustrial conglomerate, has sold
off the biggest chunk yet of
Kidde, the US combine it paid
£1.6bn for last November.
Yesterday it announced the
$253.75m (£149.3m) sale of
Kidde’s fire protection businesses
to Pilgrim House Group, the UK
electronics group formerly known
as RHP. The deal also marks the
new-look PHG’s first big acqui
sition since it shed its bearings
business last December.
The businesses PHG is acquir
ing are among the world leaders
in the fire protection field, op
erating especially at the high tech
nology end of the sector in devel
oping systems for aerospace,
military and industrial customers.
Michael Harper, who will head
the new division, said he saw
growth coming especially in the
marine business, developing
equipment to combat the sort of
fires seen aboard the USS Stark,
hit by an Iraqi missile in the Gulf,
and in the Falklands war.
The deal is being funded by a
vendor placing of 24.9 million
new PHG shares, subject to
shareholders’ clawback on a onefor-five basis at 171p. This will
raise around £42.6m with the bal
ance coming from cash resources
and borrowings. PHG has around
£62m in cash after the bearings
sale.
Roger Pinnington, PHG chief
executive, said the deal was a
“once in a generation opportu
nity” to join the world leaders in
specialist fire protection. The

Kidde businesses would comple
ment Graviner, PHG’s existing
fire operations in the UK, to give
a strong international position.
He said the deal was “an ag
gressive growth acquisition, but
defensive as well”.
The deal would dilute earnings
per share by up to 6 per cent this
year, and put gearing at 64 per
cent via the £50m borrowings, but
he hoped to make up this ground
by the end of next year, partly
through acquisitions.
PHG is interested mainly in the
high end of the business, and is
prepared to sell the fire extin
guishers and sprinklers opera
tions. Analysts estimated that up
to £40m of the borrowings could
be repaid through asset sales.
Robert Morton of BZW said
that the deal showed Hanson was
“in a disposal phase”, and would
have around £lbn net cash at year
end. It means that Hanson has re
couped nearly $362bn of the
Kidde purchase price.
PHG shed 5p to 185p — still
above the placing price offer —
while Hanson was >/2p weaker at
1371/zp.

' ".vay
Roger Pinnington: “once in,
a generation opportunity” j
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The ethics of responsibility

WHEN the chairman and chief executive of
South West Water, Keith Court, refused yes
terday to resign after his authority had
pumped polluted water into 7,000 homes
and virtually wiped out the fish stocks of two
rivers, he was following in a firm and dis
honourable modern tradition. There had
been, said Mr Court, “lamentable failures,
errors and incompetence down the line”, but
he appears to believe that these are not his
fault. They are not, but there is a difference
between fault and responsibility, which has
been sadly blurred in recent practice.
We have come to expect that when a large
organisation damages the interests of soci
ety, the people at the top will maintain that it
had nothing to do with them. In a technical
sense they may well be right, though not,
perhaps, always. But when things go well, the
people at the top of large organisations are
happy to take the credit for things for which
they have no personal responsibility. It is
quite right and reasonable to expect them to
take some of othe blame when things go dis
astrously wrong. When a company, or stateowned enterprise, makes mistakes which kill
people, or wreck portions of the environ
ment, the men and women at the top should
resign, because their organisations have
damaged the society within which they work.
And a refusal to resign, a determination to
take the narrowly legalistic view of respon
sibilities when it suits, is also damaging to so
ciety, and in the long run more damaging
than the original accident. It denies the net
work of obligation in which even our unin
tended actions and their consequences are
snared. Real life and real morality cannot be

reduced to the lines on an organisational
chart. The appointment of a managing direc
tor for London Transport will not mean that
his superiors have no responsibility for what
his subordinates do or omit to do.
Personal responsibility does not disappear
because it is complicated and difficult to de
fine. Still less does the fact of responsibility
disappear simply because we find it more
convenient to live for the most part as if our
fellows were merely parts of a machine, si
lent and effective as a silicon chip.
Almost the last people to live up to civi
lised standards of responsibility in this coun
try were Lord Carrington and his junior min
isters at the time of the Falklands War. Their
organisation had failed; they were not per
sonally to blame; they were still right to re
sign. In a similar fashion, the head of the
French railway system resigned last week af
ter the second crash this year of a train which
ran past the buffers. There is no suggestion
that the head of such an enormous organi
sation could or should be personally con
cerned with the running of individual subur
ban trains. But people may be morally
responsible for things for which they cannot
reasonably be expected to foresee.
One of the important things about such a
gesture is that it is made in public. The peo
ple at the heads of large organisations are
actors on the public stage and their gestures
have a resonance outside their own organisa
tions, though they are important within them
too: morale at London Underground can
hardly be helped by the spectacle of the peo
ple at the top trying to prove that they were
only issuing orders.
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Latin Debt Woe
Grows on Oil,
Rate Factors
By Peter Truell
Staff Reporter of The Wall Street Journal

NEW YORK-Rising interest rates and
falling oil prices are adding to Latin
America’s economic difficulties and are
hurting much of the region’s ability to
continue fully servicing its bank debt.
Meanwhile, coming changes of govern
ment in the U.S. and big Latin American
debtor countries - Argentina, Brazil, Mex
ico and Venezuela-mean that currently
there is a leadership vacuum for handling
international debt problems.
Most oil prices have dropped more than
$4 a barrel in the past year, with Mexican
crude now selling for about $12.50 a barrel,
down from $16.50 a barrel a year ago,
according to a spokeswoman for Pemex, the
Mexican state oil company.
For Mexico that cuts about $2.8 billion
from export revenue. Similar price falls for
Venezuelan oil have cut that nation’s export
revenue by about $2.6 billion.
Added Payments
Meanwhile, the recent steep rise in the
London interbank offered rate-the rate
most Latin American countries pay on their
foreign debt - threatens to add about $6.6
billion a year to the region’s interest
payments on its estimated $330 billion
foreign bank debt.
The so-called Libor rate for six-month
money is now 9% annually, up from 7% in
late February, and the three-month rate
has risen to 8%% from 6 %% during that
period.
Indeed, six years after the Latin Ameri
can debt crisis broke when Mexico ran out of
money in August 1982, economic growth and
rates of investment in most of these nations
remain low despite some determined at
tempts at economic change, particularly in
Mexico and more recently in Brazil.
Changes in Washington
Meanwhile, in Washington, U.S. Trea
sury Secretary James A. Baker and Federal
Reserve Board Chairman Paul A. Volcker,
architects of the present flagging interna
tional debt strategy, both have stepped i

(w

down. That strategy called for industrial
nations, international agencies and banks to
continue lending to debtor countries in
return for economic overhaul.
And with the U.S. presidential elections
in November, many creditors and debtors
are waiting for a new-or renewed-ap
proach to Latin America’s problems of
heavy foreign debt and lack of invest
ment.
In the debtor countries, there also are
important political changes in the offing.
Venezuela, Argentina and Brazil will hold
presidential elections within the next 15 1
months. Mexico’s new president, Carlos
Salinas de Gortari, takes office in Decem
ber, and a new president in Ecuador is
trying to frame a new economic strategy for
that hard-pressed country.
Investment Rates Drop
“Rates of investment haven’t recovered.
They’re the key to sustained export
growth,” says Albert Fishlow, professor of
economics at the University of California,
Berkeley. Quoting International Monetary
Fund statistics, Mr. Fishlow says that in
Latin America, investment is running at an
annual average rate of 17% of output of
goods and services, down from between 24%
and 25% in 1980 and 1981.
The drop is due to the continued outflow
of resources, as countries struggle to
service their foreign debt, Mr. Fishlow
says, and isn’t the result of a fall in domestic
savings rates. Bankers say it also is due to
heavy domestic debt servicing commit
ments.
Venezuelan officials, complaining of oil
price declines, last week visited Washington
and New York to try to find new funds to
help make debt payments falling due later
this year. Argentina, trying to implement
economic changes, is about $1 billion behind
in interest payments on its foreign bank
debt, and probably won’t start negotiating
with its bank creditors until the end of this
month, one senior banker said.
Some Positive Signs
But many bankers and government
officials reject gloom about the interna
tional debt outlook. Although they concede a
lack of leadership in the U.S. and in some
debtor countries, they counter that in the
two most important debtor countries-Mex
ico and Brazil - there have been substantial
economic changes, and that Mexico has had
considerable success in building non-oil
exports, to reduce reliance on a single
comipodity.
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Argentine Airline Chief Plans to Quit Over SAS Pact
BUENOS AIRES-The head of Argen SAS will buy 40% of the Argentine carrier’s
tina’s state airline said he plans to resign shares for $204 million. The Argentine gov
over a merger accord with Scandinavian ernment will keep 51%, and 9% will be sold
Airlines System, saying that the agreement to company employees.
The accord requires approval from Ar
will fail.
Horacio Domingorena, chief of Aero- gentina’s Congress and by SAS senior man
lineas Argentinas, said the government agement and board of directors.
In Sweden, an SAS spokesman declined
should have asked for tenders for shares in
the Argentine carrier instead of directly to comment on how Mr. Domingorena’s
possible departure might affect the
approaching SAS.
Mr. Domingorena said he planned to planned merger, pointing out that "we’re
hand in his resignation to President Raul dealing with the Argentinian government,
Alfonsin yesterday. "I see [Mr.] Alfonsin not the airline.”
SAS has told Argentina its offer is valid
totally committed to this [accord], and
that’s dangerous,” he said, adding: "It’s until Dec. 15, the spokesman said. SAS is
50%-owned by the governments of Norway,
not going to work out.”
SAS and Aerolineas Argentinas signed Sweden and Denmark and 50% privately
an agreement last Thursday
under which owned. (Reuter, WSJ)
*
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IIS Antarctic Bases Called Polluters
WASHINGTON (AP)-NatajlSdence^tnduTLws^nd
EXnmental Defense Fund said Tues
day.
“ihe environmental practices of ^e^NSF^j^lhe^federal^

^

Annm.fcZers open burnmg and ocean Sumping of other wastes and
lack of emissions controls on ^ P°^"f0Hhe report's findings are
true,
envi:ronmental practices at its four bases.
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Debt casts shadow
on Latin America polls
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Robert Graham reports on the likely electoral
impact of a backlash against austerity
HE GUEST list at the
inauguration last Thurs
day of Mr Rodrigo
Borja, the new Ecuadorean
president, read like a Who’s
Who of Latin America.
This produced near-farce on
occasions with Mr George
Shultz, the US Secretary of
State, consciously side-step
ping proximity to Dr Fidel Cas
tro, the Cuban leader, and with
President Daniel Ortega of
Nicaragua being treated as a
tourist until Mr Borja was
installed and diplomatic rela
tions were promptly re-estab
lished with Nicaragua.
Unfortunately, such inci
dents tended to grab the lime
light, obscuring the signifi
cance of the occasion. Not for
many years have so many
prominent leaders of differing
political persuasions gathered
together in the same place.
The guests may not have
found everyone to their liking.
But the metting marks a new
sense of tolerance and a wel
come indication that ideologi
cal positions are being softened
both on the left and right.
There is, however, a more
important aspect to the advent
of Mr Borja. His election was
the first in a series of electoral
contests throughout the
region, the results of which
will in large measure be deter
mined by the track record of
governments in dealing with
the debt crisis.
Since the onset of the debt
crisis, economic issues have

T
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been the principal preoccupa- ■
tion of governments while eco
nomic policies (or lack of
them) have been the principal
cause of popular discontent.
The trend of opinion polls
and electoral results in Latin
America indicates a substan
tial popular backlash against
austerity policies. This is espe
cially so where governments
have been seen to be too
closely identified with a combi
nation of the Reagan Adminis
tration and the International
Monetary Fund.
In Ecuador for instance, the
outgoing centre-right govern
ment of Mr Leon Febres Cor
dero saw its popularity heavily
eroded by adherence to IMFimposed economic programmes
and what critics called “cra
ven” support for President Rea
gan’s policies.
A more extreme instance is
that of Mr Edward Seaga, the
Jamaican Prime Minister. He
has been an exceptionally loyal
US ally, and has relentlessly
pursued orthodox austerity
policies to cope with declining
commodity prices and debt ser
vice.
Although he has turned
round the economy with con
siderable success, he is trailing
in the opinion polls and seems
likely to lose elections, due in
November, to his long time
rival, Mr Michael Manley. The
latter’s return is predicteddespite the economic chaos
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Rodrigo Borja: circumspect
over the economy

and political violeiice that sur
rounded his final days in office
in 1982.
Discontent over the effects of
austerity played a part in the
swing against the government
in July’s presidential elections
in Mexico. Similar sentiments
in Argentina and Brazil
explain in large measure the
declining popularity of the
Alfonsin and Sarney govern
ments.
The poor track record of the
Alfonsin government is the
biggest single factor behind the

L

erosion oi support tor tne ruting Radical Party and the
growing confidence of the
opposition Peronists who look
likely to win next year’s presidential elections.
By the same token, opposition groupings in the Big
Three countries of the continent - Argentina, Brazil and
Mexico - have gained ground
by espousing more nationalistic and unconventional eco*
nomic Dolicies.
Does* this mean that a new
crop of Latin American
regimes which are antagonistic
both to the US and to the
established views of institutions like the Fund, are about
to emerge?
Undoubtedly, governments
will be elected on such a ticket,
It happened in Ecuador and
could happen for the Peronists
in Argentina. But this does not
necessarily mean the performance of these governments
will match their rhetoric.
The room for manoeuvre is
limited and a new mood of
realism is producing an
increasingly common thread in
economic policy that embraces
an acceptance of a lesser state
role, the need to promote
exports, the introduction of fiscal reform, and greater stimulus for foreign investment.
Latin American politicians
are acutely conscious that
Peru, one country which has
sought to make a virtue out of
restricted debt payments and
"heterodox’’ economic policies,

has proved less than luminary. ]
Indeed, the failure of President |
Alan Garcia to tackle Peru s j
economic problems has ,
exposed the dangers of beheving in simple nationalistic solutions to the debt crisis. It has
also encouraged a conservative
backlash which could oust the
radical nationalist APRA Party
in the 1990 presidential elections.
All these events are carefully
monitored and commented
upon within Latin America to
an unprecedented degree, so
that what happens in one
country has a much broader
influence.
. . _
In this climate, it is sigmficant that the new Ecuadorean
president has been notably circumspect in outlining his economic strategy. Existing oil
exploration contracts with foreign companies will be
respected; a new deal will be
sought with the country’s cred
itors but not through confrontation; and while disagreeing
with aspects of US foreign policy, President Borja wants a
proper working relationship,
If this proves the case, and
the experience is repeated, it
suggests that change in government need not be feared as
heralding widely differing policies.
The differences will be of
degree and emphasis rather
than substance, with the most
significant factor being that
political parties can democratically alternate in power.
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Springtime for
Alfonsin brings
out the hecklers
Gary Mead looks at Argentina’s
latest economic austerity plan
J HEN the President <?f
\\ a nation loses his
V V temper and shouts
“fascists” at hecklers, the sus
picion arises that he is losing
his grip. When the rowdies are
highly conservative farmers
moaning about profits, and the
President is Mr Raul Alfonsin,
alarm bells start ringing.
Last Saturday, President
Alfonsin inaugurated one of
Argentina’s most important
annual social events, the Rural
agricultural show. The Presi
dent was roundly hissed and
booed, a shock to Argentina s
political sentiments compara
ble only to whistling the Queen
at Ascot. 1988’s Rural will go
down in history as the year in
which the President became so
enraged he forgot to declare
the show open.
As Argentina moves towards
springtime, or “Primavera ,
farmers are angry with the lat
est economic plan, the Primavera plan. Argentine economic
plans come in rapid succession,
each promising to achieve pre
cisely the same as the one
before. Unfortunately, it is
rather like watching a crowded
London bus go by, the conduc
tor saying: “There’s another
one behind.” There generally
is, but all too often that turns
out to be useless too.
The Primavera plan has iso
lated Mr Alfonsin’s radicals
from almost all sectors of
Argentine society, be they oldage pensioners or rich landowners. Argentines today want
solutions to an economic crisis,
not reminders of how lucky
they are to be living in a demo
cratic state. They take that for
granted. In five years President
Alfonsin has toppled from the
crest of populist waves. Now
he merely appears crestfallen.
The economy is in a desper
ate condition. In 1,700 days of
office Mr Alfonsin has super
vised an accumulated inflation
rate of 51,000 per cent.

i

On August 4 the Pnmavera
plan was launched as a
last-ditch attempt to achieve
utterlv contradictory aims: to
win the 1989 presidential elec
tion and to correct the struc
tural deformations in the econ011The Primavera plan is
designed to persuade the Inter
national Monetary Fund and
foreign commercial banks ot
Argentina’s creditworthiness.
The Government wants Sl.Jbn
(£700m) from the IMF and $2bn
from the banks, in order to service its $56bn foreign debt.
N the other hand the
1 plan has to curb
monthly inflation of 25
per cent if the radicals are to
stand any chance of domestic
political success. But rather
like a rowing boat with two
oarsmen churning away in
opposite directions, the plan
promises only to churn a lot of
water without movement, and
in the process provoke much
bad temper.
Its success depends on what
confidence it can muster from
a nation jaundiced by the failure of similar plans. What for
eign creditors care about is
seeing some kind of order
restored to an economy which
threatens to move from chaos
into anarchy.
They are not encouraged by
the collapse of 77 private banks
since 1980, a budget almost one
year behind in being presented
to Congress, a fiscal deficit of
65 per cent of GDP, and a state
sector which, officially, annu
ally pays $2bn in excess of
market prices for essential
#

The price freeze, due to last
" until October, was agreed with
the Argentine Industrial Union
(UIA), which groups large
industrialists. But small and
medium-sized businesses are
struggling to keep going, after
seven months of dramatic price
increases for fuel, electricity,
gas and other public utilities.
They point to a 35 per cent
drop in sales for July 1988
against 1987. They argue that
they are being forced to accept
the inflationary consequences
of the failure to cut state
spending on the inefficient
public sector. The cut in VAT
from 18 to 15 per cent they
regard as derisory. For them a
price freeze could spell bankruptcy.
..
As for public spending, the
truth is that the radicals no
longer have the political mus
cle to make the necessary cuts.
The Primavera plan proposal
to retire 30,000 state employees,
and transfer 5,000 state cars
from the civil service to the
police, is regarded by indepen
dent economists as trivial.
Other public sector cuts pro
posed include cessation of
work on Argentina’s second
nuclear power station and a
promise to cut state subsidies
and only to pay the debts of
state industries. So far, those
are paper promises.
Considering the vast mark
ups on retail prices before the
plan took effect, trade union
leaders feel little interest in
curtailing their demands. In
the first three days of August,
the price of domestically-pro
duced drugs jumped 31 per
cent Basic food items rose
between 30 and 70 per cent m
the crucial days before the
price freeze. At the same time
the government increased pub
lic utility prices by 30 per cent.

The plan promises to freeze
prices, and hopes that trade
unions - the most powerful
and politicised in Latin Amer
ica - will restrict wage
demands. It juggles with
exchange rates in order to get
more US dollars into the trea
sury, and it vaguely promises
to cut state spending.

N the first week of August,
inflation was 26.3 per cent.
President Alfonsin and his
Economy Minister, Mr Juan
Sourrouiile, have promised it
will be down to one digit by
the last three months of 1988.
While prices have rocketed,
salaries have taken a dive in
real terms. When Mr Alfonsm
took office in December 1983
the Government-guaranteed
minimum salary was $109 a
: month. Today it stands at $68.
The purchasing power ot
wages is now lower than at
any time since the radicals
took office, registering a drop
of 35.5 per cent since December
1983.
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The IMF’s recommendation
for spiralling inflation is aus
terity. With demand for labour
having dropped by 38.6 per
cent in July compared with the
same month in 1987, Argen
tines feel they have had
enough austerity.
As for farmers, they are par
ticularly cross at what they see
as discrimination against their
ability to make a sizeable
profit in the one good year
they have had for some time.
The US drought forced grain
prices up and Argentine farm
ers rubbed their hands at the
thought of this year’s high dol
lar returns.
But the Primavera plan
shocked them. The Govern
ment decided to retain its com
plicated two-tier exchange rate
system and force agricultural
exports to continue dealing
through the lower, commercial
rate of exchange. At the same
time it now permits industrial
exports to operate in the
higher, financial rate, for 50
per cent of its exports.
The farmers, who have not
lost money but only failed to

financial times
make more, see the two-tier
exchange rate system as an
indirect tax on profits, a tax
used to subsidise the state sec
tor which constantly fads to
pay its debts, never mind make
a profit. They point to such
statistics as the state railway
system making enough money
each year to pay only 60 per
cent of its wage bill.
While much of the Rural
whistling and foot-stamping
came from farmers who have
little to complain of, a great
deal also came from the heart
of people who have no confi
dence in this Government’s
handling of the economy.
A recent newspaper cartoon
summed up their mood. It
depicts President Alfonsin
shamefacedly unveiling,
amidst fanfares and crowds, a
new statue, of Mr Sourrouille.
In a reference to the promise of
one-digit inflation by the end
of the year, Mr Sourrouille
stares into the distance, his
right arm extended, one finger
pointing upwards in a univer
sally understood gesture of
contempt.

c

President Raul Alfonsin:
enraged at booing farmers
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A festival put
to rights
■■REPRESENTATIVES from
JYArgentina, Costa Rica,
Spain, Cuba and Mexico, are
| taking part in New York’s Fes
tival Latino begun by Joseph
Papp 12 years ago and now the
largest Latin cultural event in
the US. This year’s festival,
held throughout this month,
has been organised around the
theme of human rights — the
subjects dealt with, in drama,
documentaries and discussions,
range from apartheid to Nicara
gua. The festival will also pre
sent more than 200 hours of
, Latin American television.
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SAS
dares,
but
it win?
M

r Horacio Domingorena,
president of Aerolineas
Argentinas, yesterday
strongly condemned the Argen
tine government’s agreement to
sell 40 per cent of the state-owned
carrier to Scandinavian Airlines
System. The figures given for the
deal were “fictitious and incor
rect,” Mr Domingorena said, and
the arrangement “prostituted the
principle of privatisation.”
A Government appointee, Mr
Domingorena claimed that the
Scandinavian airline was paying
only S156m (£92m), not the S204m
announced last week, and that it
would be putting up only $20m of
a $60m down-payment in cash.
The duty-free shop alone at Bue
nos Aires’ international airport is
“worth more than that," he said.
Mr Domingorena’s intervention
underlines the grave doubts over
whether the SAS-Aerolineas deal
will actually get off the ground.
For SAS, there are disturbing
echoes of its unsuccessful effort
last year to buy a minority stake
in British Caledonian, the trou
bled UK airline.
Although Aerolineas operates
in a peripheral market, SAS is
attracted to the Argentine carrier
for the same reason it was drawn
to BCal: it will help the Scandina
vian airline to prosper in a world
of “mega-carriers” despite its
sparsely populated home base on
the Arctic fringe of Europe.
Mr Jan Carlzon, SAS president
since 1981, is keen to put into
practice this element of his blue
print for survival, minority hold
ings in partner airlines. He has
been thwarted twice so far in
Europe, but rivals are imitating
his strategy as the pendulum
swings away from state owner
ship of airlines.

FINANCIALTIMES

British Airways, which fre
quently cited UK national inter
est grounds in its fight to thwart
SAS’s courtship of BCal, has
lined up as a suitor for a holding
in Air New Zealand - the state
carrier for which privatisation
plans are due to be announced
shortly. Swissair has bought a 4
per cent stake in neighbouring
Austrian Airlines, and other can
didates for full or partial privati
sation include Lan-Chile and
Mexican Airlines.
The wide political span of gov
ernments now eager to introduce
private money into state carriers
demonstrates that the question
transcends ideology. With air
lines facing the expensive task of
replacing ageing fleets, govern
ments are loth to commit huge
sums to enterprises which, in
good years, make such slender
returns. Stock markets do similar
sums and put a lower valuation
on airlines than do rival carriers
looking for a strategic stake.
The prestige of owning the flag
carrier, it seems, is no longer
worth any price.
SAS’s Argentine deal will be a
critical test of this argument. Mr
Domingorena’s challenge to the
sums may be the most telling.
First Boston, on behalf of Aeroli
neas, valued the airline at $650m,
whereas Morgan Guaranty for
SAS priced it at $475m. World
Bank officials came to a figure of
$525m, although the two sides
eventually agreed on $510m.

Clay Harris and
Gary Mead look at
opposition to the
sale of a minority
stake in Argentina’s
state airline
Mr Domingorena said yester
day that the Argentine side
should have been handled by the
Argentine National Development
Bank. Mr Rodolfo Terragno, Min
ister for Public Works who is
responsible for the deal, said Mr
Domingorena should resign if he
is not happy.
Mr Terragno argues that since
Mr Domingorena signed a letter
of intent at the beginning of the
year, he should accept the terms.
Mr Domingorena says no figures
were included in the original letter.
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Even before Mr Domingorena's
intervention, the deal faced bitter
criticism from the Peronist oppo
sition - for which the carrier
founded by General Juan Peron
in 1950 is a proud national sym
bol - and from Aerolineas’
domestic airline rival. The ruling
Radical Party will be confronted
with demands for concessions in
policy areas far removed from
airlines if it hopes to win the
necessary approval in Congress.
Political opposition is likely to
gather under the emotive banner
of vends patria - selling the home
land - but just as serious is the
feeling that the Government did
not give Austral, Argentina's pri
vately-owned domestic carrier, a
fair shake in negotiations.
Last month, Cielos del Sur, an
influential Argentine business
with which Austral has close
links, submitted a letter of inter
est in purchasing a stake in Aero
lineas. It obtained the support of
Alitalia and Swissair, and a rival
bid seemed imminent, for per
haps 55 per cent of Aerolineas.
Mr Terragno gave the letter short
shrift and continued with the
SAS negotiations.
Even more irksome for Aus
tral, which spent seven years in
the state sector after a financial
rescue in 1980, is" the fact that
Buenos Aires has shown no signs
of deregulating fares or allowing
it to compete with Aerolineas
internationally.
For SAS, the Argentine deal
follows two unsuccessful efforts
to forge alliances with European
airlines. It has been in and out of
merger talks with Belgium’s
Sabena for more than a year.
Last year, SAS tried to buy a
stake in BCal when the finan
cially troubled UK airline was
seized with second thoughts
about the wisdom of a takeover
by the much larger British Air
ways. BCal was troubled by the
depressed post-October price BA
was willing to pay.
SAS successfully negotiated
the Civil Aviation Authority’s
regulatory obstacle course, but
BA’s increased £250m bid won
the day. SAS turned its attention
to co-operation agreements with
local carriers on other continents
- the Scandinavian airline and
its partners would share the long
intercontinental routes between
“hubs" from which each would
operate co-ordinated “spokes” of
regional service.
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“Obviously the best arrange
ment is to fly non-stop,” SAS
says, “but given that we cannot
afford to go to all the places our
business passengers want, the
hub-and-spoke arrangement
offers the shortest overall trans
portation time.” The shorter fly*
ing time means that SAS has a
better chance of securing a
higher ranking in reservation
systems - and so is more likely
to attract customers.
SAS already has such an agreement with Thai International and
is looking for partners in North
America. It has also held talks
with Qantas about opening up
routes in Australia where SAS
does not have permission to fly.
Additional reporting by Sara
Webb in Stockholm
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Symptom
of a flawed
vision
Peter Kellner on a fading emblem of sound public provision

i

Mrs Thatcher is challenged
by the red phone box

H

as Margaret Thatcher finally
met her match? During the
past nine years she has fought
and defeated the Labour Party, General Galtieri, the Greater London
Council, Francis Pym and Arthur Scargill. Now her brand of politics is being
challenged by an enfeebled, 52-year-old
enemy she may never have realised she
had: the red telephone box
lt is not that Sir Giles Gilbert Scott s
familiar scarlet creation will revive while
Mrs Thatcher expires (though an entertaining August polling question would be
to find out which the public would prefer
to flourish, given the choice). British
Telecom’s culling of the kiosks has gone
too far for that. It is what they symbolise
that threatens to be so potent.
The story so far is simply told. The
SC^tio'3n°S'r! ^ aPPeaJed in the
mid-1930s. They became instantly recognisable features of the British landscape:
solid, harmonious and reassuring. In recent years, however, they have been increasingly vandalised. Cheaper, more robust, glass-free booths have replaced
them. No matter that they let in the noise
and the rain: privatisation has intensified
the search for profit, and profit has demanded the extinction of most red kiosks.
Until recently, their demise has been
accompanied by the kind of phlegm with
which the British are notorious for applying to disasters they feel they can do

nothing to avoid. Like most people, I
have watched the disappearance of the
red boxes with apathetic regret. Two
years ago, however, the undergrowth
started to stir. Architects began complaining. A kiosk in London Zoo’s Parrot House became a listed building. Critjcs 0f British Telecom started banging
their spoons on the table.
Much of the running has been made in
right-wing papers, like The Daily TelemPK The Spectator, Times and Sunday
Times. Their messages have mixed nostalgia for a more ordered age with enthusjasm for competition. The red kiosks
represented dignity, stability, civilisation: BT’s current offerings betoken a
shabby, ephemeral philistinism: thank
God for BT’s rival, Mercury, which has
attempted to restore style to telephone
boxes with its new offerings at Waterloo
Station.
.
it would be a pity if the battle of the
kiosks were to be confined to consenting
conservatives, with the rest of us catchjng a glimpse only when a stray shot
[ands in Pseuds’ Comer. Fortunately,
there are signs that a second front will be
opened. Earlier this month Patrick
Wright, one of Anthony Crosland’s more
astute disciples, discussed the issue in
New Statesman and Society. Mr Wright
quoted the peroration to The Future of
Socialism, where Mr Crosland called for
“statues in the centre of new housing estates, better-designed street-lamps and
telephone kiosks”. To Mr Wright, “the

old red telephone box became symbolic
of endangered ideals of public service. It
has become the nostalgic emblem of a
social provision which could and should
be reliable, uniform and equally available to all.”
iS^rs Thatcher’s critics could
[% /I do worse than adopt this arI
I gument and widen it. This is
JL Y A not because the left could
win a nostaigia war with the right, but be
cause it shows a way through one of the
fundamental political problems that the
left ha$ confronted since Mrs Thatcher
came tQ office. how t0 defend and pro
mote the cause of pu51ic service.
If the Prime Minister’s politics have a
centrai unifying idea, it is an unyielding
preference for private over public activr It shows in her preference for tax cuts
0'er blic spending, for private rather
than public ownership of the utilities and
jn h(£ lans t0 trim
powers of local
counci£ It shows in her passion for de
reeulating locai bus services and for slimb
°
ming the size of Whitehall. Since 197)
Mrs Thatcher’s constant message has
been: “public organisations are grey,
bloated, insensitive bureaucracies. Replace them with private, competitive
businesses and the customers will be
happier.”

j
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Politically the two halves of that mes
sage have been run together, as if they
are unbreakably linked. There is no logi
cal reason why they should be. Both pub
lic and private organisations display the
full range of efficiency and inefficiency,
sensitivity and insensitivity and so on.
Honest free-market enthusiasts admit
this, but still fight for their cause. To
them, private economic activity is supe
rior in its own right. It disperses power
from the state; it diminishes the role of
people as citizens and voters and ex
pands their role as consumers and trad
ers. It elevates the satisfaction of private
wants, but depresses the utility of public
goods.
Many find the free-market philosophy
profoundly unattractive; but that is not
the point. It is a valid view to hold, and to
pursue through a political party. The
practical question is: how is that philoso
phy to be sold to enough voters to win
power and then keep it? I doubt whether
a brutal condemnation of all public ac
tivities on principle would be acceptable
to enough people.
A different approach is needed. Vot
ers must be encouraged to feel dissatis
fied with the public sector. That dissatis
faction may then be harnessed in a
wholly pragmatic way. Once enough of
us have been convinced that public pro
vision is bad, it is but a short step to per
suading us, instance by instance, that pri
vate provision would be better. In that
way, broader and more awkward philo
sophical questions may be sidestepped.
W 1 ven Mrs Thatcher’s fiercest op■ J ponents must concede that she
I 1 has pursued this strategy with
Mi wJ persistence and success. De
fenders of public provision still exist, but
they are scattered, scarce and impotent.
It is not that they lack a rigorous case
(ample economic studies can be cited to
show how efficiently many public activi
ties are run); it is that they lack a lan
guage the public can recognise.
The red telephone kiosk is a symbol
that imprints itself on the retina more
clearly than any number of cost-benefit
analyses. It is an example of flair de
ployed in the public service for the public
good. By the measuring tools of freemarket enthusiasts, the death of the ki
osk is, literally, a non-event: it played no
part in private consumption, therefore it
did not count towards our national
wealth, therefore its disappearance can
not subtract from that wealth.

To everyone else — that is, to the
great majority of us — that is too narrow
a definition of wealth. We are enriched
by things that economic statistics either
ignore or fail to measure fully. One of
the most vital tasks of the public sector is
to preserve these common assets, and to
protect them when they are threatened.
Clean air and pure water are two of the
most fundamental assets, but there are
many others, from high-quality public
broadcasting to national parks. In ex
treme circumstances Mrs Thatcher her
self has had to acknowledge the point,
such as when the task force reclaimed
the Falkland Islands from Argentina,
and when the ambulance and other
emergency services rescued injured peo
ple from Brighton’s Grand Hotel after
the IRA detonated its bomb there four
years ago.
The task for Mrs Thatcher’s oppo
nents is to show that the kind of commit
ment to public service we witnessed then
has a wider application. They can pray
many monuments in aid. My eldest child
is about to start school at our local com
prehensive school, Sawston Village Col
lege near Cambridge. It was the first of a
dozen such schools, the brainchild of
Henry Morris, the county’s visionary
chief education officer from 1922 to 1954.
For Mr Morris, schools should serve
not only their pupils, but the whole com
munity. They should stay active in the
evenings and at weekends. He called
them “village colleges” rather than
“schools” to emphasise the point, and
appointed “wardens” rather than “head
teachers”. His ambition, he once wrote,
was to lift the school-leaving age to 90.
Mr Morris insisted on using the best ar
chitects and building materials. On
Sawston’s front doors he arranged for
ornamental wrought iron animals, de
signed by the consulting architect of the
Carnegie Foundation. He imported
large marble balls from Italy for the lawn
and bought walnut panelling for the
adult common room.
Henry Morris’s era spanned the pe
riod when it was taken for granted that
the public sector had a special duty to set
high standards for the benefit of all. Ex
amples that spring to mind are the estab
lishment of the BBC, clean air legisla
tion, the creation of the National Health
Service, and the application of Parker
Morris standards to public housing.
They all required commitment, flair
and talent. None would have been pro
duced by an unregulated free market.
Nor would Scott’s telephone kiosks.
Their death is a symbol of the flaw in Mrs
Thatcher’s vision. It is not the most im
portant such symbol, but — and this is
what threatens her — it is possibly the
most vivid.
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Consul recalled
Buenos Aires (AFP) — The
Foreign Ministry said it was or
dering its consul in South Af
rica to return home immedi
ately. Pretoria had, threatened
to expel him if Argentina did
not reconsider a decision to de
port the South African consul
and three others.

r
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Houston Industries Inc. Seeks to Sell
Oil, Gas Properties for $400 Million
By Dianna Solis
Staff Reporter of The Wall Street Journal

o

c

HOUSTON-Houston Industries Inc. has
hired investment bankers to find a buyer for
its oil and gas properties, hoping to snare as
much as $400 million from the sale.
That cash could be applied to the
company’s SI.27 billion acquisition of cabletelevision properties from Rogers Communications Inc., William A. Cropper, Houston
Industries’ treasurer, said in an interview.
The acquisition would make the company,
one of the U.S.’s largest utility operators,
also one of its largest cable-television
operators. The cable purchase is subject to
regulatory approval.
But the proposed acquisition by Houston
Industries, whose dominant unit is Houston
Lighting & Power Inc., set off sparks among
consumer groups in Texas because the
company's utility unit is expected to file a
rate case soon to recover its share of costs in
the South Texas Project, a $5.8 billion
nuclear plant. The consumer groups say the
company shouldn’t be contemplating a
large acquisition while seeking a rate
increase. The utility unit provided 94% of
the parent’s profit last year.
.
Reserves in Greece
Mr. Cropper said Houston Industries
retained Goldman, Sachs & Co. two weeks
ago to locate prospective buyers for the
possible sale of its Primary Fuels Inc. unit,
The oil and gas unit posted profit of $4.5
million in 1987, compared with a $27.7
million loss in 1986. Its reserves, scattered

from Indonesia to Argentina, from Greece
to the Permian Basin of West Texas, consist
of about 23 million barrels of oil and the
equivalent of roughly 47 million barrels of
;
natural gas.
But some industry officials warn that the
market for oil and gas reserves may be
glutted. While Houston Industries’ expecta-:
tions from the sale are in line with recent
reserve transactions, a large number of
other companies also are trying to sell
energy reserves.
*
Profit in Four Years
Mr. Cropper said shareholders can ex
pect profits in about four years from the
expanded cable properties. The company’s
current cable operation, Denver-based Par
agon Communications, has had losses of
about $17 million in the two years it has been
owned by Houston Industries. The Rogers
properties have been unprofitable because
of capital depreciation costs from invest
ments from 1979 to 1986 in what is a
“state-of-the art” system, Mr. Cropper
said.
Nearly 80% of the cable industry pro
vides subscribers with fewer than 36 channels, Mr. Cropper said, while all of the
Rogers properties provide more capacity,
including two markets where capacity
reaches 108 channels. The crown jewel of
the acquisition is the San Antonio market,
he said, because there is no competition.
The new properties would give Houston
industries a combined total of 1.2 million
cable subscribers.
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SAS to Buy 40% of Argentine Airline for $204 Million

P

BUENOS AIRES - Scandinavian Air
lines System signed ah agreement with Ar
gentina to buy 40% of the state carrier
Aerolineas Argentinas for $204 million.
SAS, which is 50%-owned by the govern
ments of Norway, Sweden and Denmark
and 50% privately owned, has been seeking
a suitable international partner for two
years. In February, Argentina and SAS
signed a letter of intent to carry out a fea
sibility study into SAS’s acquisition of a
40% stake in the Argentine airline.
Other European air carriers also have
Nown interest in the Argentine airline. In
Swissair said it and Alitalia were
isoring an attempt by an Argentine

businessman to buy into the airline if it
were sold.
The accord signed late last week must
go to Argentine President Raul Alfonsin
and the country’s congress for ratification.
Government sources said they expect the
agreement to be approved before the end
of this month.
The sale is part of Mr. Alfonsin’s plans
to sell state enterprises - particularly un
profitable ones-to private investors. The
goal is to reduce the drain on the cashstrapped Treasury and improve services.
Argentina will retain 51% of the airline.
The remaining 9% will be sold to em
ployees. (AP-DJ, Reuter)
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Globetrotter Maggie
lines up another tour
MRS THATCHER, on
holiday in Cornwall
after a tour of
Australia, the Far East
Mnfanothe^’12

0t WOrld
And she is pencilling
in onepart of the globe
she has never visited
—South America.
Officials have been
told to work out a
possible tour to take
in Brazil and Uruguay.
Brazil, which was
friendly towards

Britain during the
Falklands War, has
already extended an ,
invitation.
Chile is another

CsSlbThatchearc°oUugM
criticises its numan
riShts record.
it is likely the tour ,
would also take in the
Falklands as a sign to
the Argentinians that
Britain will not turn
its back on the
islanders.

c
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Fears grow on
Argentine tests
power programme. Critics say
Argentina is now building a
uranium refining plant outside
the safeguards system.
They say Bonn should now
A RGENTINA’S drive
/A towards nuclear indepen- take a stand on the plutonium,
#\dence is posing problems not least because Argentina is
for West Germany, and causing seeking credits to help complete
concern about growing links the unfinished third power
with other developing station.
President Raul Alfonsm
countries.
The Bonn problem centres on repeatedly emphasises that the
1 kg of plutonium — which can nuclear programme is for
be used to make bombs — lent peaceful purposes only, but Ar
by West Germany to Argentina gentina is buiding up an everlonger list of nuclear export
in the early 1970s.
It was supplied for research companies. Officials stress that
purposes under safeguards ad all exports take place under
ministered by the International safeguards, but that has not dis
Atomic Energy Agency in Vi pelled all doubts.
Algeria is buying a research
enna to stop the spread of nu
clear weapons. Argentina now reactor, and talks have been
wants to use it to test a nuclear held with Tunisia. And, al
fuel reprocessing plant being though Argentine officials say a
built outside the IAEA’s safe pact signed with Colonel Gadafy’s regime in Libya when
guard system.
The plant will extract pluto the opposition Peronists were
nium from nuclear power in power in 1974 is dead, critics
station waste. Sources here esti- warn that it has not been
mate it could produce an repealed.
Argentina and India, which
annual 20 kg, which would be
enough for two “basic bombs” exploded a bomb in 1974, belong
and far more than Argentina to the Group of Six nations
will need to boost nuclear pressing the nuclear super
powers to end the arms race.
power fuel yields.
President Alfonsin’s word
West Germany, Argentina’s
biggest overseas supplier of nu that all Argentina’s activities
clear technology, built the are pacific and subject to safe
country’s first nuclear power guards in the export sector are
station and is now working on not really in doubt, diplomatic
the third. Although both pro sources say, although the sym
jects are covered by IAEA safe pathies of some nuclear insid
guards, critics claim West Ger ers and others are.
Concern focuses on the
many takes a lax attitude
towards the rest of the Argen future — particularly should
the Peronists
or the armed
tine nuclear programme.
_ .
Bonn does not insist on Ar- forces, both of whom back nugentina putting all its nuclear clear development as a symbol
projects under IAEA rules as a of national strength, return to
condition for helping it with its power.

Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires

r
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MRS Thatcher's plan to pay an official
visit to South America next year will
make some of our liberals turn pale in
the belief that it will be provocative. If
the Argentinians are provoked that is
their affair. We have offered them
olive branches galore since the Falklands War but to no avail. But there is
no reason for Argentina’s neighbours
to be upset. Many of them were
doubtless secretly pleased that we
taught the aggressor a lesson.
Currently they are likely to welcome
British interest in the region if only as
an offset to the Americans who have
for many years treated them like fiefs.
The Prime Minister’s main aim will be
to open up trade and investment
opportunities which we have neglected
for too long. The visit should go ahead.
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COMMODITIES
By BERNARD HALLORAN

Grim US crop
figures may be
understated
THE markets had little light to
throw on the implications of the
crop figures issued by the United
States Department of Agri
culture last week — Washing
ton’s
monthly,
definitive
assessment of the destruction
brought by the Midwest
drought.
Amid reports that the Soviet
Union might be in the world
market for up to 2 million tonnes
of soyabean meal and perhaps
3m tonnes of maize, the Chicago
grain and soyabean complex as a
whole surged ahead in early deal
ings. By the close, though, there
had been a generalised retreat.
Certainly, USDA’s produc
tion estimates make grim read
ing. As they are based on
conditions at the beginning of
August, since when there has
been little if any improvement in
the outlook, they could even be
said to understate the true extent
of the losses.
In the case of maize, the
department is now talking in
terms of a harvest of 114m
tonnes, compared with its pre
vious estimate of I35m and a
harvest last year of 179m. The
soya crop looks almost as bad —
40m tonnes this year, down from
52m in 1987 and a previous fore
cast of 45m. Indeed more bad
weather is forecast for the US
soya-growing regions.
The relative one bright spot is
wheat, the bulk of which had
been gathered and stored before
the dry weather struck. At 50m
tonnes, the department’s latest
overall wheat crop figure is little 1
;
changed on previous estimates, i

Yet this is still about 7m
tonnes down in 1987, reflecting
the slump in the late-planted
spring wheat crop — now put at
about 7.2m tonnes, against
almost 15m last season.
What seems to be worrying
the market is the picture beyond
North America and the level of
US stocks. Whatever the pros
pects for the US soya belt, for
example, the outlook elsewhere
looks extremely bright. Brazil
and Argentina have had good
soya crops and the USDA says
total overseas production of
oilseeds will rise by 6% this year
to set a new record of about
153m tonnes.
Similarly, the US maize crop
may be heading for a fall of
almost 37%, but worldwide
coarse grain output will be down
by less than a tenth. For wheat,
recent improvements in Europe
and elsewhere have been such
that the total world harvest is
likely to be on a par with last
year’s.
US stocks of grains in
particular remain high, with per
haps 34m tonnes of wheat and
100m tonnes or so of maize being
carried over into the new' season
from 1987/88. And if the stocks
picture is likely to look very
different 12 months from now, a
large part of the drawdown can
be made good via a government
drive to revive production next

1 5 AUG 1988

year. In fact, a relaxation of
Washington’s disindentives to
grain production, which are a
hangover from the years of
plenty, is now on the cards.
Yet if the Chicago market is
having doubts about the upside
potential for prices, there seems
little likelihood of any concerted
fall from current levels. The
complexities of the US regula
tions governing the release of
stocks should impose some kind
of market floor.
About a third of the US maize
and wheat surplus is tied up in
the so-called farmer-owned
reserve (FOR). Depending on
when it was put there, the maize
in the FOR can be released only
when prices reach about $3.15 a
bushel, which compares with the
September positions closing
level of $2.87 in Chicago on
Friday.
The release price for wheat is
about $4.23 a bushel — the
equivalent of $155 a tonne
and compares with a Friday clos
ing price of $3.79 in Chicago. In
Minneapolis, which is the main
spring wheat and so the one most
responsive to the effects of the
drought, prices are posting big
premiums on those in Chicago.
Meanwhile, the USDA report
offered scant guidance to the
market on the effects of the dry
weather on this year’s US sugar
crop. The department simply
issued beat and cane as opposed
to raw sugar output figures.
The beat harvest — and it is in
this area that the drought has
taken its toll — was estimated at
25.7m short tons, only a fraction
down on last year’s 27.9m. The
cane outturn was put at 31. lm
tons, slightly up
Raw sugar yields from last
year’s US beat and cane crops
were 2.14m and . 3.6m tonnes
respectively. Certainly, beat’s
contribution will be much
reduced this year because of the
way the dry weather has also
affected the quality of the crop.
As for cane sugar production,
traders warn that extraction
rates were exceptionally high •
last year and that this year’ gains ,
in terms of tonnage of cane lifted
may not be reflected in raw sugar
yields.
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Maggie is planning
an ice-breaking
mission to Brazil
MRS THATCHER has made up her mind to visit
South America next year and crack the diplomatic
ice surrounding relations with Latin America smce
the Falklands War.
Six years after the conflict.
_
Downing Street and the For
eign Office believe that pas
sions have cooled sufficiently
among Argentina’s neighbours
for a tour to go ahead.

Degree
Present plans incltfde visits
to Brazil, Venezuela and per
haps Uruguay. But a tour
would depend on whether the
countries involved feel they
can handle a potentitally dan
gerous security problem.
The signs are that Mrs
Thatcher would get a warm
welcome in Brazil. But else
where she is bound to face
large-scale demonstrations.
Argentina, still smarting un
der military humiliation, may

By Political Editor

exert enough pressure on its
neighbours to stop any tnp.
• Mrs Thatcher may be
made an honorary fellow by
St Catherine's College, Oxford,
three years after the univer
sity refused to award her an
honorary degree.
The rejection of the honour
in 1985 by 738 votes to 319
was attributed to Left-wing
dons angered by what they
saw as cuts in Government
funding and to highbrow
snobbery which labelled her
an anti-intellectual grammar
school girl made good.
Among the 45 fellows on St
Catherine’s governing body
are several who feel it is now
time to rectify the insult.
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Falkland
sea link
to return
THE
1,700
Falkland
Islanders, cut off from
all regular communica
tion with South Ameri ica since the war with
Argentina in 1982, are
to get a new lifeline to
the continent, writes
Hugh O’Shaughnessy.
A regular shipping service
for passengers and cargo
between Port Stanley and .
Montevideo, the capital of
Uruguay, will restart later
this year, after a gap of
nearly 20 years. The Falk
land Islands’ air link with
Argentina was severed at
the beginning of the war;
their last regular shipping
link with the mainland
ended in the late 1960s.
The new service will give a
further boost to an econ
omy already booming
because of the Falkland
Government’s big receipts
from fishing licences. The
new-found
islanders’
wealth makes them the
richest community in the
Western Hemisphere in
terms of average annual
income.
The sea link will allow
workers to be recruited
from the South American
mainland rather than
being sent out from Bri
tain. It will also considera
bly reduce the cost of
heavy materials such as
steel and cement, most of
which have to be shipped
from the UK.
The fortnightly service, on a
small Bahamas-registered
ferry provided by a Uru
guayan shipping line, will
carry up to 12 passengers,
and take four days from
Port Stanley to Montevi
deo, and another two to
Punta Arenas in Chile.
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SAS airline to buy Argentine stake
By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires and Sara Webb in Stockholm
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Argentina expels S African consul
By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires

Afrir?nRpnn^fi ^7' S?-Uth
African consul to Argentina,
the ™.mt™Ven 30 days t0 leave
me country.
'
thit1Snf XthU S10n’ aionig wit.h
South0 AfHren "hh™P°matlC
South African citizens, is in
[n^aHnuhh^em-6 m £rganis'
mg a public seminar here on
,
inTn?,S^UthA^frican ^onsiilate
mni?oUeon°S Alres r®fused t0
make any comment, saying
any response w9uld be notified
by Pretona. It is not expected

*hat the consulate itself will be
formally closed down.
The conference was held last
Thursday in one of the most
sumptuous Buenos Aires
hotels- close to the consulate.
Described as the Second Conference on Southern Africa, it
had been well advertised in
local newspapers Tom the
beginning of August. Almost
150 people attended,
There were three speakers
including Mr Ismail Richarrk
an MP from the South African

House of Representatives for
Coloureds, Mr Gerrit Olivier,
described as an expert on inter
national relations, and Mr Bennet Ndlazi. They have been
served with expulsion notices,
along with Mr de Wet.
Mr Dante Caputo, Argentine
Foreign Minister, has pro
claimed his ambition to
become the next president of
the UN General Assembly, in
which aim he would depend
heavily on the support of black
African states.
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Ten months left
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TO say that talks are the way to solve the
Falkland Islands dispute is to unveil the
obvious. Yet the United Nations Deco
lonisation Committee said just that on
Thursday, and went on to pat Argentina
on the back for promising to comply with
the General Assembly’s call for negotia
tions. But what the committee failed to
do was offer any fresh ideas on resolving
the impasse on sovereignty which has
blocked all moves for the past six
years.
For it is not just arthritic inflexibility
which prevents Britain from meeting
Argentina halfway on this issue. At the
best of times, sovereignty is not a subject
which lends itself to half-and-half com
promises, and in this case there is the
obstinate fact that the people whose
future should be the first concern of the
UN have no apparent objection to what
the committee called their "special and
particular colonial situation”.Therefore
the committee members should have
given some flicker of reaction when
Argentina’s UN representative reiter
ated his government’s claim to own the
islands.
The outlook would look as bleak as
ever were it not for the fact that the
Director-General of the Argentine
Foreign Office told a British journalist a
week ago that his country was nonethe
less "prepared to sit down and talk about
many things, while each party reserves
its position” on the issue of
sovereignty.

This is an unmistakable olive branch,
and there are reasons for hoping that it is
already being followed up on the British
side, because time is not on our side. The
present President of Argentina, Mr Raul
Alfonsin, has to call an election by next
June at the latest, and the constitution
prevents him from standing again. The
choice is likely to be between his own
Radical Civic Union candidate, and a
tough-talking provincial governor repre
senting the Peronists. According - to
opinion polls, the tide is running in the
Peronists’ favour, bringing with it the
prospect of military men in high places, a
moratorium on debt repayment, and a
return to the bad old days of a corporatist
state. It is hard to see Mrs Thatcher —
much less Mr Kinnock — wanting to
share a negotiating table with such a
regime.
In spite of considerable political skills,
Mr Alfonsin has proved unable to tame
his country’s runaway economy. Until
his latest package of reforms earlier this
month, the growth rate was zero, the
huge state corporations were losing
money as fast as ever, and inflation in
June was almost back to 400 per cent. If
Mr Alfonsin were to conclude that his
party was heading for inevitable defeat,
and since he personally has nothing left
to lose, he might well prove more
flexible in negotiation about the Falklands than any of his likely
successors.
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SIS to buy
Argentine
airline stake

f'l

Scandinavian Airlines System
agreed to pay $204m (£119m)
for a 40 per cent stake in Aerolineas Argentinas, Argentine
state-owned airline, after
almost seven months of negoti
ations. Back Page
l
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Argentina sells 40% of
airline to Scandinavian
From A Correspondent
Buenos Aires
c
• * ■ ,* 0 4
Scandinavian Airline Systems
!?ad
tR,paX ?20anmi ’
hon (£120 million) for 40 per
cent of the state-owned
Aerolineas Argentinas airline,
it was reported yesterday.
The government said that
what would be Argentina’s
largest sale of public assets to
date would now go before
Congress - and hostile opposition — for final approval.
The terms of agreement
contract announced late on
Thursday followed seven
months of talks between the
government and SAS. The
Argentine state is to retain 51
per . cent ownership and
employees will be given the
remaining 9 per cent.
Many observers had expected the deal to fail. The

announcement was a publicity
coup for Senor Rodolfo
Terragno, the Public Works
Minjster/ who last January
said the sale would be the first
of several ajmed at jmproving
^fnripnrv
_ „
,
Talks between the state
‘ele.P?°n« company and
Spain s Telefonica could seal a
s,mllar deal short|yThe Peronist opposition has
already asked why the govern
ment did not consider a rival
bld by Argentine investors to
buy part of the airline.
Aerolineas’ fleet numbers
32 aircraft, compared with
SAS’s 100. The Argentine
company’s 1987 sales were
$467 million, compared with
$3.4 billion for SAS.
SAS only last year faded in
its bid to buy British Caledonian Airlines.
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Prince to take
on Argentinians

r

IN A MOVE which seems cer
tain to provoke a patriotic back
lash, the Prince of Wales is to
take the polo field with Argen
tine players for the first time
since the Falklands War.
This follows the decision by
Hurlingham Polo Association,,
governing body of the game, to
lift its six-year-old ban on Argen
tinians appearing in top English
tournaments.
The association’s 15 stewards,
including the Prince’s polo man
ager, Major Ronald Ferguson,
voted unanimously to rescind
the ban and allow individual
clubs to decide for themselves
whether to re-admit players from
the world’s top polo country.
Three of the top four clubs —
Cowdray Park, Cirencester Park
and Royal Berkshire — have opt
ed to lift the ban unconditionally,
and will act as headquarters for
several teams fielding Argentine
professionals in high-goal tour
naments next season. Six Argen
tinians are expected to be signed

work of Lt-Col Richard Watt and
Major Ferguson, respectively
chairman and deputy chairman
of the Guards, the Prince and
other members will be spared
the embarrassment of close asso
ciation with the former enemy.
They will compete against the
Argentinians, both at Smith’s
Lawn and elsewhere, but they
will not play alongside them.

Up.

r

However, officers of the
Guards Club at Smith’s Lawn in
Windsor, home of the Prince’s
Windsor Park team, have been
placed in an altogether more
awkward position.
The Prince is colonel-in-chief
of the Parachute Regiment and
colonel of the Welsh Guards,
both of which suffered heavily in
the Falklands War, a conflict
Argentina still considers unre
solved. Furthermore, several of
the club’s players served in the
South Atlantic.
Brig Peter Thwaites, the asso
ciation’s chairman, told me yes
terday: “The Guards has agreed
to accept Argentinians in visiting
teams, but not as resident
players.”
Under this compromise, which
is believed to be principally the
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Diplomat expelled
By Cristina Bonasegna in Buenos Aires
ARGENTINA has expelled
the South African Consul in
Buenos Aires, Mr Dirk de
Wet, and three other South
African citizens for organis
ing a seminar without Argen
tine consent.
Argentina broke off high-level
diplomatic relations with South
Africa in May 1986 over South
Africa’s apartheid policies and
“armed action” against Zambia,
Zimbabwe and Botswana.
But consular and commercial
relations were maintained.
The Argentine Foreign Ministry stated that Mr Gerritt Olivier,
Mr Ismail Richards and Mr Bennet Ndlazi had asked to visit
Argentina to meet Consulate
staff, but then spoke at a South

i
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A|nc an inference ^eM^a
Thursday without official
consent.
This, the statement said, “fla
grantly transgressed the terms”
of their visa.
„
A Foreign Ministry spokesman said yesterday that the
three were known for travelling
around the world to lobby for
apartheid.

Pretoria denial
• Pretoria said the expulsions
are unacceptable and denies discourtesy. A source in Argentina
said the decision to cut links with
Pretoria in 1986 was criticised at
the seminar to which objection
was taken. — Reuter
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Why so many of today’s wars take so long to end

c

TT LOOKS as if they have got peace organised in the Gulf at
I last God willing (see page 53), and maybe in Angola too
(page 55) The ending of the other three mam wars o the
1980s is not quite so sure. A small cloud stt angs c
ghan san a big one over Kampuchea, a whole thunderstorm
over Central America. The wars of our time not only go on
horribly long, they are also fiendishly hard to talk to an end
Why is this? Out of the five peacemakings and attempt
peacemakings of 1988, here is what a German Paclfo'°^

* such

tl0np^”g“^’ng plunges to a deeper level of complexity
combatants is not a nation-state but
when
when the war is of the sort miscalled civil
yj — partly because polite diplomacy does not recognise
1 his. PRV
^ rhe r ime whose throat the guerr.lg^nlla army, as ^ ^ ^ ^ the difficulty of getting
‘
utKrf and throat-cuttees together around a negotiate
a guerrilla army is different from Rationg
having a national boundary it can fall back be-

°;en’to expttdient compromlse than nanon'states are*
With question-marks still hanging over
^ ^ _n Qrder 0f increasing msolub 1(1) they are predominantly guerrilla
;Uas are fighting for an ideology, not more
and (3) there are several separate lots of guer-

en S, on the whole, conducted its wars in this way When
immeasurables get involved-the passions of nationalism or
ideology—things get harder, even between nation-states nc
side hasro be fought pretty close ro exhaustion, as in 1918,

lake the to
hem, ia >
V V ^
. U)

knocked clean out, as in 1945.
,
In these 1980s, the Falklands war had an almost eg
teenth-century simplicity. It involved a single quMtio
‘
tional interest (who should run those two islands.), no ideol
02V and not enough Argentine nationalism to keep it going
after the fight on the islands was over. The Guft war has been
much tougher to end because it had an abundance of Ara ^
versus-Persian nationalism and a certain amoun
sus-Sunni Muslim ideology; nevertheless,
>t did ™en
Iran eventually saw the war was serving no recognisable na

Hllns The more yeses, the darker the prospect.
‘ Angola 1S probably the peacemakers’best bet because this
predominantly a war between two nation-states, South
is
P
^ mvolves Qnly one> not particularly ideo‘
f guerrillas. South Africa is willing to leave An°Rtd nexXr Namibia too, if it can get the Cubans out
8^^ Afdca. Cuba is being briskly told by Mr Mikhail
Gorbachev that it has no interest m staying in south*™
leaves Mr Jonas Savimbi s Angolan guerrillas and
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,he Angolan n.gtoo XfdXXlfihl'Sm'tonoi
X:EX« o" Si

^nonc.

claimed, the two lots of Angolans will no doubt event Y
strike some power-sharing deal with each other.
The Afghan war too still seems headed for a settlement,
even if a bloody one. This war is on the dose'd<f" * * ,
cause it has been kept going by the intervention <
power, the Soviet Union, and the outsider is now goi g
home. On the face of it, the rest of the calculation look aw-

. (7) aPnd (3) all apply: Central America is a region of
mukipt ideological guerrillas. And, unlike the other wars in
™‘ap* ^
of thre£ different fights inside three
differet;t coururies, 0ne of them proto-Leninist and the other
would-be democracies; with the extra complication that
affects the others. This makes it extraordinarily dif^
that wil, bring peace to all of them.

ful. Afghanistan is stiff with gue™J! ye ‘the decid
communist throats but agree about lu.L .....
ing factor is almost certainly the Soviet ant. When it ha
, *e guerrillas will probably run the oca communists
gone,
...
out of power almost everywhere, and willI then so
own differences in their own way, and Afghanis a
back to the nearest Afghans ever get to peace.
Kampuchea looks like Afghanistan, but isn t. The V etnantese army is pulling out, but that is not as decisive as
Russians’ withdrawal from Afghanistan. T rere wi rem
<
guerrilla war, and the Kampuchean guernUas do not have the
shared anti-communism of the Afghans. The particular
g
in Kampuchea is that the international peacemakers
agree that power should neither remain in the hands
Vietnam-backed communist regime nor fall into those of the
rival communists of the Khmers Rouges, who between t em

" The Anas oian made a gallant attempt last year, but now
bas jUr.-hed away from the democratic norms PresiN.carag , a a
V
right-wingdcmAu^to p.«
^
their
coun'
jes. n?,c„|U democracies before the revolutionary tide
s
s over [hem roo; which in turn makes El Salvador’s and
Guatemala’s revolutionaries even more determined to fight
“™la s™
If no way is found to hold the cen. b mabing Nicaragua’s Sandinists become good
emocrats_wbether the way is contra stick or economic carLllapse will continue,
wh£n wars cease t0 be the calculated pursuit of a rational
, limited interest, and become crusades for an unlimited
.,
,
,
d on When they are fought by informal
idea, they
the security nor the
, . of statehood a negotiated end becomes harder
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Moiling back
ftlie boundaries
of the State in Britain
by Stephen Hargrave
scribers to privatisation is
sues as committed investors
wishing to share in the brac
ing adventure of equity par-

EVERY revolution has its
ideologue, whispering words
of comfort into the leader’s
ear.

mSb «wst

sewsssswr

if we are to believe the sub- r;e
But privatisation is not the
text of Popular Capitalism, it bg
whole of popular capitalism,
is John Redwood, 36-year-old |-i
Lower taxes are another lmConservative MP for Wok- M
portant aspect of the new
ingham, who has been
economic liberalism. The
playing Snowball to Mrs
1984 Budget virtually abolThatcher’s Napoleon.
pi-iKiSished capital allowances in
The ,V<.«fellinout
Orwell’s
SffcV %MP duction
business
in return lor
via^Farm
in the end.
in corporation
tax.a re-

but all is yet fresh in the jftjpgsjjdife ,;U
farmyard of popular capitalism and it is clear from the
start that this book is the
work of an enthusiast rather
than a serious exposition.
______________
Phenomenon
Redwood’s book describes
“the biggest international political phenomenon
the
MWVttl
___________ of ___
1980s,” a “major revolution”
which is “sweeping the
world”. From Alfa Romeo to
Volkswagen, entrepreneurs
are loosing their fetters.
From Argentina to the
SSR freedom is breaking
USSR
out all over.

|. ,rv.r

•, " ;J

Benefits

“The results,” we read,
&
“were startling." They cerg
tainly were. Between 1975
icy, the lifting of hire pur- and 1979 the UK came sixth
chase controls and the 0ut of the seven most highly
super-indexation of personal industrialised nations in the
allowances in the Budget league table of capital investshortly before the election.
ment (gross fixed investment
of GDr).
in
Confirmed in power, Mrs as a _proportion
.
.,
Thatcher set about freeing 1980-85 we came seventh,
Dr Redwood is not only a
the market, disencumbering
the state, unburdening the politician. He is also a
____ .
. provoking_ an banker, formerly head of the
entrepreneur,
of general
NM Rothschild privatisation
.outbreak
*’, ------r-----1 rejoicing
,
------- ~ -j unit His book inciudes a
and also, by ^-----happy--chance,
raising billions of pounds tract on the benefits of
and balancing the Govern “Financial Technology for
Rescheduling,
ment’s books.

fiif iiii Isis
with considerable success. It
was, Dr Redwood informs us,
the “modest economic recovery before the 1983 election”
which swung the poll, not
“the Falklands saga”. So now
we know.
If there was a recovery in
1983 it must have escaped the
attention of some of us who
remember instead a mini
boom induced by a combina
tion of relaxed monetary pol-

the crash of ’87. Even Dr Redwood is surely being less
than realistic in viewing sub-

lead them out out.
•
The radical new ideas
spawned by the pinstriped

,
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MP John

Redwood:
preaching
the gospel of
capitalism
for the man
in the street
financial engineers of the
current generation do have
sume things in common with
those of the early Seventies—nice fees and trips
J0afi
n]erchan^ b^nkers, for instance—but in
vPntfvA a^!^heyiar^ hlgfh y m'
ventive, particularly of ways
to pretend that Third World
riphi^ riGS Can pay their
aet)tS„ F>r , ‘ ?waP’’ . read
write-off ; for rebuilding”
read extraordinary debit”.
Dr Redwood writes with
the tunnel vision of a convert
but also with a convert’s relish. For him, popular capitalism is a movement apart
from other movements; it is
international, a once-for-all
change.of..direction, not a

Broad Street Associates Public Rel
Facsimile; 01-831 7961

temporary change of sentiment. It reflects the true as
pirations of the people, not
the dictates of a few powerful
activists.
Perhaps it does; perhaps,
like all revolutions, it will
stumble once its initial aspirations are fulfilled. Trotsky
died with his head broken
°Pen by an ice-axe; Saint-Just
lost his altogether.
Perhaps, as Dr Redwood
asserts, those who try to re
sist it "will be tossed aside
like trees in a hurricane”,
Or perhaps those who have
sewn the storm shall reap the
whirlwind,
POPULAR CAPITALISM by
John Redwood; Routledqe
£25.,., vnii
° ■
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Amateur islanders
PRIVACY has been called the
most expensive of luxuries, and
the most difficult to safeguard.
It is the reason that the rich
surrounded their houses with
high walls, and sound-proofed
them with dense banks of rhododendrons. It is the reason

had a dozen firm offers. It is
only after careful thought t at
life on an island loses some of
its more obvious attractions,
The Falklands paradise is visited by a supply boat once every
three months. One couldl ea y
ran out of French mustard

who is forced to co-exist with
neighbours knows them to be
an 8unreliable quantity. The
children of yesteryear, barely
tolerable ,n "their play-school

m as s?
fear of illness, or, possioiy
worse, toothache. It ts feasible,
looking at the matter calmly
to contemplate receiving radio
instructions to remove one s

mi" “,ou"d s„n°c””n«";:.r.s

It is little surprise, therefore,
that when islands come on to
the market there is an eager relioMe The firm of BellIngram has had more than 150
inquiries for an uninhabited island off the west coast of
Scotland costing £30,000 for 85
acres and a shepherd’s bothy^
Nearlv as many have expressed

very difficult to tell which one
is hurting,
In preparation for emergencies there is always something
that the amateur is liable to
forget. Another item reported
for sale yesterday was a disused
coal mine m Pennsylvania now
owned by the page Avjet Cor^
poration. The price is unuis

“£SO i Su
Si’.nfSslorfiru,,are

K‘
/Sa?'£Pt“ S'SSrKTsl,„s
£150,000, Savills had to send
that keeps the price of lslan
out 1350 sets of brochures and

L

R"trssdoi°

so low.
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Argentina could lead the
way out of the impasse
ARGENTINA is tiying to indi
cate to Britain that it is prepared
to put the question of the sover
eignty of the Falkland Islands to
one side for the time being, in or
der to open the way for direct ne
gotiations aimed at improving
ties. Although Britain has so far
turned a blind eye to the puffs of
smoke emanating from Buenos
Aires, on the grounds that it has
not formally been notified of any
shift in the Argentine position,
there are rising hopes in White
hall that the six-year-long dead
lock in relations could soon be
broken.
The main obstacle blocking
progress during the past two years
of indirect talks between the two
countries
who have used
Americans as intermediaries —
has been the question of the sov
ereignty of the disputed islands.
Until now, the Argentines have
insisted that any direct negotia
tions with Britain must include
this question. Britain has been
equally adamant in saying that it
was prepared to discuss any mat
ter directly with the Argentines
except sovereignty. The first pub
lic indication of Argentina’s new
flexibility came in two long inter
views which John Eisenhammer,
Latin American specialist of The
Independent, had with Lucio Gar
cia Del Solar, director-general of

Broad Street ^3^79^

k

From John Eisenhammer
in Buenos Aires and
Nicholas Ashford
the Argentine Foreign Ministry,
at the end of last week.
Mr Garcia Del Solar, who has
been instrumental in exploring
avenues in the US to bring Britain
and Argentina together, said that
Buenos Aires was “prepared to sit
down (with Britain) and talk
about many things while each
party reserves its position on sov
ereignty”. He made it clear that
Argentina wanted to return to its
pre-1982 war position in talks with
Britain.
He added: “The only way of do
ing something useful in certain
limited areas is to agree on the
question of reserving our respec
tive positions and respecting each
other. Once this is set out in legal
terms, maybe we can have talks
on the problems of the islands
and how to find a solution.”
Buenos Aires has realised there
can be no progress in talks which
have sovereignty as a precondit
ion so long as Margaret Thatcher
remains in office. A presidential
election is also due in nine
months’ time and President
Alfonsm wants to show he has
made some progress on the Falk
lands issue. Argentina now pro-

poses to talk about practical mat
ters, such as reducing tension in
the South Atlantic and avoiding
depletion of the region’s valuable
fishery resources.
Mr Garcia Del Solar made it
clear that there was no question
of Argentina dropping altogether
its claim to sovereignty over the
Falklands, which it refers to as the
Islas Malvinas. “We cannot ever
give up our conviction that the is
lands should come back to Argen
tina. But the British government
should not doubt that President
Alfonsm and the Foreign Minis
ter, Dante Caputo, are men of
good faith.”
It is lack of confidence in Arg
entine good faith that lies at the
root of British caution towards
the present signals which are
coming from Buenos Aires. Even
before the 1982 war, Britain was
deeply suspicious of Argentina’s
negotiating tactics. These suspi
cions were reinforced in 1984
when secret talks between the two
countries in Berne on improving
bilateral relations collapsed after
the Argentines broke an agree
ment not to raise the sovereignty
issue.
However, Whitehall officials
believe that the latest Argentine
statements, if formally communi
cated to London, could provide a
way out of the present impasse.
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|—| IT’S BEEN raining for
I__I ever in Penzance. Greal
gouts of warm Atlantic rain,
sluicing down the granite
streets, flooding the storm gulleys, and thundering out from
iron spouts into the harbour.
Families huddle inside fish and
chip cafes. Middle-aged cou
ples in anoraks spend long
afternoons selecting souvenirs
in the Shell Shop.
There’s not a lot to do in Pen
zance on a Saturday night, and
this is only Thursday morning.
The seawater swimming pool
at the Battery Rocks is pad
locked. The fair on the front
has packed up and gone home.
There’s Jungle Book on at the
pictures, now entering its
fourth successful week.
There's the Wherrytown Disco
; if you don’t mind dancing with
somebody of about six.
A rain-smudged chalk board
down by the harbour leads me
to Trevor Roberts, ex-docker.
ex-fisherman, and now Pen
zance entrepreneur, with fin
gers in fishing trips, bait, chan
dlery, car parks and yacht
broking. “Do they go out fish
ing in this sort of weather?’’ I
ask him.
“Anything short of a Force

The fair on the
front has packed up
and gone home
Eight,” Trevor says cheerfully
“YVhat’s your guts like?"
I’m not too sure what my
guts are like, actually, my sea
faring being restricted to the
Finsbury Park boating lake.
“Take one of these." says
Trevor’s wife Kate, offering a
white pill. Trevor’s brother
Eddie used to service the liferafts on ocean liners, and these
are the seasick pills they use.
What to wear to sea is next.
They have these great looking
yellow oilskins for about £50 in
the chandlers. Lots of toggles
and zips and pockets. Very
hunky. Very Admiral’s Cup.
So I buy this very close imita
tion for £6 50 from Trevor's
bait shop. It looks exactly the
same from a hundred yards,
except the pockets fill up with
water when it rains.
The first trip is a washout. “I
had 14 on this morning,” says
Dave the skipper, “and seven
of them were sick.”

Odd Man Out
Martyn Harris
The rest of the fishing party
climb out when they hear this,
but the seasick pill inspires a
state of dreamy recklessness
and I persuade Dave to take
me out for a while. It’s gale
seven, gusting to gale eight,
and half a mile out the shore
has vanished and the boat is
skipping from one enormous
wave to the next.
“Right. That’s enough,"
Dave says firmly, and turns it
around and surfs back into the
harbour.
He’s 33 years old; heartthrob Cornish beach bum type,
with sinewy brown neck and
sharp green eyes.
“First time I ever went out.’’
he tells me. “we were surfing
like this in an old crabber and
heading straight for the har
bour wall. The engine won’t
slop you in this sort of sea. and
if you throw out an anchor it’ll
pull the stern right off the boat.
So the skipper tells me to
throw out my fisherman’s ballock It’s one of those big knots
of rope like a Turk’s head and
it acts as a brake. But I thought
he was joking, and so we
ploughed straight into the har
bour wall doing 15 knots.”
Dave lives in a cottage at
Cape Cornwall. “God’s own
country” he tells me. He
worked for a while on the
trawlers and beamers out of
Newlyn. Five days at sea and a
thousand pounds in your
pocket in a good week.
We could go for a drink at
The Swordfish at Newlyn if I
want to meet some real fisher
men, he says ... 17, and 18year-olds who can’t read or
write, with £600 in their pock
ets for a week at sea. “They’d
have you across the bar in "no
time,” he says cheerfully.
So we go to the Turk’s Head
instead, which is very twee
according to Dave and is full of
arty-crafty types in Breton
sweaters. Over nine or 10
glasses of Famous Grouse I dig
out that Cornish beach bum
Dave was once Sergeant Dave
Hamilton of the Royal Signals,
who served five tours in North-

ern Ireland, and two in the
Falkland Islands, attached to
the 2nd Parachute Regiment,
and was one of the first 200
ashore at San Carlos Water. He
yomped across the FalklaYids,
took a few prisoners; saw a few
friends shot.
He found he kept getting
nightmares after a while,
though he doesn’t know what
about. His wife told him about
them. He saw a psychiatrist for
a bit, left the Army, separated
from his wife, and found him
self pottering about in the far
thest corner of Britain, fishing
in the summer and building
dry,slone walls in the winter.
He lives with Lucy now, who
is a student and a Buddhist.

We ploughed straight
into the harbour wall
doing 15 knots
and makes pretty buttons for
pullovers. They mingle with
the whole-earthers and goodlifers of this part of Cornwall,
though Dave is still an unreforined drinking and smoking
carmvore.
The morning after the Fam
ous Grouse evening it stops
raining and the wind drops, so
we try some more fishing. The
boat is the Sea Breeze, a 50 ft
“tosher’’, which means a gen
eral-purpose lobster potting,
trawling and long-lining ves
sel, built probably 50 years
ago.
We anchor outside Lamorna
Cove and start hauling in whit
ing. the most docile of fish.
After an hour or so I catch
quite a big pollack which
makes the trip worthwhile.
After a few more hours the
sea is building up again, and
we head back to the harbour.
Rain is falling on Penzance
once more and the rest of the
day yawns empty. “What do
you do with yourself in the eve
nings?” I ask Dave.
“Stay in with Lucy,” he says.
“Play guitar. Draw a bit. Read
books.” He’s reading a thing
called What Maisie Knew
Now, by some bloke called
Henry James. Pretty good
; stuff as well. There’s not a lot
to do in Penzance. But to the
; nice, sensible Dave Hamilton,
that seems fine.
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In Peru the novelist Mario Vargas Llosa is begged
to stand for President in 1990. It could never happen
in Britain, argues D.J.Taylor. The book that
changed history is a thing of the past

ijtr N AMERICA novelists c^vr/Zc^w
* v. X the noveiist writes a book
One could go further — it i<?
ST can run for the Senate,
but tben }l used to be read by reader Y who after ma- not a particularly nSnailn
B stage fiery disputations
ture reflection allows it to col- gression — and sav that^U™'
■ with White House apoloas Bolshevist and our his opinion of matter Z.
wri ting above the lpvefnf^rau
gists or swear that they oossihWn hhSp SSf «. When Upton Sinclair wrote The way timetable betrays con ^
“won the election for
B2?! *5c?d tying of the tag Jungle, his famous expose of sdously or
Kennedy.” In Nicaragua a
. the turn of the century Chicago someform^
bunch of guerilla poets ended
recent engagement meat-packing factories, the
tion (anvone unrnnx^li^a^3"
up by forming a government.
e?n jbe pe.n ^_tbe statute laws were changed within
this should lnnk STJuSi of »
But not here. Think of the Brit- b°ok’ Lady Antonia Fraser’s lit- months. You can just imagine hbraVof love°WpT
ish equivalent: A. N. Wilson pi- SufiSfl?j/or a ,group °.f
the bureaucratic procrastina- latest paperback hlrfrkhnctL^6
lots his controversial bill on
Jbiatchente writers, quickly de- tion, the legal rearguard acand note^hp widpbivoabiiSter
church disestablishment
cbned m.^a rut of personal
tions, the closing of ranks on tions abouts:5ump'
through a packed House of
?,?a?kSuW?iat 111(1 Lady Antonia the part of vested interests that which it rhptrfvm,? S0Clety x Tx
Commons. Martin Amis fights £jnk she knew about it? What, would spring neatly into place is sfranLe thlKK
a by-election on a No Nukes,
n?fcLbat*?a wu ^u any pen*
tf> say, someone were to write a to labour this nnin^K?? b?Ve
End To American Bases ticket. pusher think that he or she
novel set in a Suffolk village
at a timp whPi??Wo^Ut We lve
Julian Barnes, as a leader of an knaw about an^hmg? Yet the about the carcinogeni^effects CTeat ^ePmpnt^ f. ?°7ery
impoverished inner-city coun- gatbenng au cote de chez Fra- 0f the local power station
book oStS t! wjKf a
cil, gets surcharged for disre- ser bas.at least ventilated the
All this leaves aside a much art’s
f2r
garding government imposed |Pasty lssue ofwritersand po- more vital and intrinsic Sue? Sshereandthira 0 &S1 ex‘
spendmg limits. None of this
b*cal commitinent. This
tion. What is a “potiS3 tert’ taondtaSSSE
seems especially plausible or
revolves itself mto a number of Well, Lysistrata is. And so is ttaPPed m amber» ^ teU you
desirable.
questions, not so much: why
Trollope’s The Prime Minister
But though an air of genteel ?b°^ld a.^ter even botber to and Robert Tressell’s The Rag-

sssms&t

teasir smshe-s,
fflKS»fSS»R ss =jp.st„ tefi-ssas?

interfering in domestic politics.
The relationship between writers and politicians has always
been deeply uneasy, a fragile
dialogue liable to distortion,
resentment and cheerful malice. It is said that Macaulay
declined to review Hard Times
on account of its “sullen social-

but*1S Jt Possible, amid the
europa allegory - thev are all
danse and uncompromising
“political” books)
Y GaU
cbaos that surrounds us, for
'
’
writers to influence people? If
so, how? If not, why not?
0n tbe face of it nothing
couJd be more straightforward,

Pukl,c R"-«4i°“ assfsgftffi
L

rdCMiuuc.
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post-structuralist will inform
you that the significations im-
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It’s only in soft

soXSXTC

WeStem

After all, America, was where Qrwell a Walter Greenwood, a
Gore Vidal ran for Congress (he spender even or a Patrick

democracies that

>

*

and themo^rnisfha^gofa
WriterS Slumber
mayorality of New York (he
noveUboutBritishpohticsTn
point-that the world has
™
lost too, but then he was pro- the run-up to the war)? The
grown too complex, too discom- gamely OTI
posing some existential lesgis- explanation lies not in the fact
bombulated, for the leisured ex, .
iatiun” which mvoived, among that we inhabit a less political
positions of Dickens and
Stretching a hana other things, death by gladiato- age Given ^ radicai agenda
Trollope.
rmovlot rial ^ombaJfor convicted
of the last nine years, given the
Amid this confusion of moaCrOSSthe COVeriei murderers).
Falklands, Ireland, the Bomb,
five it is odd to have to defend a
*■&■**»
_ . ,
..
could any age be more political
writer’s political commitment, every SO Often lO
Batched against these tjian our own? it does not even
to point out that the novel is
.
A
1W S monstrous, brooding jje jn the organised Left’s
essentially a subversive artSign an Amnesty ^7 •“•presences the British breathtakinglossofnerve.lt
form and that the mark of any
.. „ „»
writer looks puny, out of focus. ^es jn the fact that writers have
decent movelist has always
1 nternatlOnai
Americans stand sideways on ]0St the ability to describe and
been a sharp discontent with
. .
'
to the whole intimate Unite
define the society of which they
the conditions under which he petition...
States publicity machine. As
are a part. Always in the Engor she laboured. Read the
------------- ----------------------Martin Amis once pointed out, jjSh novel, the traditional Engreview pages of a Sunday newsif success comes to an Amennovel with its keen eye for
paper or one of the right-wing
To detect any sign of overt can wnter it changes liis life. If social graduations, its trick of
weeklies and note their languid political involvement, involve- it comes to a British wnter he “placing” its characters, writair of complacency, the unspo- ment which works in that it
might nervously give up his job ers achieved their odd, luxuriken assumption that book
annoys the power at which it is or buy a new filing cabinet.
ant plausibility by appearing to
should consist of drawing-room aimed, you have to look abroad, And it in no way increases the understand how society
twitter, gentle mockery, “fine to J. M. Coetzee and Christo- self-esteem of the British wnter Worked, by anatomising the
writing” — all the qualities that pher Hope in South Africa, to if you point this out to him.
various interests and forces by
lend modem English novels
Joseph Brodsky, to the samizEsme Lightfoot, author of Adits characters were
their desperate, shabby gloze. dat writers of the East. Here vance, On the Margins and SubFor writers in this country
political circumstance has
sidiary Rights, lurking around
commitment has nearly always tended to dictate unusual and the fringes of international
been a crankish and hugely em- original styles: dense and
writers’ conferences, darkly enbarrassing affair, something
subtle satires like Iskander’s vious of the gentlemen from
callow, furtive and unsuccess- Sandro Of Chegem or brisk al- behind the Iron Curtain, does
ful In the 19th century novel- legories such as Coetzee’s Foe. not want to be told that he is
ists stood for parliament, their
The books which have
without influence and unread,
success in inverse proportion of marched out of Central and It is something of which he will
their merit (Disraeli got in,
South America in the past 20 already be keenly aware.
Thackeray and Trollope didn’t), years, the tide of literature
But we have not always filled
Osbert Sitwell tried to perform which the West corrals under this marginal, left-field posia backstairs role in the resolu- the title of “magic realism”, are tion. Fifty years ago English
tion of the 1926 General Strike, in their way created by political writers basked in a sort of
subsequently joined Mosley’s circumstance. If you live m a golden age of public interest
New Party and got out just in country whose opposing fac- and political fervour. It was the
time Today,
Today asked to name a tions have been at war for the time
timeofofGollancz
GoUancz’s
s Left
LeftBook
Book

i.

pu»« a.4 Jgf

some sort of artistic purpose
were combined, most people
would come up with a name
like Kingsley Amis, a joke figure ofthe right Peer leftward,
in search of something called
“socialist fiction”, the sort of
thing that Arthur Calder-Marshall used to write in the 1930s,
and there is nothing much
more than a hole in the air.
To be sure, there are writers
who might be described as

SKSSMSyK

tured and there is a gleeful disregard of objective truth, then
the chances are that sooner or
later fiiere wifi emerge^anovel
like Garcia
Marquez’s
One
~
" **
......
Hundred Years of Solitude
which created its own context
and fashioned its own truths
and contingencies out of myth,
a“|“
Sth ^
__
cans and the international stature of the Solzhenitsyns and

Should Be a Socialist, which
sold 300,000 copies in a week in
1938. It was the time when
Esme^s grandfather Comrade
Lightfoot, a bright young thing
turned Spanish volunteer,
knew Palme
, Dutt,
_ , joined. the Independent Labour party and
wrote a book of sub-Orwellian
reminiscences called Tieless In
Gaza.
In the 1930s — a glance at
Valentine Cunningham’s com

titled Today The Struggle? — be fatally easy to assume that
but to the average library habi- political involvement was bom
tue thev are no more than
of necessity, that it is only m
y
soft Western democracies that
writers slumber gamely on,
stretching a hand across the
coverlet every so often to sign
an Amnesty International petition, cranked into consciousness now and again to lobby
against library cutbacks.

it is possible to belive that the
left possessed a constituency of
readers and that this, nurtured
by Priestley’s broadcasts, by
Penguin Specials and the availability of cheap polemical literature, went some way towards
assisting the Attlee victory of
1945.

SSSja., sSsbssks. tssafflaiffiK-
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Argentine grain
exports to fall
ARGENTINE grain shipments
may be cut by as much as
500,000 tonnes next year as a
result of the drought currently
ravaging the country, the Inter
national Wheat Council (IWC)
says.
Planting of the 1988-89 wheat
crop has been jeopardised by a
drought which has affected the
country’s agricultural areas
since early March.
Grain analysts expected the
harvest to be well below the 9.7
million tonnes produced last
year.
Earlier estimates of nearer
10m tonnes — compiled before
the drought became a major
problem — are likely to be
revised by the IWC in a special
crop report to be published next
week.
Bill Demaria of the IWC con
firmed that grain shipments
would suffer both as a result of
the drought and because
Argentina had not carried over
stocks from previous years.
“Despite the overall sowing
area being up on previous years
because of increasingly higher

By Sean Moloney,
Trade Reporter
world wheat prices, last year’s
export figures of 6m tonnes is
unlikely to be reached,” he said.
Planting is behind schedule in
Argentina’s wheat belt and
experts say that at least 50
millimetres of rain is needed in
the next week to ten days if sow
ing intentions are to be
completed.
©The drought’s effect on US
grain exports during 1989 will
depend on how much US produc
tion drops and on how overseas
competitors and consumers
react to higher prices, the US
Department of Agriculture says.
Accepting that this year’s
grain crop will be drastically
reduced, USDA said that
exports shipped this year were
primarily crops harvested during
the 1987-88 crop year and so un
affected by the drought.
The department said that next
year’s exports would be ad
versely affected.
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Watch with
Auntie
M ccusations of political bias are about
as welcome as a dose of Legionnaires’
X mDisease at the BBC. Corporation top
brass is not immune to virulent attacks
whether from left or right, but has learned to
live with them.
‘You get battle hardened,’ says Peter Ros
ier, head of the BBC information division
which is 205 strong including clerks and
secretanes.
Strength of his force might seem large, but
is about the same as all regional ITV compa
nies lumped together. Or about the same as
those employed in a medium to large com
mercial PR consultancy.
He has been in the thick of a few skirmishes
lately. For instance: criticisms over the Radio
Four documentary My Country Right or
Wrong, the Falklands Tumbledown contro
versy, televising the Mandela concert, and
Kate Adie’s reporting of the US bombing
raids on Libya.
Integrity, fairness and truth are the bench
mark where the defence argument is drawn,
when he reports to director general, Michael
Checkland and the board of governors.
Rosier and his number two, Brian Clifford,
are at their desks in Cavendish Square near
Broadcasting House with inky fingers by
8.30 am, inky because they have read
through all the national newspapers while
commuting from home. Even hi-tech press
plants still have to find a way of churning
out clean newsprint.
‘Often we can expect some sort of unplea
sant surprise in the nationals,’ says Rosier.
Just in case he has missed some nasty little
item, BBC library staff cut and photocopy
everything from the first editions and the
morning shift colleagues compare them with
final editions.
Troops in his division include squads hand
ling corporate PR, radio and television pub
licity and press officers, external (BBC
World Radio) services, promotions and pic
ture publicity, a design unit, news and cur
rent affairs publicity, press and PR offices in
nine regional centres, a shiftwork team
which replies to 240,000 letters a year and
1,500 phone calls a week from viewers and
listeners, and the BBC staff newspaper Ariel
distributed to 29,437 employees throughout
the UK.

Every new recruit to information division is
given a written brief draughted by Rosier
which slates: ‘The broadcasting climate in
which ID operates is much harsher than it
was. In a relatively brief period the press has
become much more hostile towards the BBC
as an institution while paradoxically conti
nuing to feed off and praise its programmes.
‘Hostility from the press is significant
because newspapers remain the most effect
jive means of promoting broadcasts, editorial
space in the press still determines a large
proportion of viewers’ choices. Fortunately,
ID obtains for the BBC twice as much edi
torial space as ITV, Channel 4 and IRN to
gether manage for their own output.
It's a love-hate relationship — the PR
teams have to continue working with labloids which unearth scandals about stars or
high-profile newsreaders and ‘quality
attacks on
newspapers which hammer home
...
the BBC in editorials. The division bears it,
but doesn’t grin.
it is increasingly important to communicate directly with the licence-payer without the mediation of hostile sections of the
press,’ says another part of the brief.
Why are there ‘hostile sections’ of the
press? It’s all to do with profits, senior BBC
figures will say in private. Maxwell, Mur
doch and other powerful publishers see the
corporation as an obstacle to satellite and
cable TV ambitions, they claim.
Ten years ago more than 90% of BBC PR
effort was directed towards newspapers and
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For the first time the BBC's
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Information Division agrees
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journalist. Denis
Budge
.
rr
reports on the PR effort

behind the biggest television
and radio complex in the
world.

magazines. Today commercial media rece
ives 70% of ID’s attention, promotion, pub
lic meetings and exhibitions are targetted for
30% of the exercise. There will be BBC
stands, for instance, at every autumn politi
cal party conference venue, and 250,000
pamphlets, booklets and information guides
were distributed throughout the UK last
year.
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t 10 am on a Thursday, head of televisi°n publicity Keith Samuel is holding

XlLhis morning conference, surrounded
by 11 of his 14 press and publicity officers.
He nips through that day>s Fleet Street st0.

ries‘It’s
about
B0c tv stars.
a quick scamper through

explains,

them,’ he

Samuel pauses at an exclusive picture story
in The Sun. The paper has a snap of Dirty
Den from EastEnders (actor Leslie Gran
tham) handcuffed to a prison officer. The
fuzzy photo was taken clandestinely while
the actors were at Dartmoor making an epi
sode of the soap several weeks ahead of
screening.
‘Looks like it has been taken by a punter
with a Long Tom,’ he says wryly. It is the
sort of situation that the BBC cannot pre
vent. Famous actors on outside location are

Bouquets and brickbats

M

ichael Harrison is in charge of a 14
strong platoon of duty officers who
work in shifts from 6am until BBC
TV closes down, fielding 1,500 phone calls a
week — mostly complaints, he freely ad
mits.
‘Listeners and viewers who are satisfied
with programmes would not normally
bother to tell us so,’ he says. They also reply
to every single letter from the 240,000 who
write to the BBC annually.
The name of the game is accountability:
much of the BBC PR effort is devoted to
persuading the public that it is getting value
for its licence fee. And the most common
complaint is when a snooker tournament
overruns and a film has to be cancelled. If
the snooker is cut short to run the film, sports
fans are just as vociferous as movie buffs.
We had a huge volume of complaints when
we cancelled the movie Easter Parade be
cause sport was over-running,’ says Harri
son. Thousands of complaints came in when
an actor let rip with a four letter word live
on Wogan. Reaction to Tumbledown was
mixed, with half the callers praising the Beeb
and others screaming about lack of patriotismi. fcvery single call and letter is logged and
feedback given to the Director General and
governors.

Inside Television Centre

Samuel: Head of TV Publicity
spotted by fans with sophisticated cameras.
Photos are then sold to national tabloids.
Mavis Nicholson joining the BBC has had
wide coverage. ‘That’s a poke in the eye for
Michael Grade,’ he says with satisfaction.
‘How old is she, 57? That shows ageism
doesn’t exist at the BBC.’
ITV autumn schedules have been leaked.‘It
will dilute the impact of their package when
officially announced, but it could just as
easily have happened to us.’
The Telegraph has a survey about the im
pact on children who watch violence on
TV... ‘If you look carefully at the story you
can see the survey is based on somewhere
obscure in Sweden.’
Another story in the Independent says that
the Broadcasting Stardards Authority is
aiming at BBC guidelines on screening sex
and violence, he is pleased with that. Inter
views the previous day with an actress from
Neighbours have gone well...‘They loved
that.’ Again he is pleased.
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Broadcasting House
‘Does anyone know this new woman who’s
doing a column for Today?,’ he asks.
‘She came from a woman’s magazine, she’s
OK,’ remarks a press officer. Samuel nods
thoughtfully, he remains to be convinced.
Later Samuel tells PR Week: ‘We are not
afraid of controversy, we would not be doing
our job if we were. Those who malign the
BBC are not large in number, but they are
vociferous. We do not have a lot of enemies,
most of our customers are reasonably satis
fied. We make a tough benchmark in the qua
lity of our programmes for vested interests
who sec us standing in the way of possibly
making large sums of money.
‘We put effort into everything we do. As
much goes into to popular programmes such
as Only Fools and Horses as would be con
centrated on televising the Proms'
He makes the BBC seem a hard act to follow.
Just before 1pm Richard Peel, news & cur
rent affairs head of PR and publicity, escorts
two provincial journalists into the news
room. Philip Haytor is about to read the
news. They stand in a pit behind directors
and controllers, the scene resembles the
bridge of the Starship Enterprise.
Haytor begins his live transmission after a
brief warm up.

Rosier: Head of Information Division

‘Do you remember that movie called Net
work about a TV newsreader who went mad
and started preaching in front of a live ca
mera? Just suppose he did that,’ whispers
one of the reporters.
Just suppose indeed! And think of the PR
exercise required to mop up afterwards.
Later Peel recalls the PR flurry which fol
lowed when a pair of lesbian protestors in
vaded the 6pm live news transmission as the
cameras were rolling. Duty newsreader Nic
holas Wichell sat on them — it made the
front page of all the nationals.
‘We had an official statement for them by
6.45 and a massive number of outlets to call
back,’ he says. Every newsman wanted to
know how the lesbians managed to evade
BBC security. PR was the Achilles heel —
the corporation allows in a large number of
tour parties in its image building efforts. Illintentioned infiltrators could easily suss out
opportunities for a future visit.
Television publicity feeds a comprehensive
words and pictures service to nearly 2,000
outlets each week, including interviews
with presenters of forthcoming program
mes... with big names like Joan Bakewell.
The provincial press are eager to accept a
free high quality service, as well as thou
sands of programme summaries annually.

Radio has clout
M

lot of airwaves have passed under the
bridge since the BBC took as its motto
AIklNation shall speak unto nation’. Tod
ay, after being in the shade of television, ‘the
wireless’ has discovered new glamour.
‘Personalities are keen to get on BBC radio,
even though we pay peanuts compared with
TV. Radio has clout,’ said Sue Lynas, dep
uty senior publicity officer. She believes
Lord Reith would approve of Derek Jame
son — and of Dame Edna Everage appear
ing on Desert Island Discs.
Everyone wants to get into the radio act.
Edwina Currie has agreed to be interviewed
In the Psychiatrists Chair by Dr. Anthony
Clare...fascinating listening. Sue Lawley takes
a mere pittance compared with her reported
six figure TV salary to do Desert Island Discs.
‘Why do you think Jonathan Dimbleby
agreed to present Any Questions? It is
because it’s the kind of job no one would
turn down,’ said Lynas. Esther Rantzen,
John Stalker — the list of public figures hap
py to broadcast for Beeb radio is endless.
Soon the whole nation will be able to rece
ive stereo FM. Next development will be
RDS, a system which will enhance radio and
will become the 1990s’ state of the art radio
technology.
‘Trouble is everyone takes radio for gran
ted as though it is wallpaper...no, let’s not
say wallpaper, let’s say water,’ says Lynas.
BUT WASN’T THE GOVERNMENT
PLANNING TO PRIVATISE WATER?
The deputy chief of radio publicity smiled,
and chose not to answer.
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Trainees go 8,000
m miles for tickets
TWO trainees who have been serving in the fishery
patrol vessels managed for the Falkland Islands
Government by J. Marr (Shipping) Ltd. of Hull,
recently received awards for successfully passing the
seamanship course they travelled 8,000 miles to take.
Robert Wilkinson (17) (centre) of Dunnose Head, West
Falkland, in the Falkland Islands and Lee Hadfield (18)
(right) of Ryde Street, Hull, have succeeded in their Efficient
Deck Hand (EDH) examinations at the National Sea Training
College at Gravesend.
They were presented with books for their further studies by
Captain N.. J. Barker (left), the first commander of the new
HMS Sheffield.
Robert is the third Falkland Islander to complete the course
under Marr auspices, but Lee is the company's first Hull
trainee.
Full EDH certification is awarded after the trainees have
spent a further qualifying period at sea and will enable the
two seamen to serve on the full range of commercial ship
ping.
Flying the young trainees around the world and paying for
their course at the Thameside college is an expensive venture
but J. Marr Shipping director Jim Hind said: "It is one of our
investments in the future in Hull, in the Falklands and else
where in the world where we are operating an increasingly
diversified and sophisticated fleet of ships. The safety and
efficient operation of advanced vessels demands the best
possible training and qualifications for every member of the
crew and we are very pleased with the facilities and instruc
tion given at Gravesend."
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Alaska pollack hits cod export!
SSaggSggSsSS

BIG supplies of Alaska pollack from
the USA are hitting the market for
frozen cod, and exporters like Ice
land, Norway and Denmark are fac
ing difficulties as a result.
But the market for fresh cod in the
UK remains buoyant, although one
salesman in Hull said that the mar
ket had become a little more
unstable because the big processors
were not supporting the market as
much as normal.
Processing factories in Norway
have been forced to lay off workers
because of problems selling their

e

frozen fish and blocks due to under
cutting by cheap Alaska pollack pro
ducts.
A spokesman for Hull block pro
ducers Glenrose confirmed that "the
US market is flat on its back," with
cold stores full, and that margins
were being trimmed substantially.
However, demand is still bouyant
in the UK for cod blocks, because
there is still a strong preferance for
cod. Any effects of the cheap Alaska
pollack supplies were being seen in
the cheaper end of the fish finger
market, where cod is not specified,

il:

and fish like Alaska pollock and blue
whiting are frequently used.
The fresh market for cod is still
strong, and large cod was making
£80 a box at Hull on Monday, with
'sprags’ making £70 and codling £50
to £60. The export restrictions being
operated by Iceland are having some
effect on Supplies, although the 600
tonne a week of combined cod and
haddock limit is being frequently
relaxed said a Hull salesman.
Iceland is still worried about oversupplying the market and causing
prices to fall however.

I
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‘Flag’ operators try to stop
new Bill
before it is law!
or

•/

e

A HIGH Court judge rejected an appli
cation by a Spanish 'flag ship’ operat
ing company for a judicial review of the
new Merchant Shipping Act 1988 last
Monday (August 1), on the grounds
that the application was premature,
writes HUGH ALLEN.
The Act, which will set up a new UK
fishing vessel registry, is not expected to
become law until December 1, so it was
ruled that the Milford Haven based com
pany, Factor Tame Ltd., which has varioulsy traded as Neptune and C-Maine, was
previous in its application.
The company can re-apply for the review
at a later date.
Factor Tame argued that the proposed
removal of flag ships from the UK register
is discriminatory. It is in contravention of
"the Treaty of Rome, the Common
Fisheries Policy, EEC law, principles of
proportionality, the protection of legiti
mate expectations, acquired rights of non-

retroactivity, and non-discrimination of the
accession to the EEC of the Kingdom of
Spain”, claims the company.
•: v
Under the terms of the new Act, which
has now received the Royal Assent, a fish
ing vessel must be able to prove 75 per
cent 'beneficial ownership’ by British per
sons to qualify for the UK registry.
Licence conditions require that vessels
make at least four visits to the UK every
8ix months, with a minimum of 15 days
between visits. The six months must also
run from January to July and July to
December.
In addition, 50 per cent of the catch dur
ing the same six months must be landed
into the UK.
Factor Tame is a legitimate company,
which already makes at least the required
four minimum landings per six months, and
would wish to increase this following the
Turn to page 22

Flag operators try to stop new Bill
From page one

F■
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completion of the new ice plant at Milford
Haven.
However, there are a number of 'brass
plate’ companies which do not currently
conform with the terms of the Act, and it is
therefore envisaged that similar appeals
will be placed before the High Court in the
future.
But, after the High Court ruling, it was
made clear that no further applications
could be entered until mid-October, as the
courts are closed until then.
The Department of Transport, which is
determined to block all loopholes regardj ing the operation of Spanish and other flag
ships, was satisfied with the court’s deci
sion on Monday.

A DTp spokesman commented that they
had "won a battle, but the war was far
from over”.
However, since there was no order made
with regard to awarding the costs of the
case, implications have been drawn as to
where the judge’s sympathies lay.
Factor Tame does not wish to be asso
ciated with certain other flag ship compan
ies, and indicated that they would be very
happy to give their version of events to
Fishing News.
But, as the paper went to press, their
spokesman,
managing
director John
Andrew Couceiro, was on an aeroplane,
and his brother, Joseph Couceiro, gave an
undertaking that the company would make
a comment before next week.
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Austerity plan
in Argentina

r

r:

THE Alfonsin Government’s
latest attempt to deal with
Argentina’s ailing economy
cannot help but provoke a
sense of deja vu. Both the prob
lems and the corrective mea
sures are the same as three
years ago when the first stabi
lisation plan was introduced.
The government is still
grappling with high inflation,
stagnant growth, a bloated
public sector and bureaucratic
regulations that stifle all but a
pernicious dollar-fed parallel
economy. The prescription
once again is a combination of
utility price rises, wage and
price freezes, devaluation, cuts
in public sector expenditure
and this time a little more fis
cal reform.
The initial success of the
1985 Austral Plan was squan
dered by poor management
and a failure to confront the
problems head on. Since then
it has been a case of too little
too late, and it is difficult to
give President Alfonsin the
benefit of the doubt now.
Such a judgment explains
the lack of enthusiasm with
which the international finan
cial community is now being
called upon to provide another
$4bn in funds for Argentina
over the next year. Argentina’s
plight continues to evoke inter
national support more for polit
ical than economic reasons. In
particular, Washington has
consistently backed President
Alfonsin oecause he is a demo
cratic leader of one of the three
most important countries in
Latin America. As a result
Buenos Aires has obtained
bridging finance from the US
at key moments, and has relied
on Washington to rally the
International Monetary Fund
and to lean discreetly on the
banks.

noises about a debt morato
rium and an end to the IMF-ap
proved policies of the present
government.
Knowledge of this cushion of
American support has argu
ably weakened the Alfonsin
Government’s resolve in imple
menting austerity pro
grammes. Yet this cannot jus
tify persistent policy failures.
Mexico, which has also enjoyed
a guarantee of last resort from
Washington, has been far more
determined and coherent in its
economic policy.

Hindsight

President Alfonsin’s room
for manoeuvre has been far
more circumscribed than that
of President de la Madrid in
Mexico because of the role of
the Argentine labour move
ment. Of all the Latin Ameri
can debtors, Argentina has the
most highly unionised and
urbanised labour force. Fur
thermore, in contrast to
Mexico where labour has been
co-opted to work with the gov
ernment via the PRI, the ruling
institutional party, Argentine
unions are controlled by the
opposition Peronists. With the
benefit of hindsight. President
Alfonsin should have accompa
nied the Austral Plan with
measures to curb the unions’
power. Their obstructive influ
ence has been the single most
important factor undermining
austerity measures and a thor
ough restructuring of the econ
omy.
Getting tough with the
unions entailed considerable
political risk. President Alfon
sin could probably have got
away with such a policy by
exploiting his own popularity
and by dismantling the state
apparatus through job cuts and
privatisation. Instead, the
unions have retained their
Horse-trading
privileges and job security. As
This is happening again now a result Argentina can boast
with an added element of one of the region’s lowest rates
horse-trading. President Alfon of unemployment but one of
sin is waving the prospect of a the worst levels of productivreturn of Peronism, in presi ity.
President Alfonsin has a
dential elections next year. The
recent choice of the populist strong interest in ensuring
Mr Carlos Menen as the Peron- that the present austerity
ist presidential candidate has package succeeds. Unfortu
evoked fears of a reawakening nately, he has allowed himself
of all the worst atavistic ele little time, since presidential
ments in the party. Mr Menen elections are due to take place
is already making nationalistic at the latest by June next year.
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First of UN’s blue berets
eace mission
The thin blue line of United
Nations peace-keeping troops
who will stand between Iran
and Iraq, possibly for many
years, began to take shape
yesterday.
The first five peace-keepers
flew into Tehran yesterday a
few hours after a similar group
reached Baghdad. They will be
joined by 350 other observers
drawn from 25 countries,
before the ceasefire negotiated
by the United Nations of
ficially begins at 3am GMT
on August 20.
The size of their task was
underlined when Tehran
radio announced that Iraqi
jets flew over five Iranian
towns yesterday, although no
military action was reported.
The arrival of the first UN
blue berets in Tehran follows
that of Mr Bill Hayden, the
Australian Foreign Minister,
who was in London earlier in
the week. Although his visit is
primarily to discuss trade
issues, he is expected to raise
the fate of Western hostages
held by pro-Iranian groups in
Lebanon.
None of the hostages is
Australian, but because rela
tions between Tehran and
Canberra have not suffered
the same strains as those with
London and Washington, he
will be well placed to inter
cede. Australian sources

By Andrew McEwen, Diplomatic Correspondent
in London said he had no including a Canadian unit of
meetings with British min- 370 men responsible for
isters or church leaders during communications. But Whitea two-day stopover, but his hall sources said neither
mission comes at a time of Britain nor any of the four
revived optimism on the other permanent members of
hostages.
the Security Council had been
Mr Hayden is understood to asked to contribute personnel.
have approved of a visit to
The border appeared to be
Tehran last month by the quiet yesterday after Iran’s
.
_ announcement that it will
The 24 countries which have observe a de facto ceasefire
offered military observers are immediately. But the lack of a
Argentina, Australia, Austria, clear commitment by BaghBangladesh, Canada, Den- dad to reciprocate it left a
mark, Finland, Ghana, Hun- jittery mood in Tehran.
gary, India, Indonesia, the
Hojatoleslam Ali Akbar
Irish Republic, Italy, Kenya, Hashemi Rafsanjani, Iran’s
Malaysia, New Zealand, Ni- military chief and parliageria, Norway, Poland, Sen- mentary Speaker, ordered all
egal, Sweden, Turkey, Yugo- forces to hold their fire but
remain alert. He said they
slavia and Zambia.
were “duty-bound to remain
Andiron Arrhhishon of Mel- prepared and alert and give a
bournTthe Most Rev David suitable response to any enPenman who said later that emy mischief in the air, at sea
he was hopeful the hostages and on the ground. We are
would be released before long, facing enemies whose claims
The unarmed United Na- and promises cannot be
tions monitoring force, to be trusted’’.
known as Uniimog (UN IranHis words may have been
Iraq Military Observer intended partly to sustain
Group), will be tiny in relation public morale by focusing on
to the size of its task. It will the continuing possibility of a
attempt to monitor the dis- military threat. Unlike Baghputed 740-mile border, which dad, Tehran has seen no
includes the Shatt al-Arab public rejoicing over the
waterway and areas of marsh- ceasefire, which some regard
land, desert and mountains.
as a capitulation for which
It will be assisted by mili- Hojatoleslam Rafsanjani was
tary and civilian back-up staff, partly reponsible. He is
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thought to have been the
intellectual force behind Tehran’s announcement on July
18 that it would accept the UN
Security Council Resolution
598, the development which
led to the breakthrough in
New York,
Most Western diplomats
regard the ceasefire announcement by Senor Javier Perez de
Cuellar, the UN SecretaryGeneral, as only the beginning
ofa peace process which could
take years. He is to attend the
opening of face-to-face peace
talks in Geneva on August 25,
but with a wide range of
contentious issues to be resolved, no one expects fast
progress.
The delegates, who are expected to include the foreign
ministers of the two countries,
will be faced with trying to
settle by negotiation the testering border dispute which eight
years of fighting has failed to
clarify,
Iraq’s original reason for
invading Iran in 1980 was its
dissatisfaction with an agreement made in Algiers in 1975
between the Shah and President Saddam Hussein, the
Iraqi leader. It moved the
international border from the
Iranian bank of the Shatt alArab to the middle of the
waterway, effectively giving
half of it to Iran.
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Westland consortium in joint
deal with Argentina
Reuter

MRITISH helicopters group,
[©Westland, is part of a Euro
pean consortium which has
helped develop a helicopter to
be made in a joint venture with
the Argentine airforce.
Gruppo Agusta said it had
signed a deal with the Argen
tine air force to develop a trans
port version of the existing
A129 helicopter and form a
joint venture with Argentine
companies to produce it.
The venture will require an
investment of $120 million over
15 years and will produce a 4.5
tonne helicopter carrying two
pilots and 13 passengers.
The transport version of the
A129 will be a development of
two existing versions, the Man-

gusta anti-tank helicopter used
by the Italian forces and the
Tonal multi-role light combat
helicopter. The Tonal has been
developed by a European con
sortium comprising Agusta,
Westland in Britain, Fokker of
the Netherlands and Casa of
Spain.
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Augusta SpA Agrees to Argentine Helicopter Venture

ROME-Augusta SpA, Italy’s state-con
trolled aviation company, agreed to a joint
venture with Argentina’s air force to pro
duce a “utility” version of its A-129 heli
copter series.
The accord calls for joint investments
totaling about $120 million over 15 years, a
spokeswoman said. How the investments
will be divided and other financial terms of
the accord haven’t yet been determined,
she said.
The venture’s A-129 helicopter, being
designed by Augusta, will be used primar
ily for civil transportation. It will weigh
about 4 V4 tons and-carry 13 passengers.
All movable parts will be produced by
Augusta in Italy, while the fuselage will
be constructed in Argentina. (AP-DJ)

z'~>
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Argentina
seeks fresh
loans from
US hanks
By Stephen Fidier,
Euromarkets
Correspondent

A DELEGATION from
Argentina, which has fallen
between $850m and $900m in
arrears on interest payments
to foreign banks, met its lead
ing bank creditors yesterday in
New York to discuss the coun
try's needs for new external
finance.
The country has been expec
ted to seek up to $2.5bn in new
loans from the banks. The
Argentine group, led by central
bank director Daniel Marx, was
expected also to explain the
aims of the package of eco
nomic measures announced
last week as a prelude to an
expected new IMF standby fin
ancing.
The banks urged Argentina
to come as up to date as possi
ble on its interest arrears, and
in particular on delayed pay
ments on the roughly $7bn
which has been lent in three
new money packages to the
country since the debt crisis
broke six years ago.
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PRESENTER:
Now, if like me you enjoy browsing through the
property pages, here's something that'll stop
you dead.

A 3-bed house with large garden for

£40,000, and by large I mean 9,000 acres,
covering 12 islands with nearly 3,000 sheep
thrown in.

The only snag, if you see it that

way, is that it's a long way away, in the south
Atlantic to be precise.

It's being sold by the

i

r
2

Falkland Islands Company, and our man Geoffrey
Wareham has been finding out who's interested.

GEOFFREY WAREHAM (Reporter^:
A run down bungalow on a wind swept island,
populated only by sheep with the nearest fellow
human on another island 30 miles away, is not
everybody's idea of the good life,

Yet, since

advertising the property last week, the
Falkland Islands Company has received more than
30 enquiries from Britain, the United States
and France.

Brian McGreal, the company's

managing director, thinks it appeals to
Americans as a piece of real estate at an
attractive price, and a bolt hole from life in
the fast lane.

Who's interested in this

country.

BRIAN McGREAL (Managing Director, Falkland
Islands Company):
It's been a wide cross section of people.
There's been farmers, there have been several
people who are in a redundancy situation and
indeed, we've had several people considering it
as an investment.

j
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GEOFFREY WAREHAM:
The farmland covers a dozen islands, known
collectively as Swan Islands,

One of the main

attractions to potential buyers is the chance
to escape from the stress and strain of life in
Britain.

Brian McGreal puts such dreams into

perspective.

BRIAN McGREAL:
The Swan Island is situated in Falkland Sound
which is between the two main islands, East and
West Falkland.

The travel to the island would

be via RAF jet down to the islands which is
8,000 miles, and then by very small aircraft,
an Islander aircraft, across to Great or Swan
Island, landing on the airstrip there,

There's

a boat that supplies stores, goods, and various
other living requirements, but that only does
call to the island every 3 months or so.

GEOFFREY WAREHAM;
Such a change in life style might be traumatic
to some and certainly dramatic to anyone.
Haydon Lister (phonetic), who, at present,

I
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makes his living from providing bedding for
pampered dogs in Rugby, explained why he's put
in a bid for the Swan Islands farm.

HAYDON LISTER (Rugby);
I would be glad to get out of this rat race
definitely.

I don't see much future where we

are at all.

We've run this business now for a

considerable length of time, and I'd like
another challenge.

My way of looking at it is

if we go to Falklands, of course, telling you
what I've been told, this will be all freehold
property that we're buying, we shall be
virtually buying a unique corner of the world
if you want to put it that way, something which
I visualise in maybe, not my lifetime but maybe
another 30,40 years, could turn out to be a
very good investment.

GEOFFREY WAREHAM:
One major snag for Haydon Lister may be that
his youngest child is 9.
explains.

Brian McGreal

I
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BRIAN McGREAL:
The difficulties with children, of course,
would be the schooling,

!

There is a radio

school up to the age of 10, but thereafter the
children would be expected to attend the school
in Stanley, which does provide a hostel for the
children.

GEOFFREY WAREHAM;
Mr Lister's wife, Sandra, seems to share her
husband's zest for mid-life adventure.

SANDRA LISTER;
Well, to be quite honest, it's still a bit of a
shock.

(ft

Well, you know, we only thought about

it yesterday.

So, it has been quite quick.

But it's a challenge, isn't it?

PRESENTER:
Yes. That report by Geoffrey Wareham.

END
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Problems in Argentina
temper debt optimism
British banks gave a warning
yesterday that although the re
scheduling of Brazil’s $69
billion (£40.5 billion) of ex
ternal debt was going accord
ing to plan, Argentina’s debt
repayment problems were
likely to worsen this year.
Seven British clearing
banks, including the big four,
have agreed to participate in
the Brazilian rescheduling ar
rangement by contributing
$5.2 billion, including $500
million in new loans. They in
clude the Royal Bank of Scot
land, Bank of Scotland and
Standard Chartered.
The banks beat the August 5
deadline, which entitles them
to receive a % per cent com
mitment fee instead of Vs per
cent for those agreeing be
tween now and the September
closing date for the deal.
Most of the clearers chose to
accept exit bonds as part of the
package. Each bank is allowed
up to $15 million in exit bonds
which pay a lower rate of in
terest but absolve the bank
from any further commitment
to lend new money on that
portion of its debt Midland,
which has loans to Brazil
worth about £1.3 billion, said
that it had participated on all
the options available in the
rescheduling package.
The participation of the
British banks means that more
than 90 per cent of the re
scheduling deal has now been
agreed. Many smaller banks
have still to join in, but
securing their agreement is
often the hardest part of such
arrangements, bankers said.
The rescheduling package is

expected to be completed by
the end of September.
At the same time, however,
Argentina’s deteriorating eco
nomic position is putting pres
sure on its debt repayments. It
has fallen behind on some re
payments and bankers believe
an interim agreement to help
bridge its external financing
gap may soon be necessary.
Commercial banks are
meeting in New York this
week to discuss the problem
and are expected to begin talks
with the Argentinian authori
ties soon. Much, however,
depends on the response from
the International Monetary
Fund and the US Treasury to
an austerity package intro
duced by the Argentinian
government, led by Dr Raul
Alfonsin, last week. The
commercial banks are un
likely to offer further help to
Argentina without additional
IMF support for the country.
Bankers emphasized that
the worsening situation in Ar
gentina was offset by improve
ment in Brazil, leaving their
requirements for provisions
against bad debts broadly
unchanged in the meantime.

R6ul Alfonsiii: austerity
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Proposed
rugby
series
collapses
From Tony Alien-Mills
in Johannesburg
THE PROPOSED tour of South
Africa by an international team
drawn from the world’s leading
rugby nations collapsed in igno
miny yesterday. After months of
increasingly desperate efforts to
muster a respectable World XV,
the South African Rugby Board
could do no better than a South
Pacific Island XI.
The prospect of a test match se
ries against five Fgians, four
Tongans, an Australian and a
Hawaiian did not tempt the oncemighty Springboks. “The tour is
off and this is a great disappoint
ment,” said Charles Wilson, the
intended manager of the interna
tional side.
Although thousands of rugbymad white South Africans would
have loved nothing more than to
watch the Springboks in interna
tional competition, few will have
been surprised by the last-minute
cancellation of the tour. It had
been in trouble from the moment
the International Rugby Board
controversially sanctioned it as
part of the Northern Transvaal
Rugby Union’s 50th anniversary
celebrations.
The anti-apartheid pressures
that the IRB inexplicably con
trived to disregard took a predict
able toll of prospective World XV
candidates. It quickly became
clear that players from England,
Wales and Scotland would not be
part of the tour, South Africans
pinned their hopes on Australia,
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France and Argentina to provide
the backbone of the side. The
French and Argentine players ini
tially appeared keen to oblige, but
last week their respective govern
ments intervened and only the
South Pacific was left.
As recently as last Monday,
leading white-edited newspapers
were trumpeting on their front
pages: “Six Aussies will tour”.
But one of the six Aussies, frontrow forward Steve Cutler,
promptly dampened hopes with
the memorably pithy phrase: “If
it’s a Mickey Mouse team, then
we are not prepared to become
ruck fodder”.
Even Mickey Mouse would
have washed his hands of the
near-farcical proceedings of the
last few days. Of the five Fgian
players who arrived in South Af
rica last Saturday, it turned out
that one, the previously unheardof Rusikate Namoro, had recently
trodden on a broken bottle and
badly injured his foot. The arrival
of Joe Toga, from Hawaii, did lit
tle to heighten South African con
fidence in the calibre of the visit• ing team. Adding a final insult to
injury, Dr Wilson, an Australian
gynaecologist and former Wal
laby flank forward, was detained
for more than an hour on arrival
at Johannesburg airport because
his visa wasn’t in order. By the
time Dr Wilson was sprung from
immigration, it was already clear
he was out of a job.
Meanwhile, the chief perpetra
tors of the tour fiasco — the se
nior executives of the IRB — ap
peared unabashed by this
seemingly inevitable setback to
South Africa’s international
sporting ambitions. The IRB’s
chairman, John Kendall-Carpenter, and secretary, Keith Row
lands, happened to be visiting
Cape Town this week. They said
yesterday they were still resolved
to mount yet another interna
tional tour to honour the South
African Rugby Board’s centenary
next year.
!
South African rugby fans will
not be on the edge of their seats, j
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MiGs ‘offered
Lima (AFP) — The Soviet
Union offered Argentina 100
MiG fighters during the Falklands War, according to a for
mer press official in the Argen
tine embassy. The planes were
to be transported from Libya
via Havana and Lima to Bue
nos Aires. Ricardo Sanchez
wrote in the Peruvian maga
zine Oiga.
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Back to
business in
great waters

MIG

As the Armilla Patrol wins praise for its
protective role in the Gulf, Defence Editor
JOHN KEEGAN argues the need to maintain
naval power for international peacekeeping

END A GUNBOAT! was the cry
of Queen Victoria’s Ministers.
Times change. This week Mrs
Thatcher went to visit a gunboat. The
sailors of the Armilla Patrol in the
Gulf yesterday welcomed the Prime
Minister aboard, to receive her
thanks and be told, “Well done”.
And quite right, too.
The Patrol, which has been on
station since 1980, accompanied 400
British ships through these danger
ous waters in 1987, has accompanied
nearly 500 this year, and has not had
one ship sailing under its protection
sunk or damaged since the operation
began. This contrasts with a total of
290 non-British flag ships sunk or
damaged while sailing unaccompa
nied in the Gulf between 1981 and
1986.
So, have times changed all that
much? “Send a gunboat” became, in
the post-1945 years, one of those
imputations of biimpishness with
which progressive thinkers liked to
puncture the fulminations of their
opponents whenever a Third World
country’s violation of international
propriety provoked them to demands
for action. It had its effect.
Demonstrations of maritime
. power, when it is used as a blunt
instrument, all too easily miss the
target. The French fleet did not
intimidate Ho Chi Minh in’the jun
gles of Indo-China, and the guns of
the US Navy’s reactivated battle
ships certainly did not win the Viet
nam war. So the anti-blimps seemed,
in the 1960s and 1970s/;to be making
their point. Gunboat's/^- unless they
were nuclear submarines — evoked
Victorian relics and navies appeared
a busted flush.
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Who would say that today? The
Falklands campaign was, among
other things, a painful warning to
would-be regional warlords that bom
bast cuts no ice in the effective opera
tional area of a superior naval power.
The American landing in Grenada,
for all its flaws, rammed home the
lesson in the Caribbean. And the
international naval expedition to the
Gulf has reminded the whole world
that the guerrilla rhetoric which
struck terror in the Sixties is just so
much sound and fury when its trum
peters forsake their jungles and
alleyways for the high seas.
Historians will undoubtedly recog
nise the Western naval intervention
in the Gulf as one of the most signifi
cant international initiatives of the
post-war years, comparable in its
contribution to the protection of the
ideals on which the United Nations
was originally founded to the intervention in Korea but, of course, both
more immediate in its effects and far
less costly.
*• ' This newspaper, from the moment
the operation was internationalised
last year, took the view that its critics
— who warned that the Gulf would
become a “bloodbath” and perhaps
even the flashpoint of a nuclear con
flict __ were fainthearts, that the
operation would succeed and that
President Reagan was to be compli
mented on his courage and decisive
ness in committing a major American
fleet to protecting the freedom of the
seas.

We did not foresee.then, however,
how quickly and completely the Pres
ident’s courage would be vindicated.
His intervention encouraged the Brit
ish and the French to maintain in the
j ' Gulf the forces they had already com
mitted there. It also persuaded three
other Nato allies — the Dutch, Bel
gians and Italians — to despatch
naval forces of their own.

It created the conditions in which
all six Western navies worked to
complement each others’ operations.
It confronted the Russians, who had
sent a fleet of their own to Gulf
waters, with tangible evidence of
how far they have to go before they
achieve Admiral Gorshkov’s ambi-.
tion of making the Soviet Union a
truly oceanic power. And, above all,
it brought the Iranians to -theirt
senses.
The Iranians have had a bad press.
They were not the aggressors in the
Gulf, they were not even the initia
tors of the “tanker war” and they
have paid an appalling price for try
ing to pay Iraq back. But the press
they have had, nevertheless, has
been largely of their own making. No
doubt they are now beginning to
regret every paragraph of hostile
comment their behaviour has
provoked.
In global terms, however, that is
beside the point. The agonising snub
they have suffered is a lesson which
will be heard — and studied — around'
the world. Every regional power
tempted in future to redress its griev
ances in defiance of international law
will, if its government retains any
rationality, first of all measure off on
the map how close it lies to the opera
tional radius of the navy of any great
power it is likely to offend, and calcu
late its options accordingly.
pir^HE NAVAL powers will also be
I reassessing not only their policies but also their capabilities
and the calls likely to be made on
them. The world in the 1980s is a
suddenly changed place. Decolonisa
tion, by withdrawing the old empires’
military power from wide areas of the
globe, revived many regional antago
nisms which empire had suppressed.
The Iran-Iraq antagonism was one of
them. But Russia’s “forward” for-
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eign policy in the brezhnev years
invested many such antagonisms
with a Cold War quality which made
attempts by the West to mediate in
them dangerous. Gorbachev’s break
neck withdrawal from Third World
commitments removes that danger.
But it is also likely to heighten the
trend which Western decolonisation
began 30 years ago.
There will be more, not less
regional conflict in the future, as
Third World countries rediscover
local freedom of action. In conse
quence, there will also be more, not
less occasion for Western naval
power — a substitute for the land
power which decamped with empire
— to be brought to intervene.
How well prepared are the Western
maritime states for this eventuality?
The United States Navy, which has
benefited more than any of the
American services from the Reagan!
expenditure programme, is very well
prepared. It is now the truly oceanic
force which its progenitor, the 19thcentury Admiral Mahan, w'anted it to
be, almost entirely independent of
bases and able, thanks to nuclear pro
pulsion, to cruise the seas without
the need to refuel.
The air groups of its 15 fleet carri
ers give it formidable striking power
and, in the US Marine Corps, it has a
landing force of great strength and
experience. The French navy, with
its associated Rapid Action Force, is
also a formidable intervention instru
ment. The Spanish and Italian
navies, which have built or are build
ing vertical take-off carriers, are
acquiring an intervention capacity.

Ominously, in the view of some, the
Japanese navy may be moving
towards the same capability. Should
the Tokyo Government decide — as it
is presently considering — to build
aircraft carriers, it would then com
mand the most versatile navy in the
north-western Pacific.
Britain already has the naval capac
ity for an intervention role. What it
lacks is the organised military com
plement to man it. The units exist but
need concentration in an “earmarked
force’’ to provide an equivalent to
that which France already deploys.
Political and service opposition
have thus far stood in the way...
understandably so: the Falklands
apart, it has been difficult to visualise
a situation in which this country
could safely intervene far from its
shores in defence of international law
or even a vital interest.
The Gulf has changed that percep
tion. It has ushered back the 19thcentury ethos of international co
operation for common purpose.
“Sending a gunboat’’ was then as
often a joint as a single-nation enter
prise. If the call comes again, as it is
likely to do, Britain should be ready.
We should be prepared to add to, not
detract from, our overseas interven
tion capability. This Government of
all governments should not grudge
the funds to spend on the Senior
Service.

*
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The new HMS Sheffield, the latest generation ofRoyal Navy frigate. She replaces thedestroyerjfthejamjnam^unkdunng the Falkland* conflict
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Caputo the Vote
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Argentina, a country where peo
ple profess to see themselves as
more European than the Europe
ans, is not known for its close
emotional ties with black Africa.
Interesting, then, to note the
flood of African dignitaries in
vited to Buenos Aires recently.
This week a Nigerian delega
tion arrives, following in the foot
steps of delegations from Ugan
da, Ivory Coast, Gabon, Benin,
Cape Verde and the secretarygeneral of the Organisation of Af
rican Unity. And that is just dur
ing the last month.
To find the cause for this sud
den outburst of fraternal rela
tions, one need, perhaps, look no
further than the Argentine For
eign Minister, Dante Caputo. Mr
Caputo has failed in his bid for
the presidency and his party
shows every sign of losing the
elections in Argentina next year.
But one glittering prize re
mains. Mr Caputo nurtures an
ambition to be the next secretarygeneral of the United Nations. A
rival would be Dame Nita Barrow
of Barbados (providing a rare
opportunity for Mrs Thatcher to
be in harmony with the rest of the
Commonwealth; her dislike of
Commonwealth consensus is sec
ond only to her dislike of all Ar
gentines). Mr Caputo, fighting to
dislodge Dame Nita, seems to
realise that every friend in the
right part of the world can help.
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Farm folk
flock for
land in the
Falklands
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By Robert Graham
THE OFFER for sale of one the
world’s most isolated sheep
farms, on the Falklands, has
met with a quick response.
The 9,000 acres for sale
cover 12 islands in the remote
South Atlantic. The advertise
ment went out last week in
Farmers Weekly with an ask
ing price of £40,000.
“Already we’ve had eight
enquiries from the UK,” said
Mr Bryan McGreal, managing
director of the Falkland
Islands Company, which has
put the farm on the market.
The property consists of the
Swan Islands in Falklands
Sound, some 100 miles from
the capital Port Stanley. The
nearest neighbour is 30 miles
away. There are over 750
islands in the Falklands, aver
aging out at just under three
inhabitants per island.
“Any applicant is going to
have to like solitude,” said Mr
McGreal. He envisages the
farm being run either by a
couple or a single person. So
far six Falkland islanders have
shown an interest as well in
the property which includes a
three-bedroom house and 2,900
sheep.
The sale is part of a broader
divestiture plan by the Falk
lands Islands Company, a sub
sidiary of the Coalite group,
based in Bolsover, Derbyshire,
which is the biggest landowner in the British depen
dency. The company controls
37 per cent of available land,
part of which is let to local
farmers on a share farming
basis. The Swan Islands have
been farmed on this basis.
According to Mr McGreal,
more of the company’s prop
erty will be sold off in the
future, including some islands
with significant wildlife
resources and where necessary
special conservation clauses
will be written into the sale.
Conservation clauses will not
i apply to the Swan Islands,
which are mainly stocked with
penguins.
.
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debt plan
welcomed
by banks
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By Stephen Fidler

C
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INTERNATIONAL banks have
delivered an overwhelmingly
positive early response to a
crucial debt-rescheduling and
new loans deal with Brazil.
Banks representing more
than 90 per cent of the value of
the package have made com
mitments to join it.
The response to the package,
which proposes a rescheduling
of $62bn (£36.5bn) of existing
debt and new loans amounting
to $5.2bn, has surprised even
its most active proponents. It
means that the deal is on
schedule to be signed in Sep
tember, with the first $4bn
pay-out likely the following
month. Brazil is the world’s
worst debtor country, with a
total debt of $121bn.
The success of the deal was
regarded as critical to the
established international
approach to the debt crisis,
which links bank funding with
economic adjustment pro
grammes supported by the
International Monetary Fund,
World Bank and official West
ern creditors.
Mr William Rhodes of Citi
corp, chairman of Brazil’s bank
advisory committee, said the
banks’ response had been “one
of the best of any new money
package since the debt crisis
began in August 1982.”
Brazil’s declaration of a mor
atorium on repayments of its
bank debt in February 1987
represented the most signifi
cant challenge so far to the
international approach. Less
than a year ago, to the horror
of its creditors, the country
was suggesting arrangements
that would have forced com
pulsory write-downs of loans
by commercial bank lenders.

Mr David Mulford, US Assis
tant Treasury Secretary
responsible for international
affairs, said yesterday: “The
response has been very strong
and to reach the 90 per cent
level so quickly is very posi
tive, but it is important to keep
the momentum going.”
Banks which assented to the
package before a Friday dead
line gained a % per cent early
participation fee. The response
by this time was seen as an
important indicator of how
successful the package would
be but few were expecting a
response significantly above 85
per cent.
The deal and a linked IMF
standby credit are deemed to
become effective when a
so-called critical mass is
achieved, decided by the IMF.
This has varied between 85 per
cent and 95 per cent.
The package contains the
greatest number of financing
options yet made available to
banks, and this appears to be a
key reason behind the good
response. A US Treasury offi
cial noted that small and
regional US banks had
responded favourably to this
package.
With the strong response to
the Brazilian deal in the back
ground, Argentina’s bank advi
sory committee is today expec
ted to meet Argentine
government representatives in
New York.
i
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THE BEST PROTECTION
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The Times crop survey shows British farmers’
fingers still firmly crossed. Hope remains that
freak weather conditions will cancel each other
out and leave a decent harvest.
But the fingers of agricultural lobbyists —
and their protectionist friends at home and on
the Continent — are firmly grasped round their
pens to give the public their view of what a bad
harvest should mean for policy. They point to
the perils of limiting output, the folly of
sacrificing a margin of self-sufficiency to save
tax subsidies to Europe’s Common Agri
cultural Policy.
Whatever happens in Britain, the world
harvest of food staples seems destined to be the
worst for a decade, principally due to the
prolonged drought in North America. Output
is likely to fall 150 million tonnes short of
demand at present prices.
The United States, which holds much of the
world’s 450 million tonnes of strategic grain
stocks, will meet some of the shortfall on the
principle Joseph wisely expounded to the
Pharaoh. But prices will rise across the board.
In some cases, they will rise sharply, the first
time that has happened for many years as a
result of natural forces rather than policy.
At home, farmers are beset by the added
complexities of milk quotas, subsidies to take
arable land out of production and likely
pressure to cut fertilizer use to stem the rising
level of nitrates in drinking water. The dairy
industry already faces seasonal shortages of
milk for butter production.
There is thus a natural desire to produce
more in line with the old agricultural policy.
This not a solely European, let alone British
reaction. American farmers have been setting
aside far more land than Europe envisages. In
Japan, which is under pressure from the
United States to remove its remaining food
import quotas, resistance propaganda has been
strengthened.
The American soyabean crop, which is
crucial to animal feed prices but also to the
traditional Japanese diet, has been particularly
hard hit. President Nixon’s 1973 embargo on
US soya exports provided the most prominent
evidence for deeply held Japanese fears of

relying on imports. Natural as these reactions
may be, the argument is largely false.
Fluctuations in prices caused by the vagaries of
the harvest are as natural as their causes. It is
sensible to hold stocks to prevent severe
shortages. But regimes of subsidy and protec
tion which aim at stable prices and selfsufficiency — but achieve chronic surplus —
ultimately exacerbate price fluctuations on the
world market.
The Common Agricultural Policy was not
designed on Joseph’s principles. Butter moun
tains and wine lakes grew simply because
unlimited produce was sold at excessive
official intervention prices faster than it could
be processed, destroyed or dumped on world
markets outside the European Community.
The temporary stores are now falling as
production comes under control. They were
never intended to damp rising prices caused by
poor harvests..Not unreasonably — except for
consumers — the higher price was deemed the
producer’s compensation for lower output.
The changing regime introduces its own
distortions. Food manufacturers face shortages
of milk for butter in part because they grew to
rely on chronic surpluses to overcome the
normal seasonal habits of dairy cattle. Adjust
ment has been made much harder by a subsidy
of up to 30 per cent to divert skimmed milk
powder into animal feed.
Some increase in world prices of staples — as
opposed to prices paid by European and
Japanese consumers — would help stimulate
production in the most naturally efficient
countries. But freer agricultural trade would
best protect the consumer, since harvests are
rarely poor everywhere. Natural exporters such
as Australia, Argentina, New Zealand and
Canada have been held back. Subsidy and
protection have limited agricultural trade to a
smaller proportion of output than in 1980.
The narrower the world market, the greater
the impact on world prices of good and bad
harvests. Measures to stabilize domestic farm
incomes should not be at the expense of a freer
world market. Diversity of supply is ultimately
the best protection.
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Isles for sale
The Swan Islands, in the
Falklands, are for sale,
complete with farmhouse, 9,
000-acre estate, machinery
and sheep pens...
at £40,000.

!
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A bargain
island
hideaway

n

three-bedFOR sale
roomed farmhouse, 2,900
sheep, and a dozen islands.
Price - £40,000, wool
sheds included.
House hunters interested
in the property should bear
in mind the nearest neigh
bour is 30 miles away, and
that commuting could be a
problem without a heli
copter.
The Swan Islands, two
major and ten minor
islands in the Falklands,
are on the market, complete
with farmhouse, 9,000-acre
estate, machinery, and
sheep pens.
According to* Mr Ray
Burke, assistant managing
director of the Falkland
Islands Company, which is
dealing with the sale, “the
farm is a real bargain.”
But he added: “You've
got to like your own comp
any out there. You def
initely need a boat, because
the nearest neighbour is
about 30 miles away.”
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Sheep, sheds and sea
FOR SALE: three-bedroomed
farmhouse, 2,900 sheep and a
dozen islands. Price: £40,000,
wool sheds included.
House hunters interested in
the property should bear in
mind the nearest neighbour is
30 miles away, and that commuting could be a problem
without a helicopter or a strong
Pair of fbppers.
The Swan Islands, two major
and ten minor islands in the
Falklands, are on the market,
complete with farmhouse,

9,000-acre estate, machinery
and sheep pens,
According to Mr Ray Burke,
assistant managing director of
Fa{kland Islands Company,
jy**ich 1S paling w*th the sale,
farm is a real bargain.”
But he added; «You’ve got to
like your own company out
there. Port Stanley, where there
are a few shops, is at least 100
miles away. Unless you have a
helicopter, you won’t get over
there much.”
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£40,000 price for
12 Falkland isles

o

A group of ] 2 islands in the Falklands, including a 9,000-acre
estate, 2.900 sheep and a threebedroorned farmhouse, is for
sale at £40,000.
The Swan Islands, comprising
of two major and 10 minor
islands, is about 100 miles from
Port Stanley. The agents dealing
W-n
said that the buyer
will need a boat because the
nearest neighbour is about 30
miles away.
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£40,000
buys 12
islands
TWELVE islands covering 9,000 acres are up
for sale for just £40,000.
The bleak Swan Is
lands group is 12,000
miles away in the Falklands and there are no
neighbours for 30 miles.
The price tag includes
2,900 sheep, a threebedroom farmhouse
and machinery.
The nearest shops are
at Port Stanley, 100
miles away.
Ray Burke, of the
Falklands Island Com
pany, said: “The farm is
a bargain. But you have
got to like your own
company out there.”

r
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U.S., IMF and World Bank
Pledge Loans to Argentina
By a Wall Street Journal Staff Reporter

C-

C-

NEW YORK-The U.S., the World
Bank and the International Monetary
Fund rallied around Argentina’s new
economic-reform program with short
term loan money and expressed their
willingness to lend more.
As expected, the U.S. Treasury announced Friday that it is putting together
a short-term bridge loan of as much as
$500 million to tide Argentina over until it
receives pending loans from the World
Bank.
Argentina late Wednesday night an
nounced an austerity program to control
its budget deficit and soaring inflation.
The government said it devalued the
country’s currency, the austral, against
the dollar by 11.42% ;as part of the
program. Based on foreign-exchange
rates quoted in New York, the devalua
tion appears to be 12.9%.
The measures, broadcast from Bue
nos Aires at the end of a government-de
creed three-day bank holiday, should
help Argentina reach new loan agree
ments with its international creditors,
and drew support from the World Bank
and the IMF.
The bridge loan wo uld come from the
U.S. and other creditor countries, and
likely would total between $400 million
and $500 million, officials said.
The Treasury said Argentina’s re
form efforts “should help stabilize its
economy ^nd promote sustained
growth.”
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Falkland islands for sale

o

The Swan Islands, two major and ten minor islands in
the Falklands, are for sale at £40,000 - complete
with farmhouse and a 9,000-acre estate.
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When ideology
holds sway
Robert Graham reviews President Reagan's
record in South America

B

(

elatedly, the Reagan Admin
istration is attempting to do
some fence-mending in Latin
America. This is the message
behind the current tour of the region
by Mr George Shultz, the US Secre
tary of State, which winds up this
week in Central America.
He certainly needs to do a lot of
sweet-talking. Relations with the
region have been soured by misunder
standings, neglect of traditional allies
and profound disagreements - first
over how to tackle conflict in Central
America, latterly over the handling of
the crisis in Panama.
The overriding sentiment among
Latin American governments is that
throughout the Reagan era, Washing
ton has been unnecessarily obsessed
by the threat of Soviet and Cuban
influence in Central America - to the
detriment of dealing with the region’s
real concerns, such as the debt crisis,
the consolidation of democracy, and
trade issues. And nothing has made
President Reagan look more foolish
than the bungling of attempts to get
rid of General Manuel Antonio
Noriega, the Panamanian military
strongman.
All this scarcely squares with the
brave words of the 1980 Republican
Party platform, which claimed “the
Carter administration’s policies have
encouraged a precipitous decline in
United States relations with virtually
every country in the region.” The
platform pledged a “strong new US
policy in the Americas.”
In the event, Central America and
the Caribbean has been the only area
in global US policy under President
Reagan where ideological guidelines
have consistently triumphed over
practical considerations. From the
outset Mr Reagan watered down the
Carter emphasis on human rights and
set a priority on eliminating Soviet
and Cuban influence in the hemi
sphere. The objective enjoyed bi-parti
san support in Washington because
the Cuban bogey had been revived by
the Marxist-orientated Sandinista
Revolution and the outbreak of civil
war in El Salvador in 1979.

Throughout Mr Reagan’s two
Administrations, however, a general
failure to consult allies in the region
has produced precisely what the Pres
ident s strategists sought to avoid - a
more independent Latin American
voice. It is unlikely to disappear; and
could well prevent the US from exercising the influence over the region
inJP^clt in the Monroe Doctrine’
which has previously seemed its pre-’
rogative.
"The policies have been so demon
strably wrong that there will be
shifts, certainly with Dukakis and
even with Bush," says Professor
Wayne Smith, a former State Depart
ment official now teaching at John
Hopkins University. The main shift he
anticipates will be a move away from
the US acting alone, in an interven
tionist manner, to a more multi-lat
eral approach. The change would, of
course, be more marked under Mr
Dukakis, the Democratic candidate.
He is a fluent Spanish speaker, who
was, according to associates, deeply
affected by his six months spent
studying in Lima, Peru in 1954.
Throughout the Reagan years, Cen
tral American issues have absorbed
the lion’s share of the administra
tion’s energies and resources. Since
1980, over $6bn in military and eco
nomic assistance has been poured
into Central America to prop up US
allies. Senior officials assert in public
that without such aid the Sandinista
revolution would have been consoli
dated and other Central American
governments weakened - if not top
pled - by left-wing insurgencies.
However, in private, the comments
on Central American policy are
self-critical. Only the most fiercely
anti-communist officials are^willing to
pass the blame for limited results to
Congress, and its failure to support

the Contra rebels in Nicaragua. But
the record speaks for itself: the leftwing insurgency in El Salvador conunues at much the same intensity
the Contras have not ousted the SanQinista Government in Nicaragua but
are suing for peace amidst deep inter
nal divisions; meanwhile per capita
incomes have fallen 25 per cent over
the , last
, t decade and vast
-- sums are
needed to reconstruct Central Amer
ica’s devastated economies.
The Latin Americans have been
restrained in their criticism of this
record, anxious not to antagonise, and
aware that this is the US’s backyard.
They have been more forthright over
Panama. Latin American critics argue
that the US has been openly contemp
tuous of another nation’s sovereignty,
and willing to introduce draconian
economic sanctions without thought
of their long term impact.
As a result, confidence has been
undermined in the US as a partner to
tackle the major issues facing the
region. Such lack of confidence led to
the formation in 1983 of the four-na
tion Contadora Group (Colombia,
Mexico, Panama and Venezuela) to
promote a peace plan for Central
America in virtual defiance of the
Administration.
Contadora subsequently attracted a
support group (Argentina, Brazil,
Peru and Uruguay), that broadened
into a new forum for all the region’s
concerns. Last December this Group
of Eight held a summit in Acapulco the first time Latin American leaders
have met outside the context of the
US-dominated Organisation of Ameri
can States (OAS). This was not so
much Latin Americans ganging up on
Washington as a signal of their desire
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to establish more equal dialogue on
the main issues. It might not have
have happened had the US devoted
more individual attention to the
important countries in the region Argentina, Brazil and Mexico.
The irony is that both the Reagan
Administration and the region’s lead
ers are in broad agreement on what
the main issues should be: the resto
ration and consolidation of democ
racy, the debt crisis, the deteriorating
terms of trade and the fast-spreading
cancer of the illicit drugs business.

Nothing made President
Reagan look more
foolish than the bungled
effort to oust Panama’s
General Noriega______

C

The Reagan Administration cites
the number of countries that have
returned to democratic government
(Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Grenada,
Guatemala, and Uruguay). Yet, save
in Grenada, the US has been more
spectator than actor in the trend
away from military government. Pres
ident Reagan has certainly failed to
unseat the most entrenched rightwing military regimes, Chile and Par, aguay, if indeed he really wished to
do so. Nor has the much trumpeted
departure of Jean Claude “Baby Doc”
Duvalier from Haiti produced democ
racy, underscoring that the US has
less ability than is often assumed to
determine events.
The Administration has been most
consistent and successful in dealing
with the debt crisis. Adopting a case
by case approach has ensured that
none of the major debtors’ problems
reached a critical point simulta
neously. But debt policy has never
moved beyond an exercise in contain
ment to find long term solutions. The
Baker Plan was welcomed when
launched in 1985 because it sought to
restore growth in Latin America
through a mix of economic reforms in
the debtor countries and new public
and private lending to meet their capi
tal needs. However, the resources
promised have been forthcoming nei
ther from the commercial banks nor
multi-lateral institutions. Indeed, a
much-needed capital increase at the
Inter American Development Bank is
' being stalled by a dispute over US
control of the bank’s operations.
In the case of drugs, President Rea
gan will leave behind an atmosphere
of mutual antagonism, with many
Latins fearing that narcotics have
become a new catch-all excuse for
domestic interference. Such a legacy
is unfortunate because drugs is the
one area where both sides have a
clearly defined mutual interest in
cooperation. “For some drug-produc
ing countries, it (the narcotics trade)
has become the single most important
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issue affecting their relations with the
US,” commented a recent report on
hemisphere relations by the independent forum, Inter-American Dialogue.
Since the 1986 Drug Abuse Act, US aid
has been conditional on the Administration certifying a country’s antidrug efforts. This certification process
has caused periodic tensions with the
Bahamas, Bolivia, Colombia, Mexico
and Panama.
The Reagan Administration’s policy
failures in Latin America have been
as much as anything due to the
nature of the people involved. “For

with Mr Abrams’s wings clipped,
Mr Shultz has become more directly
involved in Latin American affairs,
Notably, he has encouraged some
back-stage diplomacy to improve relations with Cuba, which has borne
fruit in the recent talks on the future,
0f Namibia and the withdrawal of
Cuban troops from Angola.
The long standing adversarial rela
tionship with Cuba is being undermined not just by improved superpower relations, but by a mellower
mood in Cuba and by changing circumstances m Latin Amenca. Wash
ington could successfully isolate Cuba
the past seven years a gang of rightwhile the continent was controlled by
wing ideologues have been running
right-wing military governments. The
things”, says Prof Wayne Smith.
new civilian governments are less
“George Shultz has been interested in
amenable to arm twisting and possess
a
ideologically tinted view of the
East-West issues, Europe and the Middie East. Latin America was left free
world. The example of Cuba s heavy
to the Right and what they said
dependence upon the Soviet Union
appealed to the President’s anti-Comanc*
disastrous performance of its
munist instincts ”
economy is being avoided even by,
Where Mr Shultz has directly
leftist Nicaragua. Thus, for instance,
involved himself, pragmatism has pre^e newly democratic governments m
vailed. He limited the damage caused
Brazil and Uruguay have restored dipby the open support the US gave to
lomatic ties with Havana;.andi the
Britain during the Faiklands conflict
post-Reagan era could well find Cuba
in 1982; he argued against overturning
requesting ^missioni to *he <DAS.
the efforts by President Oscar Arias of
As a result, the next administration
Costa Rica to present a Central Amer" whatever its Poetical complexion
ican peace plan; he has helped head
1S likely to give the communist
off a trade war with Brazil; and latAleSS •pr0rnmrnCeThDSRoaaan
terly he has accepted the need to
Latlr} American policy. The Reagan
bring Cuba into a serious dialogue
administration s legacy rn^ Central
over the future of southwest Africa.
America, at least, will be more easily
But during the second Reagan term
dealt with by pragmatism.
Mr Shultz mostly gave free reign to
M^y mistakes and antagonisms of
Mr Elliot Abrams, his zealous young
the Reagai\ er^.c?JLj® rSu?2Li!5[
deputy in charge of Inter-American
more sensitive ^plomacy. The r gi
Affairs. “There have been very strong.
1S not m ^, a
people making policy, Abrams in parmajority of leaders
ticular, who have terrorised the
jnd fundamentally pr(>American, bu
bureaucracy,” says Mr Richard Fein- . they want to be heard as partner
burg of the Overseas Development
see
^ respect international la .
Council. The particular concern of Mr
Abrams and his circle was the war in
Central America.
The Central American conflict
rarely enjoyed more than grudging
support in Congress: Democratic
votes were usually won over simply
because politicians did not wish to be
tagged as soft on communism. Con
gress’s rejection of further military
aid to the Contras in February owed a
good deal to the persistence of Costa
Rican President Oscar Arias in press
ing ahead with his Nobel Prize-win
ning peace plan.
Washington insiders are convinced
it was lack of success with the Contra
cause that led Mr Abrams to seek a
“quick win” in Panama by removing .
General Noriega. Now that this ven
ture has backfired, Mr Abrams is
under strong pressure to resign. But
he has clung on, if only because his
departure would be too humiliating
both for the right and the White
House to accept.
.. .
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Britain,
Alfonsin
link up
in secret
BRITAIN
has
been
secretly discussing the
Falkland Islands with
Argentina for more than a
year,
writes
Hugh
O’Shaughnessy.
US officials in the Reagan
administration, who have
been passing documents
between the two at a rate of
about one a month, describe
the exchanges as hopeful but
painfully slow.
Although concerning rela
tively mundane matters such
as fish conservation and
‘humanitarian issues’ like
air-sea rescue, the exchanges
are credited with having pre
vented any clash between the
British and Argentine forces
over the exclusive fishing
zone round the islands that
Britain declared in 1986.
They have also contrib
uted to cautious optimism in
London, Buenos Aires and
Washington that the two
sides may have started on
the long road to a peaceful
settlement of the dispute
over the Falklands.
Last week Horacio Jaun
arena, the Argentine Defence
Minister, said that Argentina
was prepared to declare a
formal end to hostilities in
exchange for a quid pro quo
from Britain.
However the joint devel
opment by Argentina and
Egypt of rockets which could
reach the Falklands from
Argentine soil has caused
fear that the opportunity for |
settlement is fading fast. Sig
nificantly, Jaunarena’s offer
was made public at a test
firing of Argentine-made
rockets.

There is gloom, too, at the
prospect of President Raul
Alfonsin’s
middle-of-theroad Radical Party, strug
gling with hyper-inflation
and economic crisis, being
defeated in next year’s presi
dential elections by the Peronists.
The Peronist presidential
candidate is Carlos Menem, a
tub-thumping, open-shirted,
chest-beating nationalist who
takes a bellicose stance on
the Falklands question.
‘Menem plus rockets means
a very depressing outlook,’
said one official close to the
negotiations.
After last week’s visit to
Buenos Aires by Secretary of
State George Shultz, the US
Government is expected to
press both sides to get
closer.
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From Castro to the Kents

C

OUR MAN in Havana is to
become private secretary to the
Duke and Duchess of Kent. He
’ is Andrew Palmer, Ambassador
to Cuba since 1986.
Palmer takes over in January
from Lt-Cdr Sir Richard Buckley, who came to the Kents in
1961 on being invalided out of
the Navy and has since served
them with self-effacing dev
otion.
The new private secretary,
who will be 51 next month, was
educated at Winchester and
Pembroke College, Cambridge,
and did his National Service in
the Rifle Brigade. He is married
to Davina, daughter of the
retired ambassador Sir Roder
ick Barclay.
Many of the posts Palmer has
held during his 27 years in the
Diplomatic Service complement
the interests of his new master,
not least the Duke of Kent’s
role as vice-chairman of the
British Overseas Trade Board.
He has dealt with commerce
in Bolivia, Commonwealth rela
tions in Ottawa, the Press in
Paris, defence and the Falklands at the FCO, and a state
visit by the Queen to Norway.
This gregarious and likeable
diplomat has also been through
the Treasury Centre for Admin
istrative Studies, the Royal
College of Defence Studies and
the Harvard Center for Interna
tional Affairs.
All Palmer now needs is to
match the musical tastes of the
Duke and Duchess of Kent with
a crash course in Wagner’s
operas and some practice with
the Bach Choir.
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Argies climb down
to ask for peace talks
PEACE talks between
Britain and Argentina
looked likely last night
after a major climbdown by the Buenos
Aires government.
A senior Foreign
Ministry official said
Argentina
would
discuss improving rela
tions without demand
ing talks on control of
the Falkland Islands.
Britain has said since

I

the 1982 Falklands War
that she will talk—
provided sovereignty is
not an issue.
A Foreign Office
. spokesman said in Lon
don : “ If they have a
new message, we are
prepared to listen to it.”
Talks could take place
on trade, fishing and
restoring deplomatic
relations between Lon
don and Buenos Aires.

r
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US and IMF
give support
to Argentina
By Stewart Fleming in Washington, Stephen Fidler in
London and Gary Mead in Buenos Aires
THE US and the International and the presidential campaign
Monetary Fund have moved to of Vice-President George Bush.
It has been assumed that
allay concern about the pros
pects for resolving Argentina’s when the bridging loan is even
tually disbursed, it will be used
foreign debt problems.
The US Treasury confirmed to reduce interest arrears the
that it was working with the couniry has built up on inter
Argentine Government to est payments on its $35bn of
arrange a short-term bridging debt to foreign banks, although
loan of up to $500m (£295m), to the banks have so-far received
be provided by it and other no indication that this will
governments. It said US will occur.
The interest arrears on this
ingness to participate in the
funding reflected its support debt, now put at close to
for Argentina’s economic $900m, are already hurting US
banks, which must under US
reform efforts.
Separately, the IMF wel accounting rules place the
comed the economic policy loans on a non-accruing basis.
measures announced by the This means they cannot count
Argentine Government this them as earnings until they
week and made it clear that its receive the cash.
Inside the country, however,
management was ready to
start negotiations with Argen the Argentine measures, which
are designed to halt spiralling
tina on a new $1.2bn loan.
However, at best it could be inflation and cut state spend
several weeks before a prelimi ing, have been roundly con
nary agreement is in place and, demned by many political and
since the Fund has cancelled economic groupings.
President Raul Alfonsin is to
an accord it agreed in 1987
with Argentina, IMF funds meet trades union leaders on
could not be disbursed until Monday to stave off a threat
ened general strike. The Gen
near the end of the year.
The Treasury said the bridg eral Confederation of Labour
ing funds would become avail has made it clear that it
able when Argentina met regards plans to freeze wages
requirements for additional and make state employees
funds under the World Bank’s redundant as unacceptable,
policy-based sector lending pro and is due. to consider on
gramme. This suggests some Thursday what action to take.
While the Industrial Union
delay before any payment can
of Argentina, which groups
b6 lYlclClG
The World Bank also wel major industries, has lent its
comed the moves and said one support to the pact, the Co-or
of its delegations planned to dinating Organisation of Mer
cantile Activities (CAME),
visit Argentina next week.
The decision of the Treasury, which claims to represent 27
anxious to avoid a debt crisis provincial federations and 923
ahead of November’s presiden business organisations, said it
tial elections, will be welcomed had no confidence in the team
by Republican Party leaders which produced the measurps
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Story of defeat falls on deaf ears
THE proceedings in the cavern
ous, wood-panelled main court
room of the Federal Appeals
Court in Buenos Aires display the
outward calm of a seminar on mil
itary strategy. The audience,
many in uniform, listen atten
tively. Some take notes as a
woman'at the front talks insis
tently, mechanically into a micro
phone about troop positions, sea
conditions, naval deployments,
air cover and enemy strengths.
At her side is an impassive
vice-admiral, while next to him, at
a higher level, is a row of four so
berly-suited men gazing into the
distance, some trying to under
stand the military data, others
clearly distracted. Behind them
towers a huge map of the Falk
land islands, marked with the key
events of the war.
The seminar-like tones mis
lead, for on these hearings into

Argentines, still war-weary, ignore the hearings
that will decide the fate of their former leaders.
John Eisenhammer reports from Buenos Aires.
the conduct of the war in 1982
hangs the fate, principally, of
three key figures: former presi
dent Leopoldo Galtieri, former
navy commander-in-chief Jorge
Anaya and former air force chief
Basilio Lami Dozo. They were
given prison sentences by a mili
tary court in 1986. Now, in a civil
ian court, the military is appealing
against those sentences, while a
band of prosecutors is fighting for
harsher terms. Outside the court,
the proceedings have met a deep,
embarrassed silence.
The hearings are public, but
few people turn up. It is the same
court-room in which humanrights trials were heard. Then, the

■ 1
balconies were heaving with people; now the audience consists
mainly of members of the large
military “family”. For the man in
the street, it is not a subject for
conversation. The war was sue
years ago, these men have been
sentenced and one should forget
it, is the general feeling. Nobody
wants to be reminded of a trauma
that Argentina has collectively repressed.
The act of repression is all the
more powerful given the emotionalism of the Falklands issue .
“The Falklands are Argentine” is
drummed into every schoolchild
from the earliest age. When the
war beean it was greeted with joy.

I

That made the shock of defeat,
after weeks of propaganda, all the
more traumatic.
People were dev.
ing allowed themselves to be
swept along by something so disastrous. Like a bad dream it has
been erased,
The Buenos Aires Herald virtually alone gives real coverage of
the hearings. The main Spanishlanguage papers place their slim
reports under the toothbrush
advertisment on page 15.
Observers suggest that Galtieri
and Anaya will get stiffer sentences. Lami Dozo, whose pilots
by all accounts acquitted themselves well, may find his sentence
reduced. For the man in the
street, unsure what this trial is
really about, and caring less, just
wants the Falkands war to disappear.
.1
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Washington to lend
Argentina $500m
THE US TREASURY has con
firmed it will grant Argentina a
$500m emergency bridging loan.
Senior Argentine Central Bank
officials were in Washington yesterday trying to work out the final
details of the loan.
The US has generally welcorned the package of anti-inflationary measures unveiled by the
Alfonsln government earlier this
week. The Treasury said that the
bridging loan “reflects support
for Argentina’s economic reform
efforts and the determination of
the government of Argentina to
address international financial re
lations in a constructive manner.”
The bridging
. - _ loan will cover
debt service payments until the
IMF grants a $1.2bn stand-by loan
which, the US Treasury also confirmed, should follow.
The new austerity package has

From John Eisenhammer
in Buenos Aires
brought sharp criticism from most
sectors here. The new two-tier ex
change rate has upset the four
major farmers’ organisations and
small business associations are refusing to be bound by government
rules on prices. With a presidential election campaign already
well under way, politicians from
both the right and the left have
also joined in the criticism,
The real test of the pro
gramme’s viability remains the re
action of the powerful trade
unions, which provide the main
backing for the popular Peronist
presidential candidate, Carlos
Menem. So far, they have carefully avoided any commitment to
fight the measures outright.
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Tumbledown for
big screen?
TUMBLEDOWN, the BBC’s conIroversial play about the Falklands, is expected to be released
abroad as a major feature film.
Cannon, the film distributors,
and the BBC are negotiating
“outside UK theatrical rights”
for the film, which could eventu
ally be shown not only in Amer
ica but also in Argentina.
Written by Charles Wood and
directed by Richard Eyre, the
BBC1 play — based on the expe
riences of Lt Robert Lawrence of
the Scots Guards — was attacked
by the Ministry of Defence for
being “faction”, fiction mixed
with fact. It was also alleged that
the programme would cause dis
tress to some individuals por
trayed who would have no way of
redressing their reputations.
Threats of an injunction hov
ered, but it was eventually
shown on June 3 with some cuts.
Cannon approached the corpora
tion to acquire cinema rights
soon after the play was screened.
If the deal goes through it will
the first time a BBC film, which
has been first broadcast on tele
vision, will have been bought for
general release.
“I think they are keen to
exploit its saleable qualities,”
says the BBC enterprises depart
ment, which is handling the con
tract. “The principal country for
distribution will obviously beAmerica, but rights will include
anywhere outside the United
Kingdom.”
Neither Cannon nor the BBC
will disclose fhe sum involved,
but it is thought that Lawrence
will benefit financially.

!
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Falklands
offer gets
cautious
welcome
By Nicholas Ashford
THE Foreign Office reacted cau
tiously yesterday to the report in
Friday’s The Independent that Ar
gentina is willing to enter direct
talks with Britain about improv
ing relations between London
and Buenos Aires, while leaving
the issue of the sovereignty of the
Falkland Islands to one side.
A spokesman said Britain had
not been officially informed of
any change in Argentina’s atti
tude on the sovereignty of the dis
puted islands. However if Argen
tina was now prepared to to drop
its insistence on sovereignty talks
as a pre-requisite for negotia
tions, this would be welcomed by
Britain, he said.
The spokesman noted that The
Independent’s report, based on an
interview with the Director-Gen
eral of the Argentine Foreign
Ministry, coincided with a visit to
Buenos Aires by George Shultz,
the US Secretary of State. The US
has been involved in behind-the
scenes talks aimed at bringing
Britain and Argentina together.
Ever since the end of the 1982
Falklands war, Britain has
sought to improve bilateral rela
tions with Argentina, but has
steadfastly rejected Argentina’s
insistence that the sovereignty of
the islands should be one of the
topics to be discussed. Secret
talks between the two former
belligerents, held in Switzerland
in 1984, broke down over the sov
ereignty issue.

!
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Argentina refuses to shelve
Falklands sovereignty issue
Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires
IgjuENOS AIRES is still not
B^wilhng to put sovereignty
over the Falkland Islands on
one side while other issues are
discussed with Britain, a senior
Argentine government official
insisted yesterday.
Commenting on a report that
Argentina might soften its
stance on all talks including
sovereignty, Mr Lucio Garcia
del Solar director general of
the Argentine Foreign Ministiy, stressed his Government’s
position had not changed.
r?2n^ma jWi^ never set
aside the need to talk on the
^stl™. of, sovereignty,” he
said. Indirect contacts^ between
th^rio1?3 an<*
through
SJf. us Government during the
f,as* year
other subjects
never meant Argentina abanIvaroL*P°sltion on
°iUr
Mr Garcia del Solars statemerit implied the two countries
are as far apart as ever on the I

technicalities of getting any
talks started.
Discussions on avoiding inciresourcesintt^SouthAtiantS?
which have been the subject of
the indirect exchange of information via the United States
could take place, he said but
only once both sides had agreed
to place the sovereignty issue
under a judicial “umbrella” in
which neither moved away
from its respective position,
Diplomatic sources here yesterday commented that this implied that Britain, as much as
Argentina, would concede in
principle that sovereignty
would have to be negotiated at
some stage.
“The only way of doing something useful in certain limited
areas is to agree on the question of reserving our respective
positions and respecting each
other,” Mr Garcia del Solar
said. “Once this is clearly set
out in legal terms, maybe we
can have talks on the problem '!
of the islands and how to find
solutions.”
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UK TV UPDATE
LONDON (Aug 3): Channel 4 is
close to securing King World
Productions' enormously successful US talkshow, The Oprah Winfrey
Show, for UK television. King
World says that "99% of the paper
work" has been completed on what
would be the show’s first foreign
sale. In Wheel Of Fortune, Jeopar
dy and Oprah Winfrey, King World
boasts the top three syndicated
stripped sen:
the US helping
to earn the r
T‘
ing
$55 million
May3l ...
Rupert Mi
an annual
million) to pchannels of
which up to
million) will be
''1 '•
news channel,
V;'
audience of at leas; - i. miiecn UK
homes within four years and
expects losses of £150 million
($258.4 million) before turning the
comer into profit.
Sky has named David Hill,
president for network sports at
Australia's Channel 9, as its first
new board member to oversee
both Eurosport and Sky News. He
will soon be joined by someone to
look after both Sky Channel and
Sky Movies...
Lord Thomson, soon to retire as
chairman of the Independent
Broadcasting Authority, says he
fears for the future of commercial
TV if ITV's commitment to public
service broadcasting were re
moved. "There may be a tempta
tion in some quarters to restore
the monopoly of public service
television to the BBC, but a BBC
straitened for funds and being
pushed by unregulated commercial television towards a cultural
ghetto," he says in the IBA's annual
report. ITV would then be compelled, he says, to behave as if it were
any other private TV station
maximising profits by chasing
ratings...

’ a reckon

'h nearly
rmiFon) have
fror. Indepe.;

:
.

nmes
(!•.<!• ■ IS93
corioned
v* * ■' ■

- •••/ by

the TV com pa it
1987.
:,e 173 hoi.;? con-,'oned
during the three months to the end
of March this year, only three were
devoted to TV drama, at a cost of
£1.43 million ($2.46 million). No
independently-made feature films
figure in that quarter.
In its review of 1987-88, the IBA
notes a good year for commercial
TV in documentaries (in particular
Yorkshire TV's Falklands War, The
Untold Story, Granada TV’s Sword
Of Islam and Channel 4’s Baka - •
People Of The Rainforest).
But it was a "disappointing” 12
months for drama (exceptions
being C4's Porterhouse Blue, Cen
tral TV's Escape From Sobibor,
London Weekend TV's The Char
mer and a handful of others).
During the year, ITV showed an
average 38.5 hours a week of plays,
series, TV movies and feature
films, or 33.7% of its schedule. By
comparison, C4 devoted just
under 33 hours or 32.6% of its
airtime to fiction...
Property developer Peter de
Savary is to be the new board
director atTV- am...

By Colin Brown
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Navy captain resigns
THE Ministry of Defence confirmed yesterday that a Navy
captain at the centre of allegations of indecency on board his
warship had been allowed to
resi8nA spokesman said that after
an inquiry by the Navy’s special
investigation branch, Cmdr
~
Peter Harrison had applied to
resign and that had been
accepted.
He said the investigation had
provided “insufficient corroborative evidence of any
offences to justify court-martial

actions under the provision of
the Naval Discipline Act”.
Cmdr Harrison (43) was in
command of the destroyer Nottingham on patrol in the
Falklands when he was flown
home last May.
He was transferred to administrative duties in Plymouth
while an investigation was held
into claims of indecent assaults
aboard the ship. Yesterday, his
home at Sheviock, near
Torpoint, Cornwall, appeared
empty. Neighbours said they
had not seen him for some time.

r
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Navy’s tricky ‘parkin 131 ob is made to look so eas 13
UP ANCHOR AND AWAY: HMS
Invincible yesterday made her first
journey in almost two years when,
with the help of a tug, she moved 100
yards across a basin at Devonport
Dockyard.
The Falklands’ veteran aircraft
carrier, which has just completed a
major stage in a £100-m re-fit
programme, will begin full sea trials in
November.
Four tugs were used to tow the
20,000 tonne ship from the Dockyard
basin to the sea wall. And with only
two feet clearance on either side it
was, at times, a tricky job for the

crews from the Royal Martime
All highly-combustible Formica-type
Auxiliary Servicfi.
materials have been replaced by steel.
“It’s not an easy task, but it went The ship’s conventional nerve centre
swimmingly well,” commented a Navy has been completely up-dated and she
spokesman. "We are extremely pleased has been fitted with the first of a new
with the whole two-hour operation.”
type of radar; new sonar; new gear
The move was necessary to allow full box; increased magazine space, and
tests to be carried out on the engines provision for carrying more aircraft,
and propellers, and to enable the ship
to be sprayed with clean running
There has been a major structural
water.
change to the flight deck which now
After re-fit, Invincible will be the can take a much heavier load. The
most expensive and up-to-date vessel "ski-jump” for Sea Harriers has been
of her type. Many of her modificiations raised to 12 degrees so that the planes
have arisen from direct experiences can take off with heavier weapons
load.
and lessons of the Falklands conflict.
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Officer in Navy
probe resigns
THE Navy officer at the
centre of an investigation
into allegations of indecent
assault on board his ship
has resigned his commission,
the Ministry of Defence
confirmed last night.
Cmdr. Peter Harrison was
flown home from his ship
HMS Nottingham, in the
South Atlantic, last May to
assist the Navy inquiry.
Last night, the MoD said:
"Cmdr. Harrison has applied
to resign and his application
has been accepted.
"The investigation is now
completed and there is
insufficient evidence to jus
tify court-martial proceed
ings against anyone on HMS
Nottingham for indecent
assault.
"I am unaware of Cmdr.
Harrison’s future plans, but
I understand that he will
receive a pension."
Cmdr. Harrison, a 43year-old batchelor at Sheviok, near Torpoint, took a
desk job at HMS Raleigh for
the duration of the investiga
tion.
He was a gunnery expert
with 24 years service in the
Navy.
Last night, his home in
Georges Lane, Sheviok, was
deserted.

Peter Harrison
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Tumbledown may
hit US cinemas
The BBC is negotiating to sell its
controversial drama Tumbledown to US film distributors
Cannon for theatrical release
outside the UK.
If the deal goes ahead it will be
only the second time that a BBC
drama made primarily for UK
TV has been given a theatrical
release. Its precursor was The
War Game, shown in cinemas
after a bnn - now ’ifted — kept
it frorii TVs
The
. 7 an approa b
by Ca . v
a is keen id
exploit
potential.
parboil..-■
- n rm
The film.
the Falki
-... on
Guards ofXicm
c ted
audience of 10.5 million when it
was shown on BBC1 two months
ago.
Before a theatrical deal can be
reached, the BBC will have to
agree extra payments for the

crew on the production. Under
its agreement with staff union
BETA, technicians are paid at a
rate which covers TV transmis
sion only.
But a spokesperson for BBC
Enterprises, which is negotiat
ing the deal, said: ‘This isn’t a
problem, it’s just time-consum
ing.”

Last year the BBC and BETA
struck a one-off deal to make
Little Sister — a co-production
with l .S-r.Nelson Entertainrae
- - iaL theatrical
release r- C -* UR. Under the
terms . t C
ioe BBC paid a
ten
on behalf of
■ I In the productioi
has already
been released on video in this
country as Little Sweetheart.
Negotiations for a general
agreement to allow theatrical
release of BBC dramas are still
in progress.
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Argentine reforms raise
prospect of fresh loans
By Our Foreign Staff

ARGENTINA'S economic
reform plans, aimed at curbing
inflation and reducing the fis
cal deficit, were welcomed yes
terday by the International
Monetary Fund and the World
Bank, as well as by the US
government.
The IMF made clear it was
ready to start negotiations
with Argentina on a $1.2bn
loan. The US Treasury said it
was working with the Bank for
International Settlements to
arrange a bridging loan of up
to $500m.
Mr Barber Conable, the
World Bank president, said a
delegation would go to Buenos
Aires next week to review
Argentina’s efforts to restruc
ture its economy and to dis
cuss World Bank lending to the
country.
The economic package
announced by the Argentine
Radical Party government on
Wednesday involves cuts in
spending and increased
charges for state services. The
wide-ranging measures were
brought in to try to persuade
foreign creditors to provide
new loans to service Argen
tina's $56bn foreign debt.
The measures, announced by
the Argentine Economy Minis
ter, Mr Juan Sourrouiile, initi
ate a campaign to reduce infla
tion from a monthly figure of
more than 20 per cent and to
cut state spending severely.
The reforms have been
described locally as the govern
ment’s “last card”: if they fail,
as did a similar package three
years ago, the Argentine elec
torate may opt for a Peronist
government in the presidential
election next year.

KEY DETAILS OF THE PLAN
• Public utility prices up by 30 per cent, and then to be frozen
until October.
• A government-business commission to oversee, for six
months, interest and exchange rates, fiscal deficit, public spend
ing.
• Public sector salaries to go up by 25 per cent and then to be
held at that level.
9 Devaluation of the commercial rate of the austral by 11.42 per
cent to a rate of 12 australs to SI; continuation of the financial
rate, quoted at 14.40 australs to SI.
9 Agricultural exports will operate through the commercial
rate. Industrial exporters can realise 50 per cent of their transac
tions through the financial rate, the remainder via the lower
commercial rate.
• All imports, except for oil products, to be purchased through
the financial rate.
• Exchange rates to be gradually unified from April 1989.
9 Public spending cuts of S500m this year.
• Voluntary retirement for 30,000 civil servants.
• Elimination of import licence requirements for 3,000 goods
from September 21.
• Cut in Value Added Tax from 18 to 15 per cent.
• Statejowned companies no longer to receive state subsidies
but only funding of their debts.
President Raul Alfonsin said
his government was “begin
ning a decisive battle against
inflation, which has sapped
and squandered the strength of
the people”. He said he had no
doubt the reforms would have
the support of all Argentines.
The official estimate is that
the reforms, which have been
worked out in consultation
with leading industrialists and
which are also designed to
improve industrial export pros
pects, will yield $lbn a year, or
roughly 1.5 per cent of gross
domestic product.
Trade union leaders have
criticised the reforms because
they propose freezing wage
increases at a level below

recent inflation. Agricultural
producers say they imply a
reduction in their export earn
ings relative to industry.
Loans to Argentina have this
week started to fall more than
90 days in interest arrears, for
cing US banks to place the
loans on non-accrual status,
which hurts their earnings.:
Bankers said yesterday they
had received no indication
from Argentina on whether it.
intended to make interest pay
ments at any time, even on
receipt of funds from the
expected bridging loan.
Government officials have
said they will be looking for
$2bn in new money from credi
tor banks.
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Argentine inflation curbs
offer too little too late

t

ARGENTINE banks and foreign
exchanges, closed for three days,
reopened yesterday after the Eco
nomics
Minister,
Juan
Sourrouille, announced the gov
ernment’s anti-inflationary plan
late on Wednesday. He said that
the business sector had agreed to
hold down price increases for the
next six months.
Public sector workers are to get
an immediate 25 per cent wage in
crease in the hope of curbing de
mands in coming months. The
governement conceded, however,
that collective bargaining with the
powerful unions would continue.
The austral has effectively been
devalued by 11.4 per cent, and 50
per cent of industrial goods are to
moved to the cheaper commercial
rate of the two-tier exhange rate.
President Raul Alfonsin declared
that his government was “now be
ginning a decisive battle against
inflation”. Few insiders, however,
give the package much hope of
lasting beyond the beginning of
1989.
The timing of the whole un
comfortable episode has ben un
fortunate for Mr Alfonsin and his
Radical administration. With
nine months to go to presidential
elections, it is too late now to un
leash the sort of drastic austerity
measures required to correct the
economy’s deeply rooted weak
nesses. On the other hand, the
temporary palliatives just dis
closed may fall apart before the
elections, unleashing consider-

The economic situation is not

John Eisenhammer in

Buenos Aires looks at
the new package of
economic measures
able inflationary pressure and in
dustrial conflict.
The government had to act,
however, mainly because it has
run into difficulties on its debt
payments. With a $2bn annual
shortfall between its export earnings and the interest charges on
its $55bn external debt, and reserves down to a bare minimum,
Argentina urgently requires fresh
loans. The treasury secretary,
Mario Brodersohn, is confident
that the International Monetary
Fund will give it a fresh $1.25bn
loan, which should in turn per
suade commercial banks to provide a further $2bn.
Meanwhile, the United States
Secretary of State, George Shultz,
revelaed that Argentina has been
secretly negotating in Washington for an emergency bridging
loan, which sources say amounts
to $500m. Bridging to what officials, are asked, and the unspoken
answer is, the elections. Washington, fearing that the Radicals may
lose to the populist opposition
candidate, has been leaning on
the IMF to give Buenos Aires an
other chance. The hastily cobbled-togehter austerity package
appears to be the quid pro quo.

encouraging. Inflation is heading

towards 400 per cent this year,
while growth has ground to a halt.
A senior economicst at a major
foreign bank, said: “Argentina is
one of the countries with the least
likelihood of making significant
progress over the next five yeras.”
With political popularity
closely linked to economic performance, the consequence has been
disastrous for President Alfonsin.
From a high 60 per cent approval
rate of his economic policy in
1985, when the austral wage/price
freeze clamped inflation, polls
now show a derisory 1 per cent
support rate. Eduardo Angeloz,
the Radical presidential candiate,
has conceded that unless the
economy improves, his chances
next year are slim,
Argentines are easy and inveterate complainers. Indeed, the
opulence of the capital’s chic
quarters, awash with furs,
jewellery and expensive European fashions, make any talk of
crisis appear unreal. But the conspicuous wealth of the rich cannot
obscure the growing frustrations
of the middle classes and the real
difficulties of the poor. In the
provinces there is hardship. Official statistics suggest that per capita GDP is down to the levels of
the early seventies,
Independent analysts estimate
that of the $55bn foreign debt,
some $30bn is held in foreign
bank accounts belonging to Ar-
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US Secretary of State George Shultz with Argentine President Rail!
Aifonsin in Buenos Aires this week.

%

gentines. “The interest from that
money is worth a couple of poin^
on GNP growth alone,” said one
diplomat. “It cushions the welloff, but does not help the majority.
, President
.. . Aifonsin
. , has consistently said the right things about
the economy, about curbing the
state sector, controlling the deficit, privatisation. ‘ Equally consistently, noted one economist, “he
has faded to deliver on almost all
of them. Above all, he has not got
to grips with public expenditure
and the bloated state sector.”
The measures announced this
week, early retirement provisions,
and stopping junior civil servants
from using govemmrnt cars and
subsidised lights amount to fiddling at the margins. The much
heralded privatisation
programme has so far been limited to
selling off the domestic airline,
Fifty years ago Argentina had a
per capita income higher than

L

Sweden or Australia; it did more
foreign trade than Canada. It is
blessed with some of the finest
farmlands in the Americas and
enormous mineral wealth, and
observers confidently predicted
Argentina’s future greatness. In
stead, it is one of the great failures of the 20th century,
Much of the explanation for
this lies in decades of political
mismanagement, with a resulting
total absence of stability and continuity. Bursts of exhilirating, often nationalistic-inspired, growth
were followed by slumps. Since
the fifties, the number of Argentine leaders can only be compared
to the dizzying turnover of the
11th and 12th century papacy,
The result has been a highly
corporate society, with powerful
special interests like the army, the
trade unions and industry forming
parallel sources of power. President Aifonsin clearly never felt
comfortable enough to tackle
them head on.
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^ THE INDEPENDENT

Argentina eases way
to talks on Falklands

ARGENTINA is willing to set the issue of
sovereignty on one side and enter direct ne
gotiations with Britain about improving
relations over the Falkland Islands, a ac
nior official at the Argentine Foreign Min
istry said yesterday.
Lucio Garcia Del Solar, the director gen
eral of the ministry and a close friend of
President Alfonsin, told The Independent’.
“Nobody gives up their interpretation of
the subject of sovereignty, but we are pre
pared to sit down and talk about many
things while each party reserves its posi
tion.” British sources said this was the fur
thest Argentina had gone towards drop
ping sovereignty from a possible agenda.
Mr Garcia Del Solar, a former ambassa
dor to Washington, has been instrumental
in exploring avenues in the US to bring
London and Buenos Aires together in
talks. Until now Argentina has insisted on
sovereignty talks as a pre-requisite for ne
gotiations, which has been rejected out
right by the Foreign Office.
“We would be prepared to sit down with
the British to talk about two principal mat
ters,” said Mr Garcia Del Solar. “First
how to avoid incidents and creating ten
sion in the area. Second, it is most impor
tant to avoid the depletion of the region’s
natural resources, fish. I think that a cer
tain harmonisation, exchange of informa-

L

From John Eisenhammer
in Buenos Aires
tion, is necessary. On the basis of these two
subjects it would be useful if we could get
together.” He added: “Personally, I think it
would be better for the two countries to
have the trade relations they used to have.
Maybe through an initial dialogue we
could build confidence.” Mr Garcia Del
Solar conceded this could be interpreted
as moving towards the British position,
which has called for initial talks on practi
cal ways of improving ties. “Doing this will
take tremendous courage on the part of
President Alfonsin,” he said. “Especially
with presidential elections just nine
months away, for the opposition will say
that sitting down with the British to talk
about small subjects and how to improve
diplomatic relations, while reserving each
one’s rights on the main thing, is a sell-out.
“We are aware that it could be inter
preted as moving to the British position
but we reject this. We cannot ever give up
our conviction that the islands should
come back to Argentina. But the British
Government should not doubt that Presi
dent Alfonsin and the Foreign Minister,
Dante Caputo, are men of good faith.”
Too little on inflation, page 23
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Strike threat to
Argentina’s stand
against inflation
By Cristina Bonasegna in Buenos Aires
PRESIDENT ALFONSIN of Argentina promised to
launch a decisive battle against inflation as his
government announced an emergency economic pack
age aimed at curbing an inflation rate of over 320 per
cent a year and reducing the budget deficit.
The measures, widely
regarded as Senor Alfonsin’s
last chance to solve pressing
economic problems before
general
elections next year,
•
i .
include a price agreement
with business sectors, new
currency policies, cuts in
public spending and a further
opening up of the economy.
Speaking on nationwide teleThe new emergency package
vision on Wednesday night, also includes an 11 per cent
Senor Alfonsin said his govern- devaluation. The government
ment was “beginning a decisive maintained a system of twin
battle against inflation”, which, exchange rates —farming prodhe added, “constitutes the main uc*s will be the only exports to be
impediment to growth and has so,d
the lower “commercial
produced
acute
social rate” — but decided in future
injustices.”
that the commercial
Reminding his audience that standing 20 per cent below the
his six-year term would end in s°-called financial exchange
roughly 500 days’ time, the rate) will be unified.
President added that he hoped to
Treasury funds for public
put Argentina’s economy on works, such as the Atucha II
the takeoff platform” by then.
nuclear power plant in the provThe package is aimed at reduc- mcc of Buenos Aires, will be cut,
ing by half Argentina’s budget and export duties on almost 500
deficit to an official target of 3-9 Products will be listed,
per cent of its gross domestic
Banks, which were ordered to
product, as its foreign creditors close on
would
Th like.
terday.
The government’s inability to °Pen to the public for 10 hours to
reduce the budget deficit is now make up for the lost time

U.,1.,.Sy'S.‘n'
l'“SSSiSSSSSa?-1"
cur.the measures, announced by rcncyearnings
Juan^Sourrouilleiniater in'the i ?e General Confederation of
day, include an agreement with
about 400 leading manufacturers
to keep price increases down to i
total of 5 per cent in the next two
months. Inflation is now esTb
mated at 25 percent*! month.65''

to stage a
fenera strike against the measures unless President Alfonsin
[I!eets um?n leaders to promise
^em employment and that pur!&m“' ^ g° d°"'"
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Fears for Argentina crash package

Urban blight in Buenos Aires: a huge foreign debt and inflation at 320 p c have taken their human toll
President ALfonsin claimed which means there is already
Jeremy Morgan
public spending con
his crash package marked some uncertainty. Bankers stricter
in Buenos Aires
trols and funds for voluntary
the “definitive battle against warn that it does not include redundancy to reduce the
inflation,’’ which is running
right-wing la state payroll by 30,000.
RESIDENT Alfonsin at more than 320 per cent a Argentina’s
bour
bosses,
who
are among
The budget is perhaps the
has launched another year.
the
government’s
harshest key issue for the Interna
onslaught against infla
But hopes of curbing infla critics and control the most tional Monetary Fund, whose
tion in Argentina but the tion depend heavily on busi important sectors of the Perapproval of Argentina’s eco
country’s bankers wonder if nesses agreeing to freeze onist
mass movement.
nomic record will determine
his measures will satisfy for prices over the next 180 days.
Bankers said yesterday the whether 300 foreign bank
eign creditors’ demands for After a brief freeze up to Au government
had
also
not
creditors release loans in
tough action.
gust 15, prices will be
out how it would cut future. The central bank
The measures are haunted allowed to rise 1.5 per cent spelt
at huge loss-making president, Mr Jose Luis Maby memories of Plan Austral, during the rest of the month costs corporations
that are chinea, said agreement “in
an austerity drive intro and by a maximum 3.5 per state
blamed for a budget deficit principle” on the need for a
duced with initial success in cent in September.
reportedly running at twice new $1.2 billion standby loan
June, 1985, only to crumble
The system will be the official target.
accord would be reached
amid official indecision.
reviewed in early October
Officials promised much with the IMF soon.

P
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BBC plays promise controversy
Shyama Perera

,

T HE

BBC

The season’s single dramas
promise more controversy
yesterday MiX?“ogry^fTt:

new season of raeli agent who infiltrates
drama with the promise that the Syrian Government- and
the furore over Tumbledown The Most Danglro “s Man ^n
ebnced?eappyaex^eHy
SmS

BornWthpesteS
First the s«-month season will be
halfigonllfSb0^^1^^ SSltoST a‘ 3 C°St °f £73
cate KomeMmem

rf* 'Xsnsmz kraSfSS
gSMs.1* a a- art SS3

^ke on the case of a black Tumbledown which had

pou^cSywh0 *- ^

C'
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Hermes gets
a direct hit

MRS THATCHER yes
terday helped to “sink”
the former pride of the
Royal Navy.
During a tour of a
submarine training
centre she used a
periscope to track a ship
and prepare a torpedo
attack.
When she asked for the
identity of the target she
was told: “It’s the Her
mes.”
The carrier, used
during the Falklands war,
has since been sold to the
Indian Navy.
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'Model
trains’
captain
resigns
A NAVY captain who
played with model trains
at sea has resigned after
allegations of indecency
on board his ship.
Commander Peter
Harrison, a 43-year-old
bachelor, was flown home
from the Falklands in May
after a steward on the
destroyer Nottingham
complained of being
indecently assaulted.
Last night the Ministry of
Defence said that after an
investigation there was not
enough evidence for a
Court martial. Commander
Harrison, who refused to
comment, is a model
railway enthusiast and
kept a layout in his rahin
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Argentina Devalues Austral
°

CoatpiM hy Our Staff From Dispa,dm

“ “a

,^sSfessJssss»5!?
st3 r "
them cost more. Previously' hey e ^ ^

-«- »
rate> while

S»X‘““ ~ “d» *“k “*
ment worked on austerity program.

(Reuters, UPI, AP)
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Argentina devalued the austral
11.42% against the U.S. dollar. The
move is part of a program aimed at
narrowing the budget deficit and
stemming triple-digit inflation.
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Argentina Cuts
Austral’s Value
Against Dollar
By Peter Truell
Staff Reporter o/The Wall Street Journal

<f

NEW YORK-Argentina devalued the
austral against the U.S. dollar 11.42% and
announced a pact to control prices as well as
cost-cutting measures designed to rein in a
swollen government deficit and cut the
country’s soaring inflation.
The measures, broadcast late Wednes
day night from Buenos Aires at the end of a
government-decreed three-day bank holi
day, also should help the debt-troubled
country reach new loan agreements with the
International Monetary Fund, the World
Bank and creditor banks.
Argentina also has requested a $500
million bridge loan from the U.S. Treasury
to help it cope with hundreds of millions of
dollars of overdue interest payments to its
bank, government and international agency
creditors.
The success of Argentina’s wide-ranging
economic austerity program will be crucial
in determining the fate of the ruling Radical
Civic Union party in next May’s presidential
election. Eduardo Angeloz, governor of
Cordoba province, will be the Radical party
candidate. He faces a strong challenge from
the populist Peronist governor of La Rioja
province, Carlos Saul Menem.
Announcing the measures, Economy
Minister Juan V. Sourrouille said industrial
leaders had agreed to limit price increases
to a maximum of 5% until Sept. 30, and that
further price restraints would continue after
that. Private sector wages will still be
negotiated freely between employees and
employers, the minister said, while govern
ment employees will get a 25% pay increase
to offset July’s high inflation.
Argentine industry also has been given
an extra incentive to export, as it will be
allowed to sell goods abroad at an exchange
rate between the controlled and financial
rates for the austral. But the measures
decree that much more of the nation’s trade
should be conducted at financial market
rates, which are close to the free market.
The government said it is considering doing
away with its two-tier exchange-rate system
sometime next year in favor of a free-market rate.
'
After the devaluation, there are 12
australs to the dollar at the controlled rate
and about 14.4 australs to the dollar at the
financial rate, news reports from Buenos
Aires said. .
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Captain
resigns
l

Commander Harrison

Scandal
captain
resigns
By PETER HITCHENS
ROYAL
NAVY cap. .
tain Peter Harrison
has resigned after
accusations of inde
cent assault on board
his ship.
The
43-year-oid
bachelor commander
of the destroyer Not
tingham was described
by colleagues yester
day as “a broken
man.”
Commander Har
rison’s decision to quit
comes after an Inves
tigation lasting more
than two months
which failed to find
enough evidence to
justify a court martial.
At the same time, the
unnamed rating who
accused him has been
transfered to another
ship. The rating has

From Page One
never faced any threat of
prosecution.
The allegations against
Commander Harrison
surfaced at the end of
May, when his ship was
on duty in the Faikiands.
They were taken so
seriously that he was
airlifted home, and
another officer—Com
mander Nick Batho—was
flown out to take his
place.
An investigation team
was sent to the West
Indies to Join the ship on
her way home, and the
inquiry continued once
she returned to Port
smouth at the end ol
June.
Commander Harrison
has been kept busy with a
shore Job at the Raleigh
training base In Torpoint,
Cornwall, near his West
Country home.
His decision to resign
will not have been taken
iightly. The Nottingham
—with 24 officers and 229
ratings—is one of the
largest and most power
ful warships In the fleet,
and Its command Is a job
attained only by the elite
of Navy officers.
Commander Harrison
was described by one
friend as “a quiet, sincere
and dedicated man who Is
married to the service.”
Another said: “Peter is a
brilliant gunnery special
ist and an Admiral In the
making.”
His habit of keeping a
model train set In his
cabin was the butt of ijj
Jokes aboard the Nottlng-.
ham—but Is not specially '
eccentric by the Navy’s
standards.
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Hacks

state of

their huge, ankle-chaineditor Wendy Henry wearing, ex-Trotskyist
Macaskill wmiif ag? N°W ,obby hack
lad missed an Nils debate. Some of the who
Commons terraced at die 1“ b°°Zing °n t,1C
knowrTas^VencUfication^'she^ewrote th^
report
and named 10 MPs as bein2 loo drunk to vote
sp‘te of P'eas from Macaskill who said he

sw

sot sfeto

Rrv^n rS0M P,r0Vcd- Te" Labour MPs. led by

Br>an Gould, last week pocketed £40 000 in
damages plus a grovelling apology.
But it was Wendy’s behaviour after the storv
lhat, has cnra?ed and terrified Screws*
fnr n ■ mCI! [,ouugh sllc llad no one to blame
for the libel but herself, as soon as the writs
ninf hP cascading into Wapping she decided to
pin the guilt on the hapless Macaskill. He has
been suspended without pay for two months
And she has warned liim that if Jus colleagues
take any sort of action to support him lie’ll be
sacked altogether.
Cowering hacks
herf hripf °lgSer ak°s aclion gainst her. In
ilidude f rClgn at thC Screws so far’ h«hlights
• FaHing for a con by Samantha Fox’s exboyfriend kit Miller to promote his bogus slim
£2miSSn{fZe 6S2)' WhiCc netted him" nearlv
i1 mipon from innocent Screws readers and'
‘?ecRrema|nvg t,,e idcntity of Russe» Harty’s

%

secret lover - someone who turned out never
°have met Harty- Another embarrassing
apology, plus almost £50.000 in an out-lf-court
settlement.
a*iuh 11knf,?h'°Ung ,man £6'000 ir |1C would
aL,

the boy !oSt Ids nSvTand couTd'onir"'-

™"a«c * mumbled curse at the father as he
Zot6 d°Wn the ais,c' He was paid halHhe
far a!UWPn? -ertain,y has a forgiving nature as
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SM3]ps Mbt^_ hit by,

ES
VESSEL owners with ships off the Falkland
Islands are getting concerned about the future
of their long-term operations following "sub
stantial losses.”
Poor catch rates, coupled with high licence fees
and heavy , transport costs in this distant fishery

’ STRUTTg the °Perat°rs a very tou!?h t^e. writes IAN

have
been
based.”
RritieK
, .
have been n»l ?en]tuije s^ip®
hn said Ahn I
hard,
W tie
'Ti°nnSn0n °J

d°™ .,there for elBht t0 10 transhipping in Montevideo
Asked how much the Brit UrU^a>''. ?und 25 Spanish
ish ships had been losing off r
3 tled,.up- Poi‘sh and
the Falklands. Mr Johnson t313311636 ,shlp? flshed on,
said: "The amount of money
' but ,fou,nd PataS°is substantial ”
y ™an herring which were only
He forecast that pressure
‘° 15™ '°ng'
will be applied by all fishing TTT^E; 1*f<Jhnson said that the
nations to get the licence fees Uk-Falklands Joint venture
reduced, especially for the Stern trawIer Lord ShackleIllex squid ships which have i°n wlU pay a total of
hit exceptionally difficult £1117o-°00 (or her all species,
marketing conditions
a areas licence this year to
Transport costs from the make her fishingflexible, but
Falklands to Europe and the the economics mean that
Far East are $300 a tonne catching Illex squid has been
yet niex Pne« have dropped out of the question.
byr50 per cent and they 3re
The tw°-trawler Seamount
Pllmg up ln the cold stores.
J°mt venture which the
ThS Falklands first season Scott,sh-based oil industry
g0t Under Way wel1 on Febru' comPany Seaboard Offshore
"y 1 w,ith Loli^ sqa>d Patch ^a”ed this year has been a
rates of 40 to 50 tonnes a dav disaster,
but they did not hold up as in
Mount Kent fished for
rapidly under two weeks before needdeteriorated, forcing vessels ln? time consuming repairs
on to hake in March when carned out at Punta Arenas
the Loligo disappeared.
Chile, while Mount ChalH°Wever- the hake were ^nger returned to the UK
Tly 300 to 600 Sram ^h and and Paid off her crew. She is

wer ha!VVhard Tlearne the

catahV^ “df °frJ?ay- Wltb

The costs of fishing off the
Falklands are "the most
expensive in the world, '
according to one owner.
Pressure is likely to be put
on the Falkland Islands
government to lower the
icence fees and an announcement on licensing policy for
the 1989 season is pending,
However the fees for next
Wl11 "ot be.set until
mid-beptember.
after this
years first season has been
sc.ennfically assessed.
Lewis Clifton, the LondonFalktndei7Se!ltatlVe °f the
told Fish *
Falkland
A
The
i3 „ ,hmnrhpng„0VkerTent
a considerable r»d haS be3n
market or ces for mCev°n ‘d
fnd \ l-P
a
squld
and hake compared with the

ScT 'SI “d °n Which 1987

and

then

-etJStiftjra S*XT5&»-; ssa “ ** ™h “»
, The Man- ship in the Falk-

hard wav.

,es °, . !ye *■?

trawis.
ana the

“ 6“- s»Thr
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Chucking in hostilities
as Argentina wins
peace on the polo field

Major Ferguson: A vote

FTER six years and
much ill-will, peace has
at last been made with
the Argentine. Not by
the politicians—tech
nically we are still in a state of
hostilities with the land of the
Pampas—but by the men,
including Major Ronald Fer
guson, who run polo in this
country.
For after months of wrang
ling, the governing Hurlingham
Polo Association this week ruled
that Argentine players will be
allowed to compete in Britain
once more.
Says Brigadier Peter Thwaites,

chairman of the association:
“After the war, feelings were
running a bit high, particularly
among the servicemen who play
polo. The feeling was that they
shouldn't be allowed back.”
Major Ferguson—whose first wife,
the Duchess of York’s mother,
Susan, left him for the Argentine
polo player Hector Barrantes—sup
ported that view.
Another reason was to save the
Prince of Wales, Colonel-in-Chief of
three regiments which lost men in
the South Atlantic conflict, the
embarrassment of being seen enjoy
ing himself on the polo field with
men many regard as the enemy.
Now reason has prevailed and polo
is coming into line with other sports
which re-established
contacts some time ago,
as witnessed by the
hand of Maradona in
soccer’s World Cup.
“Technically, I know
peace has never been
declared but we just felt
it was time they came
back,” the Brigadier
tells me. Major Fer
guson was one of the
stewards who cast his
vote. “The vote was
less
or
more
the
unanimous, f f
Brigadier says cryptic
ally,

Feeling
He added: “If in
dividual clubs don't
want to have them they
don't have to, but the
general feeling was that
they should be allowed
bac:k."
This is good news
indeed for polo, one of
the fastest spectator
sports. Argentine polo
ponies are the best in
the world. So, too, are
Argentine polo players.
They are in a class so
spectacularly above
anyone else that even I
enjoy watching them
play.
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Alfonsin faces
wave of criticism
on austerity plan
By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires

<<0

e

pa^tyEfe™gro\v™gnoppRosS Responsible for failure to curto its proposals to salvage the tad m^atlon °t roore Jban
stricken economy.
par cent a
Mr Jose
President Raul Alfonsin and Manzano, leader of the Peronhis economic team led bv Mr lst ?PP°sltlon in Argentina s
Juan Sourouille, the Economy ! Parliament, described he GovMinister, yesterday received • eminent as Machiavellian and
clear warnings from the Peron- sa?d tfhat
part,y would waSe
ist political opposition, trade I.a Tjota^ offensive .
unions, industry, and agricul- ' i • C5^ad ^r aa eioergency
tural producers that they !?c*e?ue t saiarief and saia:
resented the changes.
J^at
f°l'ecast balance of
The Government’s austerity tradef sarp JSK fro™, eram
plan includes 30 per cent price exP°rts sbQldd be used for that
rises for public utilities with
f°r paymg
cuts in state spending and 1 ie externa* debt •
reform of central bureaucracy.
It is also believed that the
Government is about to intro
duce significant changes in the
operation of the financial sec
tor. Last night Mr Sourouille
was due to reveal details of
those changes but they are
likely to include a devaluation,
of the Argentine currency, the
austral; changes in exchange
rates which would make indus
trial exports cheaper but raise
the price of agricultural
exports; and clearance for
industrial and manufactured
imports previously requiring
import licences.
The Peronist opposition has
called for the impeachment of
Mr Sourouille, whom they hold
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US drops
arms sale
restriction
Buenos Aires — In a surprise
announcement yesterday, the
US Secretap' of State, George
Shultz, indicated that Wash
ington was prepared to move
away from the restriction on
arms sales to Argentina which
Britain asked its allies to en
force after the Falklands con
flict in 1982, John Eisenhammer, writes.
The announcement came at
the end of a 48-hour stopover
in Buenos Aires during which
most of Mr Shultz’s talks with a
wide range of Argentine offi
cials centred on the country’s
current economic difficulties.
(T
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Shultz hints at US aid
for Argentine reforms
From Michael Llanos, Buenos Aires

rfT

S

Mr George Shultz, the US
Secretary of State, who is in
Argentina for talks on the
economy and other issues, has
hinted that Washington will
help the country to cope with
its severe debt crisis by provid
ing a new loan.
His hint followed the unveil
ing by President Alfonsin’s
Government of an austerity
programme intended to curb
inflation, which is running at
more than 20 per cent a month,
through public sector spending
cuts.
Key measures in the Gov
ernment’s reform programme
are wage-price controls, a twotiered exchange rate discrim
inating against imports, a 10
per cent currency devaluation
and state cuts in personnel and
fringe benefits.
But yesterday Argentina’s
financial media and business
men criticized the package as
“improvized”, pointing to the
lack of co-ordination among
government officials and the
announcement of a three-day
bank holiday before details
had been completed.
Argentina has been nego
tiating a bridging loan of $500
million (about £295 million)
with Washington that would
help it pay service charges on a
$55 billion foreign debt,
according to banking sources.
Mr Shultz said in an interview
recorded for US television that
it appeared that the negotia
tions were going well, a US
official said.
“He will be saying that he
believed that there had been
good discussions between the
Argentines and our Treasury

and Federal Reserve and that
he thought that those dis
cussions would be productive
and fruitful,” the US official
explained.
The Secretary of State, on a
nine-nation Latin American
tour, met President Alfonsin,
the Foreign Minister, Seiior
Dante Caputo, the Economic
Minister, Senor Juan Sourrouille, and senior officials to
discuss economics, drug inter
diction and other issues.
He praised Argentina rep
eatedly for its return to democ
racy after years of military
rule after the 1982 Falklands
War, describing the country as
a stirring example to the
world.
Urging economic reform, he
said: “Nothing consolidates
political freedom as much as
economic well-being, which
needs, in turn, strong macroeconomic policies and long
term structural reform.”
The Government has asked
business groups to agree to
monthly price increases of
4 per cent, offering in ex
change easier access to capital
imports and cuts in state
spending.
Officials said that the pack
age would reduce the deficit by
$2.1 billion, or 2.5 per cent of
gross domestic product. The
Government had earlier prom
ised the International Mone
tary Fund that it would reduce
the deficit from 7 per cent of
GDP last year to 3.9 per cent
in 1988.
This week it redoubled
efforts to negotiate a $1.2
billion IMF standby loan for
1988, but the IMF is not

expected to deliver funds for at
least a month. The freeze on
prices, wages and salaries
came after these were in
creased by 30 per cent and 25
per cent respectively.
Private analysts said that
the increases, which include
fuel and transport prices,
could push August inflation
close to 30 per cent — the
highest level since the hyper
inflation of April 1976.
The July cost of living is
expected to top 24 per cent, the
highest level since the Plan
Austral, the economic rescue
package of June 1985. The
new measures hold none of the
initial promise of the Plan
Austral and instead resemble
policies announced in October,
which achieved little.
The package was welcomed
by Seftor Eduardo Angeloz,
the Governor of Cordoba prov
ince, who, as the ruling Rad
ical Party’s presidential candi
date in next year’s election,
has the most to win or lose.
But business groups com
plained that they were not
consulted about the package
and were going along with the
Government only grudgingly.
Moreover, Peronist politicians
and unionists were downright
hostile and even some senior
Radicals expressed doubt.
Senor Jesus Rodriguez, a
left-wing Radical deputy, wel
comed measures aimed at
creating economic stability but
added: “I only hope that it’s
not just an electoral ploy.”
Senor Guido Di Telia, a
Peronist economist, said: “The
package is neither coherent
nor complete.”
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Argentina negotiates new US loan
Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires

RGENTINA hopes to

; Mjk raise an emergency loan

i^mfrom the United States
and other countries, the US Sec
retary of State, Mr George
Shultz, confirmed last night.
News that negotiations had
begun on the “bridge loan”,
which sources here say will be
for $500 million, came before a
crash package of economic
: measures from President Raul
Alfonsin’s government.
Asked if a bridge loan in
which the US would play a part
was under discussion, Mr
Shultz said it was but declined
to make any further comment

in the absence of a statement
from
the
Argentine
goveniment.
Mr Daniel Marx, a director at
the Argentine Central Bank,
flew to Washington early this
week, apparently for talks with
the International Monetary
Fund and the US Treasury.
By coincidence, Mr Shultz ar
rived here on Tuesday for a 48hour visit during a long
planned tour of Latin American
countries — just as Argentina
found itself in another eco
nomic crisis.
Bankers say Argentina needs
the loan to avert a crisis with
foreign creditors. Argentina
has fallen behind on interest
payments due on its $55 billion
debt. Bankers claim that ar

rears now total up to $1 billion.
The government hopes to
raise $4 billion or more in new
loans from the IMF and 300 for
eign banks this year. Perhaps
half the loan would come from
the banks and the rest from
multilateral credit agencies.
But the backlog of interest ar
rears and the government’s
protracted indecision in the
face of a mounting economic
crisis have led to an impasse
with the creditors.
Argentina’s financial mar
kets have been closed by offi
cial order since the weekend,
when the government an
nounced it was preparing its
economic measures.
With prices leaping by an es
timated 25 per cent a month,

annual inflation more than 320
per cent. Economists say infla
tion is fuelled by the budget
deficit.
The government some time
ago told the IMF it planned to
get the deficit down below 4 per
cent of national output this
year, against last year’s figure
of 7.2 per cent.
Failure to get a grip on the
deficit is said to have persuaded
both the IMF and the govern
ment there is no point in press
ing on with an existing $1,425
billion standby agreement,
under which about $450 million
still has to be dispersed.
Instead, government officials
are talking about the new IMF
accord worth perhaps $1.2 bil
lion to last to the end of 1989.

e,
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Argentine Banks Closed;
Economic Plan Awaited
Reuters

£

BUENOS AIRES — Banks were ordered
I closed Monday and Tuesday in Argentina to
coincide with the announcement of a series of
measures to stem inflation and reduce the pub
lic sector deficit.
The new package was expected to be an
nounced Monday by Economy Minister Juan
Sourrouille in nationwide television and radio
broadcasts.
Sources at the Economics Ministry said Sun
day that they expected some form of voluntary
price and wage control in the private sector and
a sharp reduction in public-sector costs and
investment.
The sources could not comment on newspa
per reports that the government planned a 10
percent devaluation in the Argentine currency,
the austral.
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V GLANCE at the map above, which shows
where the Royal Navy is presently operating,
aught give the impression that Britannia still
-oies the waves. The Prime Minister was
■ertainiy keen to bolster that impression when
she enthused about Britain’s defence efforts
a a recent interview: “We are still a global
»wer and we do oar bit.”
Bat in spite of the Navy’s much-reported
-ootribution to keeping the peace in the Golf,
he reality is that the Royal Navy no longer
as a worldwide trade protection role. Since
he retreat from Empire it has become more
sarrowly concentrated in its tasks. Indeed,
mce the mid-1970s it has been restricting
nost of its activities to the North Atlantic.
Although the Falklands campaign (with all
a echoes of Empire) demonstrated that —
u least in 1982 — Britain could still mount a
^nificant operation “out of area’’, both this
.ad the Gulf operation must be viewed as
■»rely temporary exceptions to the general
-end of concentrating the surface fleet in the
us around the United Kingdom.
The reasons for this concentration are
asically twofold, explains Dr Give Archer,
t Aberdeen University. First, for reasons of
engraphy and NATO strategy: the Royal

Navy is a North Atlantic and North European
D&vy bccaosc that Is where the British Isles
are situated.
“It has been decided that most regular
naval activities in the Mediterranean are now
best left to the NATO countries there, and to
tbe United States,” says Dr Archer. “Also this
concentration in the north has been made
more argent during the last decade or so
because of the growth of tbe Soviet Northern
Fleet with its submarine and air arms.”
But there has also been a strong economic
motive for reducing tbe size of the fleet, he
adds. Ever since the late fifties, successive
Governments have ased the slow growth of
tbe economy as a major reason for cutting
back the size and funding of our forces outside
Europe.
Tbe Thatcher Government, for all the
rhetoric of the Iron Lady, has proved no great
exception. The 1981 defence review set toe
tone for naval spending policy when it stated:
"Britain ... simply cannot afford to maintain
large numbers of every type of platform at
tbe highest standards.” What was envisaged
was “a rather smaller bat modern fleet with
less heavy overheads".
Cutbacks in the defence budget have

consequently been felt most by the Royal
Navy. As well as having its surface fleet
reduced from 60 in 1981 to 47, the Navy’s
general service combat forces have been
sliced down from 43,300 in 1984 to 40,100
today. Army and RAP force levels have
increased during the same period.
Moreover, there is no prospect of change on
the political horizon. The Government has
itself served notice of a farther 5 per cent
decline in the defence budget up to the end of
the decade and is urging more good
housekeeping by the services.
An even bleaker view is taken by Mr David
Greenwood, director of the Centre for
Defence Studies at Aberdeen University, who
forecasts a major "funding gap” in Britain’s
defence effort. Attempts to maintain an
“all-round defence” despite reduced resources
will lead to “enforced specialization”. The
leading defence economist calls instead for a
“deliberate reshaping of tbe deface effort,
yielding a pattern of cbosea specialisation.”
Whatever gloomy prognosis you accept
there seems little argument that unless
present policies are reversed, the Royal
Navy's surface fleet is set to shrink still
further.
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Home sweet home?
Not for this gnome

I

TOE GNOMES are a
feature „of a delightful
httle cottage garden at
Ringshall, but it is the
travels of a wandering
gnome who went absent
without leave from the
garden a few years ago
which is a talking point
locally.
Mrs. Rose Cuthbert is
proud of her collection of
about 20 gnomes which*’ *
adorn the colourful flower
garden she tends with her:
husband Sid at their home,
Corner
Cottage,1
Ringshall.
Four years ago, Mrs.
Cuthbert discovered one of
her gnomes was missing
and in its place was a note
which said, “I’ve had
enough. I’ve finally de
cided that the little country
lanes in rural Suffolk are
not for me.”
The note was signed
‘Shaun’, although Mrs.
Cuthbert had not named
her gnomes.
Shortly after that a post
card which began “Dear
Dad”
arrived saying
Shaun was on a building
site in Milton Keynes.
Since then, 23 more post
cards to “Dear Dad” have
arrived — all addressed to
the ‘Pink Cottage’ and
correctly delivered to Mr.
and Mrs. Cuthbert’s
home.
According to the post
cards, Shaun has watched
Charlie Magri fight for a
European boxing title in
Sardinia, and has visited
many other plates, includ
ing Germany, Sicily,
Cyprus, Israel, Holland,
Norway and The Falkland
Islands. He even claims to
have a girlfriend called
Niamh.

locations, including fishing
in The Falklands, by the
poolside in Sicily and there
is one of him with Mount
Etna in the background.
“I now have quite a nice
collection of postcards and
photographs from the
gnome. He seems to be a
very well travelled little
gnome and is a talking
point among local people
who want to know how he
is getting on,” said Mrs.
Cuthbert.

‘Leaving’
Unfortunately,
Mrs.
Cuthbert has not received
any correspondence from
Shaun since June, 1987,
and is wondering what he
has been up to since then.
“I look forward to the
postman coming in case he
brings some news about
Shaun but sadly nothing
has happened,” said Mrs.
Cuthbert.
She wants him to catch a
gnomemobile back to
Ringshall.
“I would like to see little
Shaun again and I
wouldn’t be cross with him
or the person he has been
with for leaving so
suddenly,” said Mrs.
Cuthbert.
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Shaun has apparently
worked on building sites,
bars and played in an
oompah band and photo
graphs have arrived show
ing the gnome in many
The original letter Shaun
left went he wandered off
in 1984.
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Above

, photographs Shaun has sent homefrom his foreign travels.
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Warship needs
permanent home

ax

Still nautical. HMS Plymouth, wanted by so many
to secure a permanent last
berth in her namesake city,
is attracting more than 1,000
visitors a day.
Most people want her to
stay as a tourist attraction
and a reminder of how much
we depend on sea power.
Local MPs want her berthed
here. So does Peter de
Savary, whose generosity
towards things that float
knows no bounds.
"The problem is where to
put her," Mike Crit chley
said. "It has to be the right
location and there aren’t
many of those available at
Plymouth.”
So after pulling in thousands of visitors during her
brief stay, HMS Plymouth
will be off to Falmouth at
the end of September where
she will stay until minds are
made up about a permanent
home at Plymouth.
In the meantime, guides
continue to show enthusiasm
tic visitors over the ship that
accepted the Argentine surrender at South Georgia.
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Argentina
Lifts Fuel
Rates 30%
By Shirley Christian
New York Times Service

r-

BUENOS AIRES — The gov- '
emment of Argentina raised fuel
prices 30 percent Tuesday in the
first measure of a new economic
stabilization program, but it ex
tended a bank holiday for a third
day as it worked to draft a broader
plan, which is expected to an
nounced Wednesday.
There were signs of widespread
differences within the government
over how to confront inflation that
is running at an annual rate of
more than 600 percent, a fiscal def
icit thought to be 7 percent of gross
national product and the increas
ingly strident demands of foreign
creditors for restructuring of the
state-dominated economy.
A two-day bank holiday was
called over the weekend to allow
time to draft the plan, but it was
extended through Wednesday,
when the measures are expected to
be announced.
Agriculture Secretary Ernesto
Figueras threatened to resign dur
ing Monday’s heated discussions in
the presidential palace, reportedly
because he supports farmers’ de
mands for an improvement in the
rate of exchange they get for the
dollars they earn in exports.
Farmers have long argued that
they subsidize inefficient industry
and the immense bureaucracy
through the low exchange rate they
get and through a series of reten
tions, or export taxes.
Farm leaders said Tuesday that
Mr. Figueras apparently had
fought off an idea within the gov
ernment to reverse a policy of grad
ually eliminating retentions.
Other measures to be taken are
expected to include a currency de
valuation of 10 to 15 percent, fur
ther tariff reductions on imports
i
and “rationalization” of public ad
ministration. The government has
always refused to order widespread
dismissals of workers, but it is now
talking about a program to encour
age retirements by state employees.
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Shultz arrived in Argentina for a threeday visit. Argentina’s foreign minister said
the trip underscores U.S. support for his
country’s return to democracy.

Argentina Begins to Unveil
Elements of Austerity Plan
AP-Dow Jones News Service

• ri>.

e-

BUENOS AIRES - Argentina an
nounced the first elements of an auster
ity program aimed at narrowing the
state budget deficit and curtailing triple
digit inflation, and government ministers
pleaded with the nation to give the plan a
,chance to work.
Meantime, a bank holiday declared
for Monday and yesterday was extended
through today.
Late Monday night, the government
announced a 30% increase in utility rates
and a plan to reduce public-sector
employment. Yesterday, seeking to reas
sure Argentines, presidential spokesman
Jose Lopez said the rate increase would
be the only one for two months, and job
cuts would be made voluntarily.
Other elements of the government’s
program are likely to include a probable
currency devaluation and an easing of
foreign-exchange regulations.
Agriculture Minister Ernesto Figueras met yesterday with farmers and
ranchers angered over a reported plan to
force them to exchange export earnings
at a lower rate. Speaking to reporters
afterward, he said: “You will see.. ..
Once the confusion passes, the agricul
ture sector will be OK.”
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The case for credit
controls
©n the feckless
leprechauns
9,

of national income, this debt
ratio — the same ratio often
used as a yardstick for Third
World debtors — was just 6 per
cent.
Compared with the smaller
European countries, this is fru
gal. Little Austria owes a mere
10 per cent. Sweden has a mod
est debt-income ratio only
double that of the US. Then the
fun starts. The EIU’s figures*
show that Belgium owes 23 per
cent of income; Iceland 35 per
cent; Greece 43 per cent; Portu
gal 48 per cent. Vying for top of
the European league, with just
over half of income owed in
debt, are Denmark and Ireland.
By contrast, Brazil has a debtincome ratio of 37 per cent.
Building up this much debt
Christopher
demands professionalism, not
the sort of dilettante efforts
Huhne
made by Congress and the Pres- i
ident since 1980. The spirit I
S THE United States needed to inform the truly dedi
staggers into the posi cated debtor is that of the coun- j
tion of the world’s try priest who persuaded the
largest debtor, the Irish Government to build an
Europeans should be wary of international airport in the
the motes in their own eyes. middle of nowhere at Knock, so
After all, most of the little Euro that the pilgrims could visit his
pean countries have been bor shrine. Who needs to measure
rowing and spending on a scale the return against a test dis
that makes the Great Commu count rate, let alone apply costnicator look like Uncle Scrooge benefit analysis, when God is
before his conversion. Both Ire on your side?
External debt is usually built
land and Denmark are propor
tionately more indebted than up because of current account
Brazil, the Third World’s larg deficits on the balance of pay
ments, which are often (al
est debtor.
The smaller you are as a sov though not always) associated
ereign borrower, the more you with government budget defi
can get away with. Anybody cits. You can look at this two
who believes, with the theorists ways: an economic way and an
of efficient markets, that all accounting way. The economic
available information is taken way is to say that a move to
into account in the price of budget deficit is often associ
traded securities has not looked ated with higher spending or
at the history of sovereign debt. tax cuts, which boost demand
The United States is far from in the economy. Some of that
leaks out into imports and
the worst profligate.
The US had a public debt worsens the deficit.
The accounting point is that
owed overseas of about $252 bil
lion at the end of 1986, which is each sector’s surpluses or defi
a lot. However, the US is also a cits have to add up, by identity,
very large economy. As a share to other sectors’ surpluses or

Economics

A
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cent above the cost of funds
deficits. If the government bor pean countries are full of good, per
to compensate for risk. They
rows more, another sector has solid chaps. That is why the dif just
lending volun
to save more. If its own nation ference in the yield on German tarilystopped
altogether. Rules of
als do not save more, or its com and Irish Deutsche-mark fixed thumb can
be favourable — and
pany sector does not save more, interest stock is less than half a they can collapse
and reverse
per centage point.
then it has to be foreigners.
themselves.
This
sort
of
rule
of
thumb
is
The smaller countries’ bud
moral is not to be blinded
get deficits have been impres- how the banks got themselves byThe
supposed infallibility of
I sive. The maximum size of the into such hot water during the the the
and particu
US general government deficit 1970s, when they believed for larlymarketplace,
of financial institutions.
! was 3.8 per cent of national in mer Citibank president Walter The rules
of thumb operated by
come in 1983. In the same year, Wriston’s dictum that countries lenders are
necessarily
the only small European coun never default. After all, if the either in theirnot
tries which had deficits smaller interest rates on sovereign debt public interest. own or even the
than the US, relative to their had really reflected the risks in
As Lord Keynes wrote: “A
income, were Finland and Nor lending to Latin America, they ‘sound’
banker, alas, is not one
way. The average for the small would have been so high that who foresees danger, and
the countries would simply not
countries was 5.1 per cent.
avoids it, but one who, when he
But how do the markets let have borrowed.
In 1979. the spreads — the dif is ruined, is ruined in a conven
the governments get away with
tional and orthodox way with
it? Although large relative to ference between the cost of his fellows, so that no one can
funds
charged
to
the
lender
and
their economies, the little Euro
really blame him. It is necessar
peans’ debts are tiny. Ireland the cost of funds paid by banks ily part of the business of a
to
each
other
on
the
inter-bank
, only owes $14.5 billion. The lit
banker to maintain appear
tle European countries — and market — for Argentina and ances, and to profess a conven
Australia and New Zealand too Mexico were just under 1 per tional respectability which is
— are also benefiting from the cent, whereas the spread for more than human. Life-long
belief that people like them France was 'A per cent.
If the Wriston rule was not practices of this kind make
honour their debts.
operating,
how else could one them the most romantic and
There is nothing surprising
conceivably
justify charging the least realistic of men.”
about all this. In a complex
This is partly but not merely
world in which it is hard to take France a tiny % per cent less a case for central bank supervi
all relevant factors into ac than Argentina? When the sion. It is a justification for
count, it is inevitable that capi banks ultimately were unable some public view to be taken
tal markets work by rule of to suspend their own disbelief, about the desirability of partic
thumb. One rule of thumb at they did not insist on, say, ular types of credit. Given the
present is that Western Euro- spreads of 5 per cent or even 10 way the world really works, the
Chancellor’s line that, in a free
economy, you set interest rates
Debt/Income ratio
and let the markets decide is
Debts* $ bn
surely misguided. Abroad, the
50
Treasury is already converted
45
-S^ to currency intervention. At
—o home, the Treasury should
40
__5 really not be indifferent to
35
I whether credit is available for
1
—b housing or consumption — thus
30
__Q boosting demand and prices —
25
I or for investment — thus even*
20
—* tually increasing supply and
__^ reducing prices. Bankers need
15
« more than an invisible hand.
10
| They need a guiding touch as
*T/le Economist Intelligence
Unit: World Outlook 1988, 40
Ireland
US
Ireland
Duke St, London SW1, £95.
■

Debts in proportion?

’Foreign public debt
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Disabled too early for
compensation

JggijAshleyonthepiight of the injured ex-servi,^
who are victims of an accident of legislative timin
g
Thatcher’s wellIt was clearly time to enlist that

MARGARET
known concern for those who
have served in the armed forces is
being put to the test this week.
She has on her desk a proposal to
provide compensation for a group
of ex-service personnel who were
damaged by negligence.
They are the hapless victims of
an accident of parliamentary tim
ing. For the last 40 years, service
men and women disabled by neg
ligence were denied the right,
enjoyed by all other public servants, to sue for negligence. Start
ing in 1981, a vigorous campaign
to change this was fought by MPs
and angry injured ex-servicemen.
Some of the servicemen’s ex
periences were horrendous. As a
Marine, Martin Kettrick was ab
seiling down a cliff on a training
exercise when an NCO cut the
rope. He suffered a broken spine
and severe internal injuries.
Barred from suing, he struggles to
manage his wheelchair-ridden
life. Chief Petty Officer Snowy
Clingham was working with a ci
vilian over the side of a ship and
crashed 40 feet when the support
rig disintegrated. The civilian re
ceived substantial compensation.
Clingham received sympathy.
Victory day was 8 December
1986. George Younger, the Secre
taiy of State for Defence, an
nounced that the Government
had decided to support Winston
Churchill’s Private Member’s Bill
to give all service personnel the
right to sue for negligence. Those
injured between that date and the
enactment of the Bill would get
ex-gratia payments. The five-year
campaign had borne fruit — but
not for the campaigners. Kettrick,
Clingham and others who had
campaigned so effectively were
told they were excluded.
It was a wretched and unacceptable anomaly, so I took Mar
tin Kettrick along to see George
Younger at the Ministry of De
fence. The minister’s response
was sympathetic but negative.
There was no justification, he de
clared, for retrospective legisla
tion. It mattered not at all that
numerous precedents of retro
spection were quoted.

champion of British troops, the
Pnme Minister. The heroine of
the Falklands would surely never
i:
stand by while such injustice was
meted out to members of the
forces. Sure enough, when I
brought it to her attention, she
undertook to look into it.
Kettrick and his colleagues
were encouraged. Having served
loyally, they felt betrayed by the
Ministry of Defence, but the
Prime Minister gave them new
hope. It was suggested to Mrs
Thatcher that the retrospection
issue could be by-passed by establishing a trust fund to provide exgratia payments to those who
were injured before 8 December
1986. Payments would go to those
who could show evidence that
their injuries were probably due
to negligence.
The Prime Minister’s answer
merely echoed that of the Minister of Defence. She felt — somehow — that the trust fund proposal did not surmount the
retrospection principle. She objected that it was an open-ended
scheme which would “cause distress and embarrassment to former servicemen alleged to have
caused injury to others”.
This reply was couched in sympathetic terms but did nothing to
allay the bitterness felt by some of
the victims. To meet her objections, it was suggested that to
avoid an open-ended commitment, claims should be considered only from those injured in an
accident which led to an official
investigation and a conclusion of
faulty behaviour, equipment or
procedure. To overcome the
problem of retrospection, it was
suggested that the ex-gratia pay
ments should compensate only
for costs and suffering experi
enced after the decisive date,
8 December 1986.

Whereas it took the Prime
Minister almost three months to
reject the earlier proposal, she
turned down this attempt to meet
her objections in three weeks. She
still felt concerned about the dis
tress which might be caused to
those alleged to have been re
sponsible for the damage — this
from a woman many people beheved to be more concerned with
victims in general than with perpetrators. She felt that the limitations proposed would not be either “proper or possible” and that
paying only for costs and suffering
experienced after December 1986
was arbitrary and had no bearing
on the principles at stake,
On her desk today lies a third
proposal, and with it the hopes of
many disabled ex-service personnel. I have suggested that if the
principle of no retrospection
meant that people should not
even be asked in private about al
leged negligence in the past, it
was venerating “no retrospection” to the point of absurdity,
But if it was a sticking point, then
ex-gratia payments could be
based only on the written evidcnce available. There is no
doubt that there would be sufficient to rectify the major cases of
injustice such as Martin Kettrick,
Snowy Clingham and others,
There can be argument and negotiation on detail but the point
of principle for Mrs Thatcher is
that while those injured after the
prescribed date have a legal right
to seek compensation, those dam
aged before that date have an
overwhelmingly powerful moral
case for help with the costs and
suffering they have endured since.
There is a limit to the extent to
which one can lean backward to
meet ministerial objections. But
there is surely also a limit to the
reasons and excuses which can be
put forward to deny justice to dis
abled ex-servicemen. The Prime
Minister now has the opportunity
to show that she has reached that
limit — and is prepared to trans
late sympathy into action.

The author is Labour MPfor Stoke
on Trent South.
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Bankers welcome
Argentine reforms

e

THE ARGENTINIAN govern
ment’s package of economic re
forms yesterday was greeted by
international bankers as an im
portant step towards securing an
agreement with the International
Monetary Fund, on which negoti
ations seem to be drawing to a
close.
Argentina may be ready to
meet its advisory committee by
late August, bankers said.
However, serious doubt re
mains as to whether the reform
measures can be implemented.
The government announced an
immediate 30 per cent rise in all
public service and utility charges,
hoping by this move to get the
continuous pressure for price
rises out of the way, enabling it
then to freeze charges for the next
two months. Inflation for July
alone is expected to run at around
25 per cent.
Meanwhile, the 48-hour clo
sure of all banking and foreign ex
change facilities was extended for
another 24 hours to enable the
authorities to hammer out final
details of their austerity package.
With only nine months to go
before the presidential elections,
the ruling Radical party needs to

From John Eisenhammer
in Buenos Aires 'Tv[
use this opportunity to create a
slightly more favourable eco
nomic climate and to provide the
sort of quick fix that will persuade
the IMF and foreign commercial
banks to give the government in
Buenos Aires new loans.
Argentina is negotiating with
the IMF for a $1.2bn standby to
gether with $1.5bn in fresh funds
from private foreign banks to help
pay the $4.9bn annual service
charge on its $56bn of foreign
debt.
The anti-inflation measures,
essentially a voluntary agreement
with private sector business to
hold price increases down to 5 per
cent as long as possible, are likely
to be made known later today.
The central thrust of the gov
ernment’s strategy, at the IMF’s
behest, is to cut public spending
and a fiscal deficit amounting to
more than 10 per cent of GDP.
Independent experts say that
the sort of timid measures re
vealed or leaked so far are un
likely to last much more than
three months.
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Argentina costs soar

Buenos Aires (Reuter) - The Argentine Governmentyesterday announced a 30 per cent increase m the cost ot
public utilities and services. The presidential spokesman,
Senor Jose Ignacio Lopez, said it was the first of a senes of
measures to be announced over two days to reduce the
public-sector deficit and fight rising inflation.
He said that after the rise tariffs would be frozen. for 60
days. A programme to sell off government-owned buildings,
reduce the use of government cars and aircraft and
rationalize central administration costs is to be introduced,
as well as an early retirement scheme for public-sector
employees.
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An eye on the
monitors
Channel 4 may take media monitors to court
over unauthorized programme recordings.
Steven Dunne reports on this growing industry

Earlier this year Channel 4 became the
latest broadcaster to discover that its
programmes were being systematically
recorded by private companies and
sold for profit. Unlike others before it,
Channel 4 is threatening legal action
against the media monitoring in
dustry. Apart from breach of copy
right, Channel 4’s revenue from sales
of current affairs videos to programme
participants, and their PR companies,
are being hit.
Monitoring is an industry whose
fortunes are closely tied to the
booming public relations sector. Its
basic operation is to record television
and radio broadcasts, assess the news
content of all programmes and inform
clients (or potential clients) if, and in
what context, their organization is
mentioned or featured. The monitor
ing agencies then offer the relevant
broadcast in the form of a transcript,
video or radio cassette. In effect, they
are the broadcasting equivalent of
press-cuttings services.
Minimum charges are approxi
mately £25 for a radio cassette and
£50-£60 for a video. A transcript starts
at about £25.
Until recently there were three mam
companies serving the whole of the
UK., all based in London: Telex
Monitors, Modem Media Monitoring
(MMM) and Speedex Monitors.
Their successful growth is founded
oh the greater emphasis organiza
tions now place on the way they
present themselves to the public.
The PR companies, entrusted with
the safekeeping of their clients’ public
image, are turning in increasing
numbers to the monitoring industry to
obtain information.
If all news and current affairs
programmes were devoted to promo
tional or publicity material, com
panies: could plan their own monitor
ing in-house, on a selective basis.
Obviously this is not the case and in
order to react quickly to any negative
or critical broadcasts, PR companies
need the cheap, efficient service
monitors provide.

This is particularly the case where
private companies are involved in
situations where fortunes in potential
damages hinge on the content of a
single transcript. For instance, the PR
department of Townsend Thoresen, in
the aftermath of Zeebrugge, obtained
every relevant broadcast to assess legal
and public relations ramifications.
Government departments are also
heavy subscribers. MMM established
itself during the year-long miners’
strike by supplying “rush” transcripts
of all pertinent news coverage to the
Department of Energy.
In the wake of the Guinness and
Barlow Clowes scandals, City institu
tions arc particularly image-sensitive.
Even foreign countries, particularly
those getting a bad press, are employ
ing monitors. South Africa, Chile and
Iraq regularly order material through
their London embassies.
The Argentine Interests Section,
located in the Brazilian Embassy, is a
well-informed client of MMM. It has
bought all relevant TV and radio
interviews with domestic politicians
from the outbreak of hostilities in the
Falklands to the present day.
In 1984, Special Branch descended
on MMM’s offices after the shooting
of WPC Yvonne Fletcher outside the
Libyan Embassy. According to a
Libyan diplomat inside the building,
embassy staff were only alerted to the
demonstration upon which they fired
by an attempted broadcast sale.
That monitors have stepped into a
gap in the market is not in doubt. The
question of legality, however, persists.
The industry is quick to point out that
government departments, including
the guardians of copyright law at the
Department of Trade and Industry,

are valued customers. The irony is not
lost on Don Christopher, head of legal
services at Channel 4. “The DTI are as
confused as anyone about copyright
law but their use of monitors cannot
be used to justify breaches of
copyright.”
So, will legal action get the goahead? “We’ll make a decision on
economic grounds. Monitors are only
an irritation. If legal costs exceed lost
revenue we may not proceed.”
Brian Rose at MMM is unsurprised.
“Frankly, they couldn’t cope with the
volume of orders we process. Broad
casters condone our operations to
prevent that demand falling on them.”
Roy Addison, chief press officer at
Thames TV, agreed. “Our machinery
couldn’t cope with their workload.
Besides I’m not concerned about
monitoring. As long as we get a credit
on the video or transcript, I believe it
is good publicity. And TV-am saw no
problem once information is deemed
to be “in the public domain”.
Perhaps one insight into this lack of
concern is the fact that broadcasters
have begun using monitors them
selves. TV-am and Granada both
declared themselves “occasional users
of the service”.
Roy Addison summed up the
dilemma. “Some time ago a director
asked me to acquire a Panorama
video from the BBC. I’m still waiting.
An agency would have had it round in
two hours.”
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Alfonsin attempts to revive his
withered
laurels
Stephen Fidler
and Gary Mead on Argentina’s belated effort
cure lts economic problems
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A nation which complains
because its per capita con
sumption of red meat has
dropped from more than 100
kilos a year to about 70 is
hardly suffering in the way
which Ethiopians or even Bra
zilians would understand.
Equally, it is difficult to
escape the sense that, up to a
point, Argentina’s problems
are largely of its own making.
The late General Peron,
Argentina’s former president,
determined that Argentina
would have a form of national
socialism in which the state
would own and run all major and a number of minor - indus
tries.
Thanks to Mr Peron. Argen
tina now has the most power
ful trade unions in Latin Amer
ica and a series of
nationally-owned industries
which are inefficient and
expensive to maintain. It has
the only oil industry in the
world which consistently
makes a loss.
But Mr Alfonsin’s judgment
is right in one respect. What
Argentines care about is not
the ritual being played out in
the Federal Appeal court,
where a weary group of ex
army officers are on trial for
their responsibility for the
Falklands fiasco. The ordinary
person who, when the banks
did not open on Monday this
week, went into the nearest
supermarket to panic-buy food
.and household goods, is more
concerned about inflation and
.prices than generals and
human rights.
Wealthy and white-collar
Argentines are increasingly
alarmed by the prospect of
their standard of life dropping
to a level they generally regard
as being more appropriate to
their poverty-stricken Latin
American neighbours. For a
growing number of their fellow
countrymen, that standard is
just around the corner.
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Ratio of total interest payments to exports (%)
Latin America
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Mexico
Venezuela

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

41
54
57
50
47
21

36
58
44
39
38
22

36
58
40
48
39
20

35
51
40
44
36
26

36
53
41
39
38
33

31
56
35
27'
28
26

Source: ECLAC
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Argentine puts up
[prices 30%
PUBLIC utility rates in Argentina
were ordered up by 30 per cent
yesterday in the first state of an
austerity package expected to
include reductions in state
spending and voluntary price
restraints by business.
Banks were closed on Monday
and Tuesday to prevent specula
tion while the Argentine Govern
ment put together the rest of its
programme, which is expected to
include price restraints.
Public works minister Rodolfo
Terragno said yesterday the in
creases were “difficult to assimi
late”. He hoped the consumer
would be compensated by a

60-day freeze in public service
rates following the rise and by
price restraint in other sectors of
the economy.
An austerity programme,
designed to eventually control
inflation and the state deficit, is
necessary if Argentina is to
satisfy credit conditions of the
International Monetary Fund.
The nation needs an estimated
$3 billion to $4 billion in inter
national financing to close the
balance of payments gap for this
year and next and to service its
$62 billion foreign debt, the third
largest in Latin America after
Mexico and Brazil. — (UPI)
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ARGENTINA announced aus
terity plans as doubts grew
about the country’s ability to
service its $56bn (£32.7bn) for
eign debt. Page 16;
Background, Page 5
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Argentina gives austerity plan
details after IMF pressure

o

By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires and Stephen Fidler in London
ARGENTINA
yesterday creditors, said the committee vious IMF package and the
released details of a new aus would meet next week.
IMF executive board has been
terity plan, involving sharp
The International Monetary demanding strong action
rises in charges for state ser Fund has cancelled two before agreeing any further
vices and cuts in spending, as remaining tranches, totalling funding.
doubts grew about the coun SDR330m ($450m), of loans to
Under the plan, electricity,
try’s ability to meet interest Argentina agreed last year. gas, telephone charges and fuel
payments on its $56bn This means that a $150m dis oil prices will increase by 30
(£32.7bn) foreign debt.
bursement from commercial per cent immediately. The gov
The measures are believed to banks, linked to the IMF dis ernment has said it will then
be in response to pressure from bursements, will not be made hold public sector prices stable
the International Monetary - contributing to a severe for two months. To cushion the
Fund to cut public spending short-term need for funds.
effect of the increases, salaries
and bring inflation down from
If governments led by the US for state employees are to be
more than 20 per cent a month. - Mr George Shultz, Secretary raised by 25 per cent. They will
Argentina has fallen- of State, is in Buenos Aires then be frozen.
between $850m and $900m in today - arranged a bridging
The administration is
arrears on interest payments loan to help the country out of looking for a voluntary
to commercial banks, creditor, its short-term difficulties, they restraint on price increases of 5
bankers said yesterday. Many would need to be satisfied that per cent a month from the
payments to banks are already new financing would eventu business sector. The govern
more than 90 days overdue. ally replace it.
ment is meeting leading indus
When this happens banks in
The country is seeking trialists today to discuss the1
'the US are required to lower $1.2bn in standby credit from package, after which it will
the accounting status of their the IMF, and an Argentine let announce further details.
Argentine loans and set aside ter of intent on this may be in
It is also planned to cut state
extra provisions against them. place in two to three weeks. spending to reduce the fiscal
Mr William Rhodes, chief But such funds would not be deficit, currently in the region
negotiator of Citibank of the available until the autumn.
of 7 per cent of GDP.
US and head of the advisory
Argentina has badly missed Alfonsin attempts to revive his
committee of Argentine bank inflation targets under the pre- withered laurels, Page 5
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Argentina to reform economy
By Gary Mead in Buenos Aires

P

ARGENTINA’S banks were
shut yesterday as the govern
ment prepared to announce a
new economic package today
aimed at bolstering foreign
confidence in the country’s fali tering economy.
1 Argentina is on the brink of
a fresh “war against inflation,”
according to Mr Jose Lopez,
presidential press spokesman.
Inflation was running at 18 per
cent in June. Figures for July,
due on Friday, are expected to
show inflation up to 23 per
cent.
The unscheduled two-day
bank holiday was sprung on
the Argentine public late on
Sunday evening. It was
designed to halt financial spec
ulation in advance of an offi
cial announcement of the new
package.
The economic changes being
considered are tied to the gov
ernment’s hope of signing an
agreement for a new standby
loan from the International
Monetary Fund, an agreement

which Argentina hopes will
bring it $1.2bn in fresh money
as well as unblock the dis
bursement of more than $400m
outstanding from an accord
signed a year ago.
An Argentine delegation
returned from Washington at
the weekend after discussions
with the IMF on the country’s
inability to meet interest pay
ments on its foreign debt of
$56bn. These total nearly $5bn
this year and Argentine offi
cials have said the country is
not in a position to pay.
In spite of local Argentine
reports that an agreement has
been reached on a new IMF
loan, no official announcement
to that effect has been made
and it is believed that any new
agreement hangs on the suc
cess of the planned economic
changes.
Structural changes now
being considered by the Argen
tine government are thought to
fall into five key areas.
• Closing the gap between the

commercial and financial, or
free-market, rates of exchange
of the Argentine currency, the
austral.
• A devaluation of the austral
by as much as 10 per cent.
• Tightening monetary policy,
implementing credit controls
and permitting interest rates to
climb. At the same time public
sector spending would be dra
matically cut.
• A wage and price freeze.
• Removal of tariff controls
over a range of imports; plac
ing manufactured exports on a
financial or free-market
exchange basis; and keeping
agricultural exports on the
commercial, lower rate of
exchange.
The attempt to impose a
price-wage freeze could meet
with stern opposition from the
General Confederation of
Labour, Argentina’s powerful
trade union organisation,
which lends its political mus
cle to the opposition Peronists.
Ecuador debt warning, Page 4
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Ancient cocktail
A 200-year-old lump of Antarctic
ice will freshen up a drinks party
tomorrow at the Bat and Ball,
Hambledon, Hants. Cut recently
from a glacier on the Graham
Land peninsula by men from the
0^val Navv oatrol ship HMS
Endurance, it is to be sold by the
cube to raise money for a £1 mil
lion body scanner at Queen Alex
andra Hospital, Portsmouth.
The block, which has been
found to have no impurities, will
be handed over in a black poly
thene sack by Capt Tom Sunter,
Endurance’s commanding offi
cer. His helicopter is to be
diverted to the legendary cricket
pitch, opposite the pub, on the
way to a meeting in North Wales.
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Alfonsm prepares
‘war on inflation’
THE BANKING system in Ar
gentina was shut down yesterday
for 48 hours as President R3ul
Alfonsin’s government grappled
with the last details of an austerity
package to be announced today.
It
represents
the
administration’s chances ofsetting
up a last deal for more loans from
the International Monetary Fund
and foreign commercial banks be
fore President Alfonsin’s term of
office ends in 1989. It also repre
sents the last opportunity to get
the economy looking relatively
healthy in time for presidential
elections next May when the rul
ing Radical Party’s candidate will
face a severe threat from the pop
ulist opposition Peronist Party.
Satisfying these twin pressures
poses the hardest task for govern
ment economists. The Presiden
tial spokesman, Jos6 Ignacio L<5pez, described the austerity pack
age as “a war against inflation”,
pointing up the Radical Party’s
fear that the current parlous state
of the economy will prove its undoing at the polls. Inflation is
surging ahead at between 350 and

From John Eisenhammer
in Buenos Aires
400 per cent a year; the foreign
debt rises inexorably while growth
has halted.
While denying any intention of
a price and wage freeze, which the
powerful trade unions backing
the Peronist presidential candi
date, Carlos Menem, have said
they would reject, the government
is relying on private sector indus
try voluntarily to hold down price
increases for as long as it can.
More problematic will be getting
the vast public sector unions to
accept wage curbs.
The new prbgramme needs to
appear effective enough to per
suade the IMF to grant Argentina
fresh loans. The Treasury secre
tary, Mario Brodersohn, and the
president of the Central Bank,
Jos6a Luis Machinea, returned
from Washington on Sunday con
fident that they will get a $1.25bn
loan from the IMF. This will pro
vide the lever to get a further
$2bn from the commercial banks.
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Euro farewell
to ‘Nicko’

‘v

SIR Nicholas Henderson, the
chap who did a brilliant job for
Britain as ambassador in
Washington during the
Falklands crisis but lacked the
stomach for the scrap between
the rough, tough contractors in
the Channel Tunnel boardroom,
yesterday quit as a director of
Eurotunnel.
He was chairman of the tunnel
group when (to the surprise of
many) it beat all its rivals,
including Sir Nigel Broaches’
consortium, to win the right to
build the tunnel.
He later wrote a book
exposing the behaviour of the
top construction men on his
board; they were “at odds with
themselves and there would
often be shouting between them
across the table," he lamented.
His successor as chairman,
Lord Pennock, equally failed to
control the board and for a time
it looked as though Eurotunnel
would cave in.
It was only when the rasping
Alastair Morton was called in as *
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CAROL: Phones herself

IN Florida for the week
end wedding of Chrissie
Evert and Andy Mill,
the Prime Minister’s 35year-old daughter Carol
Thatcher tearfully told
her companion Lynda
Carter she is fast reach
ing the sad conclusion
that she will never be a
bride herself.
Miss Thatcher’s statement
confirms the fears of friends
who have noted of late that

atcher
rt Carol
she is indeed cutting a lonely
figure cycling to and from
the Fulham home where she
lives alone, since her ro
mance with tailor Tom Gilbey ended in acrimonious
circumstances last year.
Only recently she confided in
them that she avoids what she
calls “the high-tech definition of
loneliness” — no calls on the
telephone answering machine —
by ringing herself up on the
other private line in her flat.
“Loads of my friends who are
locked into doing the school run

to the local comprehensive and
running homes view enviously
my freedom and independence.
“Socially, being single doesn’t
matter at all. Nowadays, even if
you invite couples to dinner, the
chances are that someone won’t
be able to make it at the last
minute,” she bravely insisted.
“Anyway, Mother taught me
to invite people round to talk to,
not to balance numbers.”
The last time Carol showed
signs of fretting about her single
status, her mother went round
and redecorated her fiat. •
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It was Mrs T who once
wrote to me telling em
barrassing tales of* how
her daughter “so much
enjoyed visiting Big Ben”
in her youth.
But in teenage years it
was Carol who talked of
raising a family while
twin brother Mark was
adamant that he was
going to remain “a play
boy bachelor”. Iiis Valen
tine’s Day wedding to
Texan used car dealer’s
daughter Diane Bergdorf 18 months ago re
versed all that.
Even Miss Thatcher’s
professional life has am
ounted to little since she
left the Daily Telegraph
“by mutual agreement”
following a row with its
editor, the PM’s favourite
Falklands hero, Max
Hastings, who is now un
likely to become Sir Max
in the forseeable future.
• NOW dubbed the Rest
less Rover around Down
ing Street, Mrs Thatcher
faces a non-stop travel
programme the moment
she comes back from her
27,000-mile Far Eastern
tour.
After only two. days
back at “the office”, she
will motor to . Cornwall
for ten days before flying
north of the border in her
bid to recapture the Scots.
Then it’s Spain in midSeptember, Poland in Oc
tober, America in November and Greece i n
December.
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Argentina
plans ‘war on
inflation
5

(C

THE central bank in Argentina
has declared a two-day holiday,
apparently to calm money markets
before the announcement of an
anti-inflation plan expected to
include a major devastation.
Although the central bank’s
announcement on Sunday did not
explain why the banks and money
exchange houses were shut, finan
cial observers said the measure
was to prevent wild fluctuations in
the exchange rate while the gov
ernment’s economic team put the
finishing touches on an emergency
financial package.
The government has not made
any official statement as to what
the anti-inflation plan will contain,
but newspapers have speculated
the measures will include a 10 per
cent devaluation and a 10-per cent
tax on agricultural exports.
Presidential spokesman Mr Jose
Ignacio Lopez said on Sunday
night the programme would consti
tute a “war against inflation” and
include ‘‘a rigorous programme of
austerity in public administration
and state companies.”
With the austerity plan, the
government hopes to attain a
credit of $1.2 billion from the
International Monetary Fund and
new international private financing
ranging from $2 to $3 billion to
close the balance of payments gap
in 1988. — (UPI).
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Prices up by 30 p.c.
ARGENTINA has increased the cost of all pub
lic utilities and services by
30 per cent.
This was the first of a se
ries of measures to reduce
the public sector deficit and
fight rising inflation, presi
dential spokesman Jose
Ignacio Lopez said.
A programme to sell off
government-owned build
ings, reduce the use of gov
ernment cars and aeroplanes

and rationalise central ad
ministration costs would be
introduced in the next few
days, as well as an early re
tirement scheme for public
sector employees.

Banks

Lopez said the increase in
tariffs, effective from today,
was aimed at guaranteeing
the financing of the public
sector. He did not quantify
the effect of the measures.
Argentine banks and for

eign exchange houses were
closed today as the govern
ment announced the pack
age.
Lopez said the measures
would include modifications
to the foreign currency re
gime.
This would reduce the gap
between the two exchange
rates used for foreign trade,
set daily by the Central Bank,
and for financial transac
tions, set by a free market.

i
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ARGENTINA PLANS to unveil
/x measures to tackle its economic
crisis and its growing arrears on
payments to foreign creditors. But
the expected economic measures
may come too late to head off a
confrontation between Argentina and
international bankers.
4 s-,

\
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Argentina Likely to Unveil
Series of Economic Changes

„

By Peter Truell
Staff Reporter of The Wall Street Journal

NEW YORK-Argentina was expected
late yesterday to start unveiling a series of
measures in an attempt to come to grips
with its pressing economic problems and its
growing arrears on payments to foreign
creditors.
But the expected economic measures
may come too late to prevent an impending
crisis between Argentina and its bank
creditors over the country’s $40 billion of
foreign-bank debt. Already, some interest
payments on foreign-bank debt are more
than 90 days overdue, and the country has
altogether built up about $2 billion of
interest arrears on its $54 billion foreign
debt, U.S. and foreign bankers said.'
Moreover, despite talks in Washington
the past few days, Argentina apparently
won’t sign a new accord with the Interna
tional Monetary Fund for at least two
weeks.
Loans Canceled
The IMF also has just canceled $450
million in undrawn loans remaining from an
accord signed with Argentina last year,
according to bankers. Argentina hasn’t been
able to draw on those loans because it failed
to meet economic targets agreed with the
IMF. A further $150 million in bank loans,
the last slice of a $1.95 billion bank loan
agreed on last year and linked to those IMF
loans, also probably won't be lent now,
further compounding Argentina’s payments
difficulties.
Argentina’s new economic measures,
which probably will be announced piecemeal over the next few weeks, are aimed at
reducing the government budget deficit and
cutting inflation, which recently has soared
to around 25% a month, U.S. and Argentine
sources said. The first measure will probably be a devaluation today of the austral,
Argentina’s currency, of as much as 10%,
and other changes in the country’s foreignexchange policy.
x
Jn particular, Argentina is expected to
‘ transfer its industrial exports and some
other parts of its foreign trade to the
free-market exchange rate from its official
controlled rate of exchange. This would
prepare for the eventual unification of the
exchange rate for the austral.
The measures are likely to be unpopular
in Argentina and may, at least in the short
term, further dim the ruling Radical

Party’s chances in next May s presidential
elections. Some observers already are
speculating that the Radical Party’s presidential election candidate, Eduardo Angeloz, may seek to distance himself from
President Raul Alfonsin’s government following the measures,
The new measures, which have been
discussed with the IMF in Washington this
week, should eventually allow Argentina to
^ign a new economic program. Such an
agreement could give Argentina access to
about $1.2 billion in new IMF loans.
Several bank-debt interest payments
originally due in May fall more than 90 days
past due late this week, and if Argentina
fails to make those payments, big U.S.
banks may decide to place their Argentine'
medium-term and long-term bank loans on a
non-accrual basis, U.S. bankers said. That
means banks would only account for inter
est they actually receive, rather than
accruing it automatically. Such a move
would make raising further loans for
Argentina much more difficult, these
bankers added.
Bargaining Power
Argentina probably has more than $1
billion in readily available foreign-exchange
reserves that could be used to pay off some
interest arrears. But the country apparently
is wary of using such funds to pay off its
arrears,
Dissipating its reserves before forthcom
ing talks with its bank creditors could
weaken its bargaining power, and Argen
tina wants assurances of further bank
financing before spending its meager re
serves on servicing bank debt, Argentine
and banking sources said,
Argentina is expected soon to ask its
bank creditors for as much as $2 billion in
new loans,
Such bank credits may be difficult to
gather. Bankers are skeptical of Argen
tina’s ability to solve its problems, particu
larly because the country’s economic and
debt-servicing difficulties are likely to
become increasingly politicized as the
presidential elections near.
The Argentine economic measures also
are expected to include provisions to try to
rein in wages and prices, although these
may not be announced for some days.
Inflation in Argentina totaled an estimated
25% for the month of July alone, compared
with rates last year of only 3% a month.
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Falklands food grouse
A serviceman’s complaint that
food delivered six-weekly to the
Falklands has gone off by the
fifth week has been referred to
the Defence Secretary, Mr
George Younger.

(a
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Runway
sweeper’s
runaway
sales
A £96,000 runway sweeper
labelled A Welsh export to
Denmark will travel across
Britain today from the Colwyn Bay factory of Danline
International.
“It is our first export of a
runway sweeper, and the
first of four ordered by the
Royal Danish Air Force,”
said managing director Percy
Watts yesterday.
He secured the order by
flying the Danes privately to
Hawarden last month to
show them the Colwyn Bay
factory which has been sup
plying the RAF and several
British commercial airports
for the past six years.
“The RAF has 60 of our
machines to keep runways
clear of snow, and some of
them are in the Falkland
Islands,” said Mr Watts.
Despite that record he
found the Scandinavians
sceptical about British qual
ity and delivery, when Danline bought the world rights
to a new Danish design of
sweeper.
“Having got the same re
action in Denmark, Norway
and Iceland I said I would
make one of the new design
and invite them over to look
at it.
“This we did, and eleven
days ago the Danes ordered
four of them, and we are
sending the first to Harwich
right away,” he said.
The order has given a
boost to the company’s 32
workers at Colwyn Bay and
. 98 at Llanrwst, as well as to
several North Wales sub-con
tractors.
Mr Watts said he hoped
other countries would now
place orders with the
. company.
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Falklands troops
‘hunger’ probe
A SERVICEMAN’S claims of
poor conditions and food
shortages being endured by
those stationed in the Falk
lands are to be raised with
Defence Secretary George
Younger.
In a letter to the minister,
Mr John Cummings, Labour
MP for Easington, County
Durham, said: "The Govern
ment has a duty not to for
get our servicemen in the
Falklands who are p erforming a difficult and at
times hazardous task miles
away from their families and
loved ones.”
Mr Cummings said he had
received a letter from a serviceman, who remains
anonymous, claiming food
was delivered only once
every six weeks - and sup
plies had virtually gone by
the fifth week.
The serviceman also told
the MP that letters from
home were often three
weeks late and mail was con
tinually delivered to the
wrong island
The MoD yesterday denied
there were food shortages*
A spokesman said there
had been no official commaiP^
supplies or
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Younger told
of Falklands
food complaint
A SERVICEMAN’S claims of poor condi
tions and food shortages being endured
by those stationed in the Falklands are to
be raised with the Defence Secretary, Mr
George Younger.
In a letter to the Minister, Mr John
Cummings, Labour MP for Easington, Co
Durham, said: “The Government has a
duty not to forget our Servicemen m the
Falklands who are performing a difficult
and at times hazardous task miles away
from their families and loved ones.
The MP said he had received a letter
from a Serviceman, who remains anony
mous, claiming that food was delivered
only once every six weeks and that
supplies had virtually gone by the fifth
week.
Mr Cummings said that the letter, from
one of his constituents, suggested “Minis
try of Defence indifference to the condi
tions being endured by Servicemen in the
Falklands”.
The Serviceman also told the MP that
letters from home were often three weeks
late and mail was continually delivered to
the wrong island within the Falklands
group.
The MoD yesterday denied there were
food shortages on the islands. A spokes
man said there had been no official
complaint about food supplies or mail.
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Shultz puts pressure on Managua
By Tim Coone in Managua

THE US Secretary of State, Mr
George Shultz, is to begin a
10-day tour of Latin America
today with the apparent aim of
sounding out support for
renewed pressure upon the
Sandinista Government in
Nicaragua.
. Mr Shultz starts his tour in
, Guatemala, where he is to
meet foreign ministers of the
Central American countries
which signed the Esquipulas II
peace plan a year ago, with the
exception of Nicaragua, which
has not been invited.
The recent crackdown by the
Nicaraguan Government on its
internal opposition, and US
proposals to renew military aid

to the Nicaraguan Contras
based in Honduras, are expec
ted to be central themes of the
Guatemala meeting.
Differences between the min
isters make it uncertain
whether a joint statement will
result from the meeting, how
ever, as the Guatemalan Gov
ernment has made it clear that
it will not join any move aimed
at further isolating Nicaragua.
Costa Rica is also firmly
opposed to the renewal of mili
tary aid to the Nicaraguan rebels.
Mr Shultz’s task to rally sup
port for a last-ditch offensive
against the Sandinistas before
the Reagan administration

comes to an end has been
made more difficult by the
recent election of hard-line
leaders to the directorate of the
Contras.
Mr Shultz will then continue
his tour to the Southern Cone
of the continent, with stops in
Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil
and Bolivia before returning to
Central America
The Mexican Government,
which has not been included in
Mr Shultz’s itinerary, issued a
statement at the weekend
rejecting “any foreign inter
vention and the use of coercion
and force" which might under
mine the Esquipulas agree
ments
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Argentina tries to
stem hyper-inflation
BUENOS AIRES (AP) - Ar
gentine banks and foreign ex
change houses will be closed to
day and tomorrow while the gov
ernment implements a new antiinflationary economic package.
C6sar Jaroslavsky, a member of
the House of Deputies, an
nounced the closure after meet
ing President Raul Alfonsin but
refused to comment on the con
tents of the package. President
Alfonsin and the Economy Minis
ter, Juan Sourrouille, were re
ported to be awaiting the return
from Washington of the Treasury
Secretary, Mario Brodersohn,
and Jos6 Luis Machinea, presi
dent of the central bank, to put
the finishing touches on the new
package. The two officials met ex
ecutives from the International
Monetary Fund last week in an ef
fort to obtain new loans, including
a $1.2bn (£700m) stand-by credit,

to help pay interest on the coun
try’s $53bn foreign debt.
Banks and other financial insti
tutions are usually ordered to
shut their doors up to 48 hours in
Argentina to facilitate major
changes in economic policy and
prevent speculation.
No official announcements
have been made regarding the
package, designed to drastically
cut inflation which ran at 320 per
cent over the last year. Prices in
June alone rose 18 per cent.
Newspapers speculated it could
include a 10 per cent devaluation
of the austral, modification of the
two-tier exchange rate system and
higher taxes on farm exports. The
package also was reported to in
clude a rise of up to 26 per cent in
public utility and transport rates
and a request for businessmen to
voluntarily limit price increases to
6 per cent in August.
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DIPLOMAT Sir Nicholas
(“Nicko") Henderson has retired from all Eurotunnels
boards. He was its first
chairman in 1985, stepping
down in 1986 though re
maining a director until
now'
,
... . Am
Sir Nicholas. British Ambassador to Washington at
the time of the Falklands
conflict, is also a director of
Tarmac and of Hambros
(where he’s staying put).
Of Eurotunnel he said
yesterday " !™ a great be-

&|f|gg
I B9

| Iff Iff
H j g g ft
^

liever in the Channel Tun
nel. It's always going to
have problems but I’m sure
thev’U be surmounted."
Co-chairmati_(with •
Frenenman Andre Bernard)
Alistair Morton is trying to
rajse private sector finance
towards a high-speed Kings
Cross rail link for the Chunnel. But Trafalgar House
and French builder Bouygues, are laying nval plans._
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crew was sacked following fishing trials.

tea

Concerned To,* tth fr
°ff the Faikland ,slands
getting
« "
,af0Ut ,hC future of their long-term operations following
substantial losses , writes IAN STRUTT.
K
Poor
catch
rates,
coupled with high licence

rr'rv

m_

licence
fees and
catch
rates
knock

.^e forecast that pressure
nations Fo get *he" licence

fisherv art*
oivi™,u
iyivWSFWM fees reduced, especially for
* ^ey 7/^ squid .shiPs which
operators avery^tough
t,me‘
The costs of fishing off
the Falklands are “the most
expensive in the world”,
according to one owner.
Pressure is likely to be put
on the Falkland Islands
government to lower the
licence fees and an announ
cement on licensing policy
for the 1989 season is pendmg. However, the fees for
next year will not be set
until mid-September, after
this year’s first season has
been scientifically;assessed.
Lewis Clifton, Londonbased representative of the
Falkland Islands government, told FNI: “The Falkland Islands government is
aware .that there has been a
considerable reduction in
market prices for Illex squid

cujt marketing conditions.
Transport costs from the
Falklands to Europe and the
Far East are $300 a ton, yet
Illex prices have dropped by
50 per cent and they are
piling up in the cold stores.
The Falklands first season
got under way well on February 1 with Loligo squid
onuj . . r~Kn t™,
_ . . , catch rales of 40 to 50 tons
fh°yd ! d
The ?nt,sh a day< but they did not hold
shlPs have had 11 tough It’s up as in 1987 and then rap'[
,d'y , dcteriorated’ forci"g
id.^ have had t0 learn vessels on to hake in March
th«wi?Lty‘A .
,.f
when the Loligo disaptrawYs Snlfke the ° SnL^sh'
ancj tv,e Pnijch „h„P|
However, the hake were
Len downTre for eig Mo ant ,h°V’° 6°° gn,"L fis-h
[en vears
lghl to an?. Ihe European market is
.
r .
wel1 supplied. The Loligo
■
inp '$ * 1" !
g‘ “mc hack at the end of
and Tnnkt ^m(ericans sa>'' May, with catch rates of live
ctrnr(*
^
* m a c°n* t0 ^ tons a day, which paid

previous year and on which
licence fees have been
based.”
British joint venture ships
have been particularly hardhit, Alan Johnson of Witte

then.”
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operators

nnfish ca.chss were low

res

agonian herring which were
only ten t0 is In long,
Mr Johnson said that the

UK-Falklands joint venture
^crn traw,er Lord Shacklepayhera all-species,
total of
£175.000 for
al,'arcas* licence this year to
™ke her fishing flexible, but
economics mean that
catching Illex squid has been
out of the question.
“You cannot go on for
ever JUSJ ProP»ng the thing
UP; You’ve got to look at it
objectively and on a comniercial basis,” Mr. Johnson
sa'dSriptitictc
“It certainlv n^
positive thinkbio r dS.n°me
He aims to cln£/°r ,989 ”
scientists on prospects8‘to"
1989 in October o^Novem
ber this year
. The iwV.rawIer Seamount
joint venture, which the
Scottish-based' oil industry
company Seaboard Offshore
started this year, has been a
disaster.
* ’
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The Mount Kent fished
for under two weeks before
omTpuml
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in far south
of Chile

FISHING ships from Poland, Korea and the UK operating in the
South Atlantic are among those which have taken advantage of new
repair facilities at a yard set up last year in Punta Arenas, Chile.
Fernando
Rusowsky,
who took over as com
mercial director of the
shipyard — SAEM Strait
ft is situated in the Strait ger, Polish stern trawlers,
of Magellan Shipyard Ltd of Magellan in fairly shallow vessels in the Pescachile fleet
— some four months ago, water so there is a rail sys set-up in Chile by Pescanova
told FNI that he sees tem running out over 1000 ft of Spain, and the Mount
Punta Arenas becoming a into the Magellan Channel Kent and Lord Shackleton
bigger centre for fishing and vessels are docked using from the UK.
The latter two ships are
ship repairs and crew a cradle system. The rails
transfers in the near then run for a further 380 ft Falklands joint venture stern
future. He is expecting on land to dry dock the ves trawlers and the work car
ried out to them included
developments on
the sels.
Around-the-clock repairs installing Japanese fish pro
chandlery and gear side, can be carried out on cessing machinery abroad
too.
request and the system can the Lord Shackleton and

ieport by IAN STRUTT

He also said that more
Polish stern trawlers will be
using SAEM’s facilities there
following his visit to Europe
in July to met customers.
Repair facilities for big
fishing ships do not exist in
the Falklands and vessels
which are operating in the
South Atlantic and are in
need of overhauls and
urgent attention often have
to head north to use the
extensive docks at Monte
video, in Uruguay.
However, Mr. Rusowsky
points out: “You need at
least four days to sail from
the Falklands to Monte
video. We are 1.5 days sail
ing from the Falklands.
“We can offer good facili
ties very far south in the
world. They can be used for
large repairs and general
maintainance of vessels.
“Our policy is to charge
reasonable
rates
despite
being on our own in the
area.” The yard, he says,
wants the fleets to get back
to the grounds quickly so
that they can operate profitably and so the yard can .
offer to carry out the general
maintenance work.
SAEM’s extensive docking
facility was opened early last
year as a joint venture
between the vessel builders
and repairers Asmar of
Chile and Sandock-Austral
of South Africa. The yard
sub-contracts some work to
the
Asmar
workshops
nearby in Punta Arenas.
.

winch repairs to the Mount
Kent. She was at the yard
for around a month while
spares were sent over.
The Polish fleet is very
active in the South Atlantic
and SAEM has dry-docked
five of the county’s vessels
and carried out repairs on a
further seven while afloat.
More dry-dockings are
due to be made by Polish
vessels
following
Mr.
Rusowsky’s trip to Poland.
“All the work for foreign* He visited owners Odra at
vessels is very easy, as we Swinoujscie, Gryf at Szcze
can stock spare parts and cin and Dalmor at Gdynia.
paints from foreign countries
Mr Rusowsky expects that
without
paying
import five Gryf vessels and three
taxes.”
Dalmor ships will be using
The yard is well connected the yard shortly. The alter
despite being so far south, native would be Monte
according to Mr. Rusowsky. video.
There are daily flights to
SAEM carried out its first
Santiago in Chile and even re-engining in June this year
local duty-free shopping fac when the Pescachile stem
ilities for crews.
trawler Petanzos was fitted
Fishing vessel crews can with two Caterpillar engines
also live on their vessels of 1200 hp each. The work
while the repairs are under involved burning through
way as all services — even her deck and took a total of
direct dial telephones — can 60 days.
be hooked up.
Asmar, one of the two
Representatives of the partners in the yard at Punta
main classification societies Arenas, has been building
are on hand locally, accord- purse seiners to Norwegian
ing to Mr. Rusowsky, who designs, the first being the
says that the management 750 cu metre capacity Don
skills for the yard have been Pedro.
drafted in from the wellShe was delivered last year
established Asmar concern.
after being completed to a
About 80 per cent of the design by Skipsteknisk. The
yard’s work involves fishing vessel is operating highly
vessels and ships which have successfully and more purse
been in for repairs so far seiners are under construc
include a Korean squid jig- tion.
handle vessels up to 393 ft
long and with a breadth of
78ft. The maximum docking
draft is 21.3 ft and the lifting
capacity, 4000 short tons.
Full repair facilities and
services are available at the
yard, according to Mr
Rusowsky, and he says that
the yard being in a freeport
is an advantage.
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THE

French
company
Soc. Nouvelle des Peche
Lointaines (SNPL) has
pulled out of cod fishing.
The
managers of this
Bordeaux-based concern say
they don't believe that
France has any chance of
succeeding in negotiations
with Canada to get good
quotas for cod off New
foundland.
They
have
therefore
decided to sell off the com
pany's last two factory
trawlers, with the loss of
some 200 jobs.
In 1987, SNPL sold its
two 90-metre long factory
trawlers, the Islandc and the
Finlande to Victory Fishing,
which is believed to be asso
ciated with the South Afri
can Sea Harvest group.
SNLP still owned the ves
sel Le Commandant Gue,
which has been lying idle in
Bordeaux because of lack of
quotas,
and
also
the
ZeJande, which has been
fishing off Norway without
much success.
After several unsuccessful
attempts at distant water
fishing in different parts of
the world (Kerguelen, Nami
bia and the Falklands),
SNPL changed its strategy
to begin a reduction in oper
ations off St. Pierre and
Miquelon.

Spanish flagship
wins licence

THE RIGHTS of foreign- policy are being considered
owned ships fishing Britain's before courts from the UK to
share of fish allocated under Luxembourg,
the EEC common fisheries
Late last month the Brit-------------- ---------------------------- ish government was forced
to grant the vessel Grampian
Fury, owned by Pescanova
SA of Vigo, Spain a UK
licence to fish.
The UK Ministry of Agri
culture, Fisheries and Food
had reversed its descision
not to grant the licence the
day before a judicial review
j of the ministry’s refusal was
i due to be held in the courts.
| The action had been
brought
by
Pcscanova’s
UK-based subsidiary com; pany,
which is operating one
of an estimated 140 benefidally foreign-owned fishing
vessels on the British register. London-based solicitors
Watson, Farley & Williams
acted for Pescanova.
The number • of Spanish
vessels fishing their tradi
tional waters west of the UK
; was severely restricted before
i Spain joined the EEC, which
i claims a 200-mile limit.
| Undaunted Spanish owners
simply took • advantage of
weak UK vessel registration
i laws.
They registered their ships
in the UK, or bought vessels
already registered, and made
a nonsense of the EEC
stocks shareout.
The UK ministry then
brought in a licensing system
which included a series of

restrictions on crewing and
minimum landings in the
UK as an effort to ensure
the UK got some benefit
from the catching of its own
stocks.
Pescanova
owned
the
UK-registered and licensed
vessel Contessa Viv, but she
sank and the ministry
refused to switch her licence
to the former oil ship GramP,an Fury on the grounds
that the licence conditions
were 1101 bei"8 adhered to.
Pescanova s UK company
contended that crewing cond,tlons were “not ,n accor“
dance with objects of the
relevant fishing legislation
now and\ indeed, was in
contravention of the Race
Relations Act 1976.
. Pescanova was granted the
licence after agreeing to
ab,de
tbe conditions and
each party is to pay its own
legal costs. >1
'*
operating
Companies
but
British-registered,
foreign owned, vessels are
challenging UK measures
brought in to thwart quota
hopping ships, but they are
fishing on while the cases
continue.
A new fishing vessel register is soon to be brought in
under Merchant Shipping
Act legislation. It is designed
to de-register the flag of
convenience vessels and its
provisions should supercede
the crewing legislation.
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GRANTS THREAT
STRONG action is being
threatened by the EEC
Fishenes Commission in
Brussels to match the
catching
power
of
Europe’s fishing fleets to
the fish stocks available.
Only Portugal and Denmark, of all the EEC coun
tries, are within the guide
lines of multi-annual gui
dance policies agreed by the
EEC. So, it wants to clamp
down on grants to build and
modernise fleets in those
countries which are already
deemed to have overlarge
fleets.
Eighty people with fishing
interests attended a meeting
in Aberdeen, Scotland, last
month to hear top EEC offi
cials spell out their policy.
The EEC has the power to
freeze national as well as
EEC grants if countries do
not act swiftly to reduce
catching capacity in line
with the agreed multi-annual
guidance policies.
______

According to the EEC, the
Two^per
cen( ^ horsepower and
threc per cent on tonnage by
j 992, with 10 per cent of the
reductions having to be
achieved by the end of this
year.

* Fishing
rights
agreed
THE Argentine govern
ment is to renew existing
fishing agreements with
Bulgaria and the USSR
allowing these countries to
fish in Argentine waters.
These agreements reached
in Buenos Aires include the
right to fish in “zones of the
southerrn seas where waters
of Argentine jurisdiction
overlap with the so-called
economic exclusion zone and
the fishing protection zone
that the UK. established
Malvinas
around
the
islands”.
But the statement adds
that, although the Soviet
Union and Bulgaria arc
among the countries that do
not recognise these zones,
their ships have not entered
them.
The two-year agreement
envisages total exploitation
of 180,000 metric tons of
fish and squid, the use of
Argentine ports for resupply and the implementa
tion of joint-risk contracts
between
Argentine
and
Soviet shipowners.

Japanese buy
more pollack

*

THE JAPANESE import
quota for pollack has been
substantially
increased
because it is getting less fish
from joint venture opera
tions with US companies.
The ouota for April to
September is 39,000 tons,
which is 80,000 tons higner
than last year.
Japan expects to import
more surimi from the United
States, too. The movement
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will help to reduce American
holdings, which rose from
4.7 to 5.7 million lb earlier
this year.
Meanwhile, the US analogue inventory is twice as
high as last year. Holdings
reached 19 million lb in the
second quarter.
in the first quarter of 1988
japan exported 2,500 tons of
imitation crab to the US,
down from 3,600 tons dur
ing the same period in 1987.

Inquiry Into
cheap crews

SECURITY authorities in Taiwan are looking into
reports that many of the island’s boats have been
employing mainland fishermen as deckhands.
According to complaints ten times or more the
filed by a number of Taiwan monthly salary of most
fishermen, the boats sail fishermen employed in main
directly from Taiwan ports land craft.
Taiwan fishermen com
to ports in China across the
plain that boatowners are
Taiwan Straits.
Once there they take on using the hiring of mainland
mainland fishermen to serve crews to hold down wages.
Owners, however, while
as deckhands.
The going price for the denying that they employ
mainland crew members is fishermen from the mainland
said to be about US$350 a (as to do so is very much
month, half of which goes to against Taiwan laws) argue
the agent who makes the that even when they offer
introduction. But even the much higher pay they are
I
US$175 netted is reportedly unable to recruit.
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